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SUMMARY 

rya r: rý. .K -i . .w 

A LITERARY re-assessment of the creative achievement 

of James. llogg is long overdue. For too long he has been, 

known. as the simple shepherd poet, of Ettrick, 
twith a-, 

poetry ranked below that of Burns, Fergusson and, Ramsay, 

and hardly,, read, - let alone taught. - as. a significant part 

of, the Scottish literary tradition., Even the recent and 

deserved attention. given to his The Private Memoirs and 

Confessions of a Justified Sinner has tended to. 
µovershadow 

his other major work, such as his epic and comic Border 

romance, The Three Perils of Man, hie shorter anti- 

romantic novels. like Basil Lee. and An Edinburgh Bailie 

andýhie many superb, starkly told short, etories. , 
This 

study , argues that. liogg's. poetry can_ be seen as a pre- 

liminary stage in the development of his: 
-real genius, 

which, owing to the nature of his Border roots and back- 

ground, was for_the", retelling of, folk tales,, especially, 
AJN 

those. of the Border,. be they supernatural, comic or. 

grotesque. - Sometimes, as, in The Brownie of Uodsbeck, or 

The Three Perils of Mang these,, tales are presented , as . 
though they are a kind of historical. romance, or, as, in., 
ý. P 

_,., s "sd ,. >{. 
Auc... b. t: _. _, 6- ; .. t-, 4-. 

The Justified Sinner, as religious satire - but. beneath.., 

these guinea lies always Hogg's living awareness of an 

oral tradition going back to and beyond the Border 

legends and Ballads. 2iis unique genius lies in his 

ability to recreate the atmosphere of mystery, the 
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vividness and immediacy of detail, the comic richness 

and the grotesquerie of his traditional material, and to 

evoke, as not even Scott or Stevenson could, the sense of 

another haunting world next to our own. Thus the emphasis- 

in this short study is on liogg's fiction, although his 

poetry and. prose, is also considered. Similarly the 

biographical discussion has been limited to the baldest 

outline of his life, and even then only where related to 

the main issue of his creative achievement and the con. 

sideration of whether he ranksas a major writer of fiction 

within the Scottish and English literary traditions. 

Basic to the entire study . is, the *idea of dualism: 

within I-logg! s life and work;, the, first giving rise to 

the second. There, is the Ettrick ' Iiogg and -there -is' the 
r.. v 

Edinburgh, ilogg. poth were necessary to create-The Justi- 

fied-Sinnerý but paradoxically the crisis of identity and 

confidence which they generated -, a familiar story with 

Ramsay, Ferguson and' L3urni before him - goes a long way 

to explaining- many of Hogg's complete failures, like The 

Three Perils' of Women.. We also gain. a telling insight 

into the, culturally deitructive snobbery and distortion, 

of literary,, waiuee which increasingly `dominated' Edinburgh 

and Scottish Literature throughout the nineteenth century. 
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t 
CHAPTER ONE 

, ýý .. 
ETTRICK HOGG AND 

EDINBURGH HOGG 
,ý 

HOGG'S LIFE splits clearly into two periods separated 

by the year 1810. He was born about 17706 in the parish 

of Ettrick, among the highest, bleakest and loneliest hills 

1. For further study of Hogg, see Edith C, Batho, The 
Ettrick Shepherd, 19271 Alan: L., Strout,. The Life 
and Letters of James Hogg, vol. I, 1946 (only volume): 

;. 't -Louis , Simpson, James�Hogg_; A Critical, Study, 19621 
James Hoaat Selected Poems, ed. Douglas Mack, 1970. 
For some account-of. the background, see Edwin, Muir, 
Scott and Scotland, 19361 David Craig, Scottish 
, Literature and the Scottish People 1680 - 1830, 
1961= David Daiches, The Paradox of Scottish Culture, 
19641 Douglas Young,, Edinburch in the Ade of, Sir 
Walter Scott, 1965. 

Quotations from fiction are taken firstly from the 

, most, readily available edition of The Ettrick Shepherd's 
Tales, two volumes, 1886, which follows the 1837 text 
of Tales-and Sketches -bv the Ettrick Shepherd (6 a vols. ) 
(bowdlerised by Hogg himself and by others following 

' his , wishes) .I have rfollowed : these. references:. immediately 
with reference to the earliest published version of 
the-fiction, noting any significant differences,, The 
exceptions to this rule are The Brownie of Bods beck, 

'where reference is -made -to -Douglas Mack's. 1976 ' edition t 
The Three Perils of Man, where reference is made to my 

Ä "own, edition''of 1972 t, . The Three - Peri is , of w Wonsan; where 
reference is made to the original text of 18221 

-: 'The-Private Memoirs sand Confessions of a Justified Sinner, 
where reference is made to John Carey's 1969 edition; 

x andLother short stories not"collected. in 1837i where- : 
reference is made to the originally published text. 

Quotations from poetry are taken f irstly from - The` Works 
of the Ettrick SheDherd, two vols.,,. ed. Thomson, 1865, 
Vol. °' II; -I *have- followed - these-'references"immediately 

, with reference to, the earliest,,. published. version of the 
poetry, "noting any 'significant -differences. 

The dates of stories and poems will be found in the list 
of Hogg's works at the end. The above titles are for 
preliminary information onlyi the full bibliography at 
the end gives place of publication. 

2. Hogg thought he was born 25 January 1772 - Burns's 
birthdays but the parish register gives 9 December 1770 
for his baptism. See Simpson* n. p. 5. 
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of the"Scottish` Horders. Iü's ýfäther ývräa "s 'hard iiorking 

shepherdp al well: -meaining; ' well-living inan, ""an. 4üthuaiastic 

reader' of the`-ilibie`; '-his mother n=4ähräwdp ` independent'''^ e'' 

Komintwhä wa's-, fawedifor' her' huge' knowledge of 13ordern"" 

fallads-"and legende. `- They'Fwere-Itoö' poor- to"" list ° üoggrhäve 

much schooling; and after'-leas°-than-ä tiyear' e spö'radiä. K' "xI 

localt: education, 'A1ogg' left This"formal education with' a` 

love of3vible reading biet -little' ability to write. - Th®re- 

aftor, -till '1791 2he°worked att-odd(jobs'with`', horses, '°cows, 

and sheep_with-'many different masters, and, -read ýblirid""""`T", 

harry, cfamsay' a Gentle- Shepher`d' ä 
. nd''theological. - writings 

liköpHarvey1s Meditationi among,, the Tombs and"1Iurnet's" "'-% 

. Mrs (Sacred " theoryý, of , -the . 'Earth. 

º =In °1791"h6 "went totwork-, with the Laidlais of*Black;.; - 

house., -' 1 indingca-friend for'life in William -Laidlawý 

congenialcwörkrascshepherd, and,: a libraryq" fie" stayed` there 

ten -years $ .. tiandL. -during' this' time began -to oput "the "-'songi 

he -.. had made . up <for c his follow workers a-on=-paper, `decided : 

to Remulate : Burns, i'Joined-t-(like itamsay, 'ergueison Land! '' i 'l 

Burns before` him),: a= literary 'society--wade °up "of Nfellow- 

shepherdsq, to -improve himself; ' -and : published-Sco ttish . 

Pastorals. Poems, ' Songs, etc; -=, in- 1801, -a -rushed, ' -preiiattire 

collection of poems 'much iinflusnced by, Ramsay. '. ' About' this 

timeJhe'also, metWalter Scott as the latter was collecting 

for his Minstrelsy 'of the, Scottish li3order, gaining "-(apart - 

from . one mä jor , quarrol )" . another : friend for. life:: '- - -ýý. 
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From, 1801 to-1804 ilogg-made annual trips to the 

Uighlands. and, Islandsp. the last being with a view towards 

arranging emigration to Barris - but with the bad financial 

luck that haunted him all his life he lost the savings 

necessary, for__the 
. 
farm he was due to take there. For 

, 
the 

next, three. years he worked in Cumberland and Nithsdale in 

some. pvverty. Yet all this time his fame as a shepherd 

poet was growing. At. Nithsdale Allan Cunningham had gone 

to. some troubleto find him and recite his poems to him. 

The, ScotaMagazine had been printing his ballads and songs 

regularly since 18030 and in-1807 The Mountain. Bardg a 

collection, from. these and other ballad imitations appeared 

successfully. along with his, prize-winning The Shepherd's 

Guide, a treatise, on sheep. diseases.. From.. the rewards of 

his poetic and practical, ventures he, leased two farms. 

The difficulties of running both, Hogg and his partner's 

lively, social. habits ("feasting, drinking, dancing, and 

fiddling, etc., " according to:, a visitor at the time) put 

the., sheep - on.. the . -wrong side of the hill and the farms-in 

the hands of-creditors.. Whether, through distrust of 

"Jamie-, the, Poeter" as poet, or simply as, failed farmer, 

no one now wanted Ilogg as shepherd in Yarrow. In 1810 in 

desperation, -at, forty years old, he went, to, Edinburgh to 

be "a literaryman. " 

It- is. -, useful to stop--and consider . 1810 as a pivot year 

in lioggfs life, separating -Ettrick. from Edinburgh. - -= Of. w"- 

couräetitkie Border-and capital experiences mingle, just as 
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in his work the-'Ualläd inspirations `and the aspirations" 

to conventionil °and current kinds of 'pöetry `and''fiction 

are mixed*, - But' since his work is so marked on 'the one 

harid'by, the' distinction between what''he niter' ited fron' 

his-Border background, giving an-authenticity of vision 

which is true to his basic nature, and on. the other his 

perpetually ehiftine, ever-imitative desire to find a 

"vision" and Toruz acceptable to polite Edinburgh and 

British audiences, I feel one should consider these two 

sides separately. 

The Ettrick Hogg may have lacked formal education, 

but he grow up with his imagination richly nourished by 

vital and vivid Lallads#, lggonda, 41ble, stories and,, chap. 

books, until he naturally came-in contact with the other 

and formal literary traditions of Scotland* tics 'mother 

had an abundance-of Ballad lore, as Scott discovered, and 

made her house a meeting place and a part of the chain of 

oral tradition. She was aware of the tradition too, as 

separate fromAh© literary, and,. sho sharply criticised 

Scott for. "freozing" in print what should have been left 

as an organic, proce4se ballads like . "Auld Maitland", she 

said 

were, made for singin' an' no for reading, 
but ye haw broken the charm. noo, an' they'll 

. never be,. sung , mair. 

1. James Hogg, The Domestic Manners and Private Life of 
''Sir Walter-Scotto 1d: 14; this quotation (p. 53) °and 

others from the 1909 edition. 
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,, The influence of the Ballads on Hogg! e poetry can be 

seen: at a glance, in_The Mountain Uard" or.. The Queen's wake; 

but, it cannot.. pe stressed"enough. how,, much, this ballad 

background is ,, the 
. 
bapis. of both content,. and form in, the 

bulk and, the - best of his fiction, 
_ a .,.., 

''A Ballad is -4 'fcüksong' ttiät. -tells" a story''-, 
with stress on the crucial situation, tells 
it'by letting the"action unfold itself in 
event and speech, and tells it objectively 
-with little comment or intrusion of personal 
bias. 

Action centred on a single situation, which 
may be'eith©r the` culminating point "in a- 
larger series of events or an isolated 
happening " of'- sensational value-is the first'-1 
constant discoverable in the ballads. 

Such descriptions fit iiogg1s"terse, ' laconic short stories 

completely, one is always`°aware in Iiogg'a stories of 

dream, appäritioni*or mystery that the vivid-incidenttii 

his imaginative "unit". Even in the longer, more ambitious 

works' euch as The Three Perils of Mim-one is aware of Iiogg's 

awkwardness with prolonged structural control., and his 

relief in finding himself telling a story, in the" tradia. 

tional manner# within 'the story. Frequently hö"drops 

intermediate narrative between speeches, ' letting the 

vernacular speeches or dramatic monologues themselves 

carry the story. And üogg was even accused of bad taste 

when in tactile was working with anthsr. ballad tradition, 

that of the "impersonal attitude to the events of the 

`story", which in üogß's work-often manifests itself 'as a' 

curioüs'ünconventional treatment of sympathetic and 

L. G. I1. Gerrould, The ballad of Tradition, 1932, p. xi 
and p. 7 
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favoured characters in his narrative. -With^the'"sword- 

etroke"- suddenness.. of . 
the ballads, auch' protagonists can 

suffer death-and removal from the story right in the 

middle of events - orý' Just at a point,; where- with the "con- 

ventional" treatment-they would be regarded as'"vitally 

involved in the development orfidonouement of'the'plot. 

It"-was onlyrat-Scotts desire that llogg altered the death 

by-burning ofýthe "hero" of "The, Witch of-Fife". Similarly 

he caused the early destruction-of'the-only, hero to be 

found in-The Justified Sinner1 George Dalcastle, ' andq' 

outstandingly, of one of the most-'likeable'comic'figures 

in his The-Three-Perils-of Mani the shrewd'old'fisherwan. 

Sandy Yellowleea. It in-'almost as though Scott were 

suddenly to kill offy Dailie. Nicol 'Jarvie. early. in., Rob Roy ." 

but in=4uoggf s novel the, impersonal, and-I3alladic swiftness 

of fate here and in the hanging'of the', yeoman-Heitdn 

serves to wake 'a superb ironic comment on what--chivalrous 

wars mean to peasants. 

,- Indeed throughout Hogg's tales there in an understate- 

ment of tragic events and sentiment which is older even-- 

than, the Ballads, going back to the sagas. 

I knew a man wolle whose name was Audrew 
Murray, that perished in the 

, snow-on...,, 
Minchmoor; and he had taken it so deliberately, 
that he, had buttoned his. coat,., and -folded his 
plaid, which he had laid beneath hie head for 
a bolster. 

1. Talesi: vol. 11, p. 207.. Blac)Cwood"s' Mägazine, -,. 'vö1.5, 
1819; p. 213*. 
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And throughout liogg's poetry-and fiction' from 

"Kilaneny", to, The Three Perils of Han f. is another ballad 

characteristic. - that of timelessness of. setting, vagge- 

ness of territorial reference, and even vaguer temporal 

detail. Read the opening of. "Ewan, Mcaabhar"� with its 

oral style, its reference to wars in,, times unspecified 

involving queens unnamed and kingdoms and countries of 

mystery. This is the world of "Sir Patrick Spens" and 

Ballad openings like "It fell aboot the Lammas Tide... ". 

Actors like Lord Downan and Colin More appear in the story 

as suddenly and with as little background location. in time 

or in terms of the story itself asp sayo, Inverey in "The 

Baron of Brackley". Even in historically"placed" tales 

like The Brownie of Uodsbeck or The-Justified Sinner Iiogg 

manages to introduce the timeless Ballad atmosphere with 

devices like Nannie's songs in the first ("nut in yon- 

houm there is a kirk/. .. An' in that pew there sat a 

king/Wha signed the deed we wann ever rue" or.. "Ne wasna 
,r 

King o'.. fair:. Scotland/Though King of Scotland he should 

haebeen... "). and Penpunt's Auchtermuchty 
. 
stories in. the 

second. .<, 
Baut most of. all,! Logg draws on that, aspect of the 

Ballads which Gregory Smith referred to as "tire horns of 

Elfland",!, the"other world" of Thomas the Rhymer and 

Tam. Lin. Some short stories like "Mary Burnet", "The 

1. Throughout his Scottish Literature; its Culture 
and Influence, 1919, 
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> ', 4 i ý"t `"t' sßä Brownie of the Black üaggs" and "The Mysterious Bride" " 

are virtually ballads of' this type turned into probe taleä. 

Like, say, "The Daemon Lover", they present a stylised and 

patterned picture of an offender who awakens the wrath of 

a mysterious, pagan and yet Christian power which sends 

its representative to destroy the unnatural disturber of* 

simple community harmony* liogg, like the Ballads, presents 

his tale with all the traditional hints and clues to the 

identity of the strange visitor and the supernatural' 

nature of the occurrence: Where "The Daemon Lover" has a 

strange ship, stranger mariners and the girl realises 

through these clues that the journey is to hell, tiogg 

similarly uses colours (green and gold signify fairy'" 

powers) and"figures like the traditional "wee, wee man" 

and diabolic metaphor to imply his supernatural moaning. 

Here is the same love of "seven long years", of "a league 

but barely"; and when one has read these tales it is 

easier to grasp the true provenance of The i Justified Sinner, 

and to realise that"it too has its connection with-the 

Ballads. Is "it -not4 similar in its method-with its-red- 

letter hints ' äs. to'-the devilish identity of the mysterious 

Gilmartin, 'and its judgement of-the sinner, to the method 

and progress of "The Daemon Lover" ? 

Sometimes, as in The Three Perils of Man, The 

of Eildon, or. _"Mary 
Burnet", kiogg's. other world is that of 

.. r. -.. « 

."ij 
v 
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the Ballad Tam Lin or of True Thomas the Rhymer of Ercildoune. 

Sometimes as in The Justified Sinner or "The Brownie of the 

Black Haggs" or "The Cameronian Preacher's Tale" the other 

world is a bleaker place dominated by a harshly just and 

Christian Providence. Often the forces of the other world 

are eventually shown to be illusory, extended deceptions, 

as in, The Brownie of Bodabeck, or "A Tale of Good Queen. 

Bess". Hogg even uses his imagination-independently of 

tradition to create a fantastic. landscape such as that of 

"Kilmeny" or The Pilgrims of the.: Sun, where the land to 

which the pure girl goes is one of ideal beauty and light, 

or as in the arctic. escapades of Allan Gordon and his polar 

bear companion; and "other world" forces are used for 

sheer fun in May of the Moril Glen" and "The Witch of 

Fife". More analysis of the influence of Ballad background 

on major stories will follow, but it is of crucial importance 

to understand how much he owes to it, and to the oral tales 

in prose which his mother also knew so well. 

Our mother's mind was well fortified by, a 
good system of Christian religion... yet 
her mind was stored with tales of spectres, - 
ghosts, fairies, brownies.. * which had an 
influence on James's mind altogether unper- 
ceived at the time. .... lie was remarkably 
fond of... tales of kings,, giants, knights, 
fairies, kelpies, brownies, etc. 

Edith Datho has tracod one poem of liogg's to a very 

ancient past. 
2 In like fashion, could these tales, different 

1. In a letter from Hogg's brother William to James Gray 
in 1813, quoted Strout, p. 8. 

2. Batho, p. 35. She argues that Hiogg's footnote "beautiful 
old rhyme", "The heron flew East", with its memory of 
Christ as a wounded knight, is in fact a "relic of the 
medieval allegory of the passion". 
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from I3allads, not be. part . of tixat-, common heritage 
: which 

produced medieval romances liko Kirn, iiavelok the Dane, 

Gawayno and the Green Knight and Sir Orfoo ? From this 

background liogg gained his sense of Good- und 1iad' es pro- 

? oui dly real' concrete forces!. ' his' s©nse 'at 'animal nature' I 

human nature and "the other world" being tin 'organic whole, 

his "reductive' idiom" which so often mocks the courtly 

tradition of chivalry and juxtaposes it with an earthy, 

realism devoid of false sentiment. The world of Sir Orfoo 

is related to the world of The hunt of Eildons and "Ewan. 

McUabhar" bears striking resemblance to King Horn or 

Havelok. In many ways the creators of all these had more 

in common than Iiogg had with John Wilson or John Gibson 

Lockhart, the Edinburgh culture of his day or"Uritish 

Romantic poetry* 

but without Going so far back Ilogg could select end- 

less tales from local, shepherd superstitions and legende, 

as he tells us he did in his Winter-Evening Talmo 'of 1820. 

110 frequently refers to himself as merely an editor of i{ 

material current in the borders. Indeed he could draw 

from family tradition for much of , 
it. They had witches 

amongst their forebears; Hogg's own wraith had been säen 

when he was close to death inchildhoödf-and-his"-Crand- 

father+Will of Phaup 

' "�" 
? :4 

. .... -. 

- -i - 
- 

"r- 
-- 
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was the last man of this wild region, who 
heard, saw, -and conversed with the fairies; 
and that not once ... but at sundry times 
and seasons. 

Ilia Uncle John Hoy had attended-sacraments on the 

moors, with'the Covenanters, sending his dog off on her own 

to collect the sheep, and another uncle, supposed rich in 

Ballads,, gave Hogg instead 

a deluge.. a of errors, sins, lusts, covenants 2 broken, burned and buried..... 
I 
Fairy lore and family tales of fiery religious zeal 

are two of the strongest elements in all Hogg's later poems 

and stories. From his earliest work he falls into a habit 

of presenting himself merely as editor of material current 

in his border, community. In the very, eearly, §U magazine 

tale "The Wife of Loctimaben" his attitude jsd established. 

The murder therein happened "not, many years ago" and was 

told to Hogg "by a, strolling gypsy of the town .... pretty 

nearly as follows". Even The Justified Sinner will be 

presented from this stance. Indeed, in all tiogg', s fiction 

remarkably little is not fed by this basic. border and oral 

stream, be it supernatural or religious, married with his 

later reading of writers like Anne Grant, Dougal Graham, 

Wodrow and the like., -He-tells-us in The-Brownie of 

Bodsbeck that. 

1. Tales, vol. III p. 251; -Blackwood 's Magazine, vol. XXI, 1827, p. 442 

2. In a letter to Scott 'of' 1 02 quoted in ]3atho, pp. 26.. 27. 
g. -Anne-Grant; -Letters-from the Mountains, 1806. Dougal 

Graham, the "skellat ýbellman of Glasgow", ": and most popular' 
, 
öf the (eighteenth 

; century-makers-, of-chapbook, . stories ;'- to 11- cted Writings, ', ed. G. McGregor, , 1883. 
Robert, Wodrow,. The Sufferings° of-the Church" of Scotland, 
1721-2.. 
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The general' part'i's-taken from Wodrowq''and 
the local part from the relation of my own 
father, who had'the best possible traditionary"1 
account of the incidents. 

Now this basis of üogg's, fiction>may, not have been. 

historically accurate, and indeed caused Scott's violent- 

dislike of a novel on the topic of Claverhouse and the 

Covenanters which took such a radically opposed view of 

both sides from Old Mortality, ' turning"Clavers"into a 

butchering sadist, a cold-hearted , anticipation. of Gilmartin 

in The Justified Sinner, but-it cannot be denied that it 

gave.. ilogg a vivid, living source materials 

Clavers exerted himself that day in auch a 
manner, galloping over precipices, and. 
cheering on. his dragoorns, that all the` 
country people who beheld him. believedý: him 
to be a devil, or at least mounted on . ones 
The marks of that infernal courser's feet 
are shown to this day on a steep hill nearly 2 
perpendicular, _below the Bubbly Craig. ". ". 
Clavers actually traversed the country more 
like an. exterminating angel, than a -commander 
of a civilised army. 

To Scott!. s accusation that it was an "unfair picture of 

the times and the existing characters altogether" Ilogg, un. 

moved, and sure of his ground, said 
I 

ýr. i' C. ". -"f,, 

-I dinnaken, Mr. Scott., It. is the picture 
I have been. brought. up in.: the. belief-o' sin$ 
ever I was borne and I had it frae , them: whom 

.1 was. most, bound to. honourband believe 

and alleging the 
, atrocities tobe . true : continued 

-- and--that 1 a--a great deal main than you can say fbr4 
your, tale "Auld Mortality". 

1. T410891491* 10 2; . 
The Brownie--of Bosisbeck,. ed. Douglas 

'mamw -, . P. lyd. 
2. Tales, vol. 1'79 39; The Brownie of Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas 

PI R. 1976 . ý. las, vol. I, p. 2ß; The Brownie of: Bodbeck, ed. Douglas 
Mack. 1976. 

Domestic Manners t 
p. 54. 

r P"75 ff- 
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Would for Uo gf's art°'tüat 'euch confidence-"had stayed with 

him I But later, when Scott was to accuse 'him of writing 

merely "by random",,, and "without once considering what 

you are going to write about", Hogg agreed, but had a 

vital point to make in addition, 

When my tale is traditionary, the work is 
{ easy, as I then see my way before met 

though the tradition be ever so short, 
but in, ali, my prose works of imagination, 
knowing little of the world} I sail on 
without star or compass. 

We have to read this carefully for' logg is saying 

a wrong thing as well as a right. wrongly, he accepts 

adverse opinion of work he had at-the time of its creation 

valued highlyp like The Justified Sinner or The Three 

Perils of Man, which are, most certainly. highly: imagina- 

tive, and also. come, from tradition. But very rightly he 

stresses how crucial an element his border background is 

to his creative imagination. Two early stories, both 

presented through a peasant boy hero close to Hogg him- 

self# illustrate this. In the first, "Duncan Campbell". 

, 
Duncan 

would=have been completely happy, if. it ;.. had not been for the fear of spirits. When 
the conversation chanced to-turn on, -the . Piper o* Dewar, the Maid of Polar or the 
Pedlar- o f- Thirlestane, Miil, often have - we 
lain with the bedclothes drawn over our 
heads till.. nearly suffocated. We loved the 
fairies and the brownies, and oven felt a /... 

1ý Domestic'Männers, p. 70 
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. little partiality for: the -mermaids, on 
account of their beauty and charming 

-songs; 
but we were a little jealous of 

the water kelpies, and always kept aloof 
from, the frightsome pools. We hated the 
devil most heariily, though we were not 
much afraid of him; but a ghost t ohs - 
dreadful I 

And i3arnaby the shepherd boy of "The Woolgatherer" tells 

us that 

The deil anl his adgents, - they fash nahe. 
but the good Fock; the Cameronians, an' 

. 
the praying ministers ... the bogies... 
meddle wi' nane but the guilty; the 
murderer and the mansworn ... the fairies, 
they're very harmless ... but if fock 
neglect kirk ordinances, they see after 
them. Then the brownie, he's a kind of 
half-spirit half-man .,.. 

2 

Apart from establishing "rules" that help us understand 

the progress of many short stories and the entire develop- 

meat of the Justified Sinner, these quotations demonstrate 

both how Hogg's Christian and pagan worlds are, as it were, 

opposite ends of a spectrum, and how deep in his bones 

this lore must have been. 

Two important, if slightly digressive, questions occur 

naturally here. Did ilogg believe in the supernatural for 

a part or all'of his life ? How religiousa man was he ? 

The answer to the first can never be authoritative, 

but wet can assume that as a child and adolescent he was 

like Duncan or iarnaby. Thereafter the evidence of the 

notes to The Mountain Bard, the continued use of the 

1. Tales, vol'. -I, p. 490; Winter 'Even'ing, Tales, vol. I, 1820; p. 114 

2. Tales, vol. 'Xg p; 99, -"The Brownie'of''Aodsbeck, vol. 11, 
1818, p. 140 
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supernatural as a staple in nearly all his stories till 

he died suggests that he never-lost a certain si@ple 

faith that the strange events which he represents in his 

tales had actually happened in a way which defied rational 

solution. Consider as late an article as "Nature's fagio 

Lantern", published in 1837, where events which have 

occurred all over Scotland reminiscent of the horrific 

scenes at Arthur's Seat in The Justified Sinner, are set 

down as inexplicable. 
l 

But against this must be sot 

liogg's increasing practice, after and including The 

Brownie of Dodabeck (1818), of following the "Tam of 

Shanter" "either/or" statement of supernatural/rational 

ambiguity, a practice seen at its most subtle and do. - 

liberately inconclusive in The Justified Sinner, "The 

Brownie of the Black flagge" and "The baron Ste Gio", 

I will say more about this crucial intentional creation 

of dual, mutually exclusive interpretations when dealing 

with The Justified Sinner, but it does suggest-that 

Ilogg's "solution" to the dilemma of reconciling' Border 

belief with later-developed and "Edinburgh" rationalism 

was in-fact a clever sleight of hand evasion of the 

issue by allowing both belief and scepticism to exist 

together, leaving the reader to choose between them. I 

certainly do not think that the following statement of 

1830, only a few years before death, can be taken at 

simple-face value. 
i. __ x 

1. Tale., - vol. --II", - p. 326; Tales and Sketches of the Ettrick 
Shepherd, 1E37, vol. 1 pp. 352 - 360 
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A groat number, of-- now-a-date are 
beginning broadly to insinuate that there 
are no-such things as ghosts, or spiritual: -, °'. 
beings visible to mortal man* Even Sir 
Walter-Scott is turned renegade, and* with 
his stories made up of half and half, like 
Nathaniel Cow's toddy, is trying to-throw,, 
cold water on the most certain, though 
the-most. impalpable, phenomena" of human: - 
nature. The bodies are daft. heaven 
mend their wits-I . '". 1 wish they had been. - 
where I have often be©n.. " 

Considering that Iiogg himself had mastered the "half-and- 

half" technique to perfection at the same time as Scott 

in, says "Wandering Willie's Tale" from Redgauntlet (1824), 

and that he Goes on to tell a ghost tale that happened on 

the road to "Dalmawhapple"t that, comic creation of his own, 

one concludes that his eventual stance on the subject, of 

the supernatural was inconclusivep. at. least - and sly. 

To the queetion concerning his religious beliefs one 

can be more auto in answering that he shares the views of 

his many heroes like Wat of Chapelhope of The Brownie of 

Bodes abeck, or the Laird o'-Dalcastlein The Justified Sinner; 

that ! logg himself was "an honest, conscientioust. good old 

fashioned man, but he made no great fuss about religion... "2 

To this it need only be added that nevertheless his parents 

seem to have acted as buffers between Hogg and a Border 

background of devout Presbyterianism. of a disruptive and 

evangelical kind, as exemplified in Thomas lioston# minister 

in Ettrick forty years before Hogg's birth, and zealous 

1. Tales, vol. Z p"314: "The Mysterious Bride", Blackwood's 
:r..: -. ... ý..... 1a-gazing, '1834, . p; 943.1 

2* The Brownie bf-Bodsbileck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, p. 14. 
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proponent 'of creeds : which , ilogg attacked . 
in The Justified 

Sim er. Thus Hogg was steeped in Presbyterian atmosphere# 

argument and reading yet at the same time through family 

and personal inclination and latersldinburgh, 
-experience 

developing Anto a most moderater tolerant Christian. .- 

Indeed# sometimes in. hie speculations about-. the: natur, "of 

heaven and the possible roincarnatory nature of man's 

moral life he ran the risk of being accused of mild 

"heresy" -. as in. hia long-poem The Pilgrims of the Sun, 

with its "extravagant and heterodox"1 positioning of God-. 

in the centre of-the Sun, and-consequent justification of 

sun <worship" 1ioro frequently and more typically through- --- 

out Hogg's work from Thomas-Boston's dealings with the 

Pedlar's Ghost in The Mountain 4ßard to 
, 
the comic prayers., 

of, Davie Tait with their deep peasant kindness in The 

Brownie of ßodsbeck, from the terrible curse of the 

Reverend Wringhim on the Laird of Dalcastle to the White 

Lady who appals the Justified Sinner witL her seyezu looks y 

from thq "hideous, fiends" who gnash on, himm with. their, 
,., 

teeth and clench<their. crimson paws in hie. race-to that. t, 

strangest expression of Evil9. ferodach the Iirownie.. Cf the 

Black tlagg; s, we are aware of a traditional,, non-Edinburgh 

attitude to religion and the, supernaturalg footored: rather 

than . checked {by, 
its, religious. -leader* like Boston, and if 

anything, deepaned 
, 
in llogg 

. 
by , close,, roading of works such 

1. The comment of his 1865 minister editor, J. Thomson, 
W orke, Vol, i, p. 128 
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as The Pilgrimss"Prögress, Wodrow1s Suffer`iügs of"the" 

ciiiirch of Scotland' lind 'Bishop Burnet's The " 5ecr©d 'Theory 

of` ttie Earth. 

All this belonged - to a very different society froth '""" 

that ofý'Edinburgh` in 1810. liogg `wäs' to fall victim" to"the 

ever-growing--Edinburgh and'Scottish''üpper and middle-class 

snobbery of the late eighteenth and nineteenth century. 

Ramsäy, Fergussön and Burns-had'met this` snobbery - indeed 

that feature common`'to them All, "what David Daiches-has' - 

called "the -crisis" of identity", 'arose--directly outÄof the, 

unsureness of these writers as to-'where their audience and 

their significttnt critic-s were"to be found. 'And while 'there` 

has been much discussion about the general Scottish-cul-- 

tural background to IIogg`and his-contemporaries, insuffi- 

cient'attentiön'has'been paid, in particular studies, to 

the real significance`of his relätionähips'with hie friends 

and literary contemporaries. 

Edwin Muir has asserted that no complete and healthy'' 

critical awareness existed in Ediiiburgh'at the'beginning 

of' the nineteenth 'century; this was replaced by`frequent 

and almost doctrinaire disagreements between the'twö"great 

periodicals of the' day, the' Whig'', 1dinburg1f Review and the 

Tory Blackwood"'s i1agazine. but going beyond this kind of 

opposition# one discovers that genteel standards of tante 

and politeness have had an even more serious and adverse 
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effect on-the. quality=of Scottish literature. Leaving 

Scott ls . unique . vieioni aside, one - discovers, Susan Ferrier 

abandoning fiction- after 1832 because of a sense-of the 

activity being socially, unacceptable. ý She -refused, more- 

overt. -to-read John Galt's fictions because she thought, hie%. 

vulgarity "beats print", John Gibson. Lockhart's-two con- 

siderable Attempts at the serious-investigation; -of the 

darker aspects of Scottish psychology, Adam lllair, (1822) 

and Matthew Wald (1824), caused-Shock -And-disapproval to a 

degree which we now find difficult to understand, and which 

may,. -have caused Lockhart to abandon fiction., The Edinburgh 

which admired the fiction. of john Wilson ("Christopher'North") 

was in fact bound to find liogg' a tales offensive, with their 

rudo Border health and-their directness ofýexpreesion. 

Into this society,. like a bull. -Into a china shop, came 

Ilogg in 1810, with his plan, to run a weekly -magazine, The 

§2Z.. With his Border background of rich oral poetry and 

story, and his wholeness. of-attitude which integrated manual 

labour and poetic vision, Iiogg was an anachronism. in. 'nine- 

tenth-century Edinburgh*- -His directness ". and" honesty of 

approach attracted patrons at first,, but then embarrassed 

them. And `a' curious 'and distasteful element emerges from 

Hogg's ro]. atione with some of his patrons. They kept up 

the pretonce `of. Boing 'hig friend, when thioy` wer© in fact 

exploiting 'im; 

". i.. 

4 
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Scott was°not- one of those false%friends. 11e did 

help Hogg frequently but in his capacity of, social 

superior, --Scott.! s letters, to others'ýabodt Hogg are 

littered with-references to "the great Caledonian Boar"l- 

or the "hog's -pearls" (referring to flogg's novel The Three 

Perils of Women). One remembers'llogg's annoyance, at"'how 

Scott would "contröl" him in-public; ` and on one occasion 

Scott'i help was offered on the condition that Hogg put 

his poetical, -talent under lock and key forever. l Scott 

would give money-and even well-meant criticism hbout-the 

lack of planning in liogg's stories.. But in terms of a. 

fulls frank interchange-of ideas between literary, social 

and intellectual equals, Scott failed Iiogg. The Scott of 

liogg's Domestic Manners of Sir Walter Scott had "a too 

strong loaning to the old aristocracy" - "a prodigious 

devotion for titled ranks amounting almost to adoration. " 

This Scott-was bored at shepherds' discussions and "quizzed" 

his simple hosts in superior fashion, and sup9rvised_ 

IIogg's table manners on public occasions. The rolation- 

ship is found in a. nutshell in Scott's dinner. joke: 

It ye reave the Hogan of I'auldshope 
Ye harry HLarden's gear,,, 

that is, insult Scott's vassal. 
2 

And if Scott, the counsellor of writers the world 

over, could ignore or fail to see the real talent of IIogg, 

1. Domestic ' Mannors , p. 91 

2. Domestic Manners, p. 63 

iº , -. 1 
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then one is not surprised to find lesser. 1; dinburgh. figures 

following his lead., nogg's highly complex relations with 

Blackwood'is Magazine illustrate this perfectly. To, sum 

them-up; tiogg_appoara genuinely to, have had a major hand 

in starting the magazine irk 
_x. 

817, beginning the, famous 
. 

parody of-biblical writing in the scandalous "Chaldee., 

manuscript" which lampooned most of the notables of 

Edinburgh at the time. His now friends, John Wilson and 

John Gibson Lockhart, fresh from Oxford, lacking Hogs's 

geniality, then re-worked this. But they allowed the 

new savage note which resulted to be attributed to doge 

as auch as to th©mselvos.. It is ironic in the light of 

this and later exploitation, that in 1817 fogg had ad-- 

vised William Blackwood that 

Wilson's papers have a masterly-cast about 
them; 'a little custom would make him-the 
boot periodical writer of the age -keep, 
hold of him. 

It seems that as Wilson and Lockhart grew more friendly 

with Dlackwood, liogg was incroaei-ugly viowed through 
. glassec 

coloured by. anobbory. Lockhart was not so bad - indeed he 

paid a marvellous tribute to iiogg's "unaffected simplicity... 

modesty and confidence such as well becomes a man of genius", 

along with his "noble. consciouenese, of perfect, independence", 

in his peteros Letters to Alia Kinsfolk; (i8l8}t. 
'Put 

is there 

still something here of the ritual, of praising the Scottish 

peasant-poetj*as was gone through with Durns'? 

There is, no, doubt about the attitude of John Wilsob, 

1. Margaret Oliphant# nnnale of aPublishing house; 
William Blackwood and his Sonst lb9ö� vol. I. p. 324 
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whom one sees more -andmore as an embodiment of all that 

was unhealthy in Scottish literature or the period, with 

his warped genius, his double-dealing, and his sloppy 

sertimontal verse and fictioxi. Here is a typically ambi- 

guous Wilson treatment of Hogg. It combines the depiction 

of Hogg as buffoon with apparent affection, in a way which 

Wilson's "llioctus Ambrosianao'", that series of imaginary 

gatherings involving the gttrick shepherd, was to continue 

throughout the eightoon-twenties -a troatraont particularly 

poisonous in its trading on its victim's good nature. 

You, James, are. the rough diamond he Lhe 
author of an article on liogg in The 
cots Magazine] präposos to describe with 
mathematical exactness. Really, 1 felt, 
during the solewji note of preparation, 
much as one fools in a drawing room, when, 
the stupid servant having forgotten to 
announce the name, the door slowly moves 
on its hinges, and some splendid stranger 
is expected to appear; but when to the 
pleased surprise of the assembled, company, 
in bounced you yourself g tx. ie worthy and 
moat ingenious shepherd, rubbing your un- 
gloved tiands (would I wore a glove on that 
hand S) as if you were washing them, - with 
a good humoured smile on your honest face, 
enough to win every haart, " and with a" pair 
of top boots ... instantly recalling the 
shining; imagery of Day and fartints patent 
blacking. 1 

tiogg wrote about this to Blackwoods 

I ara almost rui1iý; ` tho day ' that I ever saw 
you. I 

-have 
had lett©rsg newspapers, und 

magazinos poured in üpori w©:... Tho` country 
is full of impatience. No-ono, has any right 

" 'to' publish` aught in my' name without consulting 
- me.. ". It -is- corn, foundedly- hard that --l should; -. 

1. Blackwood's Mapa7 nap March 18180_ vol. 11, p. 654 
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be-, mado a tennis ball betwoon. contendin 
portiee. if you can'find out by the writ 
or otherwise who the shabby scoundrel is 
that writes the enclosed, pray return it 
to him in a blank cover. 

Wiloon could'be even more direct. In 1821 he wrotet 

Pray, who wishes to know anything about 
his life 7 Who indeed cares a single 
farthing whether lie be at this blessed 
moment dead or alive ? Only picture to 
yourself a stout country lout, with a 
bushel of hair on his shoulders that had 
not been raked for months, enveloped in 
a coarse plaid irapregnat, ed with tobacco, 
with a prodigious mouthful of immeasurable 
tusks, and a dialect that sot all conjec- 
ture at defiance, lumbering in suddenly 
upon the elogýint retirement of Mr. miller's 
back shop..... What would he Tiiog 7 him- 
self have thought if a large surly brown 
boar, or a thugs baboon, had burst Open 2 
his door when ho was at breakfast....? 

Wilson's stutomont about tim. country, lout. lumbering 

in on elegant retirement could stand for polite. 1dinburgh's 

heart-felt attitude to Hogg. It purports to come from a 

friend - how much worso must hiö enemies have been I But 

it tolls us more about polite Edinburgh than it does about 

Ilogg. The truth is that Hold was bound to clash with the 

Edinburgh litte . Of the trio who wrote the "Chaldee 

manuscript"# only liogg managed to stay friendly with the 

Whigs like Thomas prinL; le who were satirised therein* ilogg, 

of an older generation, with no affectation ör "side", 

was incapable of snobbery. This is charmingly revealed in 

the picture of one of liogg'a typical parties hold in 

1. Oliphant, vol. 1, p. 329 
... 

2. " BlackwoodI a Magazinq, l August . 
18210 quoted in tit rout, 

p. 223. 
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Watson's Selkirk and Peeblosahire Inn whenever he came up 

to-edinburgh from the Uordora in later life. Gras8zaarket 

mOal deaYora, Cönteol und slender young men from %arliam®nt 

Houea, printers from the Cowgato, booksellers from the "Now 

Town all rubbed shoulders. 

Between a couple of young; advocates sits a 
decent grocer from Dristo btroet, and amidst 
a host of shop lads from the Luckon booths 
is parched a stiffish young probationer who 
scarcely knows whether he should Lo here or 
not.... Jolly, honest-like bakers in popper- 
and-salt coats give groat uneasiness to 
squads of black coats in juxtaposition with 
them; and several dainty looking youths in 
white neck-clothe und black silk oyes; lass 
ribbons are evidently much discomposed by a 
rough typo of horsedoalor, who has dot in 
amongst them and keeps calling out all 
kinds of coarse jokes to u crony.... Many 
of Air. tlolg's Selkirkshir© store farming 
friends are there with their well oxygenated 
complexions and Dandy-Uinrnont-liko bulk of 
figure.... if a ropresentativo assembly had 
been made up from all the classes of the 
community, it could not nave h. en more 
miscellaneous than this company assembled 
by a man to whom, in the simplicity of his 
heart, all company seemed alike acceptable. 

All }Log 's writing roflects his two worlds. Sometimes 

he writes strongly and confidently as an independent tlorderer, 

aware of the validity of his own tradition, and sometimes 

he trios to be a poet and novelist in the style and content 

of the time, almost always with disastrous results. But 

this study will argue that, for all his lapses of"taste, 

his bathetic incongruities and imitations of writers of the 

age which reveal his deep-seated personal and creative 

1. ! iomoir of William Chambers l 1$72, pp. 2k7-254 
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insecurity, he did attempt to reconcile these worlds, to 

fuse his Border oxperienco-with his later awaronoss that 

Edinburgh and Scottish literature had strengths and disci- 

plines necessary to hip geniuso jIogg could seo the bent 

in both worlds, but his tragedy lies In the. fact that 

polito and literary Ldinburgh could see the boat as 

existing only in its own, 
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CHAPTER Two 

POETRY AND DRAMA s 

Scottish Pastorals-(1810) to 
Dramatic Tales 181 

"THOUGH IIOGG'S POETRY brought him a considerable reputa- 

tion� few of his poems claim the attention of the modern 

reader# and none compare with the best of his prose. "1 

Thus Louis Simpson concluded his study of HYogg's poetry 

in 196zß after two excellent chapters analysing his poetic 

strengths and weaknesses. The only other significant 

modern commentator on Hogg; 's poetry ha'e been Douglas Diack. 

After admitting the justice of re-establishing Hogg as 

novelist, he argues that "a re-examination of liogg's 

achievement as a poet seems overdue. " Ile concedes that 

Iiogg "wrote far too much vers®", # 
drowning' th; o best poems 

in his determination to follow' literary fashions, and 

spoiling his undoubted Dallad'gift by being diffuse, as 

in his 732 -line "Mary Scott" of The Queen's_Wake, founded 

on the 156-line "The Gay Gosehawlc" of Scott's Minstrelsy, 

of the Scottish `Border (1802-3 ). 

Conveniently enough for the overall argument of this 

study that Högg'is at his best a tellor of, prose "talent 

most of hiO 'more `'äinDitious, "made" ' pooms cieai ly`fall into 

the period n1807ýo l81eo `with his Draratiä"T®les'"appearing 

in u1817. 'Thus' it can be seen that' to 'a"coüeiderable ex- 

tent Hiogg4evelöped` through his poetry laid drama] into the 

"novelist ' of *The Brownie= of ' ý3ödsboäk`° anct -that great period 

1818-24 ", in-which he,, wrote . his- ma jor-- fiction. -.. While I accept 

that Boggle poetic creativity was far from exhausted 

by 4814, '-`iwith his ' 

1. Sim son, p. 107 
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two volumes of Jacobite Relics to come, his Sons in, 1831, and 

A Queer Book of longer poems In 18320 nevertheless Hogg himself 

argued that 1817 marked a turning-point for him: 

... since the poetical part of these dramas (Dramatic 
, Tales) `excited' no Interest In the publ tc, $ fe t conscious 

thatrno poetry I should ever be able to write would do so.. 
So 'from that *'to this, save now and then an Idle'-song to 
begu l I* a leisure hour, 1 determined 

, 
to write no more poetry. ' 

Wltý. the exception of. his collections. end his later finishing 

of Queen Hynde, begun earlier and putastde, Hogg stuck to thIs - 

If we allow that the "Idle songs" were many, and dId not Just, beguile 

a leisure hour, but brought him_in a 
., 

steady income from magazines 

Ilka. Blackwood's and Fraser's s till the and of his career. Queen,, 

Hynde apart, Fbgg stopped having ambitions to write large, formal, 

discursive poems after the manner of Scott, Byron, Wordsworth, and 

Wilson, and i believe that It was a logical step 
, 

In his development 
"`' i. ý -x VVA ,.;! r 1! - t0. r'..:: ydflD 4, 

as a writer that he should do so. The man reared on, the concrete 
'. 'R't` c"z_: xis D ... ", 

i, i ,r., _ . e7, i°a ý. ..,. 
T"r^ , ... 

x' k3 tYt1 . ao-», 

Imagery, direct style, iend storytelling form of the Ballads. 
-was- 

bound 

S ,. 
Yb "Ea. i! ý`- i:. 

> "- . 'F t. w t`. x(o rS i`M: ,... -" 'J -- 
:8. 

bound to find himself outhof tune with the poetic conventions of, y 11 ,. .-A. '+. '.. {. wa!,. . r'`. S" 
. xw ; «ii r` 'axx^. .; xi 

'i r. ^a, o.. 

11terary, soclety. Where he succeeds, as, Mack, polnts out, 'Is., 
"when 

his object was to; please himself rather than Edinburgh* N2 Hoggis 
:, ä? a. ýn" ;; g 'ý' lt: i.... ýý. +r. "s ý ;_ -« _. 

'a Y? ý^. ̀ M. t +ý i.. ' 'I. ' i 
.( 

'k» t. i+ , *.. `ý yý''a- ? sý. . i-.: 

poetry Is good when he draws on his Bailadqand story-telling 
ý: 
back- 

.. r`: -, 'fir, ", ?: . ýfi", 'ýC:. 7 tV _ý"%. 3 rta A ! t?! "1 . L: * "- Dr' . r" . `.,.; 'r:,. i 'ter 'AGE' 

ground, eiIIngsrousing,. fast-movingtales of "fierce loves and 

tender wars" on the Borders, or using^. his_groat love and knowledge 
`S, "-}-i a..:: r y,; ` x .., w "J,, ~ý*r. ' *C. D".,. s y t°1 . 

Itt. - 
, 

of supernatural legends, to create either racy, icomic and earthy, 
i *sr". ttrýý iii v iý, k ri cS. i' tý tý . týla ý4k !1 tos.. "ý. _ fir. : sr 

fantasies or haunting and occasionally. 4lyrically . 
beaut"iful descrip- 

tions of transitions from earth to heaven or fairyland. Out of . these 
, 4; " ""Iý, . F+ ! V°. 

Inspirations tooýcome his best short verses and songs, -whethersthey .. -A v'i'i: /` 4 e:: "ýt ''e`ioJii",,, s.: 6`. -k, "t'! `;;!. i 

v". r.... e ý.. "e .". r .ýý, oV... ti . 

1: Autobiography, p. 454. 

N 

2. -Douglas Mock, - James Hogg: Selected Poems, 1970, Introe pe xv. 
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be dressed as Jacobite exhortations or simple, danestlc, personal 

utterances. 

The unusual exception to this pattern is the astonishing gift 

of poetic parody which produced the best Imitations we have of 

Scott, Wordsworth, Southey and the Ilke In his Poetic Mirror. The 

answer to the question as to where a self-taught shepherd acquired 

such ability must surely lie to the very fact that he had to "latch 

on" to different poetic styles, since as an uneducated peasant he 

was very unsure of his own creative Identity. His own Ballad 

tradition he regarded too lightly, and this under-estimation creating 

a kind of stylistic vacuum which he needed to fill, Hogg tried out 

the available styles of the day. 

In looking at Hogg's development as a writer It cannot be 

stressed enough that his Imitative gift played a crucial part. 

Paradoxically, his swift and sometimes uncanny ability to "hear" 

the unique and characteristic phrases and images of other writers 

which made him one of, If not the finest parodist of romantic poets 

in English,, was also a curse, In that whenever he felt creatively 

unsure of himself, due to adverse criticism of previous work, he 

Instinctively reacted by using this talent to copy successful writers 

of the time. - Thus in fiction he imitated aspects of Scott, Jane 

Austen, Susan Ferrier and Lockhart and the Gothic school, to his 

own aesthetic disadvantage, and it is in his main poetic period, 

up till The Brownie of Bodsbeck in 1818, that we see this habit 

most clearly. 

His first tiny collection, Scottish Pastorals, Fbems. Songs dc. rirrr. rrrrr rýrrýý 

of 1801 Imitated Ramsay " poorly. His second collection, The Mountain 
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Bard (1807) derived from Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border 

(1802-3), since Hogg felt that he too knew Eiorder Ballads, and could 

Indeed write his own. The ten ballad Imitations of The Mountain 

Bard are nevertheless far better poetry than much of his later work, 

simply because he worked effortlessly here In a tradition to which 

he belonged. Artlessly he tells us that he based "Sir David Grasme" 

on "The Twa Gorbies" In Scott's Minstrelsy, or "The Pedlar" on the 

account of the best Informed old people around Ettrlck. "Gilmans- 

cleugh" comes from "an ancient family tradition, " or "Mess John" 

from 41a very popular story about Ettrick Forest. " It Is also highly 

significant that Hogg is drawn in most cases to give long, story- 

telling notes after these narrative poems. He quite obviously loves 

his material, and is genuinely and simply transmitting it to us 

without much garnishing or attempt to translate It into a modern 

manner. Obviously too the story is what holds him most deeply, as 

the notes develop narrative points. 

These are straightforward tales, broadly of two classes. On 

one hand there are rousing, fast moving stories of "fierce wars 

and tender loves" of the old Border families after the manner of 

"Jamie Telfer" or "Klnmont Willie, " and on the other there are 

Ballads of wraiths, simply telling of death of the reel person 

elsewhere. The virtues of both are exactly those of the Ballads, 

although the reader will find an overall effect eventually of 

pastiche. For example, "Sir David Greeme, " Is a not unworthy re- 

wr itI ng -of "The Two Corb 1 es, " but it goes on for-too I on2, and - 
"stretches" the concise images and reflections of the orIjInal, ', p.,. 

}; 

as when the Iädy; finds dead Sir David. T 

1'. Later versions of The Mourittin Bard include several 
more poems: and several of, the original poems are 
"improved". ' 
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His piercing een, that love did beet 
Had now become the ravens preyt 
His tongue, that moved to accents sweet, 1 Deep frae his throat was torn away. 

(Ironically, Hogg did not always lack a sense of his own 

rightness of taste, as he was to declare in 1821 to Walter 

Scott. 2 
He genuinely improved these and many other lines 

for the 1838-40 Poetical Workst this, for gxwmple, becomes 

There wasna sic een on the Border green 
As the piercing een o' Sir David Graemef 
She glisked wi' her ee where those een should be 3 But the raven had been there afore she came. 

There is of course an immediate loss of authority with the 

use of English, and even in this unpretentious set of Ballad- 

exercises one sees what is to be the main reason why Hogg 

could never really succeed age poet, what Louis Simpson 

accurately analysed as "the uncertainty of Hogg's use of 

language. "4 Scptt's English poems, albeit creating a 

fashion for Scottish scenes and characters, had "relegated 

the vernacular to second place and falsified those traditions 

which are embodied in the vernacular.,, 
5 

And unlike 

Fergusson and Burns, of whom David Daiches says that they 

"achieved success only when they repudiated the poetic 

tradition of the literati", b Hogg never repudiated this 

tradition. Even when closest to his own, stronger tradition 

he too frequently and fatally allows the flavour of literary 

English. to creep in. 

1. The Moun tain, Bard, 1807, p. 11, UereaLter,, quotations 
from The 
1865, wi 

"Aou an Ra rd are firstly given from Wo rk,. ', 
th accompanying note of variation from1807. 

2. See below pp. 139-140 
3. 
4. 

Poetical 
Simpson, 

Works, 1838-40, 
p. 57 

5 vole, Vol. 11, p. 195 

5. s so , p. 58 
6. David Daiches, Robert Burns, 1950, p. 38 
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The sun had drunk frae tZielder fell 
His beverage o" the morning dew ..... 

or 
Amazement 
His mouth 

[The Mountain 

Amazement 
His mouth 

or 

kythed in the shepherd's face-2 
tp open wide began ...... 
Rard (1807) has 

kythed in Sandy's face 
to open wide began. 

ýI 

Sternies blush, an' hide your faces! 
Veil thee, moon, In sable huel 
Else thy locks, for human vices 3 Soon will dreep wi' pity's dew. 

FM-untain Bard (1807) ha$ 

.. the moo in sable hue! 

dree 

Admittedly these are glaring and unusual examples, but they 

are the extremes of a habit of using a layer of English 

phrases and words like "frenzied" and "hectic", "lubrick" 

or "voluptuary" which actually destroy the vigour and 

authenticity of the Scots. At its least destructive it 

merely causes the reader to make a slight reservation as he 

enjoys the rest, as in the eerie opening to "The Pedlar": 

'Twas late, late, on a Saturday's night, 
hasntain Bard (180'l 

The moon was set an' the wind was lowni 
The lazy mist crap down free the heights crept toward 
An the dim blue4lowe glimmered laigh on livid flame 

the down... downe. 

Hogg has decided here to increase the strength of his Scots 

by the time of Poeetica works (1822), but the intrusive image/ 

word is still'that "lazy", which one feels is not used in 

any Scots sense or sound. 

1. Works, vol. II, p. 62f The Mountainn Bard, 1807, - p. 6. 

2. Works, vol. II, p. 86;. The Mountain Bards d, 18070 p. 143. 
3. Works. vol. IT,, p,, 971 TheMountai Hard, 1807, p. 160. 
4. Works. vol. IT, p. 641 The Mountain Bercl, 1807, p. 15. 
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But it almost works here, and with the much worse excesses 

of this kind to come, credit should be given to the poem for 

its more typical racy, vivid Scots, and the swift-moving story. 

The murdered pedlar is seen on this late night, "when the foxes 

did howl", with his green (and therefore ominous) pack on his 

back. o7 
Mountain Bard has 

"0 where are ye geun, ye beggarly loun? 
Ye's nouther get lodging nor sale free mel" fall frae me. " 
He turned him about, an' the blude it ran down, 
An his throat was a" hackered, an* ghastly was he. 
Then sttight WI' a sound he sank 10 the ground, 
An' a firelflaught out o' the place did fleel* 
To try a bit prayer the laird clappet down, l clams _ As flat an' as feared as a body could be ... 
A knock was heard. an the fire did fleerl 

"if a person could once succeed in the genuine ballad 

style, his muse was adequate for any other, " Hogg thought. 
2 

He never did manage completely to recapture the spareness and 

economy of the original form, but it is true that his beat 

original poetry is-in this form, be it serious as "The Pedlar", 

or more often comic. The major development in Hogg's poetry 

seems to me to be towards the achievement of a personal, earthy 

and ironic tone which reconciles the reader to the incredible 

events of poems like "The Witch of Fife" or "May of the Moril Glert, 

The origins of this - pace Simpson - can be seen in two poems 

of this collection, "The Fray of Ellbank" and "Willie Wilkin". 

In the first there is the comic, reductive tone, and in the 

second Hogg begins to explore that rich treasure-house of 

Border legends of the "other landscape" which produces his 

finest work. "The Fray of Ellbank" is hardly in "romantic 

manner", as Simpson argues, but is a trial effort at the 

kind of material which The Three Perils of Man brings to 

1. works, vol. II, p. 65t The Mountain Hard, 1808, p. 18. 

2. &utohi, ogre , p. 465. 
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fruition. It is in fact an anti-romantic poem, since its 

point is that when young Scott of Harden is captured by old 

Juden Murray, hie father's reaction is hardly conventionally 

romantics 
Though Harden was grieved, he durst venture nae further 
But left his poor son to submit to his fate. 
"If I lose him, " quo' he, "I may chance get another, 1 
But never again wad get sic an estate. " 

Similarly unromantic is Murrayls ultimatum to young 

captive will, all the more ironic for its "fatherly" con- 

versational. good-humour. 
"Now, will, as ye're young, an' I hope ye may mend, 
On the following conditions I grant ye your lifet- 
That ye be mair wary, an' auld Juden's friend. 2 
An' accept o' my daughter there Meg for your wife. " 

Mountain Bard. (1807) has 

"Now, Wat, as ye're young, an' I hope ye will mend, 
On the following conditions I grant ye your life; - 
Be shifty, be warte, be Auld Juden's friend,, 
And accept of my daughter there. Meg. for your wife. "J 

Did Stevenson know this poem ? Certainly Hogg's account 

of the. hero's noble resolve to perish giving way in the sight 

of his. imminent death compares favourably with "The Sire de 

Malatroit's Dooru, especially as Hogg's version doesn't allow 

the hero the "out" of a beautiful bride-to-be: 

Now Meg was but thin, an' her nose it was lang, 
An her mou' it was muckle as an« could weel bet... 
But Willie now fand he was fairly i' the wrang 
That marriage an' death were twa'different things - 
"What matter, " quo' he, "though her nose it be lang? 3 
For noses bring ltick, an' it's welcome that brings. " 

fountain Bard (1807) has 
Now Meg was but thin, an' her nose it was lang. 
An herýmöu' it was muckle as muckle could be 
But Wattie now fand be was fairly warang 
That marriage to death was a different case 
"What matter, " quo he, "though her nose it be lang? 
It will aye keep her ae bieldy side -of a f. -ace. 

_J 
1. Woks, vol. 11, p. 727 The Mountain Bard, 1807, pp. 57 - 58. 

2. wgrks. 
_ vol-. IX, p. 731 The Mountain Bard, 1807, p. 60. 

3, Werks, vol. I I, p, 73 y The Mountain Bard, 180 7, pp. 59- 62. 
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The parallel with The Three Perils of Man extends further 

than tone, for like that novel the poem is a sly "compliment" 

to Scott and his ancestors. Out of such unions and unromantic 

realism comes "mony a brave fellow" - including Scott. And 

Hogg's own ancestors are in the poem, as the fiercest allies 

of the Scott against Juden, "the Wild Boar of Fauldshope" 

being Juden's greatest fear! "I like that cursed Hogg ill: / 

Nee devil in hell but I rather wad see, " taking part in action 

described in deliberately deflating terms. 

Brave Robin o' Singlee was cloven through the brain. 
An' Kirkhope was woundit, an' young Baillylee. 
Wi' Juden, baith Gatehope an' Flor were slain. 
An' auld Ashiesteel gat a cut on the knee. 

MouuntainBard (1807) has 

Brave Robin o' Singlee was killed in the stoune, 
An' Kirkhope, and Whitsled, an! ' young Baillylee. 
Wi' Juden, baith Catehope an' Flora fell o'er, f 
An' auld Ashiesteel gat a cut on the knee. J 
This is hardly "exploits of legendary names, descriptions 

of stage scenery, and glorification of Scotland" .2 and is 

deliberately against the ethos of Marmion. The point is 

important, because in this poem one sees the beginning of that 

collection of fine,, rollicking, anti-romantic riots presided 

over by a Lord-of Misrule. If one adds to this tone the 

subject matter of "Willie Wilkin", a tale of a famous Michael 

Scott-like warlock, with his "thirty coal black steeds" in 

"yon kirk-yard/ where graves are green and low", steeds which 

turn out to be phantoms of smoke and "sulph ' ry wind" (therýefar)e 

hellish) with "brimstone ait"with thunders and fire-flaughts 

destroying the intruder, we are firmly in the country and the 

language of ""The Witch of Fife", The Runt of Eildon; and 

The Three Perils of Man. 

1. Works. vol. TI, p. 72; The Mountain Bard, 1807, p. 58. 
2. Simmons p. 61 
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But the development of these important strands In his poetry 

had to wait for another six years. In between, Nogg came to Edinburgh, 

started The Spy, and-brought out The Forest Minstrel, collecting his 

songs contributed for some years now to The Scots Magazine. There 

seems to me in these songs to be tittle development discernible here 

or at any point In Hogg's career. The achievement of a good song 

seems so much a matter of chance, as Simpson sayss 

When form, language, and subject fused, as they did on 
rare occasions his poems seemed happy accidents, or, as 
he would say, the result of inspiration. 

Consideration of his songs can thus be left till after our survey 

of the poetry that did develop, for there are triumphant examples In 

The Queen's Wake 
_ of 1813 of Hogg's full discovery of two tones, deal- 

Ing with different kinds of traditional supernatural. 2 On the 

evidence of "The Witch of Fife" and "Old David" alone, Hogg Is 

entitled to call himself "King of the Mountain and Fairy School. " 

i do not think I can Improve on the discussions of Mack and 

Simpson respectively on The Queen's Wake, and I refer the reader 

who wishes fuller analysis of the poste to, them. $ agree with Mack 

that the poem as a whole Is a failure. It has a happy Idea behind 

it, that of a festival of poetryto celebrate Mary Queen of Scots' 

arrival In Scotland. The festival takes place over three days, 

being a competition of bards from all over Scotland. Each. declaims 

his narrative poem, and the. device enables Nogg to Indulge In his 

love of different "hats" and styles while at the same time preserving 

i. SI MPSon, p. 73. 

2. The later poetry and Hogg's songs generally 
, 
are dealt with 

In Chapter"Sfx. 
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a kind of unity for the whole - always a difficult problem for him. 

Many of the poems can be dismissed as Gothic, melodramatic and 

affected In language. Rizzlo's song, "Malcolm of Lorne" Is packed 

with trite sentiments like, "But never can a mother's love/ From 

her own offspring part, " (which, on the evidence of The Justified 

Sinner and many other Hogg stories Is demonstrably untrue! ) and 

"Break not her fond heart, gentle Malcolm, 0 stay: " It descends 

Into bathos, through carelessness ("Or pleasures and virtues 

alternately borrow/ As Malcolm of Lorn and fair Ann of Glen-ore"i) 

or over-reaching-("the curlew conned her wild bravura"). The comment 

on it In the Intervening, llhking commentary between poems, a device 

Ilk* that of the Host's comments In The erbury Tales, Is Interest- 

Ing in that it Illustrates perfectly what Hogg does at several points 

throughout. He betrays his own lack of confidence In the very poems 

he has himself written. He "covers" for many of the poems by 

suggesting afterwards as with "The Witch of Flfe, " that the bard is 

"crazy" and that "his song he holds at nought/ "an idle strain! a 

passing thought. " This is a very human symptom of unsureness, to 

disguise how much one feels for one's efforts by diminishing them 

In public - but Hogg was to show the symptoms and betray the offspring 

(as with his savaging of The Three Perils of Man) till he died. Now, 
, 

after the first song, Hogg describes how "that affected gaudy rhyme, / 

the querulous keys and changing chime, /.... That song so vapld,. artful, 

terse (sic)/ Should ore compete with Scottish verse. " We can be sure 

that Fogg did not deliberately start with a bed posh, but this ts 

his "out. " Worse Is "Young Kennedy, " with its Gothic melodrama, 

with Matilda who Indulges In' "painful delectable dreams" and its 

demon lc destroyer Kennedy, the "nurs il ng of misery, " who suffers a 
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fate comparable to "The Fate of McGregor, " another betrayer of 

Innocent womanhood, or "Abbot McKinnon,, " whose taking up with 

ladles Is his undoing. This last shows Hogg closest to that habit 

that Dolches rightly disliked in Ramsay, that "schoolboy snigger. "' 

Hogg Is sometimes guilty of bad taste but not In his honest way the 

literati disliked In his earthly stories of peasant life. Sometimes 

though, as here and In stories like the third of The Perlis of Women 

he Is not frank, and furtively hints at his meaning, Ilke the Ramsay 

of the additional stanzas to Christfis Kirk on the Green. What he is 

saying Is that "when the Abbot's away, the monks will play"s but 

instead of being direct, Hogg Insinuates: 

Then they turned their eyes to the female dame 
And thought of the nuns till the abbot came. home... 
Md the laugh rings through the sacred 5cme, 
For still the abbot Is not come home... 

The entire poem is an extended Implication that the "strange' youth" 

who "Lodged with the Abbot by day and by night" Is his mistress, and 

the occasional vivid glimpses of Fingal's cave do not blow away the 

cloying atmosphere. 

Imitating a healthier vein in Ramsay, that of his "Vision, " Is 

"King Edward's Drea #" with Edward seeing Wallace as Guardian of 

Scotland. There is a certain power of poetic peroration about this, 

and It Is Hogg's best extended and formal nationalist poems besides 

which his later "Wallace" Is empty noise. There are a number of 

respectable poems In The Queen's Wake, but usually they are In the 

yr 1ý 
I"e- ý'" 

1. David Daichos, The Rsradox of Scottish Culture. p. 28. 

Z. Works vol. If* p. 326, The nueen's wake, 1R13, o. 285, 
"Night the Third; 'McKinnon the Abbot'". 
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Balled fore, 11 ke "Glen Av i n, " "Earl Walter" and "Mary Scott, " 

which do not have the vital Ity of Scots within thee, but tell 

worlananlike stories of The Mountain Bard kind In standard English. 

One of the main reasons for the overall failure of The Queen's 

Wake must surely be that'cnly one of the twelve poetic tales is 

told in Scots, which is surprising, since Hogg had ostensibly 

created the Wake as a national celebration. 

It Is the tale in Scots that is the only completed unlfled 

masterpiece. All recent critics agree that "The Witch of Fife" 

Is ono of Hogg's finest poems. It fully develops the vein begun In 

"The Fray of Elfbank, " extending it into the wilder regions of 

faery. Both Simpson and Mack give the poem excellent and extensive 

review, and 1 echo Mack's verdict: 

The, "Witch of Fife" Is rooted In the distinctive feeling 
of the old Scottish peasantry for the supernatural, a 
feeling which Lord Davld. Cecil had described as being 
"at once homely and Gothic, earthy and fantastic, at 
times grotesquely comic, but shot through with an 
authentic thrill of supernatural terror. " I 

The tale of the old witch whose husband follows her to the 6lshop 

of Carl Isle's wine cellar has all the archetypal simplicity of 

plot that In tho oaaonce of . 
the great folk-tale. It IsIn the 

tradition of Dunbar's "Dance of the Seven Deadly Stns". in Its 

comic pac., and Burn's "Tam o' Shanter" In Its colour and humour, 

, and thus 1n the ma 1 nstreaaa. of the tradition of great Scottish poetry. 

But it 'also has its own unique attitude. There is a Bat Iad+tc! jghness 

of tone, which was Intended by Hogg to reach a climax In the death 

i. Meck# pe xXi. 
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of the old man at the stake - tilt Walter Scott sent his wife to 

rescue him! There is a feeling for environment, with landscape 

taking part In the reign of misrule, that conveys a cosmic sense 

of a topsy-turvy dance of nature, together with a sweep of 

imagination that makes Nogg supreme when; it comes to his frequent 

descriptions of wild, supernatural sky-rides. These can cross 

Scotland in an Instant, as in The Three Perils of Man, the universe 

In slightly longer time, as In The Pilgrims of the Sun, or carry a 

balloon to the moon with Its drunk shepherd declaiming deliriously 

on his Glenilvet and the moon's beauty. Hogg also has a talent 

undeveloped In Burns for subjugating the topography of Scotland to 

his conic vision,, es with the picture of the witch drinking "fra 

the horns that never grow" on the Lomond hills. It is this familiar 

landscape that dances with superb fun and gusto to the wee, was man's 

flutes 

It rang se swelt through the green Lcs and 
That the nycht-winde lowner blew; 
And It soupit slang the Loch Leven 
And waktnlt the white sea-mew. 

It rang se swelt through the greemLonv and 
So sweetly but se shill 
That the wezilis laup out of their mouldy halls, 
And dancit on the mydnycht hiit. 

rue-en's Wake (1813) 

has and se shill 

Scott persuaded Hogg that the old man should not be "burnit 
skin and bane1" but to give the poem a happy ending should 
be rescued by his wife. DwestIc Manners, p. 106. 
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The corby craw cam giedgin near, 
(Dueen's Wake 

The ern god* veeryng byes has 
And the troutis laup out of the Leven Loch Leven Touch 
Charmit with the melody. i melodve. 

And In a comic sense Hogg fulfils McDlarm(d's requirement In 

A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle that Scotland should be part of 

a larger world and destiny, as he expands his canvas to take In, 

effortlessly, the Pbrroway Sea, Lapland, and the International 

festival of witches and warlocks. He fully sustains that beauty 

of Imagery, that peculiar fusion of the grotesque and the tender, 

the descriptive and the narrative, throughout. For once, and in 

his poetry, once only, Hogg does not put a foot wrong, and the dance 

Is sustained to the magnificent "nd. 

There Is one final serious point of issue about this poem that 

I must take up with Simpson. He argues that "the, Witch of Fife, is 

not typical of Hogg's writings of the supernatural.., his usual 

practice Is quite different; It Is to relate 'uncanny' occurrences 

In the course of a realistic tale. "2 This is demonstrably not true, 

(1813) 

as a reading of "Old David" In the Wake will show, or more significantly, 

a reading of "May of the Mor it Glen, " "The (dude G-eye Kai', " "The 

Good Man of Allos" and "Lytill Pynkie" will establish. Indeed, SImpson's 

ccment ignores the fact that In ali these Hogg deliberately followed 

the precedent of '"The Witch of Fife, " trying with varying success 

to recapture Its magic. Since they are all derivative from It, we 

should here consider this "school of the Witch of Fife" although 
Rýt. 

i. vol. 11,, p. 14, ". Night the First; aüeen's 
Wake, pp. 70-71. 

Z. S ! ý$ p. 70. 

'The Witch of fife'". 

I 
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they are later poems. The finest of them, as Alexander Scott has 

pointed out, 
I is "May of the Moril Glen" (1627). With complete control 

of comic tone Hogg tells of this mysterious# beautiful maid who causes 

all men who see her to fall hopelessly in love. Like "The Fray of 

Eilbank, " its irony is not blatantly obvious, and the "skimmer" of 

Hogg's poetry could miss the superb fun of this and the similar poems 

by falling to catch the tone, which Intends the reader to "reverse" 

his usual response. The real achievement Is In the delicate balance 

of Hogg's rollicking Ironic humour with hauntingly beautiful super- 

natural background. It Is amazing how he can juxtapose beautiful 

descriptions of May and her palfrey of snowy hue, her rainbow mantle, 

her 
, 
yes - "The lightding that shot from her eyne, / flickered like 

elfin brand" - her cloud of amber brown hair, and her hawk, all . 

presented with crystal clarity and an obvious love of the straight- 

forward beauty of the subject with the farce of the comic wooers. 

She may be limpidly described as "the fairest flower of mortal men, " 

but, unwittingly, she is "a devil among the men" (and Hcgg, as in 

The Justified Sinner and all his supernatural tales, means that "devil" 

to carry implications). 

For nine of then sticket themselves for love 
And ten louped In the main, 
And seven-and-thirty brake týeir hearts 
And never loved women again. 

Aleusnder Scott "Ho98'sIMay of the Morl1 Glsn, " Se 
Literary N ws, vol. 39 no. I, April 1973, pp. 9-16. 

2. Woks, vol. 11. p. 100 Blackwood's Magazine, 1827, p. 2141 
A Queer Bo k, 1832, p. 360. It should be noted that the 

, Blaccwoo s version, the first, employs Hogg': spurious "old Scots" spelling. This extract and those following are presented in the later Hogg's spelling of A Queer Books 1832. I have indicated significant, word changes between 
the Blackwood and 1832 versions. B1ackw2 od's calls the 
poem "The Perilis of Wemyingi Ana Moste Woeful Tragedye". 
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This Is Hogg on his surest ground, that of The Three Perils of Man, 

using the anti-raaantlc tone he loves with restraint, enriched with 

the variety and wonder'of his folk-lore. Again,, the natural world 

plays Its part, as we are introduced to May's ewes, "stotts, and 

sturdy steers/ and blithesome kids *now, " her snow-white bull, her 

geese and ganders, her peacocks, and, delightfully, her chickenst 

And she had cocks with curled kalms 
Blackwood's 

has 
And hens, full crouse and glad, 

" That chanted 1n her own stack yard, 
and cackt it It and laid like mad. I cockillit 

0 happy hens, to belong to such an enchantress! For "where her 

minnie gat all that gear ... The Lord In heaven he knew full weil/ 

out nobody knew but h1m. " She may not be devil, but she Is unearthly 

if pure. Hogg never descends to a bald statement, but, In a way 

that no other Scottish writer can, leaves his May an enigma to the 

lasts as maybe "found In a fairy ring" maybe born of the fairy 

queen, or even a witch ... 

Meanwhile, the gasping for breath and the rivers of tears. of 

the love-torn continue unabated, till, the King himself hearing of 

J 
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It, he determines that he will find out whether she be witch or, no, 

and, It she Is, to burn, here But he Is no more proof than his sixteen knights, 

and soon he "lay gasping on the plain. " And in the picture of the 

King reduced to tantrums, lying on the. grass, drumming his feet and 

pul I, ing' up -clodst 

"What alts, what alls my royal liege? 
Such grist 1 do, doplora"2 

1. Works . vol. 11, p. 100? Blackwood's Maca*zine, 1027, p. 215:, A Queer, 
Book, 1832, p, 362. 

2. ors .tI 02' glackwood'aMmg zine, 1627, ' p. 2197 A2 18 2, . 7ý, (For "lay gasping on the plain", B a=ueer tee 
has-, a lay'., spurring on the - lea" .) 
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- there is real reductive humour, a valid puncturing of pomposity, 

which so often runs to seed In the uncontrolled clowning of some of 

his tales. A real friendship of letters In Edinburgh could have 

based sound advice to Hogg on this, pointing out how the tone of, 

this poem unifies the two aspects In contrast with the Incongruous 

and uncontrolled serious and comic aspects of The Bridal of Pblmood. 

With the King of Scotland crazed In love the poem reaches its 

climax, as May promises to wed the first widower amongst her followers. 

The race Is on: 

And seventy-seven wedded dames, 
As fair e'er were born 
The very pride of al I' the land 
Were dead before the morn ... 
While burial met with burial still, 
And jostled by the way. 

( lackwood's has 

were co is before I 

There is an echo of "The Daemon Lover" In the end, as May, forced 

to abandon Scotland, vanishes In a splendid, haunting scene, where 

seven golden chariots take her to a ship In the Firth of Forth. Its 

masts are of beaten gold, its sails of silk, and rainbows surround 

It. The very dolphins flee before It, and "the black-guard seals 

they yowllt for dead" as the uncanny ship seems to float on the 

alr rather than the seas 1. 

And away, and away went the bonny ship, 
Which man did never. more see{ 
But whether she went to heaven or heil, 
Was ne'er made known to me .. 92 

Identical In tone to these Is "The GLde Grey Kett " Hogg's parody 

of himself In his Pbetic Mirror. He uses his irritating pseudo- 

1. Woorkks vol. l l,, p. 

2. Wro`, vol. 11, p. 
Book. 1832. p. 31 

near the end (96 
the bays of Fife 

103f ' Bleakwood's M`uazin 

103; Bla kwoodOs Maaazin4 
P94, The Black-wood's versio 
as opposed to 94 verses) 
and assorted sea beasts, 

It 18270 p. 220 tA Quer 
Bam, 1832, p. 375. 

to 18270p. 221t & Queen 
n has two extra verses 

on wild weather in 
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antique Scots for most of these poems, an Imitation of the middle 

Scots of the Old Makers, which bolls down to using quh for wh, -It 

for -ed, and the like, It Is of course not real Middle Scots, 

but the readsr, quickly learns how to strip the veneer from the poem 

as he reads. "The Gud" Greys Kett, " really the Queen of Fairies, 

takes an unwilling, lustful bishop on a punitive daunt through the 

milky way, and there is the same grotesque humour In the picture of 

his aerial antics, as he roars and prays his way above Dollar Law, 

with the oddly sinister accawpanlment of the cat's purr, "like katt 

that hethe ane jolly* mouse/Gaun murrying throu the hall. " Like the 

wee, wee man's flute-playing, her song Is so sweet that muircocks 

dance a ring of seven round the heather bell, foumarts jig, otters 

dance minuets, and the tuohog waltzes with the ewe. The poem even 

has an additional level to "The Witch of Fife" or "May of the Morll 

Glen, " In that Irony which anticipates The Justified Sinner lies 

behind the cat's reply to the bishop's plea not to drop him In the 

crater of Mount Etna. Like Gilmartin persuading Wringhtm to kill 

Blanchard by pointing out that If he is good he will Immediately 

exchange his place for a better, the cat says "with lychtsum air" 

You kno hevin Is ans blissit placeI 
rBplePoetic Mirror has 

And all the prestis gang there ... -i 

And his end Is one of the most vivid of Hogg's comic nightmares. 
11816 Poetic Mirror has 

Doune went the Byschope, doune lyke leide, 
Into the hollows nychte; 
His goune was flapping In the aire, are 
Qhan he was out of sychtes wase out of 

ýý 

1. Works,, vol. ll, p. 174; The Poetic Mirror, 1816, p. 206. 
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They hearlt him honyng doune the deep, 
T111 the croons It dyed aweyes 
It wese tyke the stouns of ans great bom-be 
Gaun soundyng throu the day. I 

11816 
Poetic Mirror has 

dyit 

daye. 

Pb one but Hogg could have chosen "honyng" for the sound of the far- 

falling bishop, or used "croon, " with all Its mellifluous associations, 

for such a grotesque death-cry. The metaphor of the sound of the 

bumble-bee, usually reserved for the evocation of a sleepy summer's 

day, is brilliantly and originally used to complete the effect of 

the two earlier terms. It is a pity that Nogg partly spoiled the 

superb climax by having the cat explicitly reveal that she is the 

Queen of the Fairies come to protect the seven daughters of the 

Laird of Blain from worldly danger by spiriting them off for the 

"Tam Lin" period of seven years. The passage of this time and the 

boy of the father's meeting with his daughters Is Inappropriate to 

the spirit of comic extravaganza which has dominated hitherto. 

Similar extravagsnza'and riot dominates "Lyttli Pynkle. " 

Pinkie Is, Ilke the cat, an unearthly guardian, who leads wicked 

baron, chaplain and finally even minister Miss John a dance, literally. 

Like the topsy-turvy caused by May and the: riot of the other poems 

of the group Is the unstoppable, enchanted dance that her sweet song 

begins, and there is the some breathless and vivid humour present 

In the antics. Nat as good, but still a vital member of the group 

Is "the Gude man of Ailoa, " with a miser being taken on a weird flight 

over the oceans by a bonnie maid on a gray palfrey, yet another 

variant of the enchantress from the "other world, " with what the 

-J 

I. Works vol. II, p. 174. The Poetic Mirror, 1816, p. 207. 
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reader will recognise by now as Hogg's hallmarks In the antics and 

reversals of animals and nature, 
I 

The truth is that Hogg created many poems and novels and short 

stories fron this rich area of dlablorl" and fantasy. The Hunt of 

Eildon The Three Perils of Man, "The Witches of Traquair, " "Dr. 

David Dale's Account of a Grand Aerial Voyage, '! "A Story of the Black 

Arts" and many other stories continue in prose what Hogg began In 

"The Witch of Fife. " I would suggest that far from not being typical 

of Hogg's writings of the supernatural, that the poem first high- 

lights what is to become the richest vein of all in'Hogg's work. 

Impressive to its echoes of SirrOrf, with passages of lovely 

and haunting descrtptidn; 50f a white-änd-grasn-clad fairy band, Is 

"Old David. " It Is different fror»"The Witch of Flfe" in mood, and 

moves closer still to The Three Perlis of Man In that It blends 

"The Fray of El ibank" element of folk history of great 8cirder families 

with the fairyland material, linking for the'f Irrt time "f terce, wars 

end, tsnder loves" with the supernatural spectrum of"bizarrs creatures. 

old David, fierce and grim 86rdor warrior, Is precursor of Sir Ringen 

Redhough, and Ilke Ringen Is unhappily Involved with enchantment, es 

he'hears the windblown tinkle of the silver bells of the lovely fairy 

band. Hogg manages marvellously to convey the peredoxicaIly chilling 

effect on David of the bells 
ý1 

" -, r 

1. In addition to these supernatural poems, there are also 
poses Ilke "The Fkwrls of Moseke, " comedies which are 
nevertheless In "Thy Mitch of Fite"'tradition. 

'ý 
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But as the tinkling sound come nigh, 
Old David's heart beet wondrous high. 
He thought of riding on the wind 
Of leaving hawk and here behind; 
Of sailing lightly o'er the sea, 
In mussel-shell to Germanys 
Of revel raids by dale and down; 
Of lighting torches at the moon; 
Or through the sounding spheres to sing, 
Borne on the fiery meteor's wing; 
***And then he thought -01 dread to toll! 

Of tithes the fairies pay to Will 

David sees that they have a captive maiden of earth, and with Als 

seven sons, determines to try Rippon steel against her captors. 

Hogg has no rivals In describing adventures like these, as long 

as he follows tradition and presents his material directly and simply. 

Oddly, the reader Is saddened by David's easy victory against the 

fairies, and at the carnage that ensues. Here Hogg states a theme 

which almost takes on the stature of myth, here and In later poems 

like "Superstition" (1814) and the beautiful "Verses Addressed to 

... Lady Anne Scott of 8uccleuch" (1818). He notes in The Queen's 

We that "the fairies have now totally disappeared; and It is a 

pity they phould, for they sum to have been the most delightful 

Iittle spirits that ever haunted the Scottish dells. "2 With Hogg's 

other statements on the subject, Ilke his account of how his 

grand-father was the last man to see them In the region, we 

real Ise that Hogg Is being serious, and specific. He means fairies; 

not witches, or the devil, or the supernatural generally. Indeed, 

his note goes on to say that In the present day witches are even 

more believed In than ever before. And In his lament for the 

passing of the fairies. one Is tempted to see bis coming as near 

as he ever does to a kind of symbolism for older Scotland. There 

Works, voi, 11, pt 21; "Night the Second; 'Old David'-', 
The Queen's Wake, 1813, pp. 110-111. 

2. Woorrks, voi. ii, p. 24; The Queen's Wake, 1813, p. 338. 
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Is certainly the quality of profound and sorrowful elegy that haunts 

the pages of The Three Perils of Man eis It describes the passing 

of the last really great wizard of Scotland, Sir Michael Scott. 

E'er since, In Ettrick's glens so green 
Spirits, though there, are seldom seen; 
And fears of elf, and fairy raid, 
Have Ilk* a morning dream decayed ... True, some week shepherds, gone astray, 
As fell the dusk of Hallow-day, 
Have heard the tinkling sound aloof,, 
And gentle tread of horses' hoof ... 

Hogg, "banished" from Ettrlck to Edinburgh at this time, 

finished this fine poem with a lovely invocation of Ettrick, filled 

with longing and a recognition that lt Is woven Into his deepest 

being. The Intermingling of the lament for the falrles and for 

Ettrick strikes a chord of rare beauty In Hogg's longer poetry 

Round in only two other poems. In" Superstition, " he pays moving 

tribute to his mother's gift of vision and legend to him. Here 

in poetry is the reckoning of the endless debt for fairies, spirits 

and seers that her tales and Ballads gave Hogg, even down to the 

"grave of suicide, upon the brow of the bleak mountain, withered 

all and gray .. ." We have reason to be grateful to that amazing 

woman for so auch, Including, It seems, the basic Idea of The 

Justified Sinner. Again Hogg ties in the; -personal loss with the 

fairies, almost as though they represent the spirit of yesteryears 

-Woe1s met 
That thou and all thy spectres are outworn, 
For true devotion wanes away. with theej 
All thy delirious dreams are laugh d to scorn, 
Whit* o'er our hills has downed a cold saturnine 

morn ... All these are gone " the days of vision o'ers 2 The bard of fancy strikes a tuneless string ... 

;ý 

I. MI_vol. orks 11, pp. The Queen's Wake, 24 1813, pp. 127-128. 

2. *wks, voi. II# p. 393, Pilgrims of the Sin, 1815, pp. 138-147. 
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The finest expression of this blend of personal loss of 

country Innocence Is without doubt the "Verses ... to ... Anne 

Scott of Buccleuch, " daughter of the late Duchess of Buccleuch, 

beloved In Hogg's memory both for her goodness generally and 

the fact that it was her dying wish that ensured Hogg his return 

to Ettrick in 1815 by placing him rent-free for life In Altrive 

Lake Farm. The poem, too complete to spoil by excerpt, is filled 

with a sincerity motivated by the memory of "steps where once an 

angel trod" In which Lady Anne now follows. It is an apologia for 

his love of mystic lore, Covenanting traditions (for the Buccleuchs 

were Episcopalian), and an evocation of ancient, spirit-filled 

Ettrlcks 

... note the stars r Ise one by oner t 
Just then, the noon and dayfllght blending, 
To. see the, falcy bands descending, 

Wheeling and shivering as they came, 
Like g$1mmering shreds of human frame ... Such scenes, dear Lady, now no more ... 

I 

"Old David" was the first of these uncanny evocations of the 

vanishing world of fairyland. lifter the disappointment at the lack 

of success of his novels, Hogg was to write less and less frequently 

with ttsis real sensitivity - unique, I believe, In Scottish poetry - 

on these topics. It Is significant that a poem of 48300 "The 

Origin of the Fairies, " while still possessing the power to re- 

create that atmosphere that Keats caught In "La Belle Dem" sons 

Mercl, ". merges this atmosphere with a "May of the Mortl Glen" comic 

resolution. Here the knight who has fallen for the fairy maiden 

Works vol. 110 p. 386. The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1818, i-ix., Blackwood's Magalz. ne, Oct. 1818, vol. iv, 
pp. 74-76. 
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and, Ilke Tam Lin or Thomas lived with the fairies, Is confronted 

when back In the real world with not just one maiden and child, 

but, beautiful in gold and green, 

Seven dames elI lovely as morns of May 
With fourteen babies In a ring ... 

I 

There is an echo of the earller lament for the passing of the 

fairies In the Seven Weird Sisters prophecy/command that their fairy 

children should abandon fair Scotland when "psalms and prayers are 

, nightly heard, " and when the landscape grows too busy and worldly 

for them. But the fineness of mood has gone, with the mixing of 

the farcical and the faery. To this extent the poem IIIOstrates 

perfectly that In poetry at least Hogg's "development" Involved 

an unfortunate move away from his sources of true inspiration. 

Douglas Mack has argued that critics have not appreciated the 

true achievement and meaning of "Klimeny, " one of the finest of the 

poems In "The Queen's Wake. " It is not, he claims, a'poem about 

fairies, since Kilmeny is taken not to fairyland but to heaven, 

and "the land of spirits Is never called fairyland In the poem, 

nor are Its Inhabitants ever called fairies ... they are very 

different beings from the fairies of ... 'Old David' 1,2 Although, 

as so often In all Hogg's poetry and fiction, the crucial Ballads 

of "Tom Lin" and "Thomas the Rhymer" are a base for the poems 

they are merely a starting point, and Mack believes that Hogg 

created a myth entirely different In Its significance, being an 

Works, Vol. 11, p. 323; Blackwood's Macra: zine, 1830, vol. xxviii, 
p. i4; A Queer Book, 1832, 'p. 273. 

2. Mack, p, xxli. 
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Intensely Christian poem which echoes Tsaiah' -wlslon of the Now 

Jerusalem. The only weakness of a poem otherwise comparable to 

the great medieval English poem "Pearl, " and"the most Important 

religious poem to have been produced In Scotland since the Middle 

Ages, " is that part set in heaven, due firstly to the Impossibility 

of a human mind conceiving heaven, and secondly to the "chauvinistic 

account of the terrors of the French revolution and a pageant of 

the life of Mary Queen of Scots. " (These last two episodes form 

the vision of the lion and the eagle. ) 

John Malr goes further. He sees criticism as too obsessed 

with the vision, which he Interprets as the representation of the 

reign of Queen Mary, followed by a description of Scotland's 

seventeenth-century troubles, and argues that more Important Is 

analysis of the opening and closing sections, which should, stress 

Kilmeny's affinity with Roture and her uniqueness. "She is eternal. 

She Is the truth. " Linking her as a symbolic figure with the 

"nationalistic enthusiasm" which "pervades the description of 

Scotiand'f In the central sections, Mair sees Klimeny as "Nature, 

having becoiee truth and Infinity, having been shown to be Scottish, 

and finally being seen in Scotland Instilling peace and harmony 

Into the predatory world of wild creatures .. * the true spirit 

. ýl of Scotland 

While agreeing that "KI Imeny" is -a poem with more than usual 

Christian atmosphere and less than usual pagan or fairy references, 

1. John R. Moir, "A Ibte on Hogg's 'Ktlmenyf, " Scottish 
Literary News, vol. 3, no. 1. April-4973, pp. 17=21. 
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I am sceptical of separating it so completely in terms of achievement 

and theme from the body of his poetry. It 1s the finest of a number 

of poems which are "purer" in their religious themes and chrlstianity 

than Hogg's usual mingling of the Christian and pagan. Hogg In the 

later "Pt-lgrims of the Sun" tries to blow up the "Kilmeny" situation 

into a long poem, and much later in "Elen of Relgh" (1829) and "A 

Greek Fbstoral" (1830) he was to return to the themes of a pure 

maiden too good for this world and transportation through the agency 

of heavenly creatures. But If one looks closely at these one finds 

that the degree of Christian reference varies slightly but significantly. 

"Elen of Relgh" Is Indeed the purest Christian of them all, and 

there Is no trace of fairyland In that poem. Kllmeny Is like her, 

but comes back from wherever she has been with that "bonny snood 

of the birk sae green" taken from the same place as the hats of the 

birk of the three sons of "The Wife of Usher's Well. " Kllmeny 

has been "where the cock never crew. " The poem thus moves Its 

terms of reference slightly away from the totally Christian frame- 

work towards the Ballad world which allows Christian and pagan Imagery 

and meaning to mingle, as in the tale The Hunt of Eildon, where 

two maidens of "Kilmeny" purity and Christian piety are nevertheless 

permitted powers of enchantment of fellow humans, turning them Into 

animals or birds, and can themselves turn Into white hounds at will. 

Christianity and fairyland merge easily together. But In "A Greek 

Fästoral" Hogg takes the "Kilmeny" situation in a different direction 

still. He has the maiden "teleported" again, but this time merely 

from "a distant eastern clime" to "proud Olympus, " to meet a 

Scottish Soldier who In turn has been transported by "an old grey 

1 
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man. " There are many echoes of "Kilmeny. " The girl is a "virgin 

of peerless fame, " trusts In her God (Christian? Her dead father's 

spirit lies at "his saviour's feet'); Is at one with "woodland 

wild" and nature, and falls Into a deep sleep before her journey. 

But this time Elves conduct her journey, although oddly they seem 

to be working for God and heaven, and odder still, with the end 

of making her Queen of Thessaly and finding her a Scottish mates 

The truth is that the theme of the virtuous maiden adopted 

and protected by heavenly spirits who may or may not employ fairy/ 

elvish/supernatural agents to assist them is one of Hogg's most 

recurrent themes to poetry, fiction and even In drama. In fiction 

he deals with It In The Hunt of Eildon, "Mary Burnet" (the beauty 

of which story depends, In total contrast to " Kilmeny" on the 

magnificent use of fairy Imagery), and In Cherry's dream In The 

Three Perlis of Women, to name but a few, and in drama, the unsuccessful 

but sometimes beautiful The Haunted Glen. I am thus reluctant to 

set "Kllmeny" apart In kind from these other worksi although 

grant it Is superior in quality. Hogg himself thought "Elan of 

Relgh" "my masterpiece, 'Kilmanyr not excepted, " "best I ever wrote"j 

which argues that, although he realised that there was a Kilmeny 

theme, he was not In "KIlineny" Itself setting out to create a , poem 

with a symbolism and level of Interpretation different from the 

others. Hogg was not a symbolist like Scott or Stevenson or many 

1. Ina letter to William Blackwood, July 1829, quoted In 
the unpublished text of A. L. Strout, Life and Letters 
of James Hogg vol. 11, p. 20 (In National Library of 
Scotland). 
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modern sense. Scott does use Jeannie Deans, the heart of real 

compassion and feeling In Midlothian and Scotland, as a symbol 

of moral truth and spiritual regeneration, and Stevenson does 

use Henry and James Daliantrae to represent the mutually 

destructive qualities present within the Scottish soul, but Hogg, 

belonging to a much older tradition, uses no such deliberate play 

on levels of meaning. True, one can argue that there are 

glimmerings of further meaning In his lament for the lost fairies 

of Scotland, or that Wet of Chapeihope In The Brownie of Bodsbeck 

stands for non-denominational, Intuitive Christian charity against 

Covenanting or Episcopalian bigotry, or that the conflict between 

Michael Scott the Wizard and the Friar In The Three Perils of Man 

represents Evil against Good, but these are arrangements of meaning 

which would emerge spontaneously from Hogg's very nature. Hogg 

is no thinker, In formal or aesthetic terms, but a writer of vivid 

Imagination, who conceives dramatic scenes with concrete clarity, 

who has sufficient range of Ideas and expression to sustain his 

visions at an Immediate level, and a dry, Ironic, practical and 

reductive humour or a certain tenderness to clothe them further. 

I agree with Douglas Mack's view that the visions of "Kllmeny" are 

the weakest aspects, and they are the very parts of the poem where 

Hogg starts to "think" or to reveal his profound weaknesses as a 

political, moral commentator. His politics are naive, ranging from 

sentimental Jacobitlsm to unquestioning devotion to George IV and 

doctrinaire antagonism to Whigs and radicals, and his morality, 

though Instinctively good-natured and compassionate, hardly, for 

all the conventional good sense of his thyýl s#f orma Il sed In 

k 
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a way that would suggest an Integrated view which c uld use Kilmeny 

as an embodiment of what he felt was departing from Scot land. 

The success of "Kllmeny" Is, I believe, partly a happy accident; 

accident, In the sense that, apart from the naive choice of 

historical examples of human wickedness, Hogg Introduced fewer 

of his usual conventional reflections in poems of this kind which 

celebrate maidenly virtue. 

Nevertheless, If Kllmeny Is not to be taken as a Jeannie 

Deans, or a "Chris Caledonia" (Chris Guthrie of A Scots Qusir 

(1932-34), John Mair Is surely right to draw our attention to her 

harmonising Influence, which Is In complete contrast to the effect 

of the protagonists In the comic poems like "The Witch of Fife. " 

Where these poems create topsy-turvy confusion In natura, with 

their Witches as ladles of Mlsrule, Kilmeny is aunifying presence, 

and with her birch-snood, has come, like the sons of the wife of 

Usher's Well, from the gates of paradise. The poem may be neither 

completely Christian vision or symbolic statement of Scotland's 

spiritual degeneration, but It has Its own magnificent achievement 

In Its beautiful realisation of an archetypal and ancient vision 

of transcendental spirit and beauty triumphing over place and time. 

It Is universal and local simultaneously. 

The Queen's Wake cannot be regarded as a success now. Based 

as it was on a falslficatlon of the evidence of Mary Queen of Scott 

real'reactlon to Scotland when she came,, 
' It seems thereafter to 

For Mary's unhappy reaction to Impoverished Scotland, and 
Ho9g'i'Ideallsation of the event, see SI mpson, "p. 83. 

/ 
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"float" In a Iimbo-Scotland of Hogg's Imagination, and there can 

be no possibility of our elevating Mary to the level of symbol, 

whereby she stands for an older, freer Scotland about to enter Its 

tragic Reformation, even although the occasional references to the 

need for secret Catholic rites "close from the zealot's searching 

eyes" might suggest so. Hogg Is merely making a local point about 

Mary. Louis Simpson speculated that In the awarding of the prizes 

Hogg was expressing something deeper, since the rejection of Rizzlo's 

claim can be taken as representing the rejection of the presumptions 

of authority. "is Hogg thereby revealing his own resentment of the 

authority of Tory Edinburgh? When he awards the prize to the High- 

land bard, and a consolatory prize to the shepherd, Is he protesting 

on behalf of popular Scottish poetryV 
I We can only speculate here, 

although I feel that increasingly Hogg was to embody his own feeling 

of being surrounded by a conspiracy of polite authority to cut 

off his every advance, and I will argue that Hogg's sense of an 

almost devilish plat through which he, as innocent victim, could 

not see, contributes real power to t4is The Justified Sinner and 

later stories. 

The two best songs of The Queenls Wake are written in a 

mixture of Scots and English, but Hogg made the prize go to the` 

"Young Kennedy, " the Gothic horror story. Hogg's strength lay in 

writing eboit folk traditions, but it was to become increasingly 

obvious that he himself was not aware of this. In the next two 

t. Simpson. p. 87. 
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years, elated with the popular success of The 
_Qeen' e wad, he 

was to write two more long poems, biador of the Moor and The PIigrim: 

of the Sun. He thought that `: contained "my highest and. most 

fortunate efforts in rhyme ... In some of the descriptions of nature. " 

It Is an unhappy re-tailing of the legend of the " Gaberlunzle HHan, " 

the king who sometimes goes about as gypsy, but without the 

vitality and Scots of the original version. The poem was written 

at his hostess's request when he stayed In Athol, and Hogg may 

be right when he says In his Intoduction to the poem: 

But aye when from the echoing hills 1 run, 
My froward harp refuses to comply; 
The nursling of the wild, The Mountain Card am I. 

ý 

There Isa half-truth here, that IJogy's background has a vital 

connection with his work] but that half-truth is simultaneously 

repudiated by the language Nogg uses to express it, since It is 

the language of the very tradition he rejected In Rizzlo's "affected 

gaudy rhyme. " Hogg never expressed clearly any dissatisfaction 

ho may have fett with his models of Scott and Wilson. 

The poem is inthe worst Hogg vein, that In wh 1 ch he repeats the 

snigger of Ramsay, and falls to see the Incongruity betwedn language 

and action. The crude antics of the unherdic gypsy-king - 

But he was out, and in-above-beneath, 
1816 

Unhinging doors, and groping In the dark; has 
The hamlet matrons dread unearthly scathe scathe J 
The matrons hide their heads, the watch-dogs bark 
And all was noise and fright till mätin... 

i. Autobfography, p. 451. 

2, Works, vol. II, p. 106. For the history of Its composition, 
see Autobiography, p. 451. Mador of the Moor, 1816, p. 7. 

3, WWoorks, vol. 11, p. 112; Mador of the' Moor, 1'816, p. 58. 
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- stops us from feeling any Involvement in the central love affair, 

and the sequel, the ucmarried mother's ruin and wonderful redemption, 

takes the action Into the kailyard world of Gait's Sir Andrew 

Wylie (1822), where any genuine feeling for the peculiarly Scottish 

nature of the theme Is falsified. To compare the treatment of 

unmarried motherhood In peasant surroundings - the reality of which 

Hogg must, as a shepherd, have been fully aware, - with William 

Alexander's description of the subject in "Bauble Hughie's Bastard 

Geet, "1 from his Life AmoAi (1875), with all Its harsh, 

but somehow compassionate realism� is to see how far Hogg has 

allowed his peasant realism and soma to desert him for phony 

models. It Is Immediately striking to see how the quality rises 

when he brings in the genuine traditions of the Borders, as when 

the mother, rejected and journeying with her babe at night, soe5 

how 18816 has 

From every crevice of the walls there looked look' d 
Small elvish faces of melignityj malictnityl 
And, oh, their gleaming eyes could III be And 

doked brooked... ' 

- and doubly sad to see Hogg still In touch with his Ballad roots, 

but now abusing them. Hogg has a FbImer tell the mother his tale 

("Oh, be his tale a warning youthful vice to shun") and shamelessly 

abuses the situation and words of the fine Ballad "The Cruel 

Mother" In It. The Bai lad tells of the murdered, unearthly children 

who return to accuse the mother as she comes out of the kirk. She 

at fIrst'dosi not reeliso Its identity - 

t. The story can be read in Scott 1 sh S1-xwt Stor i as 1800-1900, 
ad. Douglas Gifford,, 1971. 

2. Work Vol. III, p. $ 19; Mador of the moor, 1816, p. 95. 
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Hogg has 

0 sweet babes, gin ye were mine 
Hey the rose and the lInslo, 0 
I'd clothe ye up In silk so fine 
Awa' by the green wood sidle, 0 

0 Cruel mother, when we were thine 
Hey the rose and the linste, 0 
Ye didna prove tas us so kind 
Awa' by the green wood sidle, 0. 

"Sweet babe, " she simpered, with affected mien 
"Thou are a lovely boy; If thou wert mine 
I'd deck thee in the gold and diamond sheen, 
And daily bathe thee In the rosy wine ..: 

"0 lady of the proud unfeeling soul, 
'Tis not three little months since I was thine; 
And thou dld'st deck me In the grave-cloth foul, 
And bathe me In the blood - that blood was m1ne: 

2 

F1816 
has 

simper' 8J 

Analysts of the difference shows exactly how Hogg has strayed 

from home ()round to el ten. A long poem published in 1815, but 

written after Mador, The Pilgrims of the Sun, is interesting in 

that it shows that success In a poem Ior song or parody for Hogg meant 

that he would ever after repeat the style and ccntent In the vain 

hope of recapturing the glory of the original. "Kfl many" Is his 

precedent here. He extends her trip to take In the universe. 1 

cannot Improve on Stmpsons 

I. The version I quota Is a blend of versions In F. J. Child, 
English and Scottish Popular Ballads, 1882-98; and G. Greig, 
Last Leaves o Traditional Ballads, 1925. 

2. works, vol. i I, p. 120; Mador of the moor,, 1816, pp. 114-115. 
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... he transports the spirit of a mE$dly agnostic 
young lady Into space, Instructs her In tiow14jy, 
history and philosophy, and guides her on a tour 
of the planets. 1 

The theology is Interesting only In that It reveals Hogg's 

religious tolerance and (very shallow and ml id) tendency to free- 

thinking, while the rest of the intellectual effort that is expended 

in this, his most deliberately thoughtful poem, shows once and 

for all that Hogg Is no thinker. It also shows him, right In 

the middle of his poetic career, still playing about In other 

poet's styles, using In turn the manner of Scott, Pope and Milton. 

The Milton Imitation Is clever, but the fact that Hogg used these 

styles for a major undertaking yields much more information about 

his basic Insecurity of creative purpose than It does real poetry. 

It is not surprising that the following year saw the parodies of 

his poetic contemporaries in The Poetic Mirror. Hogg had the idea 

that a volume could be siade up for his benefit by getting contributions 

from his contemporaries. Some agreed, but the scheme fell apart 

when Scott, to Hogg's great annoyance, refused. With the sense 

of fun that shortly produced "The Cheldee Manuscript" the letter 

in Blackwoods which would be put to good use in The Justified 

Slnnerr, Hogg wrote Scott's contribution for him - and Byrons, 

I. Sm son p. 92, 

Hogg had been reading John Wilson's "Isis of Fblms"s 
"I was so greatly taken with many of his fanciful and' 
visionary scenes, descriptive of bliss and woe, that It 
had a tendency to divest me occasionally of all worldly 
feelings. " (Autobiography. P. 4501 If Wilson was the 
worst of models for Hogg, It Is perhaps also worth noting. 
that William Tennant 's mock-heroic description of the 
humours of the fair In James V's reign, "Anster fair" 

with fairy subplots, had come out in I&12 and- profoundly 
lmýr*essed Hogg. 
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and Wordsworth's, Colorfdge's, South©y's, and Wilson's. He even 

wrote a parody of himself. They are brilliant and superb fun to 

read, especially the Wordsworth parodies In "The Stranger, " 

"The Flying Tailor" and "Jamos Rigg. " 

A boy came from the mountains, tripping light 
with basket on his arm - and it appeared 
That there was butter there, for the white cloth, 
That over It was spread, not unobserved, 
to tiny ridges gently rose and foil, 
Like graves of children covered o'er with snow ... 

1 

Hogg, before ever meeting Wordsworth and being Insulted by him, 

has his revenge for all time in these wicked reductions. All 

Wordsworth's sonorous, prosy, almost bathetic moralising Is made 

to crumble In Hogg's hands, all the more effectively because Hogg 

does not forgot to put In poetry of which Wordsworth would not be 

ashamed. It is summed up in the and of "The Stranger, " when$ 

after the stranger's body has been discovered and given rise to 

long m. using on principles of truth on the part of the poet, a 

chilling messenger halts his Impressive discourse; the very birds 

are hushed, as the black shape journeys through the bowels of the 

deep. 

It was a tadpole - somewhere by Itself 
The creature had been left, and there had come 
Most t1meously, by Providence sent forth, 

2 To close this solemn and momentous tale. 

But, apart-from "The Gude Greye Katt, " these poems are Isolated, ' 

If very real ech 1 evements in Hogg's 
, 
development, concerning which 

all they reveal Is how deeply ho must have felt the need to- 

i. Wow ks vol 11 s p. 163; The Poetic Mirror, 1816, pp. 135-136. 

2. Worksý vol i it p, 166 The Poetic Mirror, 181G;, p. 153. 
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learn what constituted proper and socially accaptoblo poetic style. 

Hogs's next consldorable publication was nis Dramatic Tales 

of 1317. Ho seems to have started trying his hand at drama about 

th4 time of The Fbetlc Mirror, ills confidence In his poetic abilities 

was shaken, and, with the experience gathered from t; rca successful 

years (1811.1814) as secretary of the Forum debating society, 

where he spoke weekly, his thoughts turned naturally enough to a 

more public form of 11terature. He had coma off "with flying 

colours" as speaker, and obviously believed that he knew how to 

handle an audience. 

Private societies signify nothings but a discerning 
public Is a severe test, espacially in a multitude, 
where the smallest departure from good teste ..., 
was sure to draw down disapproval, and where no 
good saying ever missed approbation and applause. 

) 

The musical farce cal led The Forum,, a Tragedy for Cold Woether 

we have lost, but. ln 1817 Hogg collectod his other dramas Into 

Dramatic Tales. The older Hunting of badlewe was modiflcd to 

: Ehe Profligate Prince:, which Is Imitation Shakespeare, purporting 

to be set In the period of Robert III, with a careless Bridal of, 

Pooled plot of wicked nobles, jealous husbands, and ladles with 

too much spirit and time on their hands. It Is full of Incongruities 

Ilke a, shepherd who is also a "man of feeling"; Marlin and his 

book of fate In red characters which blind the Intruder (possibly 

anticipating Michael Scott of The Three Perlis of Nan, but sorely ýrýrý. rýrrrrrýrýr 

Inappropriate hare); echoes of Macbeth and Shakespearean language, 

I. Autobl vhy. p. 448. 
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such as "1'11 do a deed/shall make the guileful heart of woman 

quake In future ages" and "Peace my heart! They came. " But 

there are vivid passages, like that describing crazy Elenor, which 

Is an attempt, albeit out of place, to describe mental breakdown. 

What emerges clearly In this gallimaufry of magic and 

madness, Merlin and Macbeth, is that Hogg Is obviously looking 

for form. Long poems have failed him, since they limit his direct 

expression of all the folk lore and varying attitudes he wishes 

to take to It. Needing something looser, with a more natural 

language, he turns to poetic drama, but unfortunately lands on 

the form that reveals even greater Incongruity, since the gap 

between Border shepherd and English Elizabethan 1s wider still 

then that between himself and the poetry of his age. Sir Anthony 

Moore (even his name should tell us! ) Is Othello set in sixteenth- 

century English, with a Romeo and Juliet ending, the heroine 

drinking her vial of poison like Juliet ('-'come Lethe, came/ again 

I'll fill thy sleepy bowels up"). At this point one feels rather 

sad on Hogg's behalf, because there Is no doubt he was misguidedly 

and zealously reading everything he thought would educate and 

Improve him from Milton to Shakespeare, Ramsay to Wodrow. His 

All-Hallow-Eve Is nevertheless a step forward In his development, 

for In addition to Imitating much of the plot of Ransay's The 

Gentle Shepherd, with 
. -the loves of Petie, Roger, JennI, e and RPgg1e 

parallelled here with those of Camel, Ben, Maldle and Gekan, there, 

Is exactly the same anti-ramantic statement about marriage as 

Jennie uttered to Peggle. The warning Is given to the girls that 

husbands "deface Its (maidenhood's) fair and youthful bloom/and 
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make a drudge o't. " It Is Ironic indeed that Hogg, so good at 

capturing the realities of peasant life when he wishes, should 

here descend to imitating what was fresh, a hundred years before 

In Ramsay, that willingness to celebrate the non-Arcadian side 

of shepherd life. The play does move Hogg nearer to the subject 

matter of The Brownie of Bodsbeck, though, with Its apparent 

supernatural mystery which turns out, like the novel, to have 

a logical explanation, since a band of robbers are using the old 

witch as a "cover#" just as the law-breaking covenanters of the 

novel use the supernatural figures of brownies to cover themselves. 

There Is also some fine poetry In the witches' songs, comparable 

to those of the spirits In The Three Perlis of Man. Both in this 

end Hogg's unfinished last play, written to fill the volume The 

Haunted Glen. which is yet again as Hogg tells us based on "Tam 

Lin, " there Is very noticeably a great rise In the quality of the 

writing when the action deals with the material of "The Witch of 

Fife" and "KI i meny. " There Is real fun, movement and beauty In 

this last, but It Is the material either of poetry or of fiction, 

not drama. Hogg, on the evidence of The Haunted Glen, was 

probably then working on The Brownie of Bodsbeck and The Hunt of 

FlIdons Presumably the return to the Borders In 1815 with the 

grant of a small farm In Yarrow had created a desire to return 

to the material of The Mountain Bard. Certainly the pre-occupation 

with poetry over the last fifteen years and more had been a costly 

diversion in terms of time (he wes forty-eight when The Brownie 

of Bodsbeck came out) and effort, for the handful of really good 

poems It produced. Looking at the period overall, from the story 

I 
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poems of The Mountain Bard (and their lengthy anecdotal notes on 

wizards like Michael Scott and legends of Border warriors) to the 

fantastic journeys of The Q ueen's Wake and, The PI {orims of the Sun, 

It is obvious that Hogg was really looking for the right form in 

which to tall tales of the Borders. In the next six y©ers, from 

1818 to 1824, he was to make his greatest literary achievements 

In the forms most suited to his blend of earthly realism and 

fantastic Imagination and ironic humour - that of the novel and 

short story, 

III 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EARLY FICTION 

The Brownie of Bodsbeck (1818) 
and Basll Lee (1820) 

HOGG'S FIRST FICTION appeared in his magazine The which began 

In 1810 and lasted for only a year. 
i In a way which is reminiscent 

of Ramsay and Burns, he wrote In a dual persona. In one role he 

was the Spy, faking a background of gentle birth fallen on evil 

days, taking an observer's interest In psychological quirks, 

showing already his acute interest In morbid thought and action. 

Here also, however, was a fake point of view, which, in Its attempt 

to be at one with polite Edinburgh, produced unconvincing stories 

of rakes' progresses and vices punished. But defiantly another 

persona, more closely related to the Ettrick Hogg, re-asserted 

Itself as a more robust and honest teller of tales of country 

history, mystery, and the supernatural, who told in prose the 

tales based on the same material as used In The Mountain Bard and 

The Queen's Wake. "A polarity had been established; Insecurity 

about his social position had created a mild form of split 

creative personality. And hare, h1therto unnoticed, lies one 

definite origin of that Image of rustic naivete and rough lyricism 

which was eventually to grow rank and disgusting to Hogg himself 

ai the caricature shepherd of the Noctes Arnbroslanne. One cannot 

I. The Spy: A Periodical Paper of Literary Amusement and 
Instruction appear n 52 weekly numbers from SITUMFOY, 
Ist September 1810, Copies are extremely rare# but that 
of St Andrews University Library has articles attributed 
to their authors In Hogg's handwriting. Hogg's fiction 
and sketches in The Spy are listed in detail in 
Appendix 2, p. 248 
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divest Hogg of all blame In this. In the deliberate juxtaposition 

of the "posh" Spy and his restrained commentaries on drama with 

the awkward and simple utterances of John on the actors ("he has 

rather o'er many capers and twirls wl' his fingers and his cane; 

yon's scrlmply natural... 
') Mbgg himself means his audience to 

laugh at, as well as with, the clownish aspects of the peasant. 

But nevertheless a . slgniflcant stop forward In Hogg's 

literary development had been taken, and that some four years 

before Scott's Waverly (1814). At least three strands of new 

effort In fiction can be seen, none destined In themselves for 

complete success, but together showing the range that Hogg had to 

bring together for The Justified Sinner. In the Spy Hogg separately 

and tentatively tried out stories of'worthless antl-heroes, but 

psychologically Interesting and autobiographically presented 

forerunners of Robert Wringhlm and the Edinburgh 8a1111.; stories 

that presented the wealth of fairy lore and the range of super- 

natural figures of the Borders; and stories which are sensational 

and mysterious, their very effect depending on their lack of 

definite answers, to their mysteries. The tale on "Instabi I ity in One Is 

Calling, " a letter from a Berwickshire farmer, was to become 

the novel Basil L`. This, with the unfinished "Love Adventures 

of George Cochrane, " was the first step towards the recurrent 

Hogg anti-hero. , 
'The choraing, gentle ' pastoral"'studies of children 

In the oldst of theaervellour, "Duncan Campbell" and "The Country 

r .. �, r 

I. Spy, no. - XI II, 24 November, p.. =. 98. 
ý uý 

nf 

9 

-ýs 
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Laird, " were to be revised as "The Woolgatherer. " "The Ghost of 

Lochmaben" and "Love of Farne" with others, are tales of wraiths, 

sudden Inexplicable disappearances which were to become as much 

as anything else the staple on which Hogg would always rely when 

long poems and novels had failed. These two stories and others 

were also to be revised, and along with the others would re-appear 

in Winter Evening Tales (1820), Hogg's only really successful 

collection of fiction. 

But The itself lasted only the year. It was considered 

too coarse. When girls were pregnant, Hogg said so directly. It 

contained a lot of earthy country situations, as well as sarcastic 

rsfloctlons on gantry - and this, amongst some of Hogg's best prose 

on country matters, a decidedly unromantic account of a; trip`to 

the Highlands, ) 
as well as some hackneyed "moralistic" writing, 

Is all that can be found to account for the desertion of Hogg's 

generally deserving magazine by his subscribers. He said later 

that he saw his mistake. 

I despised the fastidiousness and affectation of the 
People ... the literary ladles In particular agreed... 

that I would never write a sentence which deserved 
to be read. 2 

I. "Mellses's Journey to the Trossachs, " S no XL, I June, 
p. 313 ffj continued In SDY. XIV, 29 June, There are some 
most amusing and Ironic glimpses of the "stage-managing" of 
the tourist attraction of the landscape that Scott had 
popularised, II ke the, "brownie" hi red to caper for the 
benef It of steamer passengers on Loch 14sttur in (Katr i ns) . 

2" From Hogg's Autoblo raph r, which expanded, In stages from 
a memoir first pub shed In The Mountain Bard. I have used the final version, which Is pr nnT*d In volume II of Thomson's 
edition of_hls work, pp. 441-468, and the quotation Is on p. 447. 

73. 
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And in the final number of Thee Spy he wrote that 

The learned, the enlightened, and pot Its circles of 
this flourishing metropolis disdained either to be 
amused or Instructed by the ebuiiltions of humble 
genius. Enemies, swelling with the most rancorous 
spite, grunted to every corner ... Pretended friends 
... liberal In their advices ... took every method In 
their power to lesson the work to the esteem of others 
by branding Its author with dellgns the most subversive 
of all civility and decorum... 

Thus from the beginning of his fiction criticism was to inhibit 

his full-blooded response to IIfe. Already critics had adopted 

an attitude to Hogg which accepted his pleasant country songs, 

his moments of poetic genius, his sketches of the shepherd's if., 

but advised him not to attempt mors. 

But Hogg was resilient in those early years In Edinburgh. 

He decided not to give In to the Iiterary ladles and sensitive 

gentleman, and between 1810 and 1820 added to and amended the 

early §pl storIes for hIs collection Winter Even Ino Y aIes, most ýr"ýrýýrrý+ 

noticeably In deepening and tautening the sense of horrific 

mystery 1n stories ilk. '"Adam Beil" and "The Long Pack. " This 

development came to fruition in the novel The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 

which although published In 1818 and thus before Winter Evening 

Tales In fact belongs to the same period of "Cottage Tales". 2 Hogg 

also Increased the element of Border lore and supernatural In 

stories Ilka "The Woolgatherer" by interpolating more varied and 

colourful creatures like bogies, kelpies and other agents of the 

"other landscape" than the straightforward wraiths and apparitions 

I. Sgt,, UIp. 412. 
2. References to The Brownie of Bodsbeck hereafter are to 

the edition of Douglas Mack, 1976. Mack concludes 
(pp. xv-xvii and p. 194) '! it seems probable that The Brownie 

was originally written before Scott's novel. " See also 
Appendix 5, p. 26.4, below. 
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of The Spy stories. The Hunt of E11don, published with "The 

Woolgatherer" and The Brownie of Bodsbeck, was the biggest step 

forward In this area towards The Three Perlis of Man, the master- 

piece In the kind. And lastly - although of course all these 

aspects Interplay to a certain extent - Hogg continually deepened 

his Interest In the anti-hero and morbid psychology, unsuccessfully 

In this period In the short novel The Bridal of Polmood In Winter 

Evening Tales, but with real comic and satiric success In another 

short novel in the same collection called Basil Lee. These three 

areas of fiction, within this period of development, will now be 

considered, with an analysis of the major achievement In each. 

It Is a long way from the crude sonsatlonallsay of dismembsred 

corpses failing out of the sky In "The Dreadful Story of McPherson" 

and the heavy-handed explanations given for Adam Bell's mysterious 

disappearance In "The Love of Feme, " to the revision of the latter 

Into the tauter, open-ended, mysterious and possibly supernatural 

tale "Adam, Bell" and the dramatically presented, compelling riddles 

of The Brownie of Bodsbeck. No single short story Illustrates 

the Improvaaent! better than "The Long Pack" (1817), a, story so 

popular In the Borders that It appeared In several chapbook editions 

over many years. It begins with simple mystery 
. 
of the earlier kind. 

A paciaian-arrives at a country house with the longest, broadest, 

thickest pack ever seen. He asks to-leave It with the skeleton 

staff of old man, boy and mold - and fror then on It fascinates 

them In an uncanny way, till, Alice being horrifled at. seeing It 

moving, young Edward discharges his ancient gun Into It, with 

blood and groans as the results So far the tale Is straightforward 
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but then follows a further mystery, superbly evoked, with attention 

to convincing detail In a way which Defoe and Swift would have 

appreciated, as Hogg describes the "artful and curious" way a 

man Is packed Inside, and raises a deeper mystery. Why does the 

dead man, quite apart from being Inside at all, possess cutlass, 

pistols and silver windcail? The concrete detail balances the 

mounting mystery perfectly. The pace Is balanced, till "an hour 

past midnight" Edward blows the whistle " and a strange body of 

men appear, to be ambushed. But only in the morning do the 

inmates of the house venture out, to find, In the growing dawn, 

"that the corpses were removed, and nothing left but large sheets 

of frozen blood. "1 The mystery of the pack has given way to a 

much deeper and ultimately Inexplicable mystery, and one which 

will recur again In Hogg in tales from The Justified Sinner to 

"The Baron bt. Gio" and "John Lochy, " of dark forces, possibly. 

supernatural or merely great earthly conspiracies, surrounding 

innocents who see only the parts of the web about they. The Long 

Pack riddle Is never answered - though sundry great men's sons are 

missing In the district, and the packman's grave robb. d of his 

corpse. 

Here Hogg tentatively tries a device which will becaae the 

trademark of his greatest tales. Ambiguity, creative and 

unresolved, wiII become the essence of his mysteries, and place 

the best on a per with stories like Hawthorn's "Young Goodman 

Brown" or James's "The Turn of the Screw. " which use the same 

i, Tales vol. II. p. 83; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1,. 
p. 0 
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method of presenting the reader with a final dualism of interpretation. 

It is thus all the more interesting to find that his best "mystery" 

novel of this period, The Brownie of Bodsback, was only at the last 

moment given an ending which resolved what had been hitherto a 

supernatural/rational ambiguity. 

But this is a major achievement, and deserves attention In 

Itself. It Is not, however, much Hogg may have been Influenced 

at the outset by Scott's Old Mortality (1816), historical romance, 

despite Scott-like addition of historical background materiel In 

later editions. The book opens with the terse statement of two 

riddles. Why does Wet of Chapeihope, a sturdy, sensible Border 

shepherd-farmer, come off the hills saying "It will be a bloody 

night In Cemsop, this, "? Why Is he hungry, since he took. enough 

food for six. +o the hills? And more riddles soon follow. What Is 

wrong with his daughter Katherine, who Is behaving most strangely, 

especially at night? What exactly has been seen by the hardman? 

On Monanday night he cam yont to stop the ewes off 
the Nogg-fence.,. but or It was lang he sew a white 
thing en' e black thing cumin' up the howl close 
thegitherj they cam' by within three catloups of 
him - he grippit his cudgel firm, and was`, aince geun 
to gle them strength of a no, but his power failed 
him, and a' his sinnens grew like docka, ns; there was 
a kind of glamour came o'er his e'en too, for at the 
hope an' the heaven grew as dark as tar an' pitch 

but the setting moon shone even in their faces, 
and he saw them as wool as it had been fore day. The 
tane was a wee bit hurklin' crile of an unearthly 
thing, as shrinkit'an' wan as he had lien seven years 
in the gravel the tither was like a young woman - en' 
what d'ye think? 'Me, says he'll gang to death wi't 
that It was outher our dochter or her wraith. 1 

1. Tales, vol. 11, p. 4; q eBro=4. c of Bodcbeck, cd. Douglas Mack, 
1976, p. 7 
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This dramatic, direct entry to the events Is typical of the 

story, as is the superb use of dialect in a way which not even Scott 

or Gait can better. Only after these vivid first scenes does Hogg 

explain some background. We learn of the atrocities of a diabolic 

Ciaverhouse, determined "utterly to extirpate the seed of the 

whining psalm-singing race from the face of the earth, " but doscribed 

hardly In Scott's objective, historical manner. But before we tire 

of this Hogg returns to Wet and his own racy account of what happened 

when he, no devout churchgoer, met the Covenanters hiding in the 

rain In the hills. What a superb extended dramatic monologue this 

Is! And over and above the use of Scots which Is as fitting In 

Its revelation of Wat's character and as vivid for dramatic narrative 

as that of "Holy Willie's Prayer, " "Wandering Willie's Tale" from 

Rednauntlleet, (11324) or "Tod Lapraik" In Cattrriona (1893) Is the 

magnificent way that the character revealed, Wat's generous and 

Impulsive humanity, contrasts so starkly with the "haggard severity" 

and passionate Presbyterianism of the Covenanters. Here, for the 

first time In Hogg, Is that mature traditional peasant healthiness 

of attitude which Nogg will so sharply contrast with fanaticism In 

the juxtaposition of the Laird of Dalcastle and his son George with 

the Reverend Wrlnghlm and his son Robert in The Justified Sinner, 

Scottish Integrity set formally against Scottish sickness. And 

yet the Covenanters are not satirised emotively. Indeed their 

cheerful courage, their tough resilience Is more convincing than 

the selfish fanaticism of Scott's Habbekuk Mucklewrath, and there 

is a powerful sense that their political "sins" are really justified. 
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I had two brave and beautiful sons, and I had but 
twoj one of these had his brains shot out on the 
moss of Moiyhlve without a question, charge or 
reply. I gathered up his brains and shattered skull 
with these hands,. tied them in my own napkin, and 
buried him alone ... his murderers stood by and 
mocked me ... Should ever the murderer Clovers, 
or any of his hellhounds of the north, dare set foot 
In Heaven, one look from the calm benignant face of 
my martyred son would drive them out howling! I 

Broadly speaking, the two Characters Wat and Katharine, and 

the riddles attaching to each, give the novel Its fora, whereby 

Wet, with the "open-air" Covenanting action, dominates the first 

half. Lurking below this straightforward story of Claverhouse's 

atrocities and Wet's aid to the persecuted, is the darker mystery 

of the supernatural Brownie, and its strange relations with 

Katharine. In a way this structure anticipates that of The Justified 

Sinner, with Its more straightforward, objective first part, followed 

by the stranger, deeper Sinner's account. Wat is a bluffs open 

nature, and it is fitting we should be introduced to the strangeness 

through his pragmatic and sane view of events. Like Blanchard, the 

good minister of The Justified Sinner, Wet Is a yardstick of sound 

Instinctive moral sense. On this base Nogg can build some weird 

but credible developments$ like the suspicions that Katharine may 

be a witch, with even her mother so terrified that she hints at 

burning her, or the strange, Meg Merrilees-like figure of Nannte 

Elshinder, the only family servant who remains, who mumbles apparent 

madness but has disturbing moments of lucid relevance, or animals 

In terror at Inexplicable noises from the haunted Old Room in Watts 

The Brownie of Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, ' p. 33. 
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house. But most taxing so far of our credulity is the first 

really Incongruous episode, concerning Young Kennedy, who falls 

Into strange company on the moors, 

a multitude of hideous beings, with green clothes, 
and blue faces, who sat In a clrclo round a small 
golden lamp 

who carry UAW a great distance but return him (after he says 

the narre of Jesus three times) half-rad, in a coffin, to Chapethope. 

This Is too much for an already overstrained narrative to 

sustain. As happens so often with Hogg, he lacks the overall 

controlling sense to see the Inappropriateness of what Is Indeed 

a colourful episode. With this sheer excess of dlablerle he 

pushes his covenanting novel too far towards the comic supernatural 

of The Three Ferias of Man, towards a different idiom and tradition. 

This and the story of Jasper the shepherd boy and his krJittinn are 

simply out of place. 

The rest of the first part Is good. The sadistic, mocking , 
Interrogation of Wat's family and servants is both nauseating and 

comic, a real achlevoasent, as peasant shrewdness talks Its way out 

of desperate danger. The only jarring note here is possibly when 

Hogg goes too far in reducing Claverhouse. He makes him not only 

a diabolic persecutor, but a sly Interferer with maidens, who. -Is, 

manhandled by Wat in a way that leaves him little dignity when 

Wat catches him accosting his daughter. This is a pity, since 

'Nögg had established a powerful and sustained devil metaphor: ln 

regard to Claverhouse which gives him, apart from this petty scene 

1, The Brownie of Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, p. 28. 
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a kind of epic malevolent force. Certainly one understands 

why Walter Scott did not like the depiction! 

The height of the drama of this first half is reached in 

the description of the atrocities against children. The novel 

takes on an almost documentary realism, and the events are told 

with such spare and convincing detail that'one is convinced that 

here Hogg works very close to tradition, and the passages still 

evoke angered participation from the reader. 
' 

Hogg's personal 

addition here to the traditional account would seem to be the 

honest, kindly Highlander, McPherson, who refuses to be tart of 

the killings 

Hersel would pe fighting to Campbells,. sword in 
hand, for every inch of the Moor of_Rhanoch; but 
Cot t-n, if she like to pe pluffing and shooting 
through to bodies of to poor helpless insignificant 
crheatures... Now, Cot t-n sh- sh- she'll rather 
pe fighting Cl avers and all her draghoons, pe- pe- 2 
pefore she'll re killing tat dear good shad. 

This is the old device of contrasting the sane man with 

the unnatural events that Hogg uses so well, but it also clever 

plotting, since the same McPherson will take a greating liking 

to Wat when he is sent prisoner to Edinburgh to be tried before 

the Privy Council, and will be (with great irony and comedy) 

the means of Vat's triumph at the eleventh hour. 

1. At least one later Scottish novelist was profoundly 
impressed by Hogg's convincing account of the atrocities. 
In one of his best novels, The Men of the Moss Haaas 
(1895), which deals with the same theme, S. R. Crockett 

virutally "lifts" the entire scene for his chapter nine, 
pp. 66-74. See also Strout, II, (unpublished volume), p. 111. 

2. The Brownie of Bodsheck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, pp. 81-85. 
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With Wat off to Edinburgh as prisoner for helping Covenanters,, 

the attention focuses on Katharine. For a time the change is for 

the bad, for she Is artificial, cool, talks flawless and lifeless 

English, Is too perfect; and the digressive material Increases, 

as does the Incongruous, crude clowning. The picture of the 

hypocritical spy curate Clerk who wants to wrestle all night 

privately with Katharine for her soul may be an anticipation of 

Wringhim senior's similar situation with Lady Delcastle In The 

Justified Sinner, but it lacks specific Ironic relevance here and 

is too much more sexual insinuation for Its own Irrelevant sake, 

Ilke the minister with Sally In The Three Perils of Women. 

Katharine and the Brownie are still unknown quantities to us. 

Hogg Mndles this wonderful situation well, especially when faced 

with the challenge of actually showing his Brownie. 

A being of such uneart* dimensions entered, as 
pen may never wholly def In*. It was the Brownie 
of 8odsbeck ... small of stature, and its whole form 
utterly misshaped ... Its look, and ovary lineament 
of Its face, were indicative of agony - Its locks were 
thin, dishevelled and white, and Its back hunched 
up behind Its head. There seemed to be more of the 
some species of haggard beings - lingering behind at the 
door ... i 

And there Is a stroke of genius worthy of the Hawthorne of 

"Goodman Brown" In the handling of the curate's attempted seduction. 

On the entry of the Brownie, he faints, Is removed, and wakens 

next morning. He knocks st Katherine's door, to find her "in her 

The Brownie of 'Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976'1, ' P-'90. 

r 
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ol 

usual neat and cleanly morning dress. He stared In her face .. * 
it was a face of calm, decent serenity, and wore no shade of either 

shame or anger. " No one described like this of course can be a 

witch. But what explanation else? How do we account for the fate 

of Clerk, who Is carried off In a coffin, not to be seen for years, 

after the Brownie has strangely reproached him for his hypocrisy 

and licentiousness? 

It Is fascInattng that Hogg left so many of these questions 

unaswered till the last two chapters. Would the story otherwise 

have "resonated", like The Justified Sinner, between the rational 

explanation and the supernatural possibility? As It Is, the 

eleventh hour explanation that the Brownies are Covenanters hiding 

in wet caves (hence their deformity) who came out at dark, that 

Katharine has been helping them, that t nnle Is the grief-crazed 

wife of the Brownie himself, John Brown,, their leader, Immediately 

prohibits the dual response the story might have had. 

There are two last striking features of the novel. The first 

Is the extremely entertaining, but most obvious digression In the 

novel, the prayers of the bewildered peasants, led by Davis Tait. ' 

These really belong with other peasant studies like "Storms". or 

"The Shepherd's Dog. " They are vivid anecdotes fall of fun, but. 

pulled in by'the hair of the head at this point In the novel. 

Technically they can be justified as showing humble people's response 

to the horrors about them, and they are acute cameos of the"-paradoxically 

The Brownie of Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, 
pp. 127-129. Hogg himself calls the chapter "long 
and eccentric. " (p. 132). 

I 
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narrow yet colourful nature of peasant Imagination. But compared 

to the magnificent comic ending to the perils of Wet In Edinburgh 

they can clearly be seen as basically Irrelevant. 

Hogg's genius Js at Its height In the courtroom scenes. 

Wat's fervent rich dialect contrasting with the cold standard English 

of persecution and defence. But It is the central irony which he 

contrives which raises this to the level of his finest work. For, 

on McPherson's advice, Wet, nearing a black end to his "rigged" 

trial, blows up in a manner that clears him of all suspicion of 

being one of the faithful. 

But now, thinks I to mysel, things canna be muckte 
waur wi' me; the scrow's come fairly to the nob o' 
the miresnipe now ... sae I musters up a' my 
wrath up Into my face, and when the judge ... put 
the question again, I never heedit what It was, but 
set up my birses an' spak to them as they had been 
my herd callants. "What the devil are ye a' after? " 
quothl. "G-d d-n the hale pack o' ye, do ye think 
that auld Wet Laidlaw's a Whig, or wad do aught 
against his king, or the laws o' his country?... had 
I ony twa o' ye on Chapelhope-f low thegither,... I wad, 
lot ye find strength o' a1 rm for a1 nce. " Here the 
wily chap Geordie Lockte [the prosecution] stappit 
me In great agitation, and beggit me to keep my 
temper and answer his Lordship... i 

As Wet damns them all, the court starts clapping; than ensues a 

"wee quiet" while the men of power "speak across"_ to one another. 

Hogg is always good. at court-room scenes, but never better; this, 

In Its Ironic Inferences as to the expediency of law, -In Its- 

avocation of-atmosphere, Is as good as the comparable scenes 1nß 

The Heart of Midlothian (1818). And Wat's final wry musing, 

I. The Brownie of Bodsbe_, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, p. 141. 
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encapsulates the absurdity of the political situation that lies 

behind the trial. Wat is judged a worthy man (Indeed! ) - 

I thankit his Lordships but thinks I to mysel, yetre 
a whesn queer chaps! Ye shoot tuck for praylnt ant 
reading the Bible, en' when ane curses an' damns 
ye, ye ca' him s true honest man! 1 wisp ye be nee 
the dells bairns, the hale wort o' yet 

As long as Hogg works with such objectively real Border 

materlal, types Ilke Charlie Scott of Yard bIre In The Three Perils 

Man, or Dick Rlckleton of The Three Part Is of Kamen or the Laird 

in The Justified Sinner he cannot go far wrong. (It is thus doubly 

fascinating that his other highly successful type should be the 

very subjective, morbid and unhealthy anti-hero! ) Wet has an 

important place In the development of Scottish fiction. He 

represents an older, valid set of traditional Scattish, values, 

together with Integration of mind, which will Increasingly be 

absent frag the major Scottish fiction of the ntnoteenth cenUry. 

If one compares him as a hero with Scott's Edward Waverley, or 

even Henry Morton In Old Mortality, with Walklnshaw in Galt's 'The 

Entail (1823), with the morbid or one-sided or diseased epic figures 

of Stevenson and Douglas'Brown, then his wholeness of head'and 

heart, optimism and pragnatIsm, . 1s at once outstanding. ' Only 

Hogg, with his roots deep In an older Scotland, could' present such 

a type at the centre'of his -novaI. ' 
. Eiren 1n Scott's Elands, such 

'convincing peasant figures are relegated, like Dandle Diivnont, or 

i" 

1, The Brownie of Bodsbeck, ed. Douglas Mack, 1976, p. 142. 
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even more slgntfICantly, Edle Ochlltree, to the past and the 

minor roles. 

There Is one last Interesting aspect of The Brownie of 8odsbeck. 

and that is the technical. However confused the novel sometimes 

becomes, there Is no denying that Hogg's ater was to present his 

material In a novel, direct and Indeed experimental way. Look at 

the way the novel opens, with Its (not entirely successful) attempt 

to suggest lamedlacy, by that arresting opening, by the continual 

breaking off to what's happening simultaneously elsewhere. It Is, 

In addlttedly the crudest of forms, an attempt like that of Conrad 

In Postrom, to show a large set of bewildering events through a 

series of different, contacwporaneous flashback and contrasting 

scenes. It doesn't entirely work, but Is It not fascinating that 

a self-taught shepherd writer should be trying out such techniques 

of storytelling? At the very least, should he not have been 

encouraged, involved as an equal In discussion, by his peers like 

Scott, Wilson and Lockhart? The novel is at least as good as Galt's 

treatment of the same topic Ringan G1lhalze (1823), and better by 

far than applauded romances like Thomas Dick Lauder's The Wolf of 

Bades h (1827). It Is no Old Mortality, but It has strengths and 

a richness which that novel lacks, and is better than much of 

Scott's, second-rate work like The Monastery (1820). But Scott's 

attitude spe6ks worlds in', hls letter to Laidlaw at the time, when, 

referring to The Brownie of Bodsbeck and its conpenlon pieces, 

The Hunt of Eildon and "The Woolgatherer, " he says, "The cubs have 

86. 
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not succeeded well ... but they are sadly vulgar, to be sure. "t 

The revision of the ja story "The Country LaIrd" to "The 

Woolgatherer" shows that, along with Hogg's refinement of his 

sense of the mysterious, he Increasingly wanted to explore, 

beyond wraiths and apparitions, the world of devils, fairies, bogies 

and brownies for whom his shepherd Barnaby had sketched out the 

"groundrules" (quoted above, p 19). This Is Hogg's first statement 

In fiction of what Is to be a major feature of his work until 

repeated criticism disheartened him. The modern reader will, 

however, have none of Scott and Wilson's dislike for the multl- 

pliclty of creatures and the vivid, often hauntingly beautiful 

scenes that make up this world, so different, to much richer In 

range and colour, and so much more authentic In their being the 

organic culture of an ancient way of life compared to the thinner 

contrived omens and mysticism of Gaits The en (1825) and The 

Entail (1825), or the machinery of astrology In'Guy Mannering 

(1815), let alone the whole range of synthetic supernatural from 

Lewifs The Monk (1796) to Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer (1820). 

Hogg s tales of this world are not "confused magic, " but 

descendants of an age-old mythology with Its own logic and Its own 

organic laws. "The Woolgatherer" became a loose assembly of short 

tales of the kind, but Its companion piece, the long-short story 

The Hunt of Elldon. significantly Increased his rang.... For the 

first t1we Hogg went back to the middle ages; not as far as In 

I. Ine letter to Laidl aw of 1818, quoted in Std p. 150. 
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The Three Perils of Man, but to James JV, although In both works 

the "history" is really folk-history, a welter of popular memories, 

often confused and conflating deeds of different kings and 

heroes. 

The King had betted with the Earl of Hume and 
Lord Belhaven, seven steers, seven palfreys, 
seven deer greyhounds, and seven gold rings, 
that his two snow-white hounds, Mooly and 
Scratch, would kill a roe-doer started on any 
part of the Elfdon hftis ... 

I 

This Is the initial wager/condition common to the Ballads and The 

Three Pori Is of Man, with the ritual numbers and Ingredients which 

medieval listeners loved to hear repeated. The two hounds are lost 

sisters, Elen and Clare of Rosallne, transformed to protect the 

King. With something of the Gothic and artificial In their well- 

spoken melodramatic ways, nevertheless there Is real Kilmeny-like 

beauty In Hogg's handling of the ancient legend. And for the first 

time In a tale we have the Devil himself, opposed to these curiously 

pagan-Christion virtuous ladles In white who. become white hounds, 

as an old gruff knight who, is eventually discovered and expelled 

in f. through the use of holy water. While hardly presented 

with the ambiguity or Irony of The Justified Sinner, nevertheless 

in the pattern of hints and clues behind the narrative as to which 

forces are good and which are bad, with the reader eventually coning 

to 'ssense" 'the truth through the reactions of animals or ; the use 

Tales Vol. tt$ p.. 
#3; 

The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1818, vo1. II, 
p. 239. 
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of a colour-system, there Is something of the elaborate, game- 

like richness of the later great novels. There is also the disturbing 

atmosphere of the curious love-hate relationship which exists 

between Devil and victim in The Justified Slnner and so many of 

the later great short stories Ilk* "The Brownie of the Black Haggs" 

and "The Baron St. ß1o, " and expressed in equally disturbing images. 

The two hounds pursue Evil In one of its many forms, that of 

a bonny, brew, young lady, a' clad In white, about 
a hunder paces free me, an' she was aye looking 
back an' running as gin she wantit to be at the 
Elldon Tres ... they soon o'ertook her, threw her 
down, an' tore hors-'an' worried hsrs-an'. l heard her 
making a nolss as gin she had been laughln' as while 
an singln'- anothor, an' 01 thought her sang was 
sweet ... 

1 

But Hogg does not sustain this high level of treatment. Just as 

In his poetry and drama of the years Immediately before this he 

had failed to fuse his various kinds of inspiration, so now he 

Introduces Incongruity and Jarring burlesque Into the tale. Croudy 

the shepherd and the comedy of his wooings has some fun and 

vitality to offer, but the transitions between levels In this 

story are awkwardly managed, and when the two sisters change 

Croudy Into a boar, the effect Is similar to the putting of a 

false nose on the Queen of the Fairless Once In either world of 

fasry or burlesque, though, the Involvement Is camplete. The 

challenge for Hogg as an artist Is obviously to fuse these two 

worlds. Later he will succeed,, but wen now the tale Is enjoyable 

for Its lively parts, Its Dunbar-Ilke comlc riots, Its swift changes 

Talas, Vol. 1I0 p. 6; The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 181.8, vol. II, 
PP. 253 - 254. 
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of mood and scene. And In certain scenes, Ilke the genuinely 

moving expression of the dog's love for his metamorphosed master, 

with the ludicrous and the pathetic rubbing shoulders in the form 

of collie and boar, one can see that Hogg is developing the use 

of humour as a means of resolving his two worlds of the medieval 

and the modern. Here, to the witchcraft scenes, or when the lovers 

are turned Into moorfowl, the improbable and fantastic Is softened 

and humanised through the use of a boisterous, ironic or simply 

good-humoured and whimsical tone. 

One last characteristic of The Hunt of Elfdon had appeared 

In the Brownie of Bodsbeck In slighter form, and appears used to 

great Ironic effect In Basil lee and the major fiction. It is the 

way In which Hogg's idiom reduces the pompous and powerful In 

favour of the peasant and the simply good-hearted. Claverhouse 

had been treated this ways and James IV Is treated likewise. Out 

of this peasant and reductive Idiom Hogg's later and greater,, 

genuine Ironic and anti-chivalrous vision of The Three Perils of 

Min will grow, though at the moment the weakness of the view Is 

more apparent, as it on the one hand shows James to be a witch- 

burner and superstitious, unable monarch, and yet on the other 

justifies his destruction of twelve witches at Leader, "after which 

act of duty his conscience became a good deal iightenod. "i 

But The Hunt of Eildon is an Important example of Ho9g's 

development In his supernatural and legendary vein. It Is highly 

significant that, dust as with The Three Port $s of Man, when In 

i. Toles, vol. II, p" 239' The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1818, vo1. II, 
p. 238. 
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later years Hogg had been demorallsed by repeated criticism or 

dust plain neglect, so that he turned against his own love of 

this "other world" fiction, he cut out of this story a long Tam 

Lln"like ballad, and apologised or excused the tale In a footnote 

to make It more acceptable to nineteenth-century readerst 

From several parts of this traditionary tale It would 
appear, that it is a floating fragment of some ancient 
allegorical rogance, the drift of which It Is not easy 
to comprehend. 

Muddled the tale may be; but It angers the modern critic to 

find a writer of such genius being forced through his critical 

arts-reception Into such an embarrassing dissociation of himself 

from his own offspring. It Is to Scott's discredit that he led 

such criticism, calling the tale "the most ridiculous story" he 

had ever read. 
2 

In this arbitrary, but, one hopes, not Irrelegant separation 

of Hogg's development into three strands It must be realised that 

often they overlap. For example, "The Woolgatherer" Is not just 

a story characterised by Hogg's love of the legendary and marvellous. 
f 

It Is also a story about a "missing heir, " with much of Hogg's love 

of mystery. Similarly, The Brownie of- Bodsbeck has within It 

episodes more wonderful than mysterious while Bessli lee, the best 

) mpii+of the -third strand; th-o' love of the anti-häroic, Inglorious 

protagonist, has many scenes of the supernatural. Nevertheless, 

I feel , that one, can, see; H4 gas moving forward in this period with 

1. Toles vol: 16; The Browiiie-of' Bod'sbeck, 1818, vol. II, 
p. 299. 

2. Dc esttc Manners, p. 77. 
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three fronts, three "prongs" to his Inspiration. The third Is 

most bizarre and Intriguing. 

it is paradoxical that a man so rooted In the timeless past 

of the countryside shouldhave been so fascinated by morbid 

behaviour and the details of warped psychology. George Kitchin 

has pointed out that a characteristic of Edinburgh fiction of the 

period was that It took such an Interest, I 
and it is true that 

novels like Waverl , Adam Blair (1822), Mathew Wald (1824), he 

Entail, The Provost (1822) and characters Ilk* Balfour of Burlelgh 

and Redgauntlet establish a peculiarly Scottish Intensity of Interest 

In the working of powerful minds, under extreme pressure. But what- 

ever the Edinburgh Interest of the time, I think It can be shown 

that Hogg's Interest In this area Is not Inherited from these novel- 

ists, but can be seen In his very earliest prose. Compare the 

Spy's account of his "modus operandi" with Gilmartin's In The 

Justified Sinners the first In 1810, the second In 1824. 

I am now become an observer so accurate, that by 
contemplating a person's features minutely, 
modelling my own after the same manner as nearly 
as possible, and putting my body into the some 
posture ... I can ascertain the compass of their 
minds and thoughts ... the way that they would 
think about anything... 2 

I. George Kitchln, "The Fiction of John Galt, " In 
_Edinburgh Ways on Scots. 1terature, 1933, p. 115. "A cruel fidelity 

to the facts of distraught or diseased temper is undoubtedly 
a characteristic of these efforts. How general the 
distemper wes may be fudged from the fact that Scott's 
son"in-law, Lockhart, wrote two of these repulsive studies 
... Hogg's Suicide's Grave (The Justifled Sinner) Is of . the 
same pathological k nd..: ý 

2. Spy. 1. p. 3. 
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If 1 contemplate a man's features seriously, mine 
own gradually assume the very same appearance and 
character. And ... more, by contemplating a face 
minutely, I not only attain the same likeness .. e 
but ... I attain the very same Ideas as well as the 
same mode of arranging them. 1 

The role of the Spy Is Important not just in Hogg's magazine but 

throughout all his fiction. From the very beginning the emphasis 

on the Importance of "observation and "contemplation" in essay 

and story Isolates a major characteristic of Hogg's which was to 

manifest itself in two complementary ways, and produce two kinds 

of fiction which persisted till Hogg died. 

One Is seen In the Spy's fascination for the results In action 

of mental disturbance and stress, end for quirks of character 

notably out of the usual. For example, Bas il Lee began as a study 

of Instability of mind leading almost to self-destruction. The 

first version of "Adam Bell" was based on contemplation of the 

"Love of Fame, " "as this passion operates upon the human mind. " 

But most Important In the study of this trait in Hogg's work is 

the article called "Impatience Under Misfortunes. "z It examines 

several "case-histories" of different ways of exhibiting stress, 

Ilke a negro's reaction to Homo's tragedy Douglas; -an Idiot's 

reaction to the death of a dog; or a girl's Inappropriate, =weird- 

laughter at misfortune. Hogg Is not being melodramatic in these 

1. The Private Memoirs and Confessions of 'a Justified 
Sinner, ed. John Carey, 1969, p. 125. 

2. S XXIX, pp. 226-231. It has not. hitherto been notlced 
that this and "Evil Speaking ridiculed by an Allegorical 
Dream, " 

, 
Sý, pý , XLVIII, were revised and reprinted as "The 

In. The Sh" herd's Calendar 1829 School, 41), 
(Tales vol. II, pp. 109-ITTMand "A singular ream" In 
W nnterý E en I nc Tales. 1820. 
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sketches, but has a genuine Interest in the real person, like "the 

Knight" t 

In the event of any cross accident, or vexatious circum- 
stance happening to him, he makes straight 
towards his easy chair - sits calmly down upon It - 
clenches his right hand, with the exception of his 
forefinger, which Is suffered to continue straight 
strikes his fist violently against his left shoulder 
keeps it In that position, with his eyes fixed on one 
particular point, till he has cursed the event and 
all connected with it most heartily, - then with a 
countenance of perfect good humour, he Indulges 
to a pleasant laugh. 1 

These slighter sketches will be revised into the deeper study 

of The Shepherd's Calendar (1829), but they are the basis of Important 

trial efforts In dramas of this period like The Profil-gate Princess 

otherwise unsuccessful short stories like "Welldean Hail, " ende 

novel Hogg valued out of all proportion to Its real worth, aublish. d 

In the Winter Evening Tales as The Bridal of Polmood. 2 

This was universally condemned as bad historical romance In 

Scott's manners but In fact It is no such thing. The "history" 

here Is more poplar-mache' folk memory as background for a study 

of psychological stress set up to a triangle of love, with Hogg's 

f Irst attempt to describe a murderaislunatlc1 whose love was' 

"rather like a frenzy of the mind than a passion founded on, esteemv" 

the jealous1orester Ftimood. Nogg also works sincerely and some- 

-"a 

1. Tabs, vol. I I, pp. 109.110: The Sºpy, 1811, p. 227. 

2" Ted vol. 11s, pp. - 137-198: Winter Evening Tales, vol. 11,1820, 

pp. 1- 135. 
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times with real Insight In his study of Polmood's wilful, Iively 

wife, Elizabeth. She may exasperate and strain our credulity, but 

she is never dull. Nor are the superb Ganes before the king, when 

Fblmood exhibits maniacal strength against his rivals. Every win 

of Fblmood or his rival Carmichael Is designed to build up fblmood's 

violent jealousy and Carmichael's hate, with a tautness and 

necessity of connection between event and emotion which will be 

so much more effective In The Justified Sinner. But there Is reel 

psychological truth amongst the flaws, together with a spasmodic 

but genuine theme of anti-romance and irony at the expense of courtly 

and chivalrous pratenslons. 

But there Is one fault that stands out which was the bane of 

Hogg's-poetry and continued to blight much of his fiction till he 

died. It Is that tendency to lapse Into the Inappropriate and 

incongruous with no warning whatsoever which marred The Hunt of 

Eildon, and here shows Itself In the extended "mistakes of a 

night"" horseplay of the King and his nobles as they fink In and 

out of assorted ladies' bed-rooms. Much of the real intensity-Is 

dissipated Immedlateiy, never to be regained, so that we are left 

with a novel, tfg-tagging unpredictably between scenes of'Insane-- 

jealousy and scenes of horseplay In high places. The gap between 

these Illustrates perfectly the split basic to Hogg's creative 

personality, between the peasant and the man of letters. The 

story also demonstrates a point vital to a real understanding of 

kogg's genius. Edith Batho attacked It thus: 

As Hogg know nothing of courts or of the sixteenth 
century the result of his combined ignorance and 

I 
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boldness is a story madder than most. 
' 

But, as The Three Perils of Man shows, Hogg's lack of historical 

knowledge or of aristocracy need not prevent success, but the 

essential factor In that case 1s that he must have a'unifled 

point of view, a consistency of attitude behind his Imagined world. 

The Three Perlis of Man has such a view, the racy, Ironic and 

reductive peasant's-eye-view, of AIngs and chivalry, which renders 

Its Improbabilities and zany events totally acceptable, whereas 

The Bridal lacks this vital whole creative consciousness, and like 

so many other examples In Hogg's dramas, his long poem Madam of 

the his "Welideen Hall, " or outstandingly his Three Perils 

of Women# the result is fragmentation into jarring themes, tones 

and off ects. The surprising thing Is that Hogg often produces his 

failures of fragmented vision almost at the same time as his 

marvellous successes M as Is the case with the outstanding short 

novel of this period, Basstee. 

We have been examining Ho9g's Interest In the observation of 

morbid psychology, and I argued that'there were-two complamentary 

ways he developed this. One was to depict the workings of passion 

objectively, as In Fblmood the lunatic. The other reveals Itself 

In Bas. flLl tea and "The Love Adventures of Geoge Cochrane, " the 

lesser of the two, but of secondary Interest here to Basil for the 

fact that it Is also presented from the autobiographical point of 

view of the antl"hero. In both there Is still the Interest to 

1. Bethors p. 119. 
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warped psychology, not on the gothic and romantic scale of FRolmood, 

but on the more mundane and, to Hogg, more f am lI1 er level of 

peasants (or slightly above) with roots In Scottish society, 

acting and speaking In a way Hogg really knows, presented subjectively. 

The Just tff ed Sinner fuses both of these Interests, but Basil 

Lee Is still a major achievement In the form of the dramatic monologue 

of a selfish neter-do-weel, told with Immense gusto and, for the 

first time, a unifying anti-romantic attitude which deliboratoly 

sets out to defy both the conventions of polite society and of the 

novel Itself at that time. Almost certShnly this Is due to. tiogg's 

resilient Independence of spirit reasserting itself, for the 

story Is that very tote which In The offended Edinburgh tesfe 

with Its blunt pregnancies, so that Hogg Is now cocking a.. snook at 

his blue-stocking-crltlcs by developing the tale for Winter- 

Even t na Wes. ý. ý 

, -It is true, probably because It Is a "trial run" In the sane 

field, that Bastl L lacks The Justffled Sinner's taut structure. 

It is -in four parts which often -strain Its unity. First we 

witness, Bisll's instability In whatever fob he takes up, from shepherd 

to grocer to farmer to, so1dfer* then he goes to CapWeds,. wher, e.,, he 

meets. the prostitute Clifford and his strange$ dlaboltc enemy who 

seems tied to his fortunes, Lieutenant Cohn Frazer. The. third, 

part is Basil's vastly amusing account of his cowardly partIcipatton In 

the American-Wars of Independence, whl le. the fourth, ", the most ,,. . 
dI ressIvi,, brings him. hcmqi by way of shipwreck and; Lis, to 

Edinburgh and a real Ironic twist In conclusion. 
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The content and the form are for the first time In Hogg 

absolutely at one, probably because the subjective presentation 

allows (apart from the Lewis episodes, which lose the character 

of Basil In their telling) the peripatetic, seif-indulgent 

material. But Basil Is also an Ironic device, powerfully used to 

mock many aspects of genteel convention. For example, 

trying out being a shepherd, 

entered upon this celebrated classical employment 
with raptures of delight .... I rejoiced In the 
opportunity.. of reading so many delightful 
learning so many fine songs ... and above all, of 
taking-Jassy below my plaid... ) 

3es11, 

[18 20 
Winter Even. ng Tale 
Basil Lee has 

books, 

kissing Jessj 

but when he does, he gets bored with reading, no one listens to 

his songs and whatever he did with Jessie, "it seems this had been 

a freedom of which the little minx did not approve] for thence- 

forward a ragamuffin.... was sent with my meat. " His very dog 

seems selfish to him, and leaves, while the early rising, the wet 

clothes, the sheep-smearing with tar, all lead him to conclude 

that 

the If, of e shepherd, Instead of being the most 
delightful and romantic, was the most dull and 
wretched state of ex 1 stence. ?". 

This, from their Ettrlck Shepherd, was a now picture, less 

sublime than Edinburgh was used to. The Ironic attitude is 

sustained throughout, with real comedy, as when Grocer Lee sells 

vitriol by mistake as a dram to a highland drover,; or Farmer Lee 
4^1 

finds out that h1s Ideal way' of life Is a myth; -and that the country- 

side Is laughing at his brisk gelloptngs and s. If-Importance, 

1. Tales vsl. 11. p. 27; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, p. 6. 

2. Tales, vol. II, p. 28; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, p. 9. 
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culminating In his being turfed Into the quagmire at the foot of 

a dunghill by a gypsy, and his housekeeper getting pregnant. Basil 

turns all polite customs of love upside down, and with a candour 

reminiscent of Defoe's Moil Flanders or Boswell's London Journal 

admits all. 

Jessie ... had lately been married, which I d14 not 
strive much to prevent, having laid a plan with 
myself of seducing her affections afterwards. No 
sooner was the ceremony over, than I set about my 
laudable schemes ... but the little devil thought 
proper to Informher husband, and not being aware 
of this on my return, I had nearly paid very dear... 

This JO-the tone of Basil Lee In a nutshell, and Is quite 

deliberate In Its Inversion of polite values. Funniest and most 

pointed of these deliberate mockerles of social types Is Hogg's 

picture of Bast 1 as soldier-hero, which is uncannily close to the 

anti-heroic adventures of the modern Fian, series of George 

Macdonald Fraser. Bearing In mind the chivalrous soldiers of 

Scott and Thomas Dick Lauder, a norm which obtained In Scottish 

fiction down through the work of James Grant and Whyte-Melville 

to Crockett and Nei 1 Munro, It 1s all the we marvellous that 

@esli is such a completely realised and convincing rogue and 

coward. In sailing to Canada, he meats his arch-enemy Fraser, and 

Minter Evening Tales vol. 1, p. 10. Hogg amended this 

, 
tale, so that the 1837 Tales and Sketches. and consequently 
the 1886 T_ , do not have this scene. It Is yet another 
example of the effect of criticism of Hogg's work as being 
vulgar and In bad taste. 
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ultimately Is challenged to a duel. Hogg's evocation of his wriggling 

cowardice makes the reader squirm, as first Basil pretends religious 

principles prevent It; then argues humanity: 

For God's sake ..., I will rather make any acknow- 
ledgement he likes, than kill the honest brave fellow, 
and have his blood on my head ... 

I 

Basil's visions of mutilation, his willingness to crawl (literally) 

raise the embarrassment to a pitch which culminates in Basll's 

final hypocrisy. 

Frazer ... held out his (hand) In the most proud 
disdainful way, while I with great bluntness took 
hold of It, and gave it a hearty squeeze and a shake. 
"Captain, mangy, " says I- and I fear the tear was 
standing In my eye " "Captain, man I little thought 
It would ever come to this with us: " 
"You did not, did you, " replied he, "and fat to deli 
did you pe taking her to pa? " and with that he,. flung 
my hand away. 2 

And In keeping with Basil's meanness of spirit, he fights at his 

enemy's eyes, trying to prick them, and by accident wounds him and 

wins the duel by "sticking my sword directly In a part of his body 

which I do not choose to name. " ` 

The quarrel has been over a girl, Clifford, who In many ways 

Is the finest achievement In the story, as she Is both heroine, in 

the fullest sense of possessing dignity and charity and selfless 

love for Basil - and an Inverness prostitute. This mocks all 

conventional fiction of the time, but Is all the more effective 

for not being a caricature, but a warm, convincing picture which 

throws what Hogg sees as polite and hypocritical standards back 

In the teeth of the critics who had censured the original story. 

I, Ta Ies, vol. II, p" 35; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, p. 25. 

2. Tales, vol. 11, p. 37; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, p. 28. 
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And Basil is never more sordid than In his dealings with this 

unconventional and angelic whore, as he changes his stance 

towards her, sometimes congratulating himself on his goodness, 

sometimes despising her but unable to break, till, having won a 

false glory In duet and war: 

I thought It was base that there was no one to enjoy 
the emoluments and pride of my growing rank, but 
the daughter of a despicable highland cooper -a 
wench brought up among girds Ind shavings, or 
perhaps In a herring barrel. 

It Is not her prostitution " that can be hidden - but her class 

that Basil now objectsto. She,. with dignity, anticipates his 

intention, and leaves him - which, of course, and convincingly, 

turns his scorn to Infatuation. 

But tha. high point of the story 1a the American CanpalZn. 

Despite all his cowardice, abandoning the colours, trying to flee, 

he gets tangled up with a Yankee dragoon who is, wounded, and 

fearing for his life even tram him, Basil kills both. horse and 

dragoon. When the confusion clears, he is bathed In, blood, has., - 

InstinctIvely. grabbed the colours] and Is greeted by an. English 

officers 

"Well done, young Scot" cried. he, and shook me 
by the hands "By C--, sir, I say well done! You 
have behaved like a hero! " "The devil I have, " 
thought I ... 

5nd, delirious with fear]... seized 
the long bloody halbord'once more, and with my 

eyes gleaning madness and rage, and, as I was told, 
with my teeth clenched, and grinning like a mad 
dog, 'I rushed 'on in the front ... "wounded' every 
man that cane within my reach, pricking them 
always In the face, about the eyes and nose, which 
they could not stand... "2 

1. Tee Ios, vol, 11, p. 45; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, p. 45. 

2. Tales$ Vol. I i, p. 35; Winter Evening Tales, 1820, vol. 1, pp. 42 - 
43. 
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In this carrying of the anti-hero as far against convention 

as can be without once losing credibility Iles Hogg's superb 

success. Basil here may be despicable, but elsewhere Hogg 

balances this by portraying his sensitivity, albeit warped, his 

fear, his loneliness. There 1s a sense of reality about his 

actions which Is absent In much of the successful fiction of the 

time. One need only compare this with John Wilson's The Trials 

of Margaret Lindsay (1823) with Its ludicrously artificial 

picture of the fallen, scarlet woman as the depth of human 

degradation, the symbol of Irretrievable social and moral ruin 

for Walter Lindsay, to see In Hogg's Clifford a symbol of the very 

opposite. She rescues Basil at the end from degradation. She Is 

the only source of goodness constant In the novel. tb wonder that 

Hogg's story was disliked; but one cannot help but think wryly now 

that both in content, with its anti-hypocrisy and honesty, and 

in the freshness of style, in its brevity, Its simple language, 

its swift action, that it was exactly the influence needed to correct 

the wordy conventionality of the nineteenth-century novel. For 

Hogg it was a necessary stage towards The Justified Sinner, it 

is also one of his most neglected works. 1 

Y 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Three Perlis of Man (1822) and 
The Three Perlis of Woman (192-3r 

BETWEEN THE Winter Evening Tales of 1820 and the appearance of 

The Three Perlis of Man In 1822 Hogg must have felt confident in 

his own powers. The Tales had been well received, albeit that 

praise was directed towards the shorter stories and sketches, the 

material that a talented, "heaven-taught" shepherd could be 

expected to collect, as the sub-title described, "among the 

Cottagers In the South of Scotland, " and not towards the two short 

novels therein. His Jacobite Relics (1819), collected in the 

Highlands, had extended to a second series with Blackwood which was 

due out In 1821, and Constable was bringing out his Fbetlcal Works 

in four volumes In 1822. Since 1815 he had been living rent-free 

as the result of a gift for life by the Duke of Buccleuch of Altrive 

Lake Farm. From this safe, modest base In bis beloved Borders he 

must have felt that his two careers of shepherd farmer and writer 

wore enhancing each other. At forty-nine, still In his physical 

prime, he marrieds and the following year was optimistic enough to 

take out a nine-year lease on Mount Bangor farm, adjacent to Altrlve 

Lake. It was In this exhilarating period he started The Three Perils 

of Man. As he worked on It he was sure that it was In his best style, 

possibly better. Ironically, far from being the accepted master- 

piece of his fiction when it appeared, it was to be the turning 

point In that process of disillusionment and critical neglect which 

was to lead him to abandon ambitions of being a major novelist within 

a 
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two years. Ironically� too, his farming ambitions were to suffer 

similar setbacks with Mount Banger, which had been the ruin of two 

farmers there before him. In the course of his lease he was to 

lose over two thousand pounds on it. 

The Three Perils of Man Is Hogg's most ambitious work of 

fiction. Its range, Its variety of characters, Its wealth of fast 

action, are all on a scale far beyond even The Justified Sinner or 

The Brownie of ßodsbeck. But more significant still It marks Hogg's 

courageous and epic attempt to work In the oral and popular 

tradition which had produced the Bai lads, folk-tales and legends. 

It also marks the passing of this tradition as a living force. 

Ironically, the society which marvelled at "Scotland' which had 

enthused over MacPherson's Os slan, had $ittle'time for the popular 

tradition which Nogg represented. 

In the context of Hogg's own development, The Three Perlis of 

Man represents the burgeoning of his deep Interest In that other 

class of the supernatural, the world of "dlablarle" and demonology, 

the world of Barnaby's tales in "The Woolgatherer, " or The Hunt of 

Elbdon, the world which he had treated with rationalistic reservations 

In The Erownle of Bodsbeck. It is the world of Will o' Phaup, his 

grandfather* who had spoken on sundry occasions with the fairies; 

not just of "spectres, ghosts, fairies, brownies ... seen and heard... 

In the Glen o! Phaup, " but a larger Imaginative world which Included 

long tales of "kings, knights, fairies, kelpies ... ", where history 

Is transmuted to legend and recorded In the ballad Idiom of time- 

less, racy, understated slmplIcity. It Is Important to understand 

how solid a foundation this Is to the romance. To dismiss the work 
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as mere cloak-and-dagger nonsonso Is to betray Ignorance of the 

difference between the traditional and folk treatment of things 

supernatural and the noo-Cbthic treatment of, say, Meimoth the 

Wand_ (1820), an Ignorance that critics In Hogg's time and 

since have frequently betrayed In assessing his fiction. 

The opening of the novel Is In Scott's manners 

The days of the Stuatts... were the days of chivalry 
and romance. The long and bloody contest that the 
nation maintained against the whole power of 
England, for the recovery of Its Independence - of 
those rights which had been most unwarrantably wrested 
from our fathers by the greatest and most treacherous 
sovereign of that age ... laid the foundation pof this 
chivalryj. The deeds of the Douglases, the Randolphs and 
other border barons of that day, are not to be equalled... 

Scott like, but there Is a difference. Hogg Is altogether more 

racy and terse. He is the biased Borderer, seeing the King of 

England as "most treacherous, " telling epic stories of the 

Randolphs and Douglases, as Barbour, Blind Harry, and the Border 

Ballads told-them. He describes how anti-English and chivalrous 

games spread fron barons to schoolboys, even to the very 

ploughmen and peasants. And thus the whole of his story of the 

chivalric Game of the siege of Roxburgh Is based on "national 

mania, " beginning an Ironic cc=ent which runs as a major counter- 

theme, mocking the superficial romance of chivalry. 

This pattern of romance offset by realism begins 1mmediateiy. 

First we are given the romantic and tairy-tale openings 

1. The Three Perlis of Nan. ed. Douglas Gifford* 1972, polo 
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There was once a noble king and queen of Scotland, 
as many in that land have been ... beloved by all 
their subjects ... and loved and favoured them In 
return; ? nd the country enjoyed happiness and 
peece... 

This is surely how Hogg1s mother be3an. And the signs of a 

traditional mode of storytelling are abundant. There Is, for 

example, the ballad em phasts on number] the castle of Roxburgh 

had been five times taken by the English, and three 
times by the Scots, in less than seventeen months, 
and was then held by the gallant Lord Musgrave for 
Richard King of England. 2 

The King of Scotland's daughter, "of exquisite beauty and 

accomplishments. " Is "the flower of all Scotland. " The came of 

Chivalry Is set in motion by the folk-tale condition Margaret 

lays down for the winning of her hand. The King, as In "Sir 

Fbtrick Spans, " "sat gloomy and sad, " and asks which of his nobles 

will revenge him on Musgrave. Predictably, the price of, failure 

Is the forfeiture of "lands, castles, towns and towers. " And 

the richness of detail of the folk-tale Is there too -Margaret's 

left arm swings a scarf of gold, her right "gleamed with bracelets of 

rubles and diamonds. " 

This Is the world of romance and nobility. But like so 

many folk-tales and Ballads, the action now moves to direct, 

vigorous characters. We most Sir Ringen Redhough and his Border 

relvers, with their Ironic realism. On being asked to help In 

the Game, Ringen's attitude Is In explicit Ironic contrast to 

G The Thr. e Perils of Man, p. 2. 

2, The Three Perils of Man, p. 2. 
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the previous chivalry. 

What, man, are a' my brave lads to lie In bloody 
claes that the Douglas may lie 1' snow white shoots 
wit a bonny bed fellow? ... Tell him to keep their 
hands fu's and their haunches toom, an' they'll soon 1 be blithe to leave the lass an' loup at the ladle ... 

The "flower" of Scotland Is reduced to a "bonny bedfellow": romantic 

love Is seen as a curable disease. Ringan's recommendations 

are to use "wiles" instead of chivalric methods. And In the 

savage Irony of the juxtaposition of "bloody class" (death) and 

"snow white sheets" (sexual pleasure), the one being the price 

of the other, we most aga! n the Idiom of Sir Patrick Spans, with 

its Ironic juxtaposition of the "fingers white" and "goud Mims" 

against the floating hats and foather beds at the ballad's end. 

Similarly, when we most the main "hero" of the romance, 

Charlie Scott of Yardblre, the amiable giant, he Is breaking up 

the courtly pattern of the Game. With colossal strength he hurls 

a knight and his horse backwards= and his "tak yo that, master, 

for whistling o' Sundays" exactly sums up the reductive Idiom of 

much of Hogg's anti-romantic theme. It Is all in the peasant 

tradition of wry humour and worldliness seen in the ballads, chap- 

books and "fabliau" toles of lower class medieval Europe, with some- 

thing of the pace and ferocity of Smollstt's action, and It would 

certainly sound vulgar to polite Edinburgh. 

' There 1s one major weakness to be found In Hogg's contrast 

of these two worlds. It is that he Is frequently unsure of his 

artistic Intention and of his own sympathies as he deals with 

i. The Three Perlis of Men, p. 5-6. 
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Douglas and Musgrave on one hand, Redhough and Charlie on the other. 

While It Is valid to Identify an Ironic attitude to chivalry In 

Hogg's comments through Redhough, the Chisholm family or Charlie, 

It would be wrong to conclude that Hogg Intended us to mock at the 

world of kings and knights Intoto. All too often It sews that 

reel sympathy for Douglas or Margaret Is Intended, and that certain 

aspects of their chivalrous undertaking are at least countenanced 

by Hogg. The Irony Is less controlled, more local and episodic, 

than that, say, of Scott's Wav eray. 

This unsureness may reflect Hcgg's own divided loyalties and 

Insecurity about his social position; whatever Its source, It blurs 

the dividing line between straightforward presentation-of romance 

and Ironic caament upon It. But we should not make too much of 

this weakness, because It would be a parsimonious reading of Hogg's 

romance-that failed to realise that its unity Iles not in aspects 

of plot structure, or carefully planned revelation of character 

through action, but In something looser, larger and much more un- 

common in the nineteenth century. C. S. Lewis made a special plea 

that another Scottish writer of profound and vivid Imagination, 

George MacDonald, should be assessed on the special considerations 

that his work went far beyond typical-areas of fiction to-myth. 

Hogg-Is just-such a special case. And the strange unity that his 

work possesses comes, not from qualities of myth (although It 

occasionally attains this) but from its sheer extravagant and fantastic 

gusto and the obvious enjoyment of the author in allowing his Imagination 

free rein. Thus we do not object to the ridiculous disguises of 

Princess Margaret and Lady Jane Howard when they arrive at the 
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Chisholm's house] and thus Hogg gets away with the more serious 

ambiguity underlying the latter scene when Margaret, discovering 

who "Sir Jasper" Is, sends her prisoner by Charlie Scott to 

Douglas. 

This Is a typically difficult and ambiguous passage. On one 

hand It would seem that Hogg Is ironically reducing his knights 

and ladies to the level of barbarians and fishwives - as when the 

two girls coarsely and spitefully attack each other. They become 

merely spoiled girls. Similarly Douglas, knowing full well the 

Identity of his captive, Ignores her pleas to his "honour and 

generosity as a knight" and forces her to strip - or later promises 

to cause her to be "exhibited In a state not to be named" on a 

stage erected In sight If the western tower, raped publicly ("disgrace 

which barbarians only could have conceived"), "and then to have her 

nose cut off, her eyes put out, and her beauteous frame otherwise 

disfigured. " 

How are we to read this? It is tempting to attribute to Nogg 

a greater degree of deliberate anti-romantic Irony than exists. 

It would seem as though Hogg's attitude is never resolved, because 

on-the other hand there Is plenty of description of Douglas and 

the ladles as genuinely noble and romantic creatures - witness how 

the end of the novel has Charlie and Sir Ringan rewarded by these 

very princes'and ladies. And this Is why the final case for the 

greatness of the work Iles beyond consideration of the sophistication 

or otherwise of the Ironic structure, 1n'the sheer Zest of the 

presentation and the speed of the metamorphoses and reversals of 

fortune. The principal consideration of the tale's worth lies In 
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Its qualities as a tale to be told as Hogg's mother told him tales. 

But the Irony Is nevertheless deliberate and fine at many 

points. There can be no doubt of Hogg's meaning and where his 

sympathies lie In the hanging of the servants of lady Jane. The 

Came of Roxburgh is death to the English peasant Heaton' and his 

friends; the spoiled heiresses of Scotland and England have more 

or less murdered many like him by the time the Game Is over. 

Immediately following this, as though to prove the point, is the 

episode of the old Border fisherman, Sandy Yellowlees, one of Hogg's 

well-loved, Independent heroes. Hogg tricks us Into Identifying 

with Sandy. His peasant humour, his comic fears when he starts 

finding sirloins of beef on the end of his line, and the fact that 

he Is permitted to use the dramatic monologue to tell his story 

a method Hogg generally reserves for favourites - contribute towards 

a shock of revulsion against the chivalrous siege, when, with the 

swordstroke suddenness of the ballads, Sandy Is captured and hanged 

from the walls of Roxburgh castle. 

And part one ends on this sarcastic note. Savagery and madness 

dominate the starving castle., A group of mutineers are "hanged Ilke 

dogs, amid shouts of-execratlon, and their bodies flung into a pit, " 

while the remainder adopt cannibalism rather than surrender. Chivalry 

has become nightmare. Hogg now draws the English under Musgrave 

in a styllsed, grotesque fashion, suggesting bestial gargoyles, 

far from concepts of, courtly love. 

There they sat, a silent circle, In bitter and obstinate 
rumination. Their brows were plaited down, so as to 
almost cover their eyes; their underlips were bent 
upwards and every mouth shaped like a curve, and their 
arms were crossed on their breasts, while every man's 
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right hand Instinctively rested on the hilt of his 
sword .. * a wild gleam of ferocity fired every 
haggard countenance. 

Whether Instinctive or dellboreto, 'Hogg's ironic picture of how 

the Game had lost any semblance of a chivalrous contest Is effective. 

The second part, that concerning the comic embassy's journey 

to the wizard, Sir Michael Scott, releases Hogg from the juxtaposition 

of romantic and realistic attitudes. Indeed the term "release" 

well describes the extended nightmare, conic and fantastic, which 

follows, with the pace and spirit of Dunbar's demonological poems 

and BurnsIs "Tam o' Shanter. ". 

Sir Ringen, needing to *know something of the outcome of the 

struggle before he decides which side to favour, sends his 

representatives to find out. His embassy 1s grotesque, a freakish 

collection of oddities and misfits to please the unnatural tastes 

of Michael Scott. He sends 

as a bard, or minstrel, ... Colley Carol, a man that 
Is fit to charm the spirits out of the heart of the 
earth, or the bowels of the cloud ... as a man of 
crabbed wit and endless absurdity ... the Dell's 
Tam; as a truly natural and moral philosopher, the 
laird of the Peatstacknowe; as one versed In all the 
mysteries of religion, and many mysteries besides, 
or some tell Iles, we can send the gospel friar. All 
these are men of spirit, and can handle the sword - 
and the bow ... And as a man of unequalled strength 
and courage, and a guard and captain over all the 
rest, we can send Charlie of Yardblre. And I will 
defy all the kingdoms of Europe to send out sic 
another quorum either to emperor, Turk,, wizard 
or the devil himself. 2 

I. The Throe Perils of Man, p. 75. 

2. The Three Perils of Man, p. 97. 
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Add the captive maiden Delany, and the beautiful boy Elias, and 

the embassy Is complete. And it is this parody of. the character 

of the usual relying party that makes the comedy so rich. The 

story now becomes mock-epics a motley crew on a fantastic quest, 

a travesty of the Canterbury pilgrims. Not only Is the medieval 

Idea of the journey used to comic effect, but sometimes even the 

various characters, like the Dell's Tam especially, seem to be 

almost medieval personifications of human qualities. Tam, stand- 

Ing for. Creed and Famine to one, takes part In a Ounbar"like dance 

of Sin, although, unlike Dunbar, Hogg mixes good and bad In his 

Increasingly wild movement. Adventure follows adventure with the 

speed of Smollet; violence flares suddenly and dies as quickly. 

There is little complexity of situation now - apart from the pretty 

obvious hints that the dour and mysterious friar is more than he 

seems. And yet - probably because the embassy is mainly made up 

of Borderers and dominated by the refreshingly unusual hero, Charlie 

Scott - there is complete clarity of character delineation within 

the group,, even down to the mule, wilful and almost human (considered 

by lockhart to be the real hero of the- romance). 

We begin to have a curious feeling of completeness about the 

group of contrasting characters. A pattern emerges, with Charlie 

as Honesty and Strength, the Friar as Faith, Gibby as clown and 

Weakness generally (for which he Is claimed as temporary servant 

by Scott), and Tam as treed and Fleshly Lust (he signs his soul 

away to the devil). The framework Is at once definite and yet 

loose enough to permit the contrasting idioms - the Friar's Chaidee 

style, _contrived and Osslanlc, the poet's flowery excesses, Charlie's 
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blunt but compassionate realism, and Tan's bald, horrifyingly 

honest directness. 

110 have moved from the world of chivalry, with Its rules and 

conditions, to a world of topsyturv®y, with Its own weird rules, 

patontly dominated by a Lord of Misrule. And Hogg achieves tho 

transition by cppturing the unnatural atmosphere around Scott's 

castle of Alkwood at sunsets 

It was one of those dead calm winter evenings, not 
uncommon at that season, when the slightest noise Is 
heard at a distance, and the echoes are all abroad. 
As they drew near to the huge dark4ooking pile, 
silence prevailed among them more and more. All 
was so still that even the beautiful valley seemed a 
waste. There was no bird whistling at tho plough= 
no cattle or sheep grazing on the holms of Alkwood; 
no bustle of servants, kinsmen, or their grooms, as 
at the castles of other knights. It seemed as If the b, 
breath of the enchanter, or his eye, had been 
Infectious, and had withered all within Its Influence, 
whether of vegetable, animal, or human If.. The 
castle Itself scarcely seemed to be the abode of mangy 
the massy gates were all locked ... and there was 
only one small piping smoke Issuing from one of the 
turrets. ) 

From now on metamorphoses occur on every second page. Gourlay 

Is transformed by Scott by way of punishment into a har©, and 

frenziedly pursued by the attendant devils, Prim, Prig and Picker, 

who transform thenmselves with bewildering speed. An array of 

retainers marches from the wa 1 nscoat i n9 of the deserted castle 

to serve breakfast to the embassy, who aro struck by their "rattan 

faces. " And In one of the funniest of these transformations, the 

company are led from the raw and misty morning up into a towor 

I. The Throe Wrilo of Man, p. 141. 
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room which blazes with light; the tables groan with smoking sirloins 

of beef "with a gentle brown crust around It, and half swimm- Ing In 

gravy ... " Most of the embassy start without saying grace: the 

friar, later to enter, 

lifted up his spread hands, closed his oyes, and 
leaning forward above the beef so closely that he 
actually breathed upon It, felt the flavour of health 
and boy ascending by his nostrils (and) In that 
fervent and respectful attitude he blessed the beef 
In the name of Jesus. 

Never had blessing a more dolorous effect. When 
the friar opened his eyes, the beef was gone. There 
was nothing left on the great wooden plate before 
him but a small insignificant thing resembling the 
Joint of a frog's legs,, or that of a rat; and perhaps 
two or three drops of gravy .,. 

I 

Metamorphosis dominates this part, from the curious use of the 

magic lantern which anticipates the nightmare scene on Salisbury 

crags In The Justif led Sinner, to the fln&l' banquet with the 

devil and Michael Scott, where hags with withered chops are trans- 

formed Into beauteous ladies and the men of the embassy Into 

bellowing bulls. 

Slowly, from the apparently formless, though vastly entertain- 

Inge riot of diablerle and nightmare, the theme of this pert 

emerges. We are witnessing an epic, yet still comic, struggle 

between the powers of light and Dark. First of all the "seconds" 

meet. The monstrous Gourley, seneschal"zomble of Scott, possessed 

of superhuman strength, clashes with the benevolent giant Charlie 

Scott. Their epic battle takes place In a vault where the giant 

bones of a previous victim lie gloaming in the moonlight. With 

I. Tho Throe Penis of Man, p. 174. 
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an Impact tike that of Beowulf and Grendel to its almost mythical 

stature,, they meet In titanic battle. Gourlay's back and ribs 

sound as they crack; his face grows hideous; they fall ponderously 

amidst the bones of the giant skeleton. The entire situation 

reminds oneof Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, with Gouriay as Giant 

Despair. 

Following this preparatory round, we anticipate the confrontation 

of the friar, man of mysterious depths, and the wizard. Roth have 

epic features, especially Michael Scott, with his dignity, his 

respect for courage, his occasional sympathy, as when he hears the 

friar's tragic tale, contrasting with his unholy glee or despair, 

or his inability, like Faust� to repent. There Is greatness In 

Hogg's imagination here] Michael is conceived on a superhuman 

scale, as Is the account at the end of the romance of his cataclysmic 

exit from this world. His battle with the friar lives up to our 

expectations. Indeed, it may not be stretching the scene too much 

to find a deeper layer within It. The friar uses sciences the 

magic lantern, tricks with chemicals, and finally his superbly 

fitting and comic removal of the monster Gouriay by blowing him 

up with gunpowder (which, as the exiled Roger Bacon, he's supposed 

to have Invented). Scott uses sheer wizardry and the power of the 

devil. Do we see here the division In Hogg's own allegiance to 

nineteenth-century rationalism and scientific achievement on the 

one hand, and to a belief In the supernatural forces 'Of the past 

on the other, as In the subtler psychological and supernatural 

ambiguity of The Justified Sinner? In any event, although the 

friar triumphs Initially, there 1s no doubt that Hogg's deepest 
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sympathies are with Michael, goaded by the friar beyond endurance, 

to the point where he almost overstretches his remit from the devil. 

Hogg's Imagination blends here In sunerh fechl. nn with h$ awareness 

of Border legend. He postulates a single, unbroken Elfdon hill, 

a great cone, prior to the battle. The wizard ordsrs Prim, Prig 

and Pricker to twist It Into three (as the mountain Is now). 

The ensuing storm Is a colossal reversal of nature tit Is the storm 

In which the Scots were attacked by the maddened Engllsh at the 

end of part one). 

what makes this sensational "diablerie" so acceptable is the 

comic, but realistic and matter-of-fact way Hogg tells it all. 

It is exactly right for the extravagant, richly coloured Imaginary 

world he has made, and sustains the supernatural so well teat the 

effect has nothing of tha neo-gothic wildness of The Castle of 

Otranto (1764). Hogg Is saved from this by the fact that his 

own rich Imagination is based firmly on folk tradition, which he 

uses In a vital and creative way. The Eildon hill scene Is the 

best of these. Hogg's picture of the pallid, unnatural dawn follow- 

ing the turmoil of the night, with the friar and Charlie frozen 

in astonishment at the three peaks towering over new rivars is a 

magnificent climax# almost mythic in quality. His imagination 

sees it surely and follows through without felterings 

It was a scene of wonder not to be understood, and 
awfully impressive. The two rivers flowed down their 
respective valleys, and met below the castle Ilke two 
branching seas, and every little streamlet roared and 
foamed like a river. The hills had a wan, bleached 
appearance, ýmany of the trees of the forest were 
shivered, and towering up against the eastern sky, 

0 
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there stood the three ... hills of Eildon, where 
before there was but one. l 

The next part, which begins with the discovery that the 

embassy and Scott are trapped In the castle tower, does bulk too 

large in the overall story. It may be that Hogg, remembering his 

great success with the situation of a competition of raconteurs 

In The Queen's Wake, his long poem of 1813, tried to repeat it 

here. He certainly loved the excerclse of adopting different styles 

and personas In storytelling (witness The-Spy and the three points 

of view In The Justified Sinner) and poetry (witness his Fb tic 

Mirror, of 1816). Or it may simply be the case that he had some 

of these short stories already written, and decided to Incorporate 

them, using the simple expedient of Scott's proposal, that they 

should relieve their plight by storytelling, the best storyteller 

winning Delany, the worst being eaten by the others. 

It can be argued that these tales, like The Canterbury Tales, 

play a part In telling us something about the tellers. The friar's 

tale solves the mystery of the strange affinity between the worn 

old friar and-the Innocent Delany she is the daughter of his 

sweetheart. And the Ossianic style has the function of contrasting 

refreshingly with the romance's usual, more direct idiom. Hogg's 

romance Is loose enough In structure and fantastic enough in 

content to stand casual storytelling, and highly coincidental 

revelations like this. Indeed, the story has a certain tragic 

pathos and power. It reveals yet again Charlie's sentimental nature. 

I. The Three Perils of Man. p. 201. 
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It causes the poet to change his mind about hating the friar. 

And when Delany reveals she is the friar's sweetheart's daughter, 

"even Master Michael Scott once drew the back of his hand across 

his eyes... " 

In stark contrast is the savage tale told by the laird of 

Fbatstacknowes harsh, unsentimental, chapbookish in Its crude 

caricature of Marion's son Jock who "fought to be at meat, and 

Marion to keep him from It; and many hard clouts and claws there 

passed. " Jock Is a recurrent type In Hogg's stories. There is 

something unnatural in his demonic hunger, his utter amorality - 

compare him with Basil Lee, or Merodach the Brownie of the Black 

Haggs, or the Justified Sinner himself. And Hogg Is unsurpassed 

when it canes to describing sordid violence with sickeningly convinc- 

Ing detail. Jock's master wants to kick and beat him, and then 

murder him; he drags him to the lamb Jock has murdered, where again 

the remains, like those of an outraged daughter, madden him; he 

throws him down, kneels on him, punches till Jock 

got hold of his master's cheek with his left hand, and 
his nails being very long ... was like to tear it off. 
His master capered up with his head ... 

i 

and, unable to free himself, gets out his knife to cut off Jock's 

hand - and then his head. The savagery is conveyed In the factual 

Imagery, the bald statement of fact] the battle is "like a battle 

between an Inveterate terrier and a bull dog, " and Is ended suddenly 

and shockingly when Jock - merely a boy - 

I. The Three Per Iis of Man,, p. 230. 
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whipped out his own knife, his old dangerous friend, 
and stuck It Into the goodenan's belly to the haft. 
The moment he received the wound he sprang up 
as If he had been going to fly Into the air, uttere1 
a loud roar, and fell back above his dead pet lamb. 

The scene reminds one of the violent and of the sensual fox In 

Robert Henryson's The Fox. the Wolf and the Cadger. The slightly 

comic tone accentuates the violence (Jock uses his "dangerous friend" 

to kill the goodman) as does the understatement. And, like 

Henryson's Fables the violence Is more shocking, coming as it 

does In a pastoral settings Jock's anxious mother, the scene In 

the goodman's cottage of family eating, the shepherding - all assert 

the countryside quality of rhythms repeating themselves peacefully. 

The violence Is In horrible contrast to all this, as are the - 

sensual descriptions of Jock1s hunger and the goodman's misplaced, 

unnatural grief over his pot lamb. 

And aII this Is embodied in the main development of the 

surrounding story. Hogg reveals that Jock, this monster of carnal 

hunger, this unnatural child-demon, Is the Dell's Tam. With one 

easy move, Tam's evil takes on a new depth, and his fate grows 

darker.. And again the reactions of the others reveal their 

characters. Charlie thinks It a good tale - "o' the kind" he 

stresses; the poet, sensitive plant as he Is, accepts the lamb- 

daughter equation, and Is horrified at the eating ofr, "the flower 

of all the flock ... her lovely form that's-fairer-than the snow. " 

And In fact many of the others accept this symbolism too; as. 

Michael Scott sayst 

1" The Three Per11 s of Meng 231" 
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The maid Delany Is the favourite lamb, whom he 
wishes you to kill and feast on ... and I am the 
Goodman whom you are to stick afterwards.... ) 

Charlie Scott's tale Is a good example of Hogg's mastery of 

the story of action, related by one of his favourite border heroes 

of the Wet o' Chapelhope cast. It Is another Ballad story, close 

to "The Battle of OtterbourM" In Its qualities of stern bravery 

and feudal devotion. It also reveals Charlie's goodness In his 

saving of a child In a raid - who turns out to be the poet. 

Thus this story, like the others, relates to the main theme in 

that It extends our knowledge of the characters In the embassy 

and supplies answers to Hogg's beloved mysteries. Charl. le's tale 

Is good] Its qualities are those found abundantly throughout Hogg's 

tales, notably In the later "Mary Montgomery" and "Wet Pringle o' 

theY air. " 

Tam's tale reveals that he is the "Matlon's Jock" of Gibby's 

story. Tam Is completed by this as a character personifying greed 

and lust. His story, with Its savagery and cruelty and anti-heroic 

qualities, provides a contrast to Charlie's tale of healthy heroism, 

in the, same way that Basil Les or Robert Wringhlm are the utter 

opposite of Wet o' Chapeihops of The Brownie of Bodsbeck. These 

types are recurrent polarities In Foggs fiction, and Tam's story 

Is -one of his many horrifying pictures of amoral, lustful and utterly 

wicked men. ironlcallyj Tam does in fact become "the Dell's Tam. " 

Nevertheless, although many of the tales are good In themselves 

(the poet's being the weakest), and although they do contribute 

towards the development of relationships amongst the group, they 

{. The Three Perils of Mena p. 232. 
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do distract us from the main, hitherto swift-moving plot. it Is 

a relief for the reader,, as well as for the trapped embassy, when 

Dan Chisholm and his Border friends arrive at the castle* Hogg 

now links his two projects, and we see Scott's wizardry through 

fresh eyes. 

Do nae ye ken that the world's araalst turned upside 
down sin ye left us? The trees has turned their 
wrang ends upeost - the waters has drowned the 
towns, and the hills has been rent asunder ... Tis 
thought that there has been a slag* o' hell ... 

1 

says Dan - there are devils loose. The reign of Disorder Is not 

yet over: Dan and Charlie now meet a mysterious friend of Sir 

Michael Scott's. Unlike the friend ßlimartIn who Is sinister 

from his very bland sophistication, this superb devil Is In the 

manner of the demonology of the Ballads. 

it appeared about double the human size ... Its 
whole body being of the colour of bronze, as well 
as the crown upon Its head. The skin appeared 
shrivelled, as if seared with fire, but over that there 
was a polish that glittered and shone. Its eyes had 
no pupil nor circle of white; they appeared like 
burning lamps deep in their sockets; and when it 
gazed, they rolled round ... There was a hairy 
mantle that hung down and covered Its feet...., every 
finger ... terminated In a long crooked talon that 
seemed of the colour of molten gold ... it had 
neither teeth, tongue, nor throat, its whole i side 
being hollow, and the colour of burning glass. 

It pursues thou, vomiting burning sulphur; and, as the nightmare 

climax of Disorder is reached, "Immense snakes, bears, tigers and 

lions, all with eyes like burning candles" threaten the heroes. 

I. The Three Perlis of Man, p. 784. 

2. The Three Perlis of Man, p. 288. 
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Hogg here draws from sources as different as Bunyan and the Ballads. 

This last supernatural climax, with Its strange, glittering beauty 

of Imagery, so close to the clarity and concrete visualisation 

of the Ballads, proves completely Hogg's right to claim that he 

was king of the mountain and fairy school of poets,, in Its 

description of how Dan meets the Devil and agents disguised as a 

Black Abbot on terrible white horses; how the Devil wanders In a 

village as a great shaggy black dog, terrifying peasants; how Uan 

and his friends undergo a nightmare ride through the firmament; 

how the devil plays on the weakness of Charlie and his friends 

for drink and lovely woven, seducing their senses with a super- 

ficial beauty like that In Dunbar's "The Twa 11aryit Women and the 

Wedo, " a beauty corrupt and foul beneath its surface; and how this 

beauty reveals Its essential rottenness when the drunken borderers 

realise that the lovely girls are hags with rotten teeth and 

wizened faces. The Devil, as a final, glorious flourish of Disorder, 

finishes the long dance by transforming them all Into bulls. 

All this is told with a dry attention to details mixed with 

estrange and beautiful description of the trappings of evil. Like 

the author of "The Daemon Lover, " who is fascinated by the gold 

and sliver, the "taffetle" of the ship's sails, Hogg clearly sees 

the rich colours of his devils - yet combines this with a touchingly 

homely reminder of Charlie's consideration for his horse, Corby, 

or the honest joy of Charlie at realising that his Border lord 

and friends hadn't forgotten him. And It Is Charlie who character- 

istically persists through all terrors to secure the prophecy for 

Sir Ringen which is the point of his embassy, while Glbby is claimed 
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by Sir Michael to replace Gourley, and Tam literally becomes 

"the Dell's" In a temptation scene which foreshadows the sinner's 

soiling of his soul, the nightmare climax of The Justified Sinner. 

The final part cannot match the richness of this fantasy and 

dieblerle, though the return to the Siege of Roxburgh contains 

at least two episodes, those of the affair of Dan Chisholm and 

the cattle skins and the actual taking of the castle by borderers 

disguised as cattle, which for sheer speed of action of racy 

dialogue and character are as good as any short story of Hogg's. 

And this last episode marks the final Irony of the Siege, for 

Douglas at last confesses that the chivalrous Gamo has beaten him. 

Ho has to descend to "wiles, " and to ask Sir Ringan to do It for 

him while he takes no part. The chivalrous pattern has finally 

been wrecked, as Lady Howard Is destined to become the wife of 

Charlie, the homely Borderer. Musgrave has killed himself, Douglas 

has hardly succeeded on his own aperits, and Princess Margaret Is 

presumed hanged. 

But It Is worth noting that the last part does hold together 

with the demonology. For Sir Ringan finally acts because of the 

success of Charlie's embassy and Sir Michael Scott's (and the 

Devil's) advice and his ruse of disguising his men comes from 

the metamorphosis of Charlie and his men Into bulls. Hogg has 

been aware of the strain of his range of plots and characters - 

indeed, he stresses that the final Ironic burst of Border warfare 

which finishes the siege 



was wholly owing to the weird read by the great 
enchanter master Michael Scott. So that though 
the reader must have felt that Isaac (the curate 
narrator) kept his guests too long in that horrible 
place the Castle of Aikwood, It will now appear 
that not one Iota of that long Interlude of his could 
have been omitted; for till the weird was read, and 
the transformation consummated the embassy could 
not depart- and unless these had been effected, the 
castle could not have been taken ... 

I 

Elsewhere Hogg had likened his problem In controlling his multitude 

of characters and situations to that of the waggoner who has to 

take his total load up a steep hill In stages, going back to collect 

what had to be left behind. These arguments do less to justify 

his structure than to tell us about his awareness of the difficulties 

In controlling the whole Immense undertaking. He tells us to his 

Domestic Manners of Sir Walter Scott that he and Scott discussed 

the romance, Scott accusing him of rushing Impatiently on in 

random fashion, and thus spoiling a potentially good tale. Whether 

we agree with Scott or not, Hogg's statement here about his method 

of composition Is highly significant. He told Scott that when he 

started the first line of a tale or a novel, he never knew what 

the second was to be, and that this continued throughout. But he 

made an Important quat if icatton. 

When my tale is treditlonary$ the work is easy, as I 
then see my way before nie, though the tradition be 
ever so short, but In all my prose works of the 
imaginations knowing little of the world, 1 sell on 
without star or compass. 2 

With qualiflcatlcn, this can fairly be applied to The Three 

Perlis of Man. The sense of tradition does contribute to some of 

the finest passages of the work - ospeciaily those relating to 

I. The Thr.. Perils of Mn,, p. 396. 

2. Domestic Manners,, p. 70. 
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Sir Michael Scott. it is the connections between episodes and 

interpolated short stories that show Hogg on less sure ground. 

But there are two aspects of Hogg's statement with which one 

cannot agree. Firstly, he overmodestly credits "tradition" with 

the success of his work, and seems to belittle his own imagination, 

whereby he is grossly unfair to himself and his romance. For when 

one has pointed out Hogg's awareness of the Ballad and folk-tale 

tradition, when one has drawn parallels with The Pilgrim's Progress 

or the chapbooks, one vital factor remains to astonish the critic. 

It Is simply the sheer fecundity, Immensity and colour of Hogg's 

imagination, which, working on all kinds of traditional materials 

creates a living world which needs no other justification than 

its own unique bland of irony, racy humour, fantasy and romance. 

And secondly, It can be argued that the book, far from lacking 

overall. shape, a "sailing on without star or compass, " Is instead 

very unified, In a demonstrable fashion, by parallels, contrasts 

and constant themes. ' The middle fantasy part is closely allied 

to its two surrounding parts. It 1s worth noting these briefly, 

to dispel the Idea that Hogg had no total control. 

For parallels there are the two disguises of the "ladies" 

and the two disguises of the Chisholm girls] the substitute 

hanging of the false Musgrove and the substitute hanging of the 

false Margaret. Castle Roxburgh is paralleled by Castle Alkwood, 

and sieges of a kind occur at both, while at both there Is a 

constant stress on-, sating meat and indeed the idea of eating 

follow-humans. The factual men-oxen have their counterpart in 

the magical men-oxen, The Friar is paralleled with lilchaei, 
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Gourtay with Charlie, Jane with Margaret - the list of parallels 

which interlock the parts of the book is abundant. 

In contrasts, emphasising their technical, unifying role 

rather than their Ironic significance, there Is the overall 

setting of heroic against anti-heroic; the real against the false 

as to Margaret's being on one hand a conventional Shakespearean 

disguise-herolne, but also a realistically jealous and proud girl. 

Similarly there is the repeated contrast between boast and perform- 

ance, from those made by the courtly warriors to those made by the 

Magician In his pride, which contrast so unhappily with the results. 

At times It seems too that Hogg wants the sense of contrast to 

keep us wondering If anybody or anything Is constant - even 

Charlie can move swiftly from hero and noble warrior to being a 

buffoon easily scared by magic. 

I have already stressed the persistent themes of metamorphosis. 

disguise, and the way there is constant deception and trickery. 

When one realises that even the interpolated tales echo recurrent 

themes-in the book, with three "good" tales about rescue from 

doom set against two "bad" tales about greed and killing, as well 

as stressing the contrast between appearance and disguise, It 

becomes obvious that Hogg, whether Intuitively or consciously, 

had within his vision a sense of pattern and unity. There may, 

after all, be no moral point to the book other than Ironic comment 

on the timeless nature of hypocrisy and affectation on the part 

of superior classes from the middle ages to polite nineteenth- 

century Ed1 nburgh #but It Is st l1Ia unit led ach levementwh i ch is 

the last mayor effort of the dying, centuries-old tradition which 
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produced the ßa! lads, which way go some way to explain the 

Immense sense of elegy about the passing of Michael, which has 

a power akin to the passing of Arthur. An age has passed away. 

It Is also wonderful and rafroshing entertainment; and there 

Is a typical sly yoke behind it all which I failed to notice when 

I edited the novel. All the sense of quest, of great journeys, 

of mighty powers being sought out at tremendous risk Is, to the 

reader who looks at a map or knows the Borders, suddenly made 

ludicrous when he realises that the distance from RIngan Redhough's 

castle of Mountcomyn to Michael Scott's Alkwood, two of the focal 

points of the novel, Is no more than a dozen miles, with Roxburgh 

Castle, the third point, about the same again from Alkwood! The 

stoma of chivalry and diablerle has Indood been In a teacup! 

Thus by 1822 Hogg had tried to develop a kind of historical 

romance-cum-mystory, to develop a vigorous vein of psychological 

anti-romance, and to write a comic epic of the supernatural Border 

traditions. His efforts were not appreciated, rbt even bothering 

to read the work, the "Noctes Ambroslanae" of tho period set 

the tone of casual prejudgment: 

I dare say 'twill be like all his things, -a mixture 
of the admirable, the execrable, and the tolerable ... 
This was probably Lockhart, as Wilson said elsewhere that 

he would "write a page or two rather funny on Hogg's romance" " 

obviously not In praise, as he went on to say "though averse to 

being cut up myself, I Ilke to abuse my friends. "1 
1 

Ij 

of 

Strout, p. 243, 
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Nogg was lucky that Wilson did not follow this up. 

Whet Is difficult to understand is Walter Scott's dislike. 

The man who had himself used goblins, astrologers and the Devil 

In his tales and poems told Hogg he had ruined "one of the bost 

tales to the world" with his extravagance In demonology. One 

would have thought that oven for the romance's use of legend and 

folk-lore atone the interest of Scott the antiquarian would have 

been aroused. But It would appear that Scott's conception of the 

kind of supernatural material permissible or desirable for a novel- 

Ist to use underwent considerable chango throughout the eighteen- 

twenties. Nogg remarked on Scott's turning "renegade" with his 

stories "made up of half-and-half,, like Nathaniel Gow's toddy" 

that Is, with the supernatural content "watered" to such a point 

that Its very e tstence was ambiguous. in a review of John Gait's 

The In Blackwood's Magazine of 1826, Scott made this change 

of view explicit when he laid down a clear distinction, wherein 

he condemns as unworthy of a man of breeding and. education any 

belief in 

the superstition of the olden time, which bel loved 
In spectres, fairies, and other supernatural apparl- 
tions. These airy squadrons have'Iong been routed, i 
and are banished to the cottage and the nursery. 

fbor Hogg! The 1lving connection of his romance with the Sal lad 

tradition, with folk-tale and the world of vividly realised and 

colourfully diverse creatures of the superstitious Imagination, 

is here by implication condemned, In some ways Scott's attitude 

must stand as a watershed In Scottish Ilterature, with Hogg on 

the wrong side. 

1. Blackwood's Magazine, July i826p, pp. 52-59. 
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Aftor the failure of his Border romance, Hogg, with typical 

refusal to be disheartened, turned to the one major area of fiction 

he had not yet tried, the novel of manners. Jane Austen's reputation 

was growing, aided by Scott's generous admiration, and In 

Edinburgh Itself Susan Ferrier's Mares (1818) and Mary 8runton's 

Emmeliine (1819) would be familiar to Hogg. Scott himself would 

shortly write his only novel of the kind, St Ronan's Well (1824), 

while Hogg's colleague and friend, , lohn Wilson, had just written 

the first of his three volumes of fiction which were studies of 

manners and morals at a humbler (and more sentimental and 

aesthetically dobased) level, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life 

(1822), to be followed In 1823 by The Trials of Klarparat Lindsay. 

All those examples and Ideas around him caused Hogg, disastrously, 

to throw his hat Into this ring too. Of all kinds of literature 

to Imitate this, for the man who had attacked the bluestockings 

of Edinburgh for damning his ýPl magazine, whose background was 

so utterly alien to the rarefied atmosphere he was now entering, 

was the kind most likely to produce grotesque, incongruous and 

bathetic results. 

The Three Perils of Women is really three stories. The first 

Is a full-size novel of manners, the second, tenuously Itnkad. 

through a common character,. the Ncrthumbsrlcnd Chars la-Scott type 

laird, Dick Rickieton, Is a surprisingly moving short story, and 

the third is an lit-told Jacobite short novel In the manner of 

Hogg's worst sxcesses In fiction like The Bridal of, Polmood. 

Each relates to a "perlt" of women] love, INsing(Iying) and 

jealousy respectively, although the link between "peril" and. story 
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Is often vague and artIf Icisl. 

The novel Is the study of Getty Bell, a well-to-do farmer's 

daughter who seeks Edinburgh high life and love. She falls for 

the romantic highlander, Mclon, but owing to his Man-of "seiing 

reticence, she almost loses him to her elfin cousin, "little 

Cherry Elliott, full of vivacity ... and blithe as a lamb, " an 

obvious descendant of Kilmeny and the hosts of Impossibly 

Innocent country blossoms In Hogg's poetry that are too pure to 

stand the gales of cruel I Ife. Through the machinations of Getty's 

tough, ambitious mother and other formidable# snobbish ladles,, 

Cherry is induced to surrender Mclon to Getty, but she dies of 

grief as a result* while Getty's guilt causes her to fall Into a 

three-year-and-a-day coma. "Have i been in the grave? Or In a 

madhouse? Or In the land of spirits? ") She has, during this 

coma, produced a healthy bouncing baby, with whom, after having 

purged her guilt by her three-year penance (which Hogg implies may 

have been a case of demonic possession of her body while her 

spirit has been elsewhere) she Is happily united. 

1300 

The subject matter that made second-rate and would-be 

transcendental verse to The PI l rims of the Sun appears at 

completely Incongruous when set as here In the prosaic background 

of a Border farming family and polite Edinburgh, although there 

Is a serious theme underneath,, which will be developed Into the 

mental torments of The Justified Sinner. There Is also the 

ambiguity of the treatment, in that we never know whether demons 

or more mental sickness ties at the bottom of her state. And there 

Is, If we separate the coma sItuatlon from the rest of the novel, 
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a traditional atmosphere about her "enchantment. " 

The cock crew. It was a still dark morning, and 
the shrill clarion note rang through every apartment, 
although It came from a distance. Everyone started, 
as If touched by electricity ... "Is that the first or 
second crowing? " whispered Mrs Johnson ... 

I 

In the coma, fatty's soul Is at stake like Robert Wringhim's. 

and dust as Gilmartin and Whits lady fight for moral supremacy 

over him, so herei 

she-shakes as if agitated by some demon that knew 
how to exercise or act upon any one of the human 
powers..,,. the creature sat struggling and writhing 
... It appeared as if an angel and a demon had been 
struggling about the possession of her frame ... as 
if sometimes the one held the citadel, and some- 
times the other. 2 

But this Ballad serleness sits awkwardly in Edinburgh, while 

even more awkward Is the shallow adolescence and frivolity of 

Getty herself. She Is no Wringhlm, a powerful mind warped and 

fascinating. She Is a tedious trifler, whose response to her 

lover's Invitation to his Highland home Is 

0 gracious me, no, not What would I do seeing a 
country where all the people are papists, rebels, and 
thieves? Where I could not pronounce one word of the 
language, not a local name ...? How could I ask the 
name of-the road over Drumoachder, or Correlyearach, 
or Meeelfourvounnich? God keep me out of that savage 
country23 

And If Hogg Is mistaken in thinking that he can present an Firm 

or even a Juliana, he is even more aesthetically wrong in the way 

1. The Three Perils of Women, vol. I, p. 178. 

2. Th. Throe Perlis of Mamsn. vol. 1, p. 197. 

3. The Three Perils of Women, vol. Is p. 208. 
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that, for the first time in the development of his fiction, he 

introduces sentimentalised, stock figures who will become part 

of the kallyard gallery of stereotypes. Hogg had managed to 

avoid the temptation to cheapen his country figures, but In 

Gatty's father Daniel Bell, and In the paste-board Scotsman 

Mclon he succumbs to the lure of "Scotch novels" which had 

caused even John Galt to create that nauseating, tear-jerking 

phony peddler of parish-pump pseudo-morality, Sir Andrew Wylie 

(1822), and was producing the worst of Tory propaganda through 

the pen of John Wilson. It Is4hlghly significant drop In Hogg' s 

standards that he allows himself to exploit the potential of the 

rough-spoken but honest, hamely Dandle-Dinmont farmer Daniel Bell. 

His mawkish advice to his daughter about Edinburgh dangers ("ye 

has to learn to manage your head, your hands, your feet, and your 

heart .... It's not the bobs and curls, the ribbons and the rose 

knots,, the gildit kames ... that are to stand the test for life... 1) 

or his couthy descriptions of his dance with lady Eskdale show a 

news uncomfortable attitude to the Borderer for Hogg. 

The music strak up wit a great speed, and off we 
went, round-about and round-about, back and forret, 
setting to this ans, and setting to the tither - dell has 
me an I kenned a foot whaur i was gaun ... like a 
sturdled toop,, and the sweet dropping off at the stirls 
o my nose ... more through shame' than fatigue . 092 

Comparison of this with the earlier "Shepherd's Wedding" will 

set the false sgainst"tho real. Fran now on Nogg Increasingly` 

exploited both the Image'of himself as Ettrlck shepherd and his 

I. The Three Kerbs of Wansn, Vol, Isp. 25. 

2. . Thq�T, h 'ee' Fsr 1Is of Wömen, Vol .Iýp. 22. 
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Daniel, as In the descriptions of him treating his Sundays as 

occasions for thinking of "breeds of tups, prices of wedders, 

wool, and crock ewes, till the service was over ... thoroughly 

convinced In his own mind that religion was an exceedingly 

good thing. "1 But against this good-humoured satiric comment on 

real Scottish attitudes there Is all the more anger on the 

reader's part for Daniel's reduction to an emaciated tearful old 

man, portrayed In the Henry Mackenzie manner, as he asks his 

daughter to picture his empty chair ... 

Yell says, mother, where! s my father the night, that 
his plates no sat, and his glass a-wanting, and his 
snuff-mill toom ... 

and the Davis Talt prayer Idiom is misused for pathetic rather 

than comic ends, with an eavesdropper moved to tears. Daniel 

tells the lord that hers 

no Saun to prig an' arglebargan wit ye as ye war a 
Yorkshireman ... Ye has glen me wealth, an' Just 
as muckte with as to guide it, an' naa mair. Ye 
has glen a wife that's dust sic and see ... But ye 
gas me a daughter that has aye been the darting of 
my heart, an' now thou's threatening to take this 
precious gift free me again, in the very Mayflower 
o' life. 3 

What has happened Is that Daniel's original role In the novel, 

whereby he was tie Ironic counterweight to Edinburgh. affectation 

and snobbery,, has lapsed. Instead of continuing the ironic pattern 

of The-Three Perils of Man, with its juxtaposition of peasant and 

courtly transposed Into modern Edinburgh terms, Hogg has lost 

confidence in the theme, and genuine Ironic possibility has given 

The Thr. e Perils of Women, vol. II, p. 109. 
2. The Three Per IIs of We en vol. I I, p. 112. 
3. The Three Perils of women, vol. 11p p. 135. 
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way to sentimentalism and a retreat to safe role-playing. The 

novel, having lost Its central Integrity, falls Into wild 

Incongruities. It swings with no warning from pathetic comedy 

to melodramatic tragedy, with stuck-on moral exhortations which 

come from Mrs Hamilton's Cottagers of Glenburnle (1805) and the 

host of didactic Mrs Masons, Mrs Mortimers, Mrs Douglases -r and 

eventually Mrs Grundles - that that novel spawned In Scotland. 

Hogg's Mrs Bell warns her daughter that 

A maid, you know, Is a sheet of white paper, and she 
cannot be too careful whom she first suffers to 
indorse his name on the pure scroll, for then the 
erasure is hard to be effected. "1 

The very language with Its stiff aridity teils us that Hogg 

Is out of his depth. It Is Interesting that Hogg handles this 

lady In a dual fashion. She Is at times a successful satiric 

picture of a hypocritical, domineering target snobbish and 

positively wicked In her dealings with Cherry as she causes the 

death of her own niece to advance her snobbish designs. Here is 

the bite and dislike of affectation of Basil Leo - but, illustrating 

perfectly Hogg's failure of confidence at this time, like the 

picture of Daniel this picture too Is altered and allowed to lose 

Its vigour and sting. Mrs Bell Is a party to the artificial, happy 

domestic resolution as a proud and fitting grandmother. The 

novel's attacks on Edinburgh "puppies ministers and bluestockings, 

affectations of dancing masters and dressmakers gives way to a 

bland and pointless denouement. 

I. The Three Perlis of Women, vol. 1, p. 101. 
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The other two tales need not detain us long. The short 

tale on the peril of "leasing" tells the sequel to the comic 

wooing of the gigantic clown Richard Rickleton, who sought 

Catty's hand In the novel. He marries a woman who turns out to 

be pregnant by a sleekit, sly Edinburgh lawyer. (logg may have 

felt a certain shame In his watering-down of his anti- Edlnburgh 

feeling In the novel, for he certainly reverts here with a vengeance 

to his Basil Lee cocking-of-a-snook against polite Edinburgh, with 

the same note of real compassion in the way that bluff Dick 

Rlckleton eventually talks himself round to what the reader has 

known he'll do all along. He accepts the other man's child as 

his own, forgives the wife, and all without any trace of conditions 

or moral superiority, Here, ref reshingly$ Is the real Hogg, with 

a direct frankness of expression and an honesty about sexual 

relations which was to be lost in the English novel till Lawrence. 

The last Peril presents Itself in the rambling, pointless 

story of plots and couterplots, mysteries within mysteries which 

arrange themselves around the battle of Cuilodon. Here are cheap 

laughs at lecherous ministers oddly adjacent to Highland atrocities. 

This story was surely composed from the scraps of Hogg's notes 

for his Jacobite Relics, that collection of Highland songs which 

he had edited a few years before. It is also an obvious "filter" 

for the third volume, for Its episodes are arbitrary in. number, 

and at the end characters and mysteries are forgotten and unexplained. 

Some Idea of the lack of unity of tone and control can be gathered 

by reading the comic opening, where much clowning takes place in 

a graveyard at night, with peasan+s amusing us with their super- 
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stitlous fears and follies, and the beautiful Sally, the minister's 

housekeeper, the cynosure of lustful eyes. This farcical opening 

hardly accords with her and, after Culloden, on the desolate 

moorslde, with 

Sally, left sitting, raving and singing her lullaby .. o 
beside the bodies of her murdered husband and former 
lover 

or the consequent death of Sally and her baby, 1 

These three tales were fair game for adverse crltlcism. 

Wilson did the job with typical relish and a humorous tone which 

was supposed to mitigate offence. His review is worth attention, 

since it forms a turning point In Hogg's development, if we allow 

that The Justified. Sinner was by now so for written that the 

effects of this review were to be found after that astonishing 

novel. 
2 After all# two months before the last section of that 

novel had appeared as a trailer to Blackwoods= so that Wilson's 

words In that magazine could hardly alter It. They have profound 

linpiIcatIons for his work thereafter. 

1. The Three Perlis of Women, vol. III, p. 310. 

2. Blackwood'sMagazine, vol. XI; V, 1823, pp. 427-437. It 1s 
woor h noticing that this is the amended review, since 
Blackwood thought the original too strong! Cf. Strout, 
p. '253. 
Blackwood says "When I first read your terrible scraping 
of (Hogg) I enjoyed It excessively; but on seeing It In 
types, I began to feel a little for the poor monster; and 
above all, when I considered It might perhaps Irritate the 
creature as to drive him to some beastly personal attack 
on you, I thought it better to pause ... " 
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We know not whether Hogg, the Well-Beloved, Is 
greatest as a chivalrous or moral writer. In the one 
character, many prefer him to Scott; and, In the 
other, he Is thought to beat Fbpe black and blue. 
His knights are wonderful creations of genius .. * 
and, as for his ladies, none more magnanimous ever 
followed a marching regiment. 

These references to Charlie Scott and Musgrave of The Three 

Perils of Nan and Clifford of Basil Lee are, of course, Ironic, 

as wo discover ... 

It Is Indeed this rare union of high Imagination with 
homely truth that constitutes the peculiar character 
of his writings. In one page, we listen to the song 
of the nightingale, and In another, to the grunt of 
the boar. Now the wood Is vocal with the feathered 
choir; and then the sty bubbles and squeaks with a 
farm-sow, and a litter of nineteen plgwlgglns. 
... Pbw enters bonnie Kilmeny, or Mary Lee, pre- 
paring to flee Into Fairyland, or beat up the quarters 
of the Man. in the Moon; and then, lo and behold, 
some huggered, re-armed, horny-fisted, glaur-nailed 
Girrzy .... It Is Impossible to foresee whether we, 
are about to help ourselves to a pineapple or a 
fozey-turnip - to a golden pippin or a green crab - 
to noyau or castor oil - to white soup, syllabub and 
venison, or to sheep-head broth, haggis and hog's 
flesh. The table cloth, too. is damask... but 
villainously darned and washed In Its own grease ... 

Wilson then goes on to send up the first novel at great length, 

in the all too easy fashion of highlighting the most ridiculous 

parts. Hogg could not but fall to be Influenced and hurt by the 

laughing stock position of his story. The effect would go all the 

deeper for Wilson's now high social and literary position, as 

editor of Blackwood's and, since 1820, Professor of Moral Philosophy 

at Edinburgh University, as well as being an accepted member of 

the "lake" school of posts. By now it would be recognised that 

Wilson was the "heir apparent" to the monarchy of Scottish letters. 

His conclusion Is one that Hogg could not ignore. 
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Now, James Hogg, Shepherd of Ettrlck, and would- 
be author of the Chaldee Manuscript, and of the 
murder of 8egbte, this style of writing will not by 
any means enable your pot to boil ... The public 
taste Is not very refined, not over-delicate; but there 
are things innumerable In these three volumes, which 
the public will not bolt. You have no Intention of 
being an Immoral writer, and we aqult you of that; 
but you have an Intention to be a most unmannerly 
writer ... You think you are showing your know- 
ledge of human nature, In these your coarse 
daubings, and that you are another Shakespeare. But 
consider that a writer may be Indelicate, coarse, 
gross, even beastly, and yet not at all natural. We 
have heard such vulgarity objected to even In 
Glasgow= and It Is not thought readable aloud at 
Largs ... Confound us If we ever saw In print 
anything at all resembling some of your female 
fancies; and if you go on at this rate, you will be 
called before the Kirk Session. This may be thought 
vigour by many of your frlendc: In the Auld Town, 
and originality, and genius, and so forth deal it 
out to them In full measure over the gin-jug, or even 
the tea-cup; but It will not do at a Public Entertain- 
ment ... You are worth twenty score of Stots and dogs 
.. o but you know little or nothing of the real powers 
and capacities of James Hogg, and would fain be the 
fine gentleman,, the pointer of manners, and the 
dissector of hearts. That will never do In this 
world. But only take our advice, and your books to 
come will make you a Cock-Laird. So lot us see you 
at Ambrose's ... and we will put you In the way of 
getting five hundred gold guineas ... 

I hgye quoted at length because lt seems to aye that this review 

sums up the pressures on Hogg at this time to abandon his more 

ambitious plans in fiction and poetry. It also clearly positions 

him in a class or literary situation which stresses his being 

the Ettrick Shepherd, Blackwood's "man in the country" or even 

"tome shepherd. " When Wilson says 

In the Shepherd's verses there are occasional touches 
of good superstition] but his prose is good only on 
subjects of a very homely or vulgar nature ... 

he Is almost drawing vp a programs for Hogg's work after The 

Justified Slnnor. Two pieces of evidence show how demoralised 

Hogg was to grow with continual blocking and criticism of his 
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ventures. The first Is from his 1832 autobiography, when he 

looks at his The Three Perils of Man with eyes embittered by 

literati criticism. Fran the fresh enthusiasm for his beloved 

tales of Michael Scott the wizard, now he sees It as something 

for which he must apologise, of which he sees the naive flaws - 

Lord preserve me! What a medley I made of It! 
For 1 never In my life rewrote a page of prose ... I dashed on and on, and mixed up with what might 
have been one of the best historical tales our country 
ever produced such a mass of dlablerle as retarded 
the main story, and rendered the whole perfectly 
ludicrous ... the next year I produced The Three 
Perils of Women ... there isa good deal o os 
and absurd) y In both the tales of this later work; 
but I was all this while writing as if In desperation, 
and see matters now In a different light. I 

At this time (1832) he began to collect his work. It Is an 

Indication of the shallowness of contemporary criticism and of 

his own eventual lack of self-confidence that he decided to savage 

The Three Perils of Man. He cut it to one-third of its original 

length. He stripped away all the magnificent folklore and colour- 

ful supernatural extravaganza, leaving merely the Border skirmish 

which he cal led, for the purposes of the collection, The Sie-se 

of RoxburSh. the only version to be published till the restoration 

of the full original in the 1972 edition. 

But this was the cltsaax of his misdirected development and 

disillusion. At the moment, with The Justified Sinner well under 

way� Hogg had to soldier on. The tone of Insecurity and wistful 

hope that his friends might help him emerges in a letter he wrote 

to Scott expressing 

10 Autobiography, p. 459. On the question of Hogg's and' 
others' alterations to his work for the 1837 
Tales and Sketches, see Appendix-Five, below, pp. 264 - 2714 
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how anxious I was that you should glance over the 
proofs (of The Three perils of Man), for i am 
grown to have no confidence whe soever In my own 
taste or discernment In what is to be weil or ill 
taken by the world or by individuals. Indeed it 
appears that were I to make my calculations by 
inverse roportlon 1 would be oftener right than 
I am ... 

In a letter of Waveaber 16,1821 to Walter Scott 
(unpublished) In the Blackwood Papers of the Nbtlonal 
Library of Scotland. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The Private Memoirs and Confessions 
of a Justified Sinner 1824 

IF THE Three Perl Is of Man Is Hogg's most ambitious work, then 

The Justified Sinner is his finest. It Is the culmination of 

years of development through trial and error, the natural fusion 

of all three strands of inspiration which, so far, he had kept 

apart. It Is Indisputably his work, since it relates back to 

themes In earlier stories which I have discussed, and forward 

to "miniatures" with exactly the same ambiguity In their treat- 

went of the Devl! like "The Brownie of the Black Haggs" (1828) 

or of the anti-hero as In An Edinburgh Battle. l If any final 

proof is needed that this is Hogg's work, let the doubtful read 

these and especially a story not Included In Hogg's collected 

Tie of 1837, passed over by all his critics, but highly Import- 

ant In that It Is an uncanny echo of the novel - "The Strange 
I 

Letter of a Lunat icy" In Frasers Magazine, 1830. Here Is the 

meeting with the Devil In Edinburgh (on Castle Hill, this time), 

and the consequent torment caused by his adopting the heroes own 

Itkeness. 

Never was there a human creature in such a dilemma 
as I now found myself. I was conscious of possessing 
the same body and spirit that I ever did ..., but here 
was another being endowed with the some peri4nal 
qualifications, who looked as I looked, thought as I 
thought, and expressed what 1 would have saidefý. 

!. Although the date of- publication of An Edinburgh 8alIIs 
is 1835, It appears from his letters to Blackwood that 
it was written about the same time as The Justified 
Sinn`. This Is discussed In the next hap er. 

i 
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engaged In every transaction along with me ... I 
had become two bodies with one soul between them 
.., or, what I rather begin to suspect, the devil 
in my likeness. ) 

Can there be any doubt that the same man wrote this who had 

described the sinner as follows? 

I was a being incomprehensible to myself. Either I 
had a second seit, who transacted business In my 
likeness, or else my body was at times possessed by 
a spirit over which It had no control ... I began to 
have secret terrors that the great enemy of mans 
salvation was exercising powers over me ... And 
yet to shake him off was impossible - we were Incor- 
porated together - Identified with one another 0.. 

2 

There Is also exactly the same ambiguity of interpretation, since 

the short story ends with a piece of objective evidence (like 

part three in the novel) that the "lunatic" may not be so; that 

the rational and the supernatural explanations exist In ambiguity 

together. 

But it is surely now unnecessary to argue- the case for Hogg's 

authorship, although I do think It most probable that Hogg, at 

this point on the best of terms with John Gibson Lockhart, having 

dedicated his last novel to him, might well have discussed his 

story and structure with a fellow-writer of fiction whose Matthew 

WaId, the study of a lunatic, was In preparation at, the same time, 

and cams out In 1824 also. If so, such discussion must be the 

only example of fruitful Interchange of Ideas between the Edinburgh 

literati and Hogg In terms of his fiction. it Is also probable 

i. Fraser's Magazinel, vol. II, 1830, p. 530. 

2. The Justified Sinner thereinafter Slnne0, ed. John Carey, 
1969, pp. 182 - 183. 

`i 
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that the cruclaI "trick" basis of the novel, the deliberate 

creation of the dual Interpretation was generated in the company 

of Lockhart, who had already, In the 1nfa ou s matter of "Thu 

Chaldee 14anuiicrtpt, " joined with Hogg and Wilson In literary 

practical joke. The letter of "August 1823, " In the third part 

of the novel, signed "James Nogg" really did appear to ©lackwood's 

Magazine than, and the novel's editor refers to the frequent 

hoaxes of that magazise. 
t 

i. Lockhart and Hogg were certainly up to something funny 
In the way of literary collaboration at this time. I have 
discovered In the unpublished second volume of A. L. Strout's 
The Life and Letters of James Hogg (In the National Library 
of co and the copy of a mos peculiar letter to Lockhart 

of October 4,1832. In this Hogg makes the strange suggestion 
that Lockhart should write "Sir Walter's life (Scott having 
just died) in my (Hogg'sl) name and In my manner, " so that 
he will enjoy greater freedom then he would otherwise, have 
as Scott's son-in-law. "It will likewise do me some credit 
as a biographer ... Think of this my dear Lockhart and 
depend upon it It shall be an Adam Blair no living shell 
over know of It and If you think it necessary I shall copy 
it all with my own hand or get the sheets copied here as 
you write them and let them all be transmitted from this to 
the publisher. " (Strout, vol. il, p. 72). 
This obviously hints at some previous and secret collabora- 
tion -º ostensibly Adam Blalr, Lockhart! s novel about a sinning 

minister published inn1 22.. -Ps Simpson asked (without know- 
ing of this letter, but disliking the idea of Satntsbury 
and others that Hogg didn't write The Justified Sinner), 
"Did Hogg also write Adam Blair? "( Simpson, p. he 
evidence of the letter Is tantalisingly cryptic, a shorthand 
between the friends who had already "eoltaboreted". ori The 
Che 1 dee Nanuscr lpt. " Is Hogg suggesting a quid pro quo? 
Ad ii Blair Is hardly Hogg's style, but it is not Impossible 
That In these years of closeness to Lockhart he perhaps 
helped the young writer with Ideas and aavico. Mat then 

more likely that that Lockhart would discuss Hogg's novel 
of similar theme with Hogg? That he should assist with 
Ideas of structure, and possibly with the control of the 
difficult passages of, theological debate between Gilmartin 
and Robert? Hogg dedicated the novel to him. 

" This would add point to the use of Lockhart, In typical 
Chaldee fashton)in the last part - adding humour to the 
fact that Lockhart deprecates Hogg's "Ingenious lies". There 
may be more than chance In the fact that In this part Lockhart, 
"es he had so many things of literature and law to attend to 
that he would never think more of it, " presents the Sinner's 
account to the Editor, who then makes It into the novel. The 

entire matter of degree of authorial. responsibility 
in both Adam Blair and Justified Sinner must remain 
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But even if these are signs of Lockhart's advice or help 

with plot and structure, there Is ultimately no need to belittle 

Hogg's own superb achievement. Nevertheless one can understand 

how it occurred when It did more fully by briefly scanning Its 

literary surroundings; in Scotland, In the European Gothic 

tradition, and finally In terms of Hogg himself. 

In Scotland Hogg would find much to stimulate his theme. 

Burns's Holy Willie's Prayer (1785) and Scott's Heart of Midlothian 

(1818) could (although I am by no means Insisting that they did) 

offer him his central bigoted Presbyterian and his Edinburgh setting, 

respectively. Scott's novel has a mysterious devil-figure In 

George Staunton, has much drama expressed In diabolic metaphor 

taking place near Nicol Muschet's cairn and Arthur's Seat, and Is 

also much concerned with family division, with two very different 

sisters and the matter of the strict religious conscience of David 

Deans at Its, heart. Beyond this there Is the thematlcaI1y related 

work of Lockhart, and of Gelt, whose study of greedy, fanatically 

obsessive Claud Walkinshaw In'The Entail was to appear Iin the same 

year as Hogg's work. Hogg vwould certainly have, read Celt's The 

Provost (1822), where a canny, self-Interested# self-Justifying 

and hardly heroic central figure reveals his motivation and achieve- 

ment through a dramatic monologue not dissimilar to Robert 

Wringhim's. " .. ' 

`Beyond the strictly literary tradition"thire Ii iauch more 

that could have aided Hogg's vision. Louis Simpson admirably traced 

Hcgg's possible debt to entincaian ministers of the past In his 

own Borders; men like Thomas Boston and James Hog, who had in 
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the early eighteenth century fought for and written on "the 

Auchterarder Creed, " "who hold that salvation was not contingent 

upon faith, at cetera, but was the effect of justification, of 

grace. "I He also argues convincingly that Hogg was working close 

to real life. The Confession. Etc. of Nicol Muschet of Boghal, 

hanged as a murderer at the Grassmarket In 1721, was reprinted 

in Edinburgh In 1818. Here Is that paradoxical, weird tons of 

justification (or atrocity in the criminal's postulating satanic 

temptation, with that horrifying note of exultation In being God's 

agent, as Huschet concludes 

What shall $ say of God's free grace and mercy:... 
But very oft of the rudest place of clay, that most 
excellent potter makes vessels of honour, the more to 
manifest his singular power and art. 2 

And, long before, G. N. Millar had pointed out the similarity 

between the kind of anecdotes of the supernatural showing God's 

Providence told by the minister Robert Wodrow In his Anaw le t: and 

Hogg's tale. 3 Hogg knew the work of many major theologians like 

Wodrow and Sinclair In Satan's Invisible World Discovered (1685)# 

and doubtless they left an Imprint In his Imagination. 

1 have already argued that Hogg should not be thought of as 

a Gbth$c novelist In any fundamental sense. His roots are in the 

Borders and Scotland, and his Devil Is basically the saue Devil 

as In The Three Perlis of Ilan, though more subtle and elusive, 

It S impwn# pp. 170-173. 

2. SImpson, pp. 190-192. 

3. G. H. Miller, A Literary History of Scotland, 1902, pp. 
302-303. 
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while the situation Is that of the Ballad "The Daemon Lover. " 

Nevertheless Hogg would be aware of the public taste for the 

horrible and marvellous since The Castle of Otranto (1764) by 

Walpole, (which he read with pleasure), Godwin's Caleb Williams 

(1794), Lewis's The Monk (1796), Mrs Radcliffe's The Italian 

(1797), Hoffman's Elixiere des Teufels (1815-16), Mary Shelley's 

Frankenstein 4.1818), and Charles Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer 

(18201. All or any of these, with their love-hate relationships, 

satanic visitors, religious egotisms, and confessional horrors, 

may have caught Hogg's attention as he looked around for new 

models after the failure of his other types of fiction. But given 

Hogg's eclectic and undiscriminating eye one can never be sure 

what it was that sparked him off. It could have been anything 

from Marlowe's Faust to the contrast between Bhf II and Tom in 

Tom 

But one need not look as far back In time or abroad to 

Gothic fiction of the day to find the most forceful stimulus to 

Hogg's Imagination. I have already argued that a recurrent theme 

began to emerge In Hogg's fiction as early as The Spy stories and 

The Long Pack. Dark, Inscrutable forces surround and trap a poor 

Innocent In a web so Intricate and vast that It Is far beyond his 

ability to see the true nature of his persecutors or their power. 

It Is not too far-fetched to see here an objectification of his 

own situation, since we know that he felt from The Spy days onwards 

that there was a conspiracy of the gentry against himi that his 

relationship with those black-clad "devils, " the young advocates 

who diabolically altered his draft of "The Chaldes Manuscript, " 
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was very much a love-hate affair; that towards the end of his 

career he became obsessive about the way In which even "friends" 

like Wilson and publishers like Blackwood were exploiting and 

abusing his name and placing deliberate obstacles In his way of 

his publishing the novels and stories that would re-establish his 

greatness as a writer. 

We are Indebted to Barbera 8loede for Identifying the 

connection between Hogg's unsureness of identVty) fear of hls 

Literati contemporaries, and The Justified Sinner. Tracing back 

the possibility of personal Insecurity to his earliest days, when 

his Impoverished family had to "reject" him at the age of six to 

work away from family and school, she provides a solid basis for 

seeing Hogg as one who could express with bitter familiarity Robert 

Wringhim's feelings of exclusion and uncertainty. She rightly 

stresses the damage that must have been done to Hogg when, after 

whole-heartediy trusting Wilson, he found that It was Wilson who 

was guilty of the "beastly depravity" of the attack on his Mountain 

Bard In Blackwood's of 1821. From 1822 the "Noctes libroslanae" 

series in that magazine actually created an. aiter ego for Hogg, 

with Wilson's picture of him as the irresponsible drinking buffoon, 

which London found to be so Inappropriate when Hogg went there In 

1832. 

In these circumstances we can see Thw Confesslon. s- 
as si=ethl g more than satire' It is the exteriörisa- 
tton of Hogg's own conflicts and a projection of 
those unconscious feelings of guilt and unworthiness. 
Its force.. derlves from there] it-'Was the most personal 
thing he was ever to write, end it--must have helped 

I 
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him preserve his sanity In what was one of the most 
painful periods of a far from easy life. 

If the subject-matter was naturally within Nogg, the 

techniques and background knowledge of theology and Bible were 

there too. The knowledge had already produced a novel synpathlstng 

with the extreme Presbyterians of the seventeenth century, and would 

frequently again produce stories Ilke "The Cameronlan Preacher's 

Tale" which would employ his superb ear for the varying registers 

of religious language from the dignified and sonorous to the bigoted 

and hysterical. Ian Campbell has fully analysed how Hogg puts 

such unique ability to a use In The Justified Sinner wh, lch the 

reader of Hogg's time would appreciate much more readily for Its 

profound nuance and subtle Implication than we can now. 
2 

At this point the tracing of Influences and precedents must 

stop. Hogg's novel Is unique In its concrete, vivid Imagery, Its 

dramatic and bold action, Its terse style and Its peculiarly 

Scottish Irony. All these are characteristics of his earlier work, 

and It Is time we stopped being surprised that a shepherd wrote 

like this and understood that It was because he was a shepherd that 

he wrote like this. 

There Is one aspect of his novel that is crucial, and has 

been neglected. It Is quite deliberately ambiguous In away which 

gives dramatic shape to the novel, as well as two mutually exclusive 

I. B. R. Bloede, "James Hogg's Private Memoirs and Confessions 
of a Justified Sinner; the genesis of the double, " Etudes 
"An Talaas, vol. 26, no. 2,1973, pp. 174'-1S6. ' 

2. Ian Campbell, "Author and Audience in Hogs's 
Cönfessions", Scottish Literary News, vol. 2. 
no-IT, 1972, PP. 66 - 76. 
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Interpretations which move together in a way which echoes the 

doppelganger theme of the story. Always there are the two poss- 

bllitles. The Devil and the other supernatural apparitions may 

not exist at all,, and may merely be a link with creatures of a 

diseased mind; or they may be the very real instruments of 

punishment and damnation of a great sinner. Indeed, the very lost 

sentences of the novel point the reader towards these twin responses. 

in short, we must either conceive him not only the 
greatest fool, but the greatest wretch, on whom was 
ever stamped the form of humanity - (this allowing 
that the sinner awakened God's wrath and a real devil) - 
or [my emphasis) that he was a religious maaWn c, who wrote 
and wrote about a deluded creature, till he arrived at 
that height of madness ... 

It is a brilliant and creative sleight of hand which was, 

I believe; deliberately Intended to anticipate and disarm the 

kind of criticism to which Hogg had grown all too accustomed. ' To 

the critic who would censure the novel on, say, the score of 

"diablerle and nonsense" it could be argued that the story was 

the psychological studyoof a religious fanatic who became a lunatic. 

Conversely, were the novel to be attacked as being a morbid and 

distasteful study of an anti-heroic Basil Les-type of figure, 

Hogg could reply that his tale, drawn from tradition and legend, 

as he stresses from the opening, was akin to'those country tales 

of the supernatural which he had collected for Wlnter'Evenina Tales, 

a kind of diabolic Pilgrim's 'Progress. * 

All this, glvss the nov"1"Its very structure, *60 of Its great 

strengths. Themes of the novel (three of theme Editor's narrative, 

1. S1nn`e; r PP. 254 - 255, k ;;.. 
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Memoirs and Confessions of the sinner, and Editor's comments at 

the end) and the arrangement of characters and Incidents within 

the,, parts are designed so that they fit an overall pattern of 

rational/objective experience set against supernatural/subjective 

experience. This Is not a total separation - but broadly one can 

argue that In part one the rational mind of reader and writer 

struggles to Impose a logical explanation for the events ther©Inj 

while in part two the reader tends, temporarily at least, to 

allow himself to be carried by the subjective account of super- 

natural events. Fbrt three Is a weighing-up of the two claims, 

with new evidence on both sides, which significantly comes to no 

final resolution of both or decision for either. 

Even the tons of parts one and two is deliberately contrasted. 

The first has a"sensible"manner, referring to tradition and records, 

citing court debate as circumstantial evidence (a standard Hogg 

device for making. In Incredible more palatable), telling the story 

from the sane stance as The Brownie of Bodsbeck, with "values" 

Implied which are to be seen as "normal" and humans. The second 

reverses this, substituting the abnormal, anti-heroic, and confessedly 

moan and petty, with the former humane standards Intruding via 

figures like Blanchard$ the kindly minister, and the earthy, 

compassionate Jailer. The natural has become unnatural l recto 

has given way to verso,, white to black. 

And within each part there are sub-sets of the total pattern. 

There can be no doubt that Hogg Intended his two branches of Dalcastle 

relationships to form positive and negativ. "congruent triangles. " 

The Laird of Delcastle, natural, `'Wet of ChapelhoperIike simple 

Scot of the old school 'who tolerates extreme bellevers -but-Ilkes 
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his drink and his blather Is meant to be set against the Reverend 

Wringhlm, utterly the opposite In his joyless devotions. Further, 

there is the irony that the Lairds "rape" of his wife, while lt 

demonstrates that the man Is far from perfect, and even if It 

seems unnatural, I: rrthIng like as unnatirai dc ihr hypa*r oy 

on Wringhim's part which allows him to father Robert during a 

night's "devotions. " 

At the next corner of the triangle are the two ladles 

similarly opposed In that one Is humane, warm and compassionate, 

while the other Is "the most severe and gloomy of all bigots to 

the principles of the reformation. ' Out, as with the two "fathers, " 

the Irony Iles In the fact that the love Is found In Juraballa, the 

Lalyd's mistress� a "fat, bouncing dame" of easy virtue, Jolly, 

and "as much attached to George as If he had been her own son. " 

Lady Dalcastle may repudiate her natural child, but the socially 

unnatural lady does not, dust as in Basil Clifford the prosti- 

tute gave charity when It seemed neither due nor likely. Moreover, 

this mistress together with Bell Calvert the prostitute becomes 

the force for Good and sanity after the Laird's death. 

The main opposition of the three is that of George and Robert. 

This needs little comment, being so fully developed, but there are 

nice touches In Hogg' s'making' Robert the scholar, good at the 

"arid" disciplines of gramiaer, maths and theology, while George 

Is a'pioor scholar, ' but' has a social, natural grace that his 

bastard brother lacks. ) (Hogg'thought bastards unnatural In much 

1. There Is an excellent analysts of the pattern of division end 
Its slgnIflcance`In the novel In David E9genschwllerts "James 
Hogg's Cortfesslons and the Fall Into Division" In Studies In 
Scott 1 sh Literatur e, vol. 9� 1971.72" pp. 26-39. 

{ 
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more than the tact of their birth, as his tale "Sandy Elshtnder" 

shows) 

Does Nogg possibly approach symbolism of the kind that 

Scott uses In examples of blood relations like Rob Roy and Nicol 

Jarvis, who In one sense stand for much deeper divisions within 

Scotland? Or like Stevenson's divided family In The Master of 

Sallantrae (1889), where the two very different brothers and thsle 

Immediate family represent a sick division endemic within the 

Scottish. mind? I think he does. For once he developed the More 

casual oppositions of earlier work like that of Wet of Chapeihope 

and elaverhouse, or the friar and Michael Scott and created them 

with a larger significance, so that the Dalcastie-Wringhim division 

symbolises not just a Scottish healthy tradition of wholeness set 

against a spiritual Deformation which Is a result of the more 

morbid developments of the Reformation, but a universal statement 

expressing Itself in human metaphors which clearly argues the 

same, case as Scott's symbolic Jeannie Oeans for Instinctive, 

natural, spontaneous Goodness as opposed to tortuous and self- 

destructive attempts to base morality and religion on dogma or 

false logic. 

Having established his white and black pattern Hogg moves 

quickly into his sensatiarlnerretive. Almost Immediately the 

alert reader will begin to wonder in which of two ways he should 

respond to the events. On one hand he can, when the action seems 

incredible, as when supernatural events are witnessed by many 

bystanders, maintain a rational Interpretation by stressing Hogg's 

deliberate repetition on the first page of trams d itr lon. Thus the 

f 
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marvellous events may simply be ascribed to superstitious tradition, 

and the rational reader will simply "subtract" them to get at the 

residual true and explicable actionsof a lunatic bigot who 

systematically destroyed his hated family till his madness in 

turn destroyed him. 

But the reader may also read In a fundamentally different 

way, with a suspension of disbelief or even a traditional religious 

viewpoint and experience something fundamentally, morally and 

aesthetically different. Because of this I Intend to separate 

these two interpretations. Lot us look at, the Editor's narrative 

first. 

On a rational reading the central figure, Robert, Is the 

son of a crazy minister, a hypocrite who achieves his serial des-trot 

In the some wpy as the curate In The Brownie of Bodsbsck sought 

to, In hysterical religious fervour which gives way at Its peak 

to unremembered indulgence. The son is a Basil lee with a greater 

degree of mental Instability, and a terribly warping set of 

background Influences. His is, as the early tennis matches reveal, 

a masochist, bleeding pathetically and unherolcally from his nose,,, 

pursuing a martyrdom which Is sick, and uttering curses, with the 

help of his equally warped father, which are direct tokens of their 

stage of mental Ilinoss - the greeter the curse, the more advanced 

the illness. There Is the further bitter but quite logical Irony 

that Robert, father and mother take great pride in each aspect 

of their sickness# be In their pride, guilt or sexual frigidity. 

Hogg is at great pains to safeguard the possibility of this 

level of interpretation. There need be no devils at the tennis 
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matches, however black Robert may look; and one episode In thIs 

part illustrates perfectly Hogg's desire to run with the rational 

hares as well as hunt with supernatural hounds. Robert eventually, 

In his growing madness has convinced himself, by way of his 

Imagined friend, t . at Gorge must die - this we learn trcrn his 

later account. In part one we see the murder attempt from the 

outside, and very weird It seems to be. It Is the biggest strain 

so far on our credulity, so Hogg balances the apparently super- 

tätural appearance of the colossal apparition In Robert's likeness, 

which George sees as a spt*lt, with an extended discussion about 

refraction and "the man of science's" delight In appreciating 

the logical explanation behind the marvellous ph`norenon. Words 

like "phenomenon, " "refracted, " "science, " "sublunary, " "terrestrial" 

-" are used to this rather indigestible preamble to the 'apparition 

because Hogg wants nineteenth-century rationallsm'to welk along- 

side, but not holding hands with, a credulous acceptance of super- 

natural happening. (Hogg will later use the same phenomenon of 

refraction creating "apparitions" In the poem "A Real Vision" 

In 1830, and In the article "Nature's Magic Lantern" in the collected 

Tales of 1837. ) 

There Is a final apparent obstacle to a rational Interpretation 

of the Editor's narrative. Bell Calvert, In giving evidence to 

Arabella Logan about the death of George, Identifies a mysterious 

accomplice of Robert's, who takes a major part In George's murder, 

who Is very like but definitely not the suspected Druarnond. Shortly 

after, the two ladles together see this accomplice, who signals 
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to them, and causes Arabeila to faint because he looks like the 

murdered George. Here we seem to have objective evidence that 

there 1s a companion to Robert who Is not just a figment of his 

mind, but at the very least Is real, and whose abilities In 

face-changing seem supernatural. 

One need not Invoke 1. L. lee's Important strszs on Hogg's 

"envelope" of tradition at the beginning and end of the Editor's 

account to dispel the Importance of this "objective" evidence. 
1 

There Is a perfectly reasonable and psychologically satisfying way 

of read 1 ng these two episodes. In the first, we remember that 

Beil Calvert had been under great stress ("I had been abandoned 

In York by an artful and consummate fiend"), had been drinking, 

was greatly taken with Drummond, who left. Add to this that all 

she saw took place In moonlight, and the total of what she tells 

that would be acceptable to a court of law Is that Drummond did 

not kill George, and that Robert had an accomplice. - And In the 

second, there are specific Indications planted by Hogg to make 

us question the reliability of these , ladies' testimony. Only 

after much prompting by Mrs, Logan does Bell "remember"'that Robert's 

companion reminds her of George. Their Imaginations are described 

as "heated" - and what would be more Ilkely, than that poor, grief-- 

crazed Arabella Logan, brooding over George'. s murder by Roberts 

should create the victim's face before her, and that her-ally, 

8.11, -should catch this hysterical Iaprasslon tram h. rt Slyly- 

i. L. Lo Lee, "The DevI I Figures, Janes,, Hogg s Just If Ied 
Slnnii', " Studies In Scottish Literature, vol. 3# 1966. 
pp. 230-239. 
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Hogg emphasises just this, when he describes the Infectious mood; 

Bell Calvert asks 

"Yet, If it is not he, (George) who can it be? " 
"it Is he! " cried Mrs Logan, hysterically. 
"Yes yes, it Is he! " cried the landlady, in unison, 
"It is who? " said Mrs Calvert. "Whom do you mean, 
mistress? " 
"Oh, 1 don't know! 1 don't know! 1 was affrtghted. " 

.. Mrs Calvert turned the tatter ... out of i he 
apartment, observing that there seemed to be some 
Infection In the air of the room ... 1 

Grief has became hysteria. One can well Imagine that the episode 

would gather a strenge slgnlflcsnce In the re taIIIng of the lend- 

Iady# for examples so that the mass hysteria would be the legendary 

part of "all with which history, Justlclary-records, and tradition" 

furnished the Editor, as he looks back from 1823.4 on the events of 

1687-1712. 

But the novel is two stories, and the first part has more, 

and richer Ironies to offer If we read It as an external glimpse 

of the Devil entering Into a "Game of Souls. " Much of what is 

happening now will have to wait for Robert's account to appear 

clearly, but it should be noted that Hogg stresses Robert's prayer- 

curses against the Laird's side of the family. This Is the 

characteristic folk-tale condition which opens so many stories 

of retribution of Hogg's. The Devil has been awakened, and appears at the 

third tennis match. The language describing this bears the 

sly hallmark of Hogg's treatment of these strange situations. On 

ö ne level the references to devils and devilish/slnister/infernal/ 

damnable situations Is acceptable as colloquial and racy metaphor - 

1. Si nnsr. pp. 83 - 84. 

1 
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but on a second level it Is meant to be taken absolutely literally. 

The "devilish-looking youth" of "malignant" eye who keeps stead- 

fastly "to his old joke of damnation" Is Hogg's traditional way 

of telling us that the Devil Is present. Notice too the emphasis 

on position - "hellish-looking" Robert appears at his brother's 

right hand, "always within a few yards of him, generally the same 

distance ... darting looks at him that chilled his soul. " George 

Is-ostracised,, as his friends fear a "sinister" design, and even 

though he tells no one of his actions, there, alwaysAn the same 

spatial relationship, will appear his brother, or "a friend of 

more malignant aspect In the form of his brother. " 

The reason that the place of Robert's appearance must be 

stressed Is that it demonstrates the efficacy of the curse which 

Robert tat Is us he and his father pronounced on George after the second rratch 

George's rudeness ("Mercy be about us, Sir! Is t: 11s the crazy 

minister's son from Glasgow? ) which announced Robert's bastardy 

to the world - as well as Insulting the Reverend Wrtnghim. The 

Devil is brought Into real power in the story by their curses 

Set thou the wicked over him 
And upon his rlQht hand 
Give thou h1s greatest n v_ 
Even Satans leave toststand. l 

Satan will do more than stand. But his presence, undeniable, 

raises a problem. Now do we account for the fact that Robert 

recalls being at the tennis matches? The answer establishes a 

crucial aspect concerning the Devil's power. Robert, described 

as more malignant or fanatic than usual, Is In fact possessed. 

1. SInn. r, p. 32. 
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The Devil can share Robert's conscious mind. We can therefore 

meet Robert, Robert and the Devil, the Devil as Robert - and the 

Devil as any of these as well as staging diversions elsewhere. 

Stories In the later Shepherd's Calendar make It quite clear 

that all these modes of activity are within the "rules" for the 

Devil's part In the attempt to win souls. Thus the Jevll can 

appear as Drummond, as. George, as well as being within Robert. 

Once we are In tuns with Hogg's idiom hers Is Is easy to appreciate 

the sinister implications of that "stranger" who told George about 

Robert's presence at the second tennis match. Such "strangers" and 

"someones" are key clues In Hogg's supernatural method. This 

"someone" will fortuitously cry "A plot! A plot! Treason ... 

down with the bloody incedlarles at the Black Bull" against Georges 

will create that "mysterious temporary madness" which grips Wrlnghlm 

senior and his Whig friends at this time. The technique reaches 

Its sly but when Hogg tells us that no mob, no whippers-up of the 

clash,, can be found, and "the devil an enemy had they to pursue"! 

The sinister mob has vanished "like so many thousands of phantoms! "i 

There are two major Incidents remaining In part one which 

deserve attention In their supernatural aspects. The first Is the 

murder attempt at Arthur's Seat, and the second the actual murder. 

In the first, there is again the emphasis on the fact that George 

" soss the horrifying apparition of his brother when he turns his 

eyes to the right. There's a slight clash between the two Inter- 

I. SInn. r p. 29. 
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pretatlons here, since It's hardly likely that the arrogant striding 

apparition Is a reflection of the cringing, crouching real Robert 

behind George. One presumes that the Devil ceases to possess 

Robert Immediately before the actual attempt, since It will emerge 

as vital to the Devil's plans that Robert make his own free 

choice and do his own evil deeds. Robert Is then like a puppet 

with its wires cut, reduced from his Inflated power to his sneaking 

hypocrisy. He even tells George that his friend came with (that 

Is, within) him to the hi l ifoot, but left hic there (to appear in 

apparition to George). 

After this failure follows another curse, Invoking the help 

of "the Lord" "to destroy and root out" the Dalcastles. Murder 

has been invoked for the first time4 and Satan's powers will be 

correspondingly Increased. 

The actual murder Introduces another device of Hogg's - 

that of letting the Devil speak absolute truth, but In a context 

which will achieve the effect of a Iie. Thus the Devil's Insults, 

apparently to George, about being a bragsart, a blot on nature, 

angi his threats to have his soul are In fact to Robert. The 

technique will be superb In part two, but It achieves rare effect 

when the Devil exults with complete honestly after the murder:., 

"Ah, hell has It! my friend, my friendd'1 

To help him from the scans of the crlmo Robert is possesssd, H009 

taking care to describe his "very peculiar" gait. "He walked as 

If he had been flat soled, and his logs made of steel,. without 

1. St nnsr. p. 7 8. 
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any joints in his feet or ankles captures the zomble-11ke movement 

of one whose mind is not completely his own. 

After this murder Robert is almost totally the Devil's. 

Almost - for the Devil needs yet to make Robert commit "that act 

for which, according to the tenets he embraced, there was no remisslor'; 

the act of suicide. The Devil's power Is great now, and he hardly 

deigns to hide, but signals to the ladies to overhear Robert 

accepting his own creed of predestination. Arabelia remarks that 

Robert Is possessed, that his breath Is of the charnel house and 

realises that Gilmartin Is Imitating George to deepen Robert's 

guilt. She tells Us that the Almighty will subvert nature to 

punish a fratricide of all crimes. 

In all this a pattern of power has emerged. The Devil's 

ability was and wanes according to how much rope he Is given, 

and can only galn'entrance through guilt. Thus when George Is mean, 

and delivers his nasty Insult to Robert, he exposes himself, and 

the curse Which follows takes effect. When George neglects true 

religion, watching girls In church; he consequently draws "fiendish 

glances" upon himself. His ultimate downfall comes, significantly, 

as a result of-his frequenting stews and taverns. 

The pattern works 1n George's favour faIr1y enough. " when 

he generous l y" vows to befriend Robert "It was' s good " wh iie before 

his gratuitous attendant appeared at his side again ... "j The 

outstanding example of this is in the otherwise Irrelevant, If 

vivid, extended- description, of George's unwillingness. to deface 

the"fairy web" of dew which garnishes his hat: =as he walks on that 

serene morning past Saint Mthony's chapel, "light of heart. " 
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The scene Is meant to establish the fact that George Is In a state 

of grace and harmony with nature. He has acted generously, and 

there are powers, unspecified but good, working on his behalf that 

morning. Robert's account will tell of these later. It suffices 

for this part that the pattern Is shown to have Good within its 

shape, that the battle Is seen to be between the Devil and God. 

** 

In looking at the two interpretations of the second part It 

Is convenient to identify three phases of development In Robert's 

situation. The stages are identifiable In both readings, but of 

course they mark off very different kinds of experience In each. 

First there Is Robert's boyhood. Although there Is little 

complexity here, nevertheless two responses are possible. We can 

either see this as supplying the material necessary for us to 

understand Robert's conditioning so that we bring a modern" 

consciousness to bear on his account, and read It as the process 

that warps his psychology; or we can read It as an account of sin 

and the revelation of the breeding-ground of Evil that will grow 

monstrously thor. after. 

The second phase is entered with Robert's "ex+eitation, " when 

he has the experience of transcendence and the meeting with the 

stranger. From this point on the question of real Devil or madness 

Is paramount. From now on we have parallels with part one, with 

a distortion that makes vices Into virtues, and there will be a 

much greater burden of conjecture for the reader to beer. 

The curse of the Reverend Wringhim after Robert's release 

from dell takes Robert Into the third phase of his madness, or 
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conjures the Devil to even greater atrocities. Either way, 

destruction of Robert's personality terminates this. 

Once again, for a full appreciation of Hogg's Ironic skill 

In creating a totally ambiguous design, It Is necessary to read 

this part as two accounts. Lot us firstly read It as the account 

of an Insane person. Not only does Robert suffer enormous pressures 

as he grows up with the problem of his paternity, since either he 

is'the Laird's unacknowledged son or he Is a bastard (either belief 

bound to cause him Immense personal turmoil), but he Is addition- 

ally reared in terms of a religion which Is one of hate rather than 

love. One can only speculate as to the destructlVe effect on a 

young mind to be told that, as he Is not yet one of the Elect, he 

is damned - and told so by his father-figure. 

I have struggled with the Almighty long and hard 
.. e but have as yet no certain token of his 
(Robert's) acceptance ... I have Indeed fou ht a 
hard fl ght, but have been re ulsed .., although 1 
have cited his words again sh_, and endeavoured 
to hold him at his promise, he hath so many turn- 
Ins In the supremacy of his power that I have 
been reacted Parry emphases1. l 

It is worth noting the cleverness of speeches like this. Not only 

will there be an Ironic comment available when we look at the 

supernatural Interpretation, since "turnings" suggest th.. sorpsnt 

Image of Satan, but also in the psychological interpretation we 

are made aware that the God Implied here Is the product of a 

sick mind who sees religion In terms of a structure of hate, with 

a God like that of Holy Willis at Its apex. Pb wonder Robert will 

162. 
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graduate as "sword, scourge, and terror" of all those who were 

not subj. ctsd to childhood experience as hats-filled as his. 

Pbor Robert could not have been more effectively brainwashed 

by the most sophisticated of modern methods. The pressure is 

utterly unremitting. However much he prays, paradoxically, like 

Stephen Dedalus at his most devout, he discovers even more sins. 

It Is a Cat ch 22 situation, with the nett result that Robert 

got into great confusion relating to my sins and 
repentences and knew neither where to begin nor 
how to proceed... 1 

Add to this the burden of original sin, and the picture of a terrified 

child becomes as appalling as Joyce's. Only Joyce in The Pbrtralt 

of the Artist as a Young Man has a comparable analysis of the 

terrible effect of a child's mind of such complete, imaginatively 

powerful and devastating mythology, and only Joyce conjures up such 

a compelling picture of the cruel God which exists within the young 

mind. Robert, like Stephen, Is a sensitive child, It Is stressed, 

Intelligent and vulnerable. It Is fascinating to compare Joyce's 

crucial chapter on Stephen's releases which ends in "profane joy", 

with Stephen reconciled to the Earth and reborn by the sea, with 

the very similar crisis point for Robert, with Its very different 

outcome. Where Stephen's experience Is cathartic, Robert's "release" 

Is too late. Rrlding himself on his sexual frigidity, moving 

always In on himself, 
, 
fobert's only "release" frag his horror is 

to go mad, and instead of experiencing epiphany which reconciles 

him to the earthly, Robert's mind separates him from the earthly. 

... w ýi' 

1" Slnn. r, P" 108. 
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An exaltation of spirit lifted me, as It were, for 
above the earth and the sinful creatures crawling on 
Its surfaced and I domed myself as an eagle among 
the children of men, soaring on high, and looking 
down with pity or contempt on the grovelling 
creatures below. 

The sequel bears comparison with Joyce too, for Instead of 

meting an earthly creature, symbol of mortal and profane beauty, 

an, angel of life, like Stephen, Robert reaches Into the Interior 

of his mind and creates the figure who will then be able to offer 

him relief from repression of the desires which his faith sees as 

ev11. His father's declaration of Election has come as too swift 

an unwinding of the over-taut mind, and the spring has broken. 

Is It an accident that the name he gives his friend Is an echo of 

that childhood arch-enemy, McGill? 

Robert, now In the second phase of his psychological dlsintagratlon 

creates a personified objectification of his repressed desires. 

Glimartin relieves Robert of his loneliness, and allows outlets for 

his greed, pent-up hate, and - eventually - lust. Understandably 

enough it will be he who suggest the morally suspect course of 

action, since that will relieve Robert of responsibility'. Of 

course he resembles Robert, since, in a very real way, he is Robert. 

And of course Robert will hive strange feelings which he uses the 

metaphor of "enchantment" to express, since these will be the 

psychosomatic accompaniments of going mad. And of course the 

stranger will say that he has case to be a disciple of Robert's, 

thus supplying much-needed flattery and bons* of ego, although 

later this relationship will alter to take account of the atrocities 

co mitted, and Gilmartin will begin to seem a tempter to Robert, 

1. $1 p. 116. 
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since only In this way will his burden of guilt be transferred. 

Thus too Gilmartin knows Robert's thoughts, and of course stresses 

the dominating fear In Robert's mind, that pre-occupation with the 

validity of justification by faith rather than works. 

How cleverly Hogg picks language which permits this and 

another reading! When Robert feels a "deliverance" from Gilmartin 

on leaving him, the term can refer to the relief feit after the 

passing of a kind of mental seizure - or to Christian and real deliver- 

ance from evil. When he sees his father's eyes burning like 

candles, the significance of the metaphor may be that the mad boy 

projects his Inner Intensity on to his similarly mad father - or 

the Images can carry an association of hellish heat . 

The psychological damage Is reinforced now as Wringhinn 

senior dedicates the mad boy to God as a sword and scourge. Any 

chance of easing the child back down from his demented plane is 

destroyed, and Robert's ego now becomes prey to his idg his 

physical appearance begins to deteriorate in keeping with his 

mental Illness# and the honesty of his account lessens acutely. 

We need Increasingly to "read through" his account, to the truth, 

as the "disciple" shifts to become his "guide and directori" 

although with the residual cunning common to such cases he resolves 

at this point not to tell his parents about this friend. And the 

bouts develop, with obsession giving way to relief, bodily wasting 

and bitter tears marking the Internal struggle. 

There is at this point the problem. that "severb 1. people" 

tell his parents he. is In company with this friend, but cleverly 

}low provides the qualification - "they, at the some time, had all 
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described him differently. " Perhaps Robert is keeping bad company 

but Inventing his friend as scapegoat thereafter. He is by now 

not a reliable witness. The Irony Is that the greater Robert's 

guilt In these transgressions, the greater his alter has to 

become to stand as a plausible tempter. The final Irony will 

emerge as Robert, deep in guilt, begins to hint to us, without 

ever being explicit, for he wishes the situation to be ambiguous, 

that this tempter may be suspect, a force for evil. The nearest 

he gets to this Is when he questions whether he should bless the 

day of his Election or not, but the Implied meaning Is clear. If 

the Devil gives a poor mortal his exclusive attention, Is that 

mortal not entitled to claim diminished responsibility, much as 

poor Nicol Muschet did In real life? 

Looked at In this rational tight, assuming that Robert is 

mad, key events In this pert take on a clearer significance. One 

can seen question whether the events Robert describes take place 

at ail, Ilke the Blanchard murder. Probably It does, but even then 

Robert's account Is ambiguous. Gilmartin does not like Blanchard, 

and as Gilmartin watches him Gilmartin's face changes to resemble 

Blanchard's. What Is really Nappening is that as the strong- 

willed old minister destroys Gtlmartin/Robert's argument, 'so 

Glimartin as representative of Robert's new self-confidence 

disappears. Naturally when Blanchard goes the alter-20 demands 

the removal of the threat to its existence. We note that the last 

straw which decides Blanchard's murder is that he maintains that 

"it was .vr man's own biawaa If he was not saved" - that Is, he 

asserts Justification by Works or good actions, that system of 
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redemption which is anathema to Robert. 

Robert is now very seriously ill, since he begins to have 

auxiliary hallucinations, as in his imagining that golden weapons 

are let down from the sky with their point to him. His mind 

creates a symbolism which at once expresses his guilt feelings, 

reflects his avarice and pride (they are both gold to be coveted 

as Robert covets the Dalcastle fortunes and a sign of his import- 

ance in the scheme of things), At the same time the hallucination 

provides further release, since the alter ego in its light re- 

defines Robert's goals, revealing to him even deeper repressed 

desires yet taking on the guilt that follows their indulgence. 

Any hopes that a comparison of the tennis match accounts of 

part one and part two will shed light on each other are quickly 

lost. The only "fact" that emerges from comparison is one about 

Robert's mind. He is now creating his own version of reality 

where all is malleable for his gratification and consolation. 

Robert deems that he projects "terror and astonishment" on the 

episodes which in the accounts of the first part consisted of 

his interruptions of the games. George's accidental knocking 

of him down, the fight that follows, and George's apology in 

Robert's account reveal his hysteria and his masochism ("none 

of them had the heart to kick him, although it appeared the 

only thing he wanted") and his ability to believe in a reality 

of his own : 

Again I strode into the midst of them, and, 
eying ' them' with' threatening looks, they were 
so much confounded that they abandoned their 1 
sinful pastime, and fled everyone to his house, 

Si nner, p. 152. Appendix Four, 'The Tennis Matches and the 
cricket match in The Justified Sinner", makes a more de- 
tailed comparison of the same events of the first and 
second parts. See below, pp. 263 - 264. 
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Jeering followers of his actions beccxao "Christians" who share 

his triumph, and no mention is made of George's apology, while his 

own bloody nose and physical besting are f orgotton. 

One typical Hogg device ends this phase of his madness. 

Just as the first phase used old Barnet as a representative In the 

Wat of Chapelhope and Charlie Scott tradition of healthy human 

Instinct for sense and compassion, so now the very jailor of 

Robert's prison suddenly shines through the tormented account to 

remind us that this lunatic is a "caltant, H a poor adolescent to 

be pitted, however sick and dangerous he may be. It Is the 

Jailer who tries to help him got in touch, with relatives, and his 

action and words cut through and reduce the Inflated egotism. 

With that "strenge distemper" whereby Robert conceives of 

himself as two people. Robert unters the third and-terminal steg" 

of madness. His. disease begins to erode his sense of Identity, since, 

I rarely conceived myself to be any of, the two 
persons. 1 thought for the most part that my com- 
panlon was one, of them# and"my brother the other ... 

What would be more likely than that these two most Important 

aspects of Robert's I if. " himself as he would Like tobe In 

release, snd. the embodiment of everything he wishes removed from 

his-world, should dooinats his mind? 

His ttme sense also begins to collapse, and he loses that, 

'former: control. ovsr his "ralatlonshlp" with his a$tý_, In that 

Instead of keeping the camwnlcation private, or fairly so, he 

t 

I. S1 nnsr, p. 154. 
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now believes that outsiders share his unnatural experiences. 

Moreover, he has by now shifted Into being the servant of Gilmartin, 

rather than his disciple. 

The Arthur's Seat episode Is caepletely falsified to the 

extent that where Goorga accidentally knocked Robert down, now to 

this version Robert dashes himself furiously on George. Where he 

begged forgiveness and made promises, he now says, "though I do 

not recollect the circumstances of that deadly struggle very 

minutely, $ know that I vanquished him so far as to force him to 

ask my pardon. " Robert Is Incapable-of truth now. Conscience 

gives a residual flicker now and again, as with the "white lady, " 

a hallucinatory expression of guilt, but all the old symptoms are 

much more pronounced, like the wild swings from hysteria to Inertia, 

as he runs to St Anthony's chapel, then stops dead to consider the 

awful actuality of what he intends. H" even creates a power he does 

not have, by interpreting the death of the fudge who decided for 

George as divine retribution occasioned by his friend. When he 

does kill George it is understandably. on an occasion when George's 

actions have aroused intense sexual jealousy in addition to the 

hate he already feels - and his mind deliberately becomes vague 

as to the dotal is of the murder,, although his alter ego rejolces. 

Spa1lt of complete amnos1a Illustrate that he is approaching 

the final mental disintegration, with four months and three days 

cut down to thirty days, In a fashion that. allows complete licence 

for all his dammed up sexuality, desire to drink., and greed. He- 

comes to wsa. ri nn the gaudy clothes . of his excesses. Lawyer Cii nkure 
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and the lady away, according to Robert, "see" his alter ogo but 

can Robert's account be trusted at all now? And, taken as the last 

stages in delirium, one need not like Gide find these closing 

stages too demonological, since by this time Robert must external- 

ise his massive guilt, not only making Gilmartin an obvious tempter, 

and, like Dorian Gray's picture, exemplifying Robert's horrid guilt 

In his distorted George-resembling face, but finding even more 

nightmarish creatures to express the degenerated Id. He likes 

listening to the Cameronlan Renpunt's tales of temptations and 

Devil visitation now, because such stories (apart from reflecting 

Robert's nature in the parallel sic* love of the Auchtermuchty folk 

for their on picture of themselves as "damned") consolidate his 

view of himself as sorely tempted, an Innocent who has been trapped. 

Like many In his condition, he even now has "lucid Intervals" where 

he horribly perceives his own degeneration, glimpsing In the good 

woman who Impresses him with the "simplicity of human nature" an 

insight Into balanced and healthy mentality. 

The closing scenes of crimson pawed monsters are the end for 

poor Robert's over-heated mind. He 1s thrown out of lodgings for 

raving, bis wasted body mirrored to his alter ego. And looking 

back over his decline, we now understand the curious love-hate 

relationship between them, Robert of course infatuated with his 

means of release from reprssslonj while the hate aspect had of 

necessity to follow, since the love was for the personification 

of the expression of unfulfilled desires, and satiation following, 

hate then attached Itself to the same expression. 

*** 
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In many ways the supernatural Interpretation of part two 

Is even more rich andsatlsfying than the profound and chilling 

modernity of the psychological reading, It employs a religious 

symbol lsra and a depth of Irony unpari 11ell ed anywhere In Hogg. 

In this Interpretation the. three "phases" useful In the last 

disappear as markers of Internal change in Robert, and become 

markers to the stages of real demonic possession. The first 

demonstrates Robert's boyhood sins, the emphasis falling differently 

from before, explaining why the Devil picked him. He is a bastard, 

and Hogg's later tale of "Sandy Eishinden" shows that Hogg genuin- 

ely believed such to be morally suspect, people of talent but 

dangerous. Robert Is "third in a direct line who had all been 

children of adultery; and it was well-known that all such were 

born half-dolls themselves, and nothing was more likely than they 

should hold Intercourse with their fellows. " As Barnaby the shop- 

herd boy told us In "The Woolgatherer, " there are very strict and 

traditional folk rules to the Devil's gel., whereby the Oev! 1 can 

only gain entrance where the door has been loft open for him; "the 

delII and his adgents, they, fash nano but the good fOWk; the eron- 

lans and the praying ministers. "I Robert may be en. insignificant_ 

fellow In terms of earthly show, but In spiritual pride, =stn, and 

especially his habit of lying he Is of course a supreme challenge 

to the Father of Ups. The first pact moreover shows, hlo± to be 

hypocritical, mean, sedistlc and ungrateful, as well as cowardly. 

He may be rofAented by fear of s1n, but Me e torment Is self I sh, 

1. T, 
ýalas, ý vol. , 

1, p. 99; The Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1818; 
vol". 11; "p. 14 0.. 
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since beyond the actual fear he Is as amoral as Merodach the 

Brownie of the Black Haggs (or his victim, Lady Wheelhope), as seen 

In his frank admission of Iles, or his willingness to disclose 

that he Ignored his promises to McGill or George. The notion of 

a Its Indeed Is almost metaphor in this reading, since the local 

lies literally awaken the Mchliar, who paradoxically gains 

Robert's soul with the most consummate Ile of all, the lie which 

Is never expressed In untruths - the Devil is scrupulously honest - 

but Is a lie Wits total context, In that the Devil mirrors Robert's 

hypocritical, lying but logical way of life with his own literally 

honest hypocrisy. Robert will become the Devil's man within a 

framework of apparently Christian language and actions 

One cannot stress enough how traditional are the rules 

governing the scenes that follow. They are not Gothic, or fantastic 

In Hoftmenn's manner (though many of the Individual scenes, as 

opposed to the conditions governing thwn, "se. s to Indicate that 

Nogg had indeed enjoyed his friend and Edinburgh fat low novelist 

R. P. Gttlte's translation of wEllxlere des'Te fell) 1 but belong 

to that tradition where the Devil has been Identified as the Black 

Nan since time out of mind, the world of "The Daemon Lover. " -Nogg 

sticks to Barnaby's ancient folk rules faithfully. Barnaby. had 

continued that "the bogies, they meddle wl' none but the guilty) 

the murderer and the mansworn, and the cheater of, the widow and 

fatherless, -they do for them ... ". Robert has eventually killed 

I. Hogg would have to have had a "prevlw"of this,, since it 
also came out in 1824. 
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father, mother, brother and Blanchard; has lied about this; has 

cheated the widow Keeler of her land through corrupt lawyer 

Linkum (who Is "quite well acquainted" with Gilmartin) and has 

ruined and murdered her fatherless daughter. Systematically he 

has qualified for "the bogies" to do for him - and, crimson 

pawed and nighmarish, they certainly do. 

But this is to anticipate. As yet, Robert has only 

awakened the Devil's attentions, and it remains for the Devil to 

manoeuvre Robert Into a free choice of his own damnation. This 

is the main difference between the psychological and the super- 

natural interpretations. Where In the former he was the product 

of environment and conditioning, to be pitied, in the latter he 

is a free agent, and the Devil will scrupulously observe the rules 

of the "Game of Souls. " 

Hogg Is extremely careful In this respect, and never more 

so than when handling that aspect of the relationship between 

Devil and Robert which I discussed under the blanket term of 

"possession" earlier. Robert Is possessed In-various ways at many 

times throughout the novel, but he Is never, and must never be, 

possessed at the significant moment of moral choice, such as the 

moment of the shooting of Blanchard or the stabbing of George. 

The Devil Is allowed to possess him as a result of stn, -=but not 

at the point where Robert chooses to perform the sin. 

His first meeting with Satan is one In which he. Is partly 

possessed, the language describing the encounter conveying this. 

It Is striking how the two figures draw together as though linked 

by a, kind of spiritual umbilical cord, an "Invisible power" that 
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pulls "like the force of enchantment, " their eyes meeting and 

mingling In a way that causes Robert acute bodily sensations. 

Robert describes how they stop, eyes fixed, a yard apart= yet the 

effect of the passage is to Imply a much more profound merging of 

spirits In a curiously physical and claustrophobic sense. We feel 

Robert losing control over his own identity, as the stranger reads 

his thoughts and anticipates his very words. That is why Robert 

ways he was "quite captivated" since he was, literally; and why 

he feels "deliverance" after. Even then he Is not completely dls- 

possessed, his parents recognising that he Is "transformed. " Words 

have to be reed literally in this novel. "I could not have known 

you for the same person, " says his father, while Hogg with 

consummate Irony has him further guess aright that "Satan, 1 fear, 

has been busy with you ... ", but discount this when he discovers 

that the stranger's Ideas concurred with his own! 

This ironic technique of Hogg's is ubiquitous and one of 

his outstanding successes In the novel. Truth presents itself In 

such form that the burden of Interpretation rests with the beholder, 

who makes as It were a moral choice in the selection of his version. 

For example, the Father of Lies at all points presents Robert 
iY 

with sufficient evidence to realise who he Is. Not only Is he 

sinister in appearance, but his Bible has the red characters 

traditionally used In folklore and Hoggls earlier tales from 

The Mountain Bard to his dramas and The Three Fýerils of Man to 

signify that the book.. Is a manual of Evil. "I am Indeed your 

brother ... In my belief of the same truths, and my assurance In 

the same mode of redemption ... " admits Satan to Robert, later 
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confessing with superb use of Christian argument against Itself 

that prayer Is not for him since It Is selfish, and that true 

humility demands that we accept our lot! He has one parent, whoa 

he does not acknowledge, and he will not use his Christian name 

to Robert - the one he does use, by Implication his non-Christian 

name, Is the one best suited for Robert to use, he says. 

I am a being of a very peculiar temper, for though 
I have servants and subjects more than I can 
number, yet to gratify a certain whim, I have left 1 
them ... and ... have attached myself only to you ... 

All this is quite true, and beautifully designed to keep within 

the "rules" at the same time as causing Robert to exercise his 

pride In deciding that this must be Czar Peter who seeks him out! 

The Devil quotes scriptures with complete truth and authority, for 

a Fenpunt later tells us, "Satan.... was the firmest believer In 

a' the truths of Christianity that was out o' heaven..., he had 

often been driven to the shift o' preaching it himsei ... " Gilmartin 

tells Robert 

My former days were those of grandeur and felicity. 
But, would you believe It? I was not then a 
Christian. Now I am. I have been converted to Its 
truths by passing through the fire, and, stncj my 
final conversion, my mIsery hasýbeen - extreme. 

There are none so blind as the Roberts who will not see, 

despite the fact that the-rules also demand that agents of Good 

also warn Rdobert, In keeping with fair play. But, Ironically he 

will-see them as Evil forces, and swallow-the'baIt, which allows 

the Devil to play'him at the end of his line with wonderful sophistry. 

Can there be a more effective piece of Irony., In, the novel 
, 
than when 

Gilmartin employs Christian belief to bring about murder? 

I. 3 1nrº p. 130. 

2. S 1ý n`ý p. , 
19 2. 
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If the man Blanchard Is worthy, he Is only changing 
his situation for a better ones and, If unworthy, it 
Is better that one fall than that a thousand souls 
perish. Let us be up and doing ... 

I 

This is irony of the most universal, finest kind. It 

cannot be argued of such examples that they take their off act 

within a Christian basis, for the pungency of the comment lies in 

its demonstration that the very texture of Christian belief is at 

times suspect, reflecting Ideals which are Incapable of realisation 

on earth, and also dangerously mis"construable. The nett effect 

of the Devil's justified ability to cite Christian doctrine for his 

purposes is to exemplify the whole point of the novel; that It 1s 

not dust a weakness In those like Lady Dalcastle In that she over- 

strains and deforms the tenets of the great reformers, but It is 

a profound weakness In the theology of the reformers themselves that 

allows the logical reasoning of the Bostons and W'ringhims to derive 

conclusions so cruel and absurd from Christian promises. To that 

extent the novel is a satire on formalised religion, and the 

Devils "honesty" 1s one of the most effective means Nogg uses to 

make this . ironic ccr=ent. 

In this light It Is worth examining his name, Gilmartin, once 

more. Here again he Is providing clues for Robert to use, since 

the name Is associated with "Gil-mouses" or_"GiI-Nbuly, " a folk 

name for the Devil that Hogg himself uses at - least on three 

occasions In poetry and drama, referring particularly to Glimouly's 

I. S Inner, p. 134. 
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ability to Insinuate himself even through keyholes' and his 

abiIity'to take whatever shape he wishes. And taken on the analogy 

of Gilpatrick, "servant or disciple of St Patrick, " a possible 

popular reading of "Gilmartin" of the time could be "servant 

of the evil (or drunken) saint: "2 One recalls that Wrtnghim 

senior Is just such a deep drinking "saint, " as well as being the 

first justified sinner we meet in the book; the man whose prayers 

and curses employ the Devils and isst seen going off to Glasgow 

"with that strange mysterious person. " Robert actually says that 

his friend is more attached to Wringhlm senior than to anyone 

other than himself. The Reverend Wringhim has much to answer for, 

not the least being that he "fathered" the appearance of Gilmartin 

with his wrestling with "God"In bitterness and anguish of Spirit" 

until he had prevailed against the serpent turnings of that deity 

and gained that assurance that Robert was accepted by him. 

1. "GI'imoules" and "Glimouly" are used In an invocation to 
the Devil In the play All-Hallow-Eve. The witch chants 
"Where Is Gil Nou1es/Where Is G Moules/Works he not 
save when the Tempest howls? " Dramatic Tales, 1817, p. 
56. He is "Gil -Mou l es" in the poem and 
Grace" and the poem "A Witch's Chant. " Works, vol. 11, 
pp. 375 and 396 respectively. 

2. "Gllpatrick" from Surnames of the United Kln4dan, Henry 
Harrison, 1912, vol I, p. 164. 
"Martin" as "drunken saint" from An Etymoloolcal 
Dictionary of the Scottish Lanouajs. 1880, vol. 3 p. 
239.1 as Indebted to Mrs R. N. W. Smith of St. Andrews 
for these suggestions* 
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It is significant that whenever Wringhim senior speaks at 

length a now intensity of evil results, and It Is his appalling 

dedication of the boy to his Lord as a weapon to lay waste his 

enemies that extends the Devil's writ to Include violence and 

murder. But as yet Robert has not co mltted himself this for= 

"though he often aroused my zeal to the highest pitch, still my 

heart at times shrunk from the shedding of life-blood. " The 

Devil may have bean given license to work on Robert by his and 

his father's previous wickedness., but Robert Is far from suicide 

and damnation, which is the Devil's lyoal. The next event In 

Robert's decline is important, In that It enables us to deduce 

exactly what are the "rules" aov. rning the Ow11! s right to 

control and possess Robort. 

Robert knows not how to turn In the matter of 8tanchard. 

He, looks up to Heaven for gutdance, land s dimness comes over his 

eyes, till through the cloudy veil which obscures Heaven case the 

points of golden weapons, directed towards him. Robert kneels, 

and decides to stretch out his hand to take one. This free 

dectsion"wustýbe set In context, for It establishes a vital 

"cycle"-of{free agency and demonic possession. I 

Before his decision, Robert has obviously been as doubtful 

of the good eoriiity, of whet is being planned as at any time we 

meet him. - He h lase lf: is genuine 1y pondering Good and Evil, and 

his instinct to7seek Heavenly 3Midance Is rewarded. This, note, 

angers Gilmartin , who frowns to see his victim looking for 

Heavenly advice= and worries him too, since Robert may freely 

decide to teke. this'advice. The warning is given, the message 
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being that Heavenly disapproval is represented by Its golden .., 

weapons threatening Robert the offender. But Robert makes his 

moral choice, and in deciding that the vision furthers his 

Intention to murder, enables Satan to rejoice that his moment of 

danger is past. As a result of Robert's evil decision, he is also 

permitted possession of Roberti and the usual symptoms of this 

present themselves in Robert's account. His mind Is ! exalted, " 

he is "Inflamed" In his zeal, and even more explicitly since 

Hogg means this to be taken literally. 

I was as one beside himself; which my parents 
perceived that night, and made some motions towards 
confining me In my room. 1 

He is himself and Satan, "greatly strengthened and encouraged 

that night. " The cycle is established. Free thought results to 

a decision In principle, usually an evil intent. The Devil is 

then permitted possession, which takes Robert up to the next stage, 

the evil action Itself. Here again he must do "delivered" Zack 

to himself and free action, as with the two murders we witness. 

He Is then "helped off, ' till the cycle begins again, with 

remorse and free thought taking Robert towards the next, more evil 

goal. In this cycle Heaven plays Its part too, usually Interposing 

an eleventh hour warning like the "sweet voice" which whispers, 

"Beware " Just before the Blanchard murder. 

Using the "enchanting" little golden pistol that Gilmartin 

provides, Robert does the deed. Significantly, and at with the 

h 

S_, p. 138. 
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murder of George, tt is solely his action. "Gilmartin's ball had 

not taken effect, which was altogether wonderful; as the old man's 

breast was within a few yards of him. " 

After skilfully leading Robert to the "easier" murder of one 

whose doctrines Rbbert hates, Gilmartin is ready to take ibbert 

towards the even greater evil of fratricide. The remorse which 

he felt for Blanchard's death, and for the capture and trial of 

the journeyman preacher as a result, Is cancelled by Robert's free 

decision to let the latter die. Consequently he feels "considerable 

zeal" for the notion of regular murder of opponents. But Gilmartin 

needs both more time to prepare Robert for this greater sin and 

more power. The first he achieves by letting Robert's mind chafe 

for a spell by withdrawing into the background temporarily, and 

later by having a "dress-rehearsal" on Arthur's Seat which, by 

having Robert come off badly, Increases Robert's hate. The second 

he gains from that neglected but Important curse of-Wringhlm and 

son following Robert's release from dell, whereby Wringhim 

gave up my father and brother, according to the 
flesh, to Satan, waking It plain to all my senses 
of perception that they were being given up of God 
to be devoured by f lends o men ... and that 
whosoeveC should slay them would do God good 
service. ' 

This Is the same curse as In part one that set Satan on 

George's right hand. The Devil's skill from now on Is consummate, 

as he praises Robert's "amiability" as "natural" (D$ but gently 

argues that such are carnal weaknesses and bonds not as binding 

I, Sinner, p. 151. 
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as "the Lord's". He also plays on a new motive, that of greed, by 

picturing to Robert the"good" uses to which he could put 

Dalcastle estate. Robert freely decides that he will kill his 

brother. Fbssesslon follows, and Robert's heart pants with eager- 

ness to behold his brother, which is very different to his usual 

cowardice. He even says that "I found myself moved by the spirit 

within me, " explicitly revealing his partial possession. Possession 

takes him through the tennis matches, his friend telling him 

Ironically that he does now know "one-half his might" - the other 

half, inside him, is Gilmartin. 

One important new development in the pattern of possession 

does however occur following the curse and decision to kill 

George. Robert Is seized with that strange distemper which Is 

amnesia In the psychological Interpretation, but total as opposed 

to partial possession In the supernatural reading. Frequent partial 

possession Is now more frequently replaced by the total form. 

Why? The answer Is that the Devil's ultimate alas of suicide, 

that final unpardonable sin, will not be brought about by partial 

possession as effectively as by doing terrible things either In 

Robert's likeness or through Robert's possessed body and than 

confronting Robert's shocked mind with the terrible Impact of guilt. 

From this polet on, too, the "love" relationship between the two 

moves towards hate, since the Devil, sure of Robert being his man 

and lacking only the final signed pact and suicide, can be less 

devious and more direct In his manipulation. The decision of 

Robert to kill George and the curse which formally expressed it 

Is 
. 
In many ways the turning point In the "Game" for the Devil. 
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One notices that just as the curse set Satan on George's right, 

It also created a mirror situation for Robert, whereby "anothdr 

person" appeared to Robert In his "distemper" 

always in the same position from the place where t 
sat or stood, which was about three paces of me 
towards my left. 

The Devil goads Robert by appearing to him as George, 

heightening his hate so that he runs "scarcely knowing what I did" 

to Arthur's Seat. As usual though the possession drops away 

immediately before the murder attempt; Heaven sends the White 

Lady to keep the balance of Good and Evil " with the significant 

warning that. Robert will forfeit his soul If he goss through-with 

the attempt. As with the golden weapons vision, Gilmartin Is 

enraged at the risk of losing control. Indeed remorse of a kind 

doss foil this attempt, despite the Devil's fantastic diversion 

of George. 

The actual murder Is the last occasion that Gilmartin needs 

to stick ro the "rules" of possession. Once Robert freely 

chooses to murder George the Devil simply helps Robert off In 

order to terrify him Into 
, suicide. It is even questlonab[ea whether 

Robert commits any. öf the crimes thereafter, since he has no memory 

of than and presumably, has made no free choice to abandon sobriety 

and celibacy.. Freedom of choice Is no-longer necessary, since 

lila soul Is forfeit. Tb. Devil has him trapped, and only wishes 

to embarrass God: further.. 

.... 
Shne Sinner p1541 i" 

rr 
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Ohl It Is a grand prize for him, an' a proud Dell Is 
he, when he gangs hams to his ein ha', wl' a batch of 
the souls of sic strenuous professors on his back ... 

I 

The Devil "frames" Robert Into suicide, ruling out all possibility 

of repentance, by Inducing despair and guilt, by even gloating and 

relishing Robert's distress, by parodying sympathy, resembling 

George, and even Informing against Robert. Cleverly the Devil 

performs deeds which Robert fools he might have done, though he 

cannot remember# as when Robert admits that the Idea of having 

a beautiful lady at his disposal has a certain attraction in It. 

But the Devil does not need to maintain such subtlety. He 

now even its Robert perceive his situation. "Either 1 had a second 

self who transacted business in my likeness� or else my body was 

at times possessed by a spirit over which It had no control. " 

Robert's "secret" terrors that the Enemy has powers over him are 

encouraged by Gilmartin, as ho appears to Robert virtually as a 

symbol of Hell. 

it bore the figure, air, and features of my late 
brother ... yet In all these there Wiare traits so 
forbidding, so mixed with an appearance of misery 
chagrin, and despalr, that I stilt shrunk ... It was 
the voice of the great personage I had so long 
denominated my friend ... and whose presence and 
counsels I now dreaded more than Hell. It was his 
voice ... They were the sounds of the pit, wheezed 
through a grated cranny 0.02 

The reader may feel at this point that Hogg. is dragging out 

his tale too long, prolonging a struggle long since lost. But 

heaven's mercy Is'lnfintte, and until Gilmartin has the pact and 

the suicide as a fact accomptl he is not the total victor. All 

I. Sinnerp. 197, 

2. Sinner 
ý. 

P-188. 
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the previous warnings of earthly and Heavenly agents from Barnet 

and the Jailer to the voices and the White Lady are gathered 

together In a last, great Heavenly effort to get through to 

Robert In that series of parables told by Penpunt. The Auchter- 

muchty stories are the climax of the battle for Robert's soul. 

Here the details-of demonic possession are spelled out unrnlstake- 

ably to Robert, first directly, but unsuccessfully. 

$ was so astounded at the terrible Idea that had gone 
abroad regarding my fellowship with the Prince of 
Darkness, that I could make no answer ... 

A second effort Is made by Penpunt, causing Robert. to faint, but 

not to repent. The third Is the magnificent, traditional 

Auchtermuchty tale, which expresses In microcosm and allegory the 

entire actlon of the novel, Auchtermuchty Is fanatical Presbyterian 

Scotland, with even Its wooing conducted In the language of the 

Song of Solomon, Here too In Auchtermuchty the Devil Intends to 

catch sinners, "and with their own bait too, " like Gilmartin with 

Roberts Just as the elders Ignore Robin, so Robert Ignored all 

his earthly and heavenly warnings. And there Is a deeper, more 

disturbing level of allegory yet, -In that the Aachtermuchty 

delight In damnation Is perhaps parallelled in-Robert himself. 

Robert has known, In his heart of hearts, like the Auchtermuchty 

people, that It Is the OevII who assails hie. 

This last bitter Irony raises a final nightmare speculation 

about pbnpunt.. -He Is, after all, a religious enthusiast himself, 

as a Osaeronlan. Could he be the Devil? Could the White lady, 

164. 

I. S1. nn. r, p. 195. 



as she promised, have been Heaven's last warning, and Penpunt's 

comments designed to drive Robert further Into that misery necessary 

to push him to suicide? Oartainiy, when he tries Renpunt's 

"golden rule" on all his actions, to his despair - "Behold, not 

one of them could stand the test. " 

Hogg has boon criticised for his last, mildly diabolic scenes. 

But they are the logical outcome to the supernatural story, as the 

Devil now reveals his full power, mocking Robert by pretending to 

save him. His becoming trapped in the weaver's web is surely a 

metaphor for his spiritual state, caught completely as he is in 

Gilmartin's snares, Identified by the weaver as Satan himself, and 

cut off totally from communication with the world of ordinary humans 

that the weaver represents. There must be nowhere for Robert to 

go, no one to whom he-can talks and the terrors of Hell's legions 

must be all around him. Thus Is he driven to that final act which 

makes him Satan's prize for eternity. 

rar 

The function of the third part Is to bring-the tension and 

fantastic atmosphere of the last part down to earth, so that the 

Editor can present the reader with a clear choice of Interpretation. 

The Editor askst I. 

What can this work be? Sure, you w1Ii say, It must' 
be an allegory] or (as the writer calls It) a religious 
RVRABLE, showing the dreadful danger of selfrighteousness? 
I cannot tell. Attend to the sequel, which Is a thing 
so extraordiMry ... that, It there were not hundreds 
of living witnesses to attest the truth of It, I would 
not-bid any'rational being believe it. l 

185. 

I" Sinn r, p. 240. 
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I have already stressed how the and of the third part points us 

towards two mutually exclusive Interpretations, is this not 

emphasised by Hogg by the fact that he, even begins the third part 

with the same Editorial ambiguity of response? Cleverly the part 

continues to balance the rational world against that of the older, 

traditional and supernatural world, with the cool scepticism of . 
Edinburgh and John Gibson Lockhart as Its representative, balanced 

against the Inexplicable details of the death of Wringhim and the 

preservation of his corpse.. The world of Blackwood's Magaz ine 

with all Its modern, urban associations for the reader of Hogg's 

day, would enter the story like a breath of cool, familiar-tasting 

air after the ancient odours of the,, pit and the superstitious past. 

By using names of well-known figures like Lockhart and William 

Laldlaw, Hogg's Border farmer friend, as well as that of Hogg 

himself, the. reader would further reassure himself that he was back 

In the land of the living. But Is there not a very real skill 

beyond even this? Does the use of the familiar and modern not 

eventually carry a real sting in, Its tall, as the reader realises 

that even these household names are touched_with, wonder and awe? 

There may be initial-relief In the return to objective pragmatism, 

but It ultimately serves only to establish clearly the two poias - 

of meaning between which the story generates its charge of wonder. 

It may be considered that In separating these two poiss-l 

have dissipated much of. the char",. This Is true, since the 

first onto isenty of' , th ls 
. novel lies In the very bewilderment of 

response, as the Imagination and reason. battle to. control the,. 

w. 1rd events. But In terms of fully understanding both Hogg! s i4;: 
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great Ingenuity, with or without Lockhart's sharp wit to aid him, 

and In terms of placing the novel at its crucial point in Hogg's 

development, I feel that the dualistic complexity must be un- 

ravelled to see how clearly Hogg wished to run with both the 

hares and the hounds. 

Has the novel a central Issue towards which Its marvels and 

i0ony are directed? $ think the answer to this Is In Its use of 

the Ile as a motif which finally becomes the central metaphor. 

The central "Ile" In the novel Is not a "logical" untruth, but 

an untruth which Iles at the heart of Christian theology, and allows 

the whole fabric of "Justified" egotism and social evil to result. 

The novel highlights the Intrinsic weakness of Christian dogma In 

that It contains at Its heart premises which permit Robert to 

deduce the following, 

The more 1 pondered on these things the more I saw 
of the folly and Inconsistency of ministers In spending 
their lives striving and remonstrating with sinners in 
order to Induce them to do that which they had it 
not In their power to do. Seeing that God had from 
all eternity decided the:, fate of every Individual that 
was to be born of woman, how vain was It In man to 
endeavour to save those whom their maker had, by an 
unchangeable decree, doomed to destruction ... How 
much more wise would it be, thought 1, to begin and 
cut sinners off with the sword! 

I* 

Sinner 
.ý! 

" Stud, ** in Scott 1 sh Literature, Vol. 7. no , pp. 72"äo 
Kurt Mitt g, The Scottish Tradition In literstur., pp. 247-250. 

S nner p. 123. 

In addition to comments on the novel by'critics Ilke Edith 
8atho, and others cited In Simpson, the following modern- 
material Is valuabiet 
Ian Campbell, "Foggs Confessions of 's Justified Sin er, " 
Liturgical Revlewvol.. 1972# pp* " _Jo nCorey, Introduction to his edition of The Justified 
S nn. r 1969. 
Dav Craig, Scottish LIteratur. and the Scottish People. 
pp. 195-96. 
R. Klaly, "The Private memoirs and Confessions of a Justif 
Sinner, " In The Romantic Novo and1973, pp. 106-1 
Coi eaa n Parsons, Witchcraft and Demon 0In Scott's Fict 
1964, pp, 287-291* 
Douglas Mack, "Hogg's Religion and The Confessions of a Ju 
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This is the central Issue If the novel. It Is Christian and 

Presbyterian theology which allows Robert his justification for 

this. in The Heart of Midlothian tha same system is found wanting 

by Jeannie Deans, who appeals to "nature's voice" to rescue her 

from the cruel trap she finds herself In between God's laws and 

man's laws. There Is In both Hogg and Scott a profound desire to 

replace formal theology of this restricting and dangerous kind 

(In the sense that it can be taken to logical but frightening 

conclusion) with an Instinctive and heart-centred humanitarian 

conscience. In Scotland It Is a form of humanism which goes back 

to the eighteenth-century teachings In Glasgow University of 

Francis Hutcheson, and Is found In works as diverse as Henry 

MacKenzie's The Man of Foe11na (1771) and 8urns's "Address to the 

Unco (Ltd" (1785). We have already seen that in The Pilgrims of 

thun Hogg showed a tendency to break with formalised Christianity, 

while his Wet of Chapeihope In The Brownie of Bodsbeck trusted 

completely to heart and instinct In his dealings with both 

Episcopalians and Presbyterians. I am not suggesting that Hogg Is 

implying in The Justlflo Sinner that Christianity Is In Its 

Fresbyterian form' evil and unwanted, but I do sea this and much of 

his work,, together with novels of Scott's,. like Old Mortality and 

The Heart of Midlothian and John Gait's Annals of the Fbrish (1821) 

and The Enteil, as expressions of a desire in nineteenth-century 

Scotland for a warmer, more humane# more secular and less doctrinaire 

response to private and public morality* it is significant that 

the warmost human bei np of the book Ii ke the old Laird, h i; 
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mistress and Bell Calvert, are by Christian doctrine to be judged 

sinners. I do not think that Hogg sees them as needing Christian 

foriveness. Rather he asserts that they, like the prostitute 

Clifford who expressed the only real charity of Basil Lee, are 

representatives - symbols, perhaps - of a richer, deeper charity 

which wells up In the human heart from sources as mysterious to the 

Christian as to the agnostic. 

Finally, It may be argued that the book's failure to resolve 

its d1lesae of two conflicting interpretations involving two 

radically different attitudes to life represents Its major failure. 

Far from thinking so, I would argue that In suspending his account 

of these moral actions between two bases of judgement Hogg has 

expressed a situation still of crucial importance and confusion 

for the present day. We are still torn now between ascribing 

guilt to the social offender, adjudging him evil, and deducing on 

the other hand the circumstances of heredity, background and environ- 

ment which determined the anti-social actions Hogg has merely 

presented us with the extrapolated polarities of, each way of 

thinking, in a story which still never falls to create unease and 

wonder - because It echoes the poiarteed bases. of our own. moral 

judgements. 

"k 

I. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

FICTION AND POETRY 

1825.35 

FOR ALL the thematic brllllenci, shockingly effective presentation, 

and Ingenious ambiguity of The Justified Sinner, it was one of 

Hogg's biggest failures. Only few magazines bothered to review it 

at all, and those In terms that were dauntingly familiar to Hogg. 

The Westminster Review regretted that 

the author did not employ himself better than In 
uselessly and disgustingly abusing his Imagination, 
to Invent wicked tricks for a mongrel devil, and I blasphemous lucubrattons for an Insane fanatic. 

The 
-Now 

Monthly thought that 

Pbthing more completely ridiculous can well be 
Imagined than the whole of the story ... We do 
not altogether approve of the mode which the author 
has chosen of attacking the religious prejudices of 
numbers, who, notwithstanding their speculative 
opinions, are in no danger of becoming either parri- 
cides or fratricides ... these Confessions ... are 
singularly dull and revolting ... and It Is altogether 
unfair to treat the reader with two versions of such 
extraordinary trash as the writer has given us ... 
we do most solemnly protest against the iniquity of 
bad English ,... 2 

These opinions must powerfully have endorsb-the views of all 

at 81eck 's that (Hogg was not a novelist. Fran now on that 

magazine's policy towards his ambitious, novel length fiction was 

to Ignore It either when It was offered to them or when it was 

published elsewhere. 

1. Quoted In John Carey's edition of The Justified Sinner, 1969, 
p. 256. 

2. Nsw Monthly. Wvember 1824, p. 506. A new list of more 
reviews of The Sinner can be found in William ward's 
compilation Literary Reviews in British Periodijzals. 
1821 26. New York and London, 1977, p. 116. 
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It would, however, be by no moans true to say that Hogg was 

totally demoralised from this point on. It was a turning point, 

but Its significance was not Immediately obvious In Hogg's work. 

He was even now working on a novel and some novelettes, all of 

which were further efforts to vary the approaches he had already 

tried and failed with, and all of which were nevertheless 

descendants of Bas 1 Lee, The Three Perils of Man, and The Justified 

Sinner* In this conjecture I have been aided Immensely by Alan 

Strout's unpublished typescript of the second volume of his The 

Life and Letters of 
-no 

James t222, which is In the National Library 

of Scotland. I. 
- 
From evidence of Hcgg's letters (as well as frag 

his Autobiography) It seems virtually certain that Some Remarkable 

Passages In the Life of An Edinburgh Beil)i, a novel told In the 

first person with a hero as Inglorious and petty-minded as either 

Basil Lee or Robert Mir i ngh ins, "The Adventures of Colonel Plater 

Aston, " "A Few Remarkable Adventures of Sir Simon Brodie, " "Some 

Pdssages in the Life of Colonel Cloud" and "The Baron St. ßlo" 

were all writtem.. at the some time as The Justified ' Sinner. Together 

these tales were to make up two volumes to be called Lives of Eminent 

Men. To this we must add the fact that two more novelettes, "The 

Surpassing Adventures of Allan Gordon" and "The Adventures of Captain 

John Lochy" were at the vary least well under way In 1827 and 1829 

1. Alan L.., Strout, The Life and Letters of James Hoaq. The' 
Et ck She herd vol. 1 (106-105),, unpublished, In 
typescript In the Mtlonal Library of Scotland. Hereafter 
Strout, vol. 11. (M. S. 10495). 

0 
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respectively. 
I 

This evidence drastically re-arranges our awareness of Hogg's 

last ten years. lt means that all his ambitious work In fiction 

can be dated to the period of The Justified Sinner. The fact that 

It did not appear t111 several years later " and In the case of 

An EdlnburAh Balile over a decade later " shows on one hand that. 

Hogg was finding extreme difficulty In finding any one to publish 

his novels and long tales, and on the other that, although the last 

it The Autobiography, p" 459, says that "in the some year (as 
The Justified Sinner) I offered them (Longman's) "The 
Lives o nen en ... they begged leave to decline. " 
Hogg refers to the collection again in a letter to Black- 
wood of February 1828, and much more fully, giving 
contents, In a letter to Blackwood of February 1829, 
lamenting the failure to publish these. He had described 
the contents in exactly the same way to Cunningham in a 
letter of October 1828; 

I have a MS work by me these several years which 
Blackwood objected to ... 1 know and aas sure lt 
I It sell ... It should cc=* out are B was aware. Vin 

It are] Singular Passages In the t Ives of 
Eminent Men ... These are An Edinr Bell Es, Col. 
Peter Aston, Sir Simon Brodie* Col. Cloud and Mr 
Alexander McCorklndale. They are all fabulous 
stories founded on historical facts and would 
ma ke two we I1 vo i umes. 

There Is no "Mr McCorkIndale" In Hogg. He amended the name 
to "Kenda l e, " the hero of "The' Baron St. Woe" "Altan 
Gordon, " a separate work, Is first mentioned to Blackwood 
In December 1827 as "Polar Curiosities, " and was turned 
down by Blackwood then, and In 1828 by Cunningham. 
"John Lochy" had been objected to by Blackwood before June 
1830, but Hogg obviously worked over thls. for.. several_years. 
It Is probably the "singular tale In hand" of August 1829,. 
All these letters are quoted in Stý# vol. II, pp. 9-21. 
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few years of his life appear eventful in terms of fiction, they 

were in fact years of dislliuslonment, obsession about his publish- 

Ing problems, and eventual "drying up. " 

Here wo must be on . our guard against Hogg's own opinion of 

his work, always unreliable. Unfortunately Louis Simpson - to his 

great credit the only critic so far to consider the range of Hogg's 

fiction - fell Into this trap when he argued that "we may pass over 

his unimportant writing, most of which Hogg himself excluded In 

planning a collected edition. "' Hogg was Increasingly In these 

last ten years to demean his own novels. He disparaged The Three, 

Perils of Man, cutting out all the superb folk-lore and diabterle 

for the 1637 collections he savaged The Justified Sinner, removing 

the Auchtermucht y stories and shortening the religious debates; 

and did not Include many excellent later stories of the supernatural 

or the fantastic. Significantly, nearly all these stories were 

published In The Wi nhurcgh literary Journal or Fraser's Magaz l ne. 
2 

after having been turned down by Blackwood'$, which reinforces the 

Idea that Hogg did not trust his own judgement in triese later years, 

but accepted that what Blackwood published was by detinitlon his 

best work. In the 1832 version of his Autobiography he Is at 

sixty-two not the same self-confident man who had bluntly told off 

those who criticised his winter Evening Tales. 

S imDsoýn. p. zos. 
2. See Ilst of Hogg's works at end; and, for a discussion of the 

question of Hogg's (and others') alterations to his works 
in the years 1830 - 1835, see Appendix Five, "Höac's 
revision of his tales and the 1837 Tales and Sketches", 
below, pp. 264 - 271. 
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Woe be to that reader who goes over a simple and 
interesting tale fishing for Indelicacies, without 
calculating on what is natural for the characters... 
a practice too common among the people of the 
present ag e, lespeclatly if the author be not a blue- 
stocking.... 

By 1832, as Hogg looks over what now seems to the modern 

critic to be his period of greatest achievement, that which produced 

his finest novels, he refers to the details of these novels as 

"circumstances of Importance to nobody but myself. " He apologises 

for the "medley" he made of The Three Perlis of Man, ruining "what 

might have been made one of the best historical tales our country 

ever produced" with "such a mass of diablerle as retarded the main 

story and rendered the whole perfectly ludicrous. " At the time of 

writing he had thought it In a better style than his best. "1 was 

all this time writing as If In desperation, and see matters now In 

a different light, " says the older Hogg, telling us further that 

since The Justified Sinner was "a story replete with horrors, " 

"1t was published anonymously, and of course did not sell very well... 

for I do not remember ever receiving anything for it ... 112 

The failure of Lives of Eminent Men was the final blow to 

Hogg's major ambitions In fiction. By considering Eminent Men here, 

with the related, slightly later novelettes, "John Lochy" and "Allan 

Cordon, " we can round off that decade within which Hogg tried and 

failed to be a successful novelist. 

An Edinburgh Bailie is the third of that group of novels of 

which Basil I" and The Justified Sinner are the others. All are 
............. 

I$ Autoblogreahy. p. 458. 

2.1lutoblograohyv p. 459. 
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told principally by mean, selfish protagonists who obviously are 

creations of, and not spokesmen for, Hogg, which separates them in 

kind from say, Wet of Chapelhope In The Brownie of Bodsbeck or 

Charlie Scott of The Three Perils of Man, where these heroes stand 

for values which Hogg shares fully. All draw their power from their 

being, as Bloodä said of The Justified Sinner, "an exteriorization 

of Hogg's own conflicts, "I In that all present a vulnerable, naive 

follow who Is vain, ambitious, but out of his depth. In all the 

arch-enemy or enemies, who seem inextricably linked In bonds of 

hate that Involve a curious attraction, decide their fate. In all 

there Is a curious frankness of that kind we most In Defoe or Boswell, 

whereby the reader Is convinced with a strangely compelling yet 

distasteful honesty. In all, but especially In the last two, 

demonic metaphors are used to designate the hated enemy and to 

suggest an alternative Interpretation of events. 

The Ballte Is Archibald Sydeserf, "bred in the strictest 

principles of the Reformation, " who describes his adventures to 

us In a language close to that of Kringhim - "my heart was Ilfted 

up; but alasl soon was it sunk down again In gall and bitterness. " 

With a strange mixture of tones ranging from the "holler-than-thou" 

to the ashamed, he tells us of his shifting fortunes during the 

period of the sixteen-forties In Scotland, when Montrose fought 

for King and Episcopacy against the men of the Covenant and their 

principal leader, Argyle. Sydeserf changes sides rather easily, 

I. See Chapter Five, p. 147-148. 
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and, like Gait's Provost, always with a canny eye to the main chance. 

From starting as a humble secretary In Edinburgh Castle he becomes 

Argyle's right-hand man, as well as being an honoured Edinburgh 

Bal11s. But the stepping stones of his political career have 

IIttle Interest for use Hogg Is so IIttle a historical novelist - 

that he employs the old device of an Editor to "present" the 

account to us, and noticeably the Editor steps in whenever the 

narrative demands sane political or historical perspective. 

We must now pass over several years, the history 
of which Is entirely made up of plot and counterplot, 
raising and disbanding of armies, projects of great 
Import, all destroyed by the merest accident, - 
truculent treaties, much parade and small execution; 
and follow our redoubted Ballte once more to the 
field of honour, the place of afi others for which he 
was hast fitted, and on which he valued himself 
moste 

Hogg has no ability or feeling at all for history as a force 

such as Scott analyses in Old Mortality -or (MIt In RInaan Giihaiza. 

But it is equally obvious in all his work that it is only where 

history outcrops into the vividly remembered folk traditions or, 

acts as background to his Interest in the psychologically warped 

central figure, -that Hogg goes through those unconvincing, 

formally necessary manoeuvres. That Is not to say that he cannot 

describe battles, or retell folk history with euthorltyf, saae of 

the battle scenes in this novel rank with ths: best of Thome Three 

"Partie of Man and, hls loss ambitious but straightforward aAd 
ýrir. ýirw 

powerful accountsof Border skirmishes. , .. 
A' - 

.'tt 

i; Ta_ $ýsý vol" iý p. "451 Tales of the-Wars of Montrose; ' 1835, 
vol. 1, p. 196. 
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One feature of this novel, ccm pletely separate from its being 

In the slightest sense a "historical" novel, gives it a vitality 

that keeps It alive and worth saving now, apart from Its Interest 

as being bedfellow to The Justified Sinner. It is the atmosphere 

that Hogg manages to create whenevor he touches on the strange, 

feted relationship between George Gordon, Lord of Ente, and 

Sydeserf, and the broader echoes of that central relationship, which 

holds the entire book together In a kind of unity which crumbles 

at the edges whenever the plot moves temporarily away from it. 

Sydosa f Is visited In Edinburgh Castle by the beautiful Lady 

Jane Gordon, who manages to persuade him to turn traitor to his 

post and beliefs by giving her the evidence against her father, the 

Marquess of Huntly, a prisoner in the castle for treason. It Is 

at this point that No" begins that strange description of SydeserfIs 

relations with the Huntly family which Is so comparable to the way 

In which he described the relations of Gilmartin to Robert Wringhim. 

Here 1s the very language of Wr1nghlaa&s enchantment, as Sydeserf 

deals with one whoa It is suggested may be of that unearthly band 

of beautiful enchantresses of The Hunt of Elldon and the later 

"Mary Burnet" -a feeling developed when we discover that, like 

the sisters of The Hunt of Eildon there are twin Gordon sisters 

who are uncannily alike In their looks and witching manners. 

"Heaven knows" how the family steals his loyalty; talking of his 

movements with Jane round the castle. Sydessrf tells an accosting 

guard, "The Devil he has a right to move freely" and there is 

no doubt Hogg means this to carry the literal Inference as so often 

before. He Is oven given Huntly family livery of green and fold. 
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which Is always In Hogg a sign of unearthly presences. 

What else but enchantment to account for such a Wringhltn-like 

figure giving up career and covenant in his utter devotion to the 

Catholic family? And at the heart of this family 1s Enzie, "a 

perfect demon in pride. and Irritability, " who Immediately hates 

Sydeserf, and takes his hate out on him In one of these disgusting 

embarrassing, but undoubtedly powerful scones where the cowardice 

and pettiness of Sydeserf comes into the open as Enzle beats him 

before his beloved Jane. Nogg conveys the whining sense of dogred" 

atlon, the shame, and the hatrod with total conviction. There Is 

In addition that implication of madness which he evokes so well. 

The shame Is Intolerable, so Sydesert coves to torus with It in 

a way we recognise. 

From that day forth 1 was impressed with a notion 
that Providence would not suffer any man to escape 
with Impunity who Vad wronged ma, and Inherited my 
curse and mallion. 

This Is the Christian Sydsssrf's cap ent as he watches a former 

tyrannical castle Governer hang for his, Sydeserf's murder! Cleverly 

Hogg makes the nasty Sydeserf stand complacently watching, and, 

moreover, find a Christian comfort and message for himself In torms 

of his hate for Enzie, while again and again the wretch protests 

innocence. This is a consistent and deliberate creation on Hogg's 

part, for we find the covenanting Sydeserf who weeps when his Jane 

prays to the vlrgln'pirforaing with exactly the same double standard 

when In battle, He takes no part In the dangerous slego of 

Aberdeen - but when it camas to the question of plundering after 

I. -'Tales, Vale-It p. 430; Tales of the Wars of Montrose, 1835, 

vol. 1, p. 100. 
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surrender, there Is much of Gait's Provost In his thinking. 

I confess 1 voted for it, thinking my brave towns- 
men would have enjoyed It so much. I know It was 
reported to my prejudice, that 1 expected a principal 
share of the plunder myself ... whoever raised that 
report, had no further ground for It than that I 
voted for the majority, several of them servants and 
ministers of the Lord. 

And like Wringhim, when his arch-enemy Huntly is humbled and 

taken prisoner to Edinburgh, he tally us 

it was marrow to my bones to see him thus ... I 
thought of his felling me down, and kicking me In 
the mud, whin I was in a situation In which I durst 
not resist. 

But which of these enemies Is morally worst is e moot point, 

as the Editor suggests, since by the climax of tho novel all have 

carne to realise that the Bailie has Indeed some "Indefinable 

power" over Enzle, which ends In Enzie's execution In Edinburgh 

as a direct result of the Bailie's hate. The moral ambiguity is 

finally stressed in the last sentence of the novel, referring to 

the Battle's own death, following the execution of his leader, 

Argyle. 

His body was carried to Elgin, the original burial 
place of his fathers, and by a singular casualty, 
his head laid pCeclsely at the Marquess of Huntly's 
(Endeis) feet. 

Heroin lies the. book's greatest weakness, seen b"fors In that 

curious Border, amorality of The Three Perils of Man, and possibly 

kept at bay In"The Justified Sinner by the advising band of 

Lockhart. In'th" and the, ambiguity here relates to. no such human 

I. Toles, vol. 1, p. 445; Tales of . the' Wars of Montrose, 1835, 
vol. 1, 'p. 170. 

2. Tales vol. 1, p. 447; Tales of the Wars of Montrose, ' 1835, 
vol. 1, p. 180. 

3. Tals, vol. 1, p. 4736, Tales of the Wars of Montrose, 1835, 

vol. 1, p. 297. 
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debate as that of the rational against the supernatural, but merely 

expresses Hogg's powerful neurosis about a conspiracy by people 

In high places (including "friends" with whom he must continue to 

associate on apparently friendly terms, like Scott, Wilson, 

Blackwood and Lockhart) against his naive but justified aspirations 

to equality with there In matters creative and social. Consequently 

the figure of the Bailie is not linked to a recognisable consistent 

moral structure. He Is in fact not always petty or mean - but 

devotedly serves the old Marquis of Huntly In a spirit of near- 

charity; can be generous to his defeated opponents, like the old 

warrior Gordon of Gienbucket, whom he treats with outstanding 

humanity when Gordon is his prisoner; and attends the Duke of Argyle, 

his final master, to the scaffold, with admirable loyalty. 

It Is quite clear here that while Hogg has the old command of 

local Incident and dramatic event, with his astonishing ability 

to evoke the convincing tactual or emotional detail, he has lost 

all overall direction. The reason for this becomes obvious as one 

looks at the associated tales of Eminent Men. After the pronounce- 

ments of Scott on his use of dlablerte he had "hidden" this element 

In The Justified Sinner. That stratagem too had failed, so, apart 

from the remnants of devil metaphor and fairy Imagery which- eventually 

lad to nothing, -there 
Is no other level of the traditional super- 

natural In these tales. A real and vital source of. creativity for 

Hogg has for, the moment closed itself off. The tragedy of this 

can only be estimated, since the tales still possess compelling 

gents. One of Hogg's most disturbing short stories Is "The 

Baron Zt. Cio", in this series, with Its strange Caleb WlIl1a"as 

I 
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relationship between Kendale and the sinister murderer Mr Southman 

with echoes still of the unearthly powers of Gilmartin in the 

metaphors used ("It was thecLoven foot of Satan") and his very name. 

Description of shocking murder was always Hogg's forte, and never 

better than here. Southman is one of his most convincing figures 

of evil, Implying his power rather than revealing it - thouo: twhen 

he does act it Is horrible enough. love and hate bind Kendalo and 

Southman In strange bonds - 

The men was very kind to me a 11 the way, and good 
to the horses] but yet I could not endure to look 
at him. He had a still, round whitish face, and 
eyes as If he had been half sleeping, but when they 
glimmered up, they were horribly disagreeable. 1 

Yet, having witnessed the murders, Kendefe becomes Southien's 

steward, through Southman's "persuasion. " Here again is Hogg's 

preoccupation with unnatural fellowship, with yet again the teller 

of the tale revealing his own cowardice, through that curious 

frankness which so holds our attention. Here again is that 

Brownie of Bodsbeck sense of impenetrable mystery, with the 

autobiographer bewildered, but telling us enough to see more than 

he does. 

But as with An Edinburgh Sallie there is no moral ralavsnco to 
............ 

the tale, since out of all this evil Kendale acquires his title and 

fortune. To mix unwillingly in evil seems to lead to prosperity 

In these tales, and nowhere more so then In a novelette which is 

not In Eminent Men, Out 1s clearly close to them In time and 

Insists on consideration with there. "John Lochy, " written slightly 

201. 

1. Ta lesj vol. 1iß p. 300; Blackwood's Magazine, 1830, 

vol. xxvii, p. 892. 
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later, shows how the loss of the supernatural framework of 

tradition not only cost Hogg a layer of significance, but also a 

moral basis of a crude kind, In default of which his tales become 

pointless. Lochy Is highborn, but mysteriously shut out from his 

rightful place; horrifically persecuted In youth, lonely, always 

aware of "a power combined against my life which i could not elude. " 

Here too is the anti romantic attitude to war of Basil los, but 

watered down, as Lochy pursues the path of a rather ignoble soldier 

of fortune ("Colonel� what shall we do? ' said I. 'Hem! Hem! ' said 

he. So we turned and retreated with the rest. ") But persecution 

by great ones continues all his life, against which he has only 

the "friendship" of the mysterious Fin, who is by day a peasant, 

by night the Baron Steinberg, a creature "devoid of any principle" 

who Is generally believed to be the Devil. But as with his other" 

recent tales of this kind, Hogg Is half-hearted In his diabolic 

hints, as Indeed In the entire fabric of this tale, which Is a 

apish-cash of leavings from the more confidently told earlier versions. 

There Is a failure of creative nerve here, so that where earlier 

he had defiantly asserted the unconventional behaviour of the 

prostitute Clifford as valid, thereby also asserting his own creative 

Identity, Hogg retreats now Into half-suggestions of Lochy being 

the Illegitimate son of the Duke of Argyle, or half-suggestlons 

of Fin being the Devvil, with a ailk-and-water picaresque element 

running throughout. Even so, the story hes°Its force - but significantly 

the clearest memory one retains Is of loneliness. Seeing othors' 

good fortune, Lochy 

.. ý, ý . b.. ., 
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rejoiced .. but I felt a blank In my, heart, and as If 
1 had been a creature deserted, " an Isolated and 
lonely being, who seemed thrown upon the world 
to be a football In It; a creature, " the sport of every 
misadventure that could fall to the lot of man ... 

1 

This certainly echoes Hogg's own frequent and plaintive letters 

to Blackwood from 1820 onwards. He grew more and more confused 

and angry about the misrepresentations and distortions of himself 

to the "Noctes, " lost more and more money on Mount 8enger, and got 

deeper and deeperinflnanclal trouble, yet was unable to gauge the 

mode of fiction that would succeed, or find publishers for what 

he did write. Like Lochy, he too saw himself as the sport of 

fortune, "a tennis bait between contending parties, " as he complained 

to Blackwood. 

"Peter Aston", e novelette In Eminent Men, deserves little 

attention# being In the Gothic mould of Hogg's poem "Young Yannedy, " 

and only notable for the fact that even here there Is an intense 

relationship of hatred which binds young Aston to his sweetheart's 

ferocious father. But two of the other tales In Eminent Men are 

very significant In Hogg's later development, In that they begin 

the last now and creatively valid stage that was to take place in 

Hogg's career. 

Hogg had been told that the world of dlablerl., peopled with 

devils and brownies and wizards and all sorts of grotesque creatures, 

was no longer permissible In polite letters. Given that this was 

the world In which his fantastic imagination gained Its full freedos 

to wander, producing "The Witch of Flte, " The Three Perils of Man 

and-The Justified Sinner as the poetic and prose high points of 

2030 

ý. Altrive Tales, 1832.,. ' vol. 1, p. 107. 
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what was his most Important genre, he was now In trouble, In that 

this area of rich release was closed to him. We have seen how this 

immediately affected the quality of his fiction, and it Is evidence 

of the real resilience and fecundity of his Imagination that almost 

Immediately he turned Into a new avenue of non-supernatural comic 

release In "Colonel Cloud" and "Simon Brodle, " continuing after to 

explore this in the novelette "Allan Gordon" and other "tall tales" 

like "The t4arvellous Doctor, " "The Pongos, " "The Strange Letter of 

a Lunatic" and "The Separate Existence of the soul". Most of these 

stories have never been considered by modern critics, for Blackwood 

refused to publish most of them, and Hogg gave them to magazines 

which he considered, loss Important. Consequently along with some 

other very tine ghost stories also published In these "lesser" 

magazines, 13ogg did not bother to Include these when he planned 

his collected works. 

"Cotono1 Cloud" Is a "mysterious gentleman" who lives two roles 

In IIfso As Nogg meets him at first, he Is a courteous, urban® 

soldier-about-mown, who canes In Hogg's way with strange frequency. 

Clio even shares Ho9g's own real"IIfe deep-drinking exporloncos of 

his early period in Edinburgh when, before he got back to Altrive 

in 1815, he got into wild company In the"Right and Wrong Club, with 

its deliberate reversal of conventional morality. )1 There is a 

real topsy-turvy humour to the tale, with Hogg gradually reallsing 

that the Colonel Is the ntcnst kind of complete Impostor, revealed 

when they fish together by the Colonel's self-important misuse of 

rod 'and 'rlvir, ' and' exaggeration of minnow to whale. Hogg's own 

20k. 

I. -Autob$cgraphy, pp. 456-7. 
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charity emerges In the story with his good-natured laughter at 

being taken In. Hearing that the deputy Adjutant-general to the 

Emperor of Austria Is In reality a common weaver In a village near 

Allos, Hogg sees "the Colonel's" claims as they are. 

thought of the Castle of Coalpepper - the great staff 
officer - the square rigged brIBand1ne-- the Empress 
- the Colonel's carriage with three outriders - the 
dogs - the rural sports - and a ttousand other things 
beside, all vanished In a breath. 

Does It not tell us much of Hogg to hear his characteristic 

response to hating been to lied to, on such a scale, when he hears 

that for all these peculiarities, the Colonel" Is "sober, Industrious, 

and a most kind and affectionate son"? 

"That Is enough for ms, � said I In my heart; "Jacob 
and the shepherd shall be friends still... " 2 

More ambitious than this, but In the same exuberant and deliberately 

ridiculous and Inflated Idlan, Is the novelette "Simon Brodie. " 

There are comic scenes of far-fetched and fantastic caricature 

here that are superb, as. when the seal rescues Sir Simon from drown- 

Ing by falling In love with him and amorously edging him shore-wards. 

Sir Simon himself Is obviously part Don Quixote and part Baron 

Bradwardine, and white overdone, nevertheless attains a real comic 

stature at moments, with his fearless stupidity and='spic misadventures, 

his rusty sword°and huge stiff-cart horse. It Is a great pity that 

Hogg began this story with the lrrelevant"Brldal'öf Polmood-like" 

flirtations of the great Montrose and his friends at Sir Simon's 

Castle. The tale Is really nothing to do with the Wars of Montrose 

1. "Same Passages In the Life of Colonel Clouds" Blackwood's 
Magazine, July 1825, p. 40. 

2. "Colonel Cloud, " p. 40. 
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or these incongruous and boring love adventures in Hogg's worst 

mixture of deceitful minxes and high-flown manners. 

Far *ors successful is a slightly later novelette, "Allan 

Gordon. " Here Hogg gives free reign to his fantasies, and produces 

a comic saga of a Scottish sailor who is wrecked and marooned at 

the North Pole. Of course the tale is utterly ridiculous, but It 

demonstrates the rather limited humour of the day that any critic 

should have expected anything also from what is so obviously the 

tallest of tall tales, a fantastic journey and adventure not meant 

to be taken any more seriously than "The Witch of Fife. " And like 

that poem, there Is paradoxically real beauty to be found in Hogg's 

descriptions of the clear-skyed North of his imagination, and Allen's 

cave four hundred feet up an iceberg, "like a chrystal dome, perfectly 

brilliant ... when the sun shone, It had all the colours of the 

rainbow. " Like Alien, we can Imagine that there Is something 

sublime in his iceberg home rolling through the polar seas, with 

a sky as pure as other and the lower shelves of his Iceberg spread- 

ing into the deeps of the see. 

There $ was, reposing at my ease, or walking In awful 
sublimity on top of a lofty mountain, moving on with 
Irresistible power and splendour. Without star or 
compass, without sell or rudder, there I was journey- 
Ing on In the light of a sun that set not solely In 
the Almighty's hand, to lead and direct me whither-so 
-ever he pleased. The fowls of heaven occasionally 
roosted In thousands on my mount ýin, and regarded 
me only as a fellow creature ... 

I. Tales and Sketches. by the Ettrick Shepherd, 1837, vol. 1, 
p. 268. 
In Allan's lonely predicament, lost in an alien world 
of private contemplation and fantastic imagination, 
have we a correlative for Hogg's own later lonely 
creative situation ? Note the correspondence of "without-star or compass" with his remarks about "prose works of the imagination"; Domestic Manners, 
p. 70. (quoted above p. 124). 
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1, b one can surpass Hogg's fantastic Imagination when it comes 

into full stride. With astonishing clarity of Imagery the shepherd 

describes the Aurora Borealis, or the awful spectacle of the Ice- 

berg ripping up sheets of Ice, "rolled up like a scroll before the 

mountain. " How strange It is that this lyrical background so 

succeeds as the setting for Allan Cordon's love affair with a 

polar bear called Nancy, a relationship that both works for them 

and, in terms of humorous effect, for the reader. One feels reel 

sorrow In parting, after many adventures, with Nancy, who has killed 

a dangerous bear who wanted her and attacked Allan. Who else but 

Nogg could reach out Into the psychology of the female polar bear, 

and take our Interest - albeit comically - with him? After the 

bloody battle, 

Though she licked my hand and my wound, and 
was as kind and gentle as ever, I could not help 
observing, with pain and a sharp of terror, that there 
was a gloomy gleam In her eye which I had never 
witnessed before. Her look was quite altered. It 
was heavy, sullen, and drowsy; but when the looked 
up there was som ethIng of madness In It. 

it is a delightful send-Op of Robinson Crusoe*, end having been 

successful here, Nogg tried twice more In "The R ngos" and "A Letter 

fron Canada" to continue the formula. As always, when Hogg tries 

repeatedly to recapture a Dood thing, he falls. "The Fbngos, " with 

Its ourang-outangs raising children In Africa in what must be the 

earllestf+erslan of the Tarzan story, lacks both the humour and the 

fabulous setting to sustain Itj and while "A Letter from Canada" 

1.. Talei and Sketches vol. 1, p. 287. 
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anticipates some of Robert Service's tallest stories like "The 

Cremation of Sam McGee" In its account of whole tribes being 

melted from their ice-coffin back into life, it is a late tale 

(1833) with none of the zest and colour of "Allan Gordon. " 

Nogg was to continue this vein for a few years mor©,, with 

stories like "George Dobson's Expedition to Holl, " "The Marvellous 

Doctor, " "Dr David Dalo's Account of a Grand Aerial Voyage, " "The 

Strange Letter of a Lunatic, " "An Awful Leeln'-like Story" and 

"On the Separate Existence of the Soul. " These, like his peons 

In the tradition of comic extravaganza, are some of his funniest 

and I Ivdt id&it tales. Crudely fashioned some may be, but in their 

place riotous Imagination, and sheer good humour they contain some 

of Hogg's finest writing. They are not Ironic, or complex In any 

way, but straightforward pieces of release for Hogg's vivid powers 

of fantasy. In them we respectively travel to Hell with a reluctant 

coachman; witness the riotous adventures of a grotesque botanist 

who has discovered a love-elixir which has "turned the world upside- 

down and Inverted the whole order of nature, " causing the first 

ladies of Spain land love-, reddened Bulls too, unfortunately) to 

pursue him In droves in an Inversion of the "May of the i4or li Glen" 

situation; sail off in a balloon to the moon with the Ettrick Shepherd 

declaiming the moon's beauty In some spirited verse and quaffing 

vast amounts of Glenllvet) see a strange old man on Castle Hill offer 

snuff to a-poor Innocent who Is then plagued by being two versions 

of the s=e person; dig up graves at night to find for from dead 

herd-driaking lairds; end finally discover Hogg, obsessed as always 

with doubles, swopping the body of Robin the old-fashioned shepherd 
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with his laird, the new fangled young agriculturalist, with 

ludicrous results, as they try to reconcile their strange new 

bodies with their old ideas. These fresh, unpretentious stories, 

dominated by the Spirit of Misrule and breathless in their comedy, 

have sadly been out of print since they first appeared. 

In this last period Hogg brought out his tales as and when he 

could, with the result that many were published well after their 

time of writing. Hogg also had an opportunistic habit of loosely 

assembling tales aroung a rather arbitrarily chosen running title. 

Thus The Shepherd's Calendar of 1829'collects together tales which 

are only part of a country theme by the hair of their heads - like 

"The Marvellous Doctor" or "George Dobson" already categorised as 

fantastic tales of release. Similarly the Tales of Wars of Montrose 

of 1835 pressed comic riots like "Sir Simon Brodie" Into service 

as historical pieces Illustrating the general theme, whereas most 

of the tales therein had been written for another collection entirely 

(Eminent Men), and, one suspects, quickly "became" Montrose Tales 

by dint of a sentence or two stuck at the front simply saying that 

the following happened In the time of the wars of the Covenant. 

ford this reason I have preferred to Ignore what seem to be the 

important collections of 1829,1832,1835, going Instead to the 

evidence for the order of writing of the tales, and deducing a very 

different picture than that which the collection dates suggest. 

This approach works especially with the tales we have already 

discussed, reveaIIna that Hogg only reluctantly gave up the notion 

of writing novels, and showing his resourceful development of new 

approaches. But since he was only to write tales seriously for 
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a few years more, with little or nothing of originality coming from 

his pen after 1831, we may now fairly take the rest of his tales 

as a whole and swiftly separate the real achievement from the 

increasingly pointless "balsam" (as he himself would have described 

much of It). 1 

Without doubt the real achievement of the last years of story- 

writing Iles In the dozen or so excellent short stories of tho 

supernatural, written for the most part between 1827 and 1830. 

While allowing that Hogg's stories of simple rolease are major 

achievements In their own way, they could not hope to compete with 

the kind of fiction Hogg wrote when drawing on his "Mountain and 

! "airy" background. Of course there Is nothing to rival The 

Perlis of Man or The Justified Sinner In these last tales. Hogg 

was demoralised by their reception to the point where he never, again 

attempted anything sustained In this kind. But In a curious, Intuitive, 

and ultimately quite cunning way he must both have known that this 

was of all subject-matters peculiarly his own, and that by presenting 

these tales as<.. strange relics of a quaint Border past he could evade 

criticisms of vulgarity, and have them accepted by Blackwood and' 

polite Edinburgh as the legitimate produce of their Ettrick Shepherd. 

"'They came In short doses, after all,, and perhaps Hogg gauged that 

In this fashion he could stilt make his diabterie palatable. 

ý{ 

I. "Balsam"'is tha reservoir of "fliling" material kept by news-' 
papers for lean nw-days. Accounts of "enormous turnips grown 
within a gentleman's garden In Surrey ... " "newmermaid ... 'in 
Orkney, " See Hogg's funny account In "letters from James Hogg 
to his Reviewer" Blackwood's Ma! ýazlner October 1830 p. 69. 
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Leaving aside the non-fiction account of the shepherd's life, 

describing matters like storms, dogs, sheep, the people the 

shepherd would meet, and the like, which are deliberately written 

against the Wilsonlan and kallyard view of such matter, and are 

consequently superbly unsentimental and graphic accounts of the 

realities of a way of life rapidly vanishing, there are a handful 

of stories here which deserve to be in any representative collection 

of the best Scottish writing in the short story. When choosing a 

representative example of Hogg for a collection of Scottish nine- 

teenth-century stories In 1970, I found that unlike Scott, or Gait, 

or even Stevenson, I was not presented with a fairly simple choice 

from two or three stories, but rather from a round dozen. Eventu- 

allyI reduced these to th is handful of superb examples of 

traditional tales of the Scottish Borders re-presented by Hogg, 

without nineteenth-century additions, and without losing the 

archetypal. depth of their ancient fold themes and situations. Here 

Fogg Is closest to the Ballads. Once more, Hogg's tale is traditional, 

and once more he unerringly sees his way. 

These tales range from the "essential" supernatural situation 

for Ibgg of a dream, wraith; or apparition which starkly foretells 

death, and tragedy, to the full use once again of the whole colour- 

ful range of other world visitors from the brownie and the-Devll 

to the witch and the-wee, wee man; with the full use of traditional 

spells and metamorphoses. The finest of-the "simpler" group, -which 

Includes "The Lelyd of Cassway, " "The Fords. of Callum, " "The Unearthly 

Witness, " "A Strange Secret, " "A Tale of the Martyrs" and "Adam 

Scott" (to name only the more successful tales of dream and apparition) 
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are "The Barber of Duncow, " "Tibby Hyssop's Dream" and "The 

Cameronlan Preacher's Tale. " 

All of these three tales share a theme of dreadful truth being 

made known through supernatural agency, yet such Is Hogg's variety 

of Idiom that, in a way which Is typical of the range of all those 

mentioned above, they are each told In a totally different manner. 

"The Barber of Duncow" Is one of Hogg's finest extended pieces of 

Scots, the tale being told by Will Gordon the tinkler's wife Raighel, 

to their son-in-law Hob, who wonders how "any reasonable being could 

be so absurd as to entertain a dread of apparitions. " The tale 

that she tells has only one drawbacks 

"When anybody hears It, an disna believe It, the 
murdered woman Is sure to come In. " 
"What d'ye say? " cried Hob, in manifest alarm, 
"plague on the auld randy, gle us nee sicken story 
as that, for I assure you I winna belleve it. "1 

Nogg Is In his element with such "trick" situations as this. 

His comic framework, with Hob getting more and more worked up as 

the denouement approaches, Is balanced perfectly with a superbly 

told ghost story In the vernaculars about the barber In a town built 

by Cbvenanters who "married a Cemeronlan. less for the sake o': a 

wheen dirty bawbees, an' then his happy days were done. He wadna 

pray an' sing psalms wi' her, and she wadna sing an' drink an' 

haud the gibberid gs wig him ... " This unnatural union ends in murder, 

with a fine ghost, "something like ah uaan, shape, made o' blue light, 

but It was flickering an unsteady, like a reflectlon.. frae something 

else. " Hogg has no superiors at finding the poetic and eerie image 

for his unearthly scenes, and rarely repeats his Imagery. Cleverly 

1. "The Barber of Duncow , Fraser's Ma2! zfne, March 1831, p. 174. 
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he fuses his two themes here. On the one hand he has Hob to con- 

vince in "real" life, and within the story he has to convince those 

who won't believe that a ghost has condemned the barber of murder. 

With real skill Hogg tlmes the denouement to suit both parties, 

with the ending being appropriately and effectively - "Hush! what's 

that at the door? -" ... 
"Tibby Hyslop's Dream" dispenses with humour, and tells Its 

tale In the "hard-dry, view-it-all-round way of dealing with horror 

which Is quite unique" that the first modern editor of The Justified 

Sinner, Earle Welby, found so striking In that novel. Plainly, and 

all the more effectively for that, it tells of simple Tibby, not 

too gifted with brains, but lovely, who is first taken up with 

apparent kindness by her master Forret, but then realises that he 

"has borne the brunt of Incensed kirk sessions before then" - he 

Is a hypocrite and villain who is a cheater of the widow and fatherless, 

and tries to have his way with Tlbby. Tlbby, for all she Is a 

simpleton, delivers a warning then to him which should have told 

him that this had become a test case. "Never in his life did he 

bear such a rebuke as he'did that day from the tongue of one he 

had always viewed as a more simpleton ... It was a warning of the 

most sublime and terrible description ... " 

This sets the scene. As with Robert Wringhle, the sinner has 

further to go before judgement emerges fully. But with a real and 

traditional respect for the folk-unity of the tale, Hogg does not 

forget Tibby, for she is to be Involved In his downfall In two ways. 

First, she has her striking dreamt 
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Tibby Hyslop dreamed, that on a certain spot which 
she had never seen before between a stone dyke'and 
a ... woody precipice ... she saw Mr Forret lying 
without his hat, with his throat slightly wounded, 
and blood running from it; but he neither appeared 
to be dead, not yet dying, but In excellent spirits. 
He was clothed In a fine now black suit, had full 
boots on ... and gilt spurs. A great number of 
rooks and hooded crows werl"ng free with his 
person; - some picking out his eyes, some his tongue 
and some tearing out his bowels. In place of being 
distressed by their voracity, he appeared much 
delighted, .. 

till a raven comes from a black cloud, drives off the rest, and 

picks out his heart, and he dies. But the story is not merely a 

vivid dream with a shocking truth to it. The climax of the tale 

has poetic justice to It, in one of Hogg's finest court-room scenes, 

when Tlbby reluctantly becomes the vital witness in the case which 

is to determine Forret's success or ruin. With utterly convincing 

realism Hogg has the case hang on two polntsj not his attempt on 

her virtue, for Tibby is not one to tell of that, but his attempt 

to bribe her into giving false witness, which Tlbby# with a 

sincerity and force comparable to Jeannie Deans$ will not do, and 

her simple but obviously reliable memory of the Improper cropping 

of the land under, F.. orret! s rule. How can Tlbby be sure, ask the 

lawyers, that pease, corn and alts were grown In the order they 

were? She remembers, because 

There cans a great wind ee Sabbath day, In the 

. lnlnetysax, -a nd. thst raised the shearer's wages at 
Dumfries to three shillings the day ... We had a 

-.; gutd deal b'. speaking about It,, and I saldto John 
Ladle, "What need we grumble? I made sae muckse 

Ta_ý, la_, vol. 11, p. 155 156; The Shepherd's Calendar, 1829, voll; 
p., 228:; " 

Of 
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at shearing the last year, that it's no done yet. " And 
he said, "Ah, Tibby, büt wha can hain like you? " 

Against this circumstantial detail and utter honesty, Forret's 

case crumbles. Ironically the person he tried to use twice on 

account of her simplicity has been the means of his destruction. 

And more - 71bby realises with horror that the "crowning" lawyers 

are the agents of destruction of her dream, with the great 

prosecution lawyer from Edinburgh as the raven. Forret kills 

himself in dust such a place as in her dream shortly after. 

Tradition so obviously gives Hogg an almost classic simplicity 

and unity In these tales, In that he Is to an extent merely the 

medium of their transmission. All the more credit goes to him 

when he creates his Idiom and material more fully, as he does In 

"The Cameronian's Preacher's Tale, " told In that sermon and 

enthusiastic Presbyterlanmanner of the sinner, Robert Wringhlm, 

but this time from the point of view that Providence Is genuinely 

working out justice after murder through the preacher who tells 

the tale. 

I have preached and ye have profited; but what I 
am about to say Is far better than man's' preaching, it 
is one of those terrible sermons which, God preaches 
to mankind, of blood unrighteously shed, and most 
wondrously avenged.... His presence Is visible in its 
and I reveal It that its burden may be removed from 
my soul, " so that I may die 1n peace. "2 

The tale Is familiar, very like that of "The Fords of, Callum"; 

but'the sonorous and Intense presentation adds slayer much as the 

: sinner's account adds that deeper layer to the Editor's version 

I. Tales vol. 11, p. 160; The Shepherd's Calendar, 1829, vol. 1, 
pp. 242-243. 

2. Tales, vol. ' J, p. 300: The Anniversary, ed. Alan Cunninghame, 
1829, 

p. 170. 
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of the same events In The Justified Sinner. It also permits an 

atmosphere of eerie landscape to be Introduced which the comic 

presentation of "The Barber of Duncow" and the simplicity of 

"T1bby Hislop" prevented. The discovery of the murdered man's 

grave Illustrates this exactly. 

All Crake's Moss seemed on fires not illumined with 
one steady and uninterrupted light, but kindled up 
by fits like the northern sky with Its wandering 
streamers. On a little bank which rose In the centre 
of the morass, the supernatural splendour seemed 
chiefly to settle; and having continued to shine for 
several minutes, the whole faded and left but one 
faint gleam behind. I fell on my knees, held up my 
hands to heaven, and said, "This Is of God; behold 
In that fearful light the finger of the most high ... 

The whole story Is IIt by this fitful corpse- Ilght; and few writers 

can evoke Its eerie atmosphere Ilke Hogg. Even John Wilson was 

forced to admit that this was one of Hogg's best tales. 

There is one outstanding feature of his finest supernatural 

tales of the second gro up, those which use devils, brownies, and 

other unearthly agents In the manner of The Justified Sinner. The 

three finest of these, which must show Hogg as one of the undisputed 

masters of the story form, all use, that clever device of the novel, 

whereby the events are presented with a wonderful and disturbing 

ambiguity which Is quite de ll berate. There Is also exactly the 

same method of providing language and diabolic metaphors which, 

unlike An EdInburgh Ballte, are not basically redundant and only 

there for atmosphere, but have a vital part to play in providing 

and sustaining the ambiguity. Let us look at the three In turn. 

-I- 

1: "" Te les, 'Vol. I, p. '307; The Ahhiyers ry, 
1829, p. 190. 

ed. Alan Curininghame, 
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"Mary Burnet" tells of a young man's lovelust for a pure young 

girl. He, "as the story goes, uttered In his heart an unhallowed 

wish - he wished that some witch or fairy would Influence his Mary ... 

This wish was thrice repeated, with all the energy of disappointed 

love ... thrice repeated, and no more, when behold Mary appeared 

on the brae ... " Of all Hogg's tales, this has the strange element- 

ary morality which Is almost amorality, and the ancient "rules of 

the Game" which are the controlling features of the fo 1 kta 1 e. This 

Mary, or her likeness, drownsherself rather than submit - but 

amazingly, when Jock goes to her home to confess that he has been 

her destroyer, she is still abed. It Is concluded that either the 

mermaid of the loch or a fairy has net Jock - "but whether a guld 

ane or an III an* Is hard to determine. " 

Jock has been given a terrible unearthly warning to stop his 

evil ways. But Mary's parents are troubled by the strange change 

In her. "What will you say If It should turn out that our daughter 

is drowned, and that yon was the fairy we had In the house a' the 

night and this morning? " They never find out. Like Kilmeny, Mary 

vantshesj her seventh hayrick Is unfinished, and however hard they 

search, all that turns up Is a rumour from a crazy old woman that 

she went by in a grand chariot with Jock Allanson. 

Sonny Mary-Burnet was lost. She left her father's 
house at nine o'clock on a Wednesday morning, the 
seventeenth of September, neatly dressed In a white, 
jerkin and a gre, n bonnet, with her hay-calk over 
her shoulder 

his Is the "Ki IM. ny" atmosphere canpl. toly, -with''an` addltlon' of 

obvious fairy c$ussi I Ike 'the use 'of the number seven# the old ''' 
-- 

�- i_-- -- 

1. TaIS fool. 11,0 p. 166; The Shepherd's Calendar, 1829, vol. 1, 
p. . 
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woman's vision (which no one heeds, since she always speaks Im 

"parables") and the green-and-white which are the colours always 

worn by the fairies. Hay racks too seem to have an association 

with unearthly powers - one recalls the last glimpses of Robert 

Wringhlm with his enchanted hay-ropes In which he hanged himself. 

There Is even a Ballad lament for her going Inserted here, In the 

"Kilmeny" manner. 

Strangest of all is the fact that Jock Allanson is found at 

the time of her disappearance to have been raving In a fever of 

"witches, spirits, and Mary Burnet. " This Is the first Inexplicable 

part of the tale, with the parents' lament linking it with the 

even stranger sequel, where Allanson, unreformed, grows "ten times 

more wicked than., before" and is feared as "the Wicked One. " The 

judgement upon him follows apace. Jock goes to the October Hiring 

fair for no good purpose, the haunt of men who ate after the fresh 

country girls looking for service. He Is then drawn to a 

beautiful green and white clad maiden who seems also to seek him 

out, who ultimately tells him she Is Mary Burnet. Seven times this 

happens, with his friends chaffing him and saying that he seems to 

be "bewitched" by the maiden. Everywhere he goes thereafter she 

follows him, arousing both guilt and love, horror and desire, and 

growing more gorgeous- all the time. He convinces himself - as 

Robert Wringhlm did to his cost - that she Is not of the "other 

world" but a famous beauty who has singled him out. Such pride 

must be pu nished$ we know. When he vanishes, having told his 

friends that he Is going to her residence, they go seeking him at 

the "splendid mansion ... which glowed with lights as Innumerable 
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as the stars of the f lrmament' whore they left hire tho night before. 

They had seen him received in at the gate - so Imagine their horror 

and wonder on finding, instead of palace or splendid gateway, 

neither palace nor gate there, but a tremendous gulf. 
fifty fathoms deep, and a dark stream foaming below ... They went forward to the verge ... to the very spot on 
which he saw the gate opened, and there they found marks 
where a horse had been plunging. Its feet had been over 
the brink, but It seemed to have recovered Itself, and 
deeps deep down, and far within, lay the mangled corpse 
of Jock Al lanson. l 

There Is a sequel. Seven years after her disappearance, as in 

"Kilmeny, " the parents are still remembering and looking. A little 

wee man, shrivelled, with "a face scarcely like that of a human 

creature" (Ilke the Brownie of the Black Haggs), accosts them, asking 

If they would Ilke to see their daughter again. He tills them she ' 

Is Iiving and well, and that they will see her "precisely when the 

shadow of the Holy Cross fails due East" in Moffat. They go, and 

find a beggar woman with two children who is Mary, happy with her 

children. Aft. r. thelr happy reunion she goes off, never to be seen 

again, In a glorious glidmd chariot with men clad In green-and- 

gold livery. 

I have told the story at length because it Is, outside The 

Three Perlis of Man and The Justified Sinner, and along with 

"The Brownie of the Black Haggs, " his finest evocation of a world 

which, Ilke that of "Kilmeny, " moves strangely between Christian 

and Oagan meaning, combining both to gain the maximum amount of 

poetic, eerie, and timeless suggestion of wonderful possibilities. 

I. TaaIas vol. 110, p. 171,, The Shepherd's Calendar, 1829, 
_ 

vol. 1, 
p. 274. 
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But notice one crucial Improvement on even the two novels.. Instead 

of being on the one hand straightforward di. ablerie or having on 

the other a clean division of interpretation between the supernatural 

and the rational, these later stories - admittedly only threo or 

four In number - move beyond this to the confident and mature story- 

teller's position of leaving the possibilities open, In a way that 

Is so typical of the work of the doyen of modern and disturbing 

fantasy, Robert Alknann. Hogg combines a deliberate awarenoss of 

aesthetic suggestion, without Imposing interpretations, with trad- 

itionii material. He does not Intrude, but allows the last word 

to the wondering participants In the storys 

He only, who made the spirits of men, ... and aiI 
the spirits that sojourn in the earth and the air, 
can tall how this Is. We are wandering in a world 
of enchantment, and have been influenced by some 
agencies above human nature or without Its pals .. ý 
How can human comprehension make anything of this? 

Strictly speaking these tales go beyond ambiguity to wonder. 

"The Brownie of the Black Haggs" Is as fine a tole, with Its 

Inscrutable, mysterious and ageless visitant who comes as judge- 

ment on the wicked Lady Wheelhope, acting within the story as a 

catalyst which draws the poison latent In each protagonist much as 

Heathcliff draws the latent seif-destroying tendencies out of all 

who abuse him In Wuthering Heights. Indeed The Brownie of the 

Black Hangs" has much to offer the reader of Emily Brbnte's novel, 

since In essence It contains the same situation. An evil family 

offends Divine Justice, which sends Its agent to eradicate the 

svll. There Is an even greater tautness and unity of shape In this 

short story, but *Inca It Is available In Scottish Short Stories 

I. Talesvol. I1, p. 171' The Shepherd's Calendar, 1832, vol. 1, 
p. 2`74. 
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1800-1900 with ccmuentary, 
1 I pass to-"Mr Adamson of Laverhope, " 

where, as with "The Brownie of the Black Haggs, " a miniature 

version of-The Justified Sinner enacts Itself. Like Lady Wheel- 

hope, Mr Adamson Incurs heaven's wrath with his ungovernable tamper 

which causes him to "act the part of a devil" towards fatherless 

children and their mother, which, as we know, Is always attended 

by Providential appearances of the Devil. The agent is an old 

gaborlunzie, Patle Maxwell,, used to working at odd jobs-for 

Adamson, but on this occasion shamefully mistreated by him. It 

Is certainly Maxwell himself who first appears, and is abused by 

Adamson. But, after Patio's curse, who is It that appears to his 

monstrous likeness ehen that terrible black cloud comes from a clear 

sky and causes the unnatural storm which totally destroys Adarnson's 

flock and finishes him off In the shocking lightning flash? The 

old gaberlunzle has It that It was "the devil, waiting for his 

prey, and that he fled away In that sheet of flame carrying the 

soul of John Maxwell with him. " - 

The other stories of this rich supernatural vein are full of 

life and flashes of humour, with a wealth of material, that should, 

fascinate the foIk"lorIst as well as entertain the Iay reader; - 

but. they make use of a more. straightforward diableris. "The 

Mysterious Bride" tells of a Ialydls'expiation of his father's sins 

when the jilted bride-to-be of the father cases back. to tryst with 

the son; "The Laird of Cassway" has a witch prevent: a duel between 

two sons by causing the father to present himself between them 

1. Scottish Short Stories 1800- 1900, ed. Douglas Gifford. 1971, 
Introduction and pp. 46-62. 
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even though he was many mlles away at the times "The Witches of 

Traquair, " "A Story of the Black Arts" and "Grizel Grahame" tell 

rumbustious and extravagant tales of enchantment and dlablerie 

In the manner of the Auchtermuchty story from The Justified Sinner, 

and The Three Perlis of Man, 

What does emerge from a reading of these colourful, fast- 

moving tales which are so much more authentic and traditional than 

the material of contemporary and later fantasy writers from Hoff- 

mann and MacDonald to Lewis and Tolkien, is simply how self- 

impoverishing Hogg's contemporaries were being in excluding this 

kind of Imaginative luxury. There is also the deeper tragedy that 

Hogg now only occasionally allowed his folk-imagination to take full 

rein, and even then for a short gallop only. Never again was he 

to risk an extended Border Romance, or a long fabulous tale. 

Looking around the remainder of his stories, one finds that 

the closer the connection is with his Border material, the better 

the story. A staple of these later years was the straightforward 

"Long Fbck" type of story which he could write with ease, and for 

which there was a growing market from about 1829 on In the Annuals 

and Anniversary volumes. "The Laidlaws and the Scotts, " "A Story 

of Good Queen Bess, " and the later stories written to fill, the 

Tale of the Wars of Montrose, "Mary Montgomery" and "Wat Pringle 

of the Yalr, " are competent tales of missing heirs, mysterious 

plots, and dramatic scenes of action, with glimpses of the younger 

Hogg's Interests In morbid psychology and Ironic anti-romance. 

This staple material may be set In a Highland background, since 

Hogg had been familiar with the north and west from his work on 
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Jacobite Relics. With this change, but comparable to the Border; 

versions, are "Julie MacKenzie, " and "Ewan McGabhaf', the best 

of this kind. 

But. there Is no doubt that for all the-attempts to develop a 

new area of imaginative release and for all that Hogg could still 

write superb supernatural stories and good mysteries, he had lost 

interest In-undertaking any really ambitious project. For most 

of the years 1825-30, and quite blatantly from 1830 till he died, 

he was content to fall back on sketches of country courtship done 

In a chapbook manner, like "Window Watts Courtship" or "Katie Cheyne, " 

or to write rather. conventiona$ moralistic stories like "Sound 

Morality, " "The Prodigal Son, " "Mary Melrose, " "The Minister's 

Annie, " "A Border Beauty, " and "Nancy Chisholm. " Often there--is- 

indeed a spark of fire In these, as In the Intensity of situation 

which leads up to the moral denouement In "Aunt Susan" or "Rob 

Dodds". - but, as we shall shortly see, Hogg was increasingly giving 

In to pressure to write material either of the "Border life and 

work" kind, or tending towards the kallyard. Both of these were- 

sad developments for a man who was still In his prime, both 

physically (he was still winning prizes at Border Games) and 

mentally, as the occasional;, lively story shows. Looking at the 

enormous output of some 80-odd stories, many of them long-short 

stories and novelettes, together with poetry and biography and 

other prose works, one Is struck by the peculiar nature of Hogg's. 

tragedy. His critIcs did not "finish him off"j far from It. But,. 

they did, - and Iwill attempt to show how - distort his work 

completely, and succeeded in breaking his own self-confidence In 
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his traditional material, to the point where he reserved his love 

of the comic, the riotous, the traditional, and the supernatural 

for his own Indulgence. Instead he ground out Incongruous "stories 

of manners, "with bizarre Edinburgh drawing room conversations and 

Three Perlis of Woman-Ilke tasteless clowning because, pathetically, 

he thought that he was getting closer to the real market. 

Alongside these signs of the onset of creative fatigue Is the 

last sad symptom of self-Imitation and attempt to recapture the 

success of yesteryear, "John Fbterson's Mare" was an 1826 attempt 
l 

to show all those at Blackwood's that he was as clever as ever and 

as anybody at the old "Chaldee Manuscript" practice of satirical 

allegory on literary lights of the day. Sadly -Ina way that 

presages the fate of so many of his later short stories - Blackwood's 

Magazine no longer wished to associate Itself with lampoons and 

libels comparable to modern Private Eye material, and the milk- and- 

water Imitation of the scurrilous "Chaldee Manuscript" (for Hogg 

could never bring himself to be really nasty or bitter) went to 

the Newcastle Magazine and obscurity. In 1828-29 Hogg even Imitated 

I. The piece was written much earlier, as we know from letters 
of July 1818 to Blackwood. Hogg was annoyed at "the two devils, " 
Wilson and lockhart, for his being "banished their too much 
loved society. " "I have been quizzed too much by you chaps 
already. " "Wilson will not lot in anything of mine. " so rather 
pathetically he boasts of how this new allegory will out-Chaidee 
all of their stuff (Strout, vol. I. pp. 154-156). The fact 
that Hogg kept trying for eight years to find a place for the 
piece shows how desperately he wanted to Impress "the two devils. " 
See also A. L. Strout, "James Hogg's Forgotten Satire, " Proceed- 
In s of the Modern Language Association vol. L11, June 1 
pp" 427-460. 
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that series which he loved and hated, the highly successful "Pbctes 

Mbroslanae" of John Wilson In Blackwood's which made an usage of 

him famous for drinking and volatility and a naive gift for purple 

lyrical poetry. Hogg wrote two "Noctes 8engerlanae" for The 

Edinburgh Literary Journal. But a series by the authentic shepherd 

was obviously not what the world wanted. As always, they wanted an 

edited and carefully stage-managed version of the Shepherd. Finally, 

In poetry as well as In fiction, Hogg began to reproduce successful 

styles of the past - "A Remarkable Egyptian Story, " for example, 

repeats the manner of the Friar's Tale In The Three Perils of Man, 

with its pseudo-hebraic language and biblical manner of presentation. 

He even, In these later years, took material out of The Three Perlis 

of Man and re-presented It as new. "Marion's Jock" in AltrIve 

Tale;, 1832, was the Laird of Pcatstocknowe's Tale. Indeed, the later 

and good Border warfare tales like "Mary Montgomery" are direct 

descendants and imitations of Charlie Scott's Tale. 

But if any final proof of Hogg's loss of creative interest Is 

required, one need only Mn the material he wrote in the last two 

years of his If, for Chamber's Literary Journal. Those are tired, 

short places, and In two cases they are direct, and undistinguished, 

reprints from The Edinburgh Literary Journal of 1829. 

This study has deliberately focussed Its attention on Hogg's 

fiction, rather than his poetry, for the two reasons that firstly 1 

maintain that he Is to be assessed as a major writer mainly on 

account of his achievement In the novel and short story; and secondly 

because 1 believe that his considerable achievement In poetry has 

1. See Chronological List of Hogg's Writing, p. 2414. 
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already been sensitively assessed by Simpson and Mack. But no account 

of the last ten years of Hogg's work would be complete unless It left 

the reader with an overall impression of the man and the total body 

of his work. I have separated the discussion of his later fiction 

from facts of biography and other literary achievement, the more to 

highlight his development In that most important area. I should 

like now to quickly retrace the last ten years, looking at them from 

the broader perspective of all that was happening to and being 

written by Nogg. 

Hogg's poetry has already been dealt with in the third chapter 

when much of the later work of Importance was discussed as being 

the natural development from poems like "The Witch of Fife" "Old 

David" and "Kilmeny. " There are three areas of Interest that remain. 

It will be remembered that after the failure of his dramas and 

of the longer poems The P11grims of the Sun and Mador of the Moor, 

Hogg had determined that "save now and then, In an Idle song to beguile 

a leisure hour, to write no more poetry. "I But by 1824 he must have 

thought twice about this, since his novels were regarded as failures, 

and his Eminent Men were lying still-born on his hands, no publisher 

willing to take them on. He had started an epic poem many years 

before, but abandoned it after two books. Nm he remembered it, and 

completed Queen Hynde, publishing it In 1825. "It really belongs 

with the other poems of 1813-1817, " says Mack; but It also has Its 

place In this last period of Hogg's development, because It enables 

us more fully to understand how completely demoralised he must have 

I. Autobiography, p. 454. 
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been when this venture was received with disdain along with the 

others. Indeed, he must have been especially hurt, since, unlike 

his. amended view of his novels, he continued all his life to assert 

that it was "Infinitely superior" to The Queen's Wak., "the best 

epic poem that had ever been produced In Scotland. " Apart from yet 

again Illustrating Hogg's total Inability to fudge his own work, so 

thoroughly had he been disorientated by frequent criticism frag any 

real personal and valid critical values, It Is to the failure of 

this poem that we owe much of the later fiction. 

Having been so much discouraged by the failure of 
Queen Hyndo, I gave up all thought of ever writing 
another long poem, but continued for six years to 
write fairy toles, ghost stories, songs and poems for 
periodicals ... I 

I do not agree with Douglas Mack that the poem Is a complete 

failure. True, It Is a long-drawn, rambling tale of Scotland In 

"that mythic period" when "facts may be invented at pleasure, " and 

the result is a fumble of Norse berserkers, Celtic Christian priests, 

chlvslrous knights, and very anachronistic, emancipated and wilful 

ladies. True, the verse gallops along In couplets in a doggerel 

fashion without any variation, and there Is no evidence of reflection 

above the level of the conventional and mundane. It Is no Don Juan. 

after which it 1s clearly modelled, since there Is little depth to 

the character and less wit. But oddly enough, It entertains and is 

easy to read, probably because the plot Is so simple to follow, though 

complex, and there is real evidence of Hogg's fantastic Imagination 

underneath, in his creation of an ancient and many-towered Scottish 

capital, In its bold outline of Norse villains and an Irish- Scottish 

I. Autobiography, p. 460, 
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hero decidedly like Havelok, its scheming minx, "the wicked Wane, " 

who bits surly abbots and steals the hearts of princes. Mainly, 

though, it reads well for its good humour. It Is not meant to be 

taken seriously. The most serious things In It are the author's 

remonstrances to his Edinburgh readers which occur at the end of 

each book, where he gives, without realising It, real clues to his 

love-hate relationship with bis blue-stocking critics. 

Maid of Dunedin, thou may'st see 
Though long 1 strove to pleasure thee 
That now I've changed my t lei Id tons 
And sing to please myself alone; 
And thou wilt read when well I wot 
I care not whether you do or not ... 

This would have been an admirable stand at this point In Hogg's 

career, were It meant; but within a few lines, after saying that 

he will follow his own Impulse, whether It lead him to "the sea-maid's 

coral done/or fairy's visionary home ... or raise up spirits of the 

hill, " he capitulates once again, pleading for understanding on the 

grounds that his genius is untutored: 

ITls Ibture's error, so am I. 
Then, of forgive my wandering theme, 
Pity my faults but do not blame! 
Short my advantage, small my lore ... Then leave to all his fancies wild 
tbture's own rude untutored child ... 

Apart from our justlfled scepticism that Pbturots child should 

make Its apologia In such conventional terms, the passage Illustrates 

perfectly Hogg's real unsureness of stance and his ominous willingness 

to take refuge In a position dangerously close to the kallyard. His 

poetry will increasingly flow from this false source. 

1 11 ? his plea turns bitter as the poem goes on, and real disillusion 

speaks out at the and of Book Five, when he rails against those who 

I* Works, vol. 11, p. i; Queen Hynde, 1825, pp. 53-55. 
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"with proud and pompous air/with simpering frown, or nose elate/.. * 

name the word INDELICATE ... ", admitting that "oft hast thou grieved 

his heart full sore", especially with the mocking "smile, more 

cutting far than ail=/The praise, half-compliment, half mock, / 

The minstrel's name Itself a yoke. " This Is Hogg's most sustained 

effusion of hurt, especially when he attacks the "warm friends 

professed, yet covert foes" who really dislike seeing "a peasant's 

soul assume Its right*"' 

There Is In Queen real sign of a poetic talent that could, 

with genuine discussion and advice, have matured Into real ca. ic 

producing genius, a balance of the epic and humorous which would 

have been the poetic equivalent of The Three Perils of Men. After 

all, he could sustain marvellously funny parodies of the best poets, 

so what indeed was lacking, bar the confidence, the maturity, and 

the poise, to let him develop his own unique voice? Even allowing 

that Hogg had In Loan Hyde cut himself off, on Scott's advice, from 

the rich source of supernatural Incident and "Witch of Fife" cctedy, 

there Is real humour, vitality, and freshness of content and tons 

remaining. 

It Is principally Hogg's humour which has been under-estimated. 

In addition to the successful earlier poems discussed, Nogg continued 

in "Connol of Deo, " "The Russiade, " "the Powrls of Moseke, ""Th© P 

and the Q, " "The Carlo of invertins, " "The Miser's Warning" and many 

others to throw convention to the winds and to parallel his wild 

Imaginings In fiction like "Allan Gordon" with bizarre stories of 

comic heroes like the Incredible Kusseil. In a tight spot, this 

I. Works, vol. 11, p. 248; Queen Hynde, 1825, pp. 354-355. 
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Charlie Scott takes on hordes of enemies with his only weapon a 

table. 

Swords, lances, pitchforks, men and all 
Bore with his table galnst the wall 
Their bodies squeezed as thin as paper, 
And laughed to see them grin and capers 
While squirting blood so fiercely played 
That holes were In the calling made. - 
Now gallant muss, I think thou' lt show em' 
Thou canst indite heroic poem. i 

Without claiming that this Is the finest of verse, it can 

be argued that Hogg had a real conic bent that In a more robust age 

would have been encouraged. Significantly, many of these comic 

epics are simply abandoned, Ilke "The Russlade, " or cut off abruptly, 

with evidence of loss of Interest, as with QueenHynde. Many of 

these comic efforts were collected by Hogg In A Queer Book of 1832. 

Hogg's songs are also disproportionately successful when they 

are comic. The earlier collection The Forest Minstrel of 1810 Is 

filled with stereotyped post-Burnslan effusions, but significantly 

leaps In quality In the sections called "Humorous Songs" and 

"P tIonal Songs. " Here the verdict of time has for once been fair, 

with Mack summing It up admirably. 

Hogg's work as a song-writer has been over 
shadowed by the pre-eminence of Burns in the 
same field, but his achievement Is nevertheless 
considerable. In particular, his pastoral songs 
and many of his love songs are remarkable for the 2 
mood of ON and tranquil beauty which they evoke. 

When Hogg wrote book songs, he wrote them from a totally 

different point of view from that of Burns. His love poems too 

often are synthetic, as though he feels he must celebrate Maggie's 

(or Jeannie's or Peggy's or Annie's) charms= the public expect this 

I. Works vol. II p. 298" The Poetical Works of James Hoga, 1822, 
o1ýitI, p. 3f8. 

2. Mack, p. xv. 
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from a peasant poet. It comes as an Incongruous but correcting 

thought after reading these to remember that many of these which 

were churned out for the periodicals of the 1820s and 1830s were 

written by a happily married man in his fifties and sixties, with 

a growing family, who could not possibly have had the time to even 

begin acquaintance with these assorted ladles. 

But I would agree with Mack that In these'later years there 

is the occasional sober and mature note to be heard In his verse. 

In poems like "The Monitors, " "St Mary of the Lowes, " and "Ringen 

and May" there Is a control, a reflective beauty in contrast to the 

usual work of the riotous poet of "The Witch of Fife, " a development 

from the delicacy of feeling of the earlier "Verses Mdressed to ... 

Anne Scott of Buccleuch. " When Hogg remembers and celebrates his 

own harmonious domestic and country life and affairs with simple 

dignity and without conventionality he comes close to being a great 

poet. 

But In his poetry even more than In his fiction he was afflicted 

by the opinions of his peers. He was never sure as to language, or 

as to snood. His successes were coincIdents l, and his totally unified 

achievements rare. Even his famous "A Boy's Song" comes perilously 

close to ruining Its simplicity and unaffected natural progress with 

its prim moral, Intruded to suit an allen taste. 

When the boys should drive away 
Little sweet maidens from the play, 
Or love to banter and fight so well,, 
That's the thing I never could tell. 

1. Works'vol. 11, p. 436; Poetical Works of the Ettrick Shepherd, 
1'838"- 40, vol. V, p. 196. 
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Much of his dilemma as a poet is revealed In that verse. But as 

a final assessment this Is ungracious. His faults have been fully 

analysed by Simpson, especially. The poet whose "Skylark, " "Donald 

MacDonald, " "Charlie Is my Darling, " "When the Kye comes Hams, " 

"Lock the Door Larlston" and many other songs, who came so close to 

recapturing the true Ballad note In "A Lay of the Martyrs" and "The 

Liddel Bower, " who rescued so many fine Jacobite songs from obscurity, 

has a certain right to claim; as Hogg does, that 

I'II leave them canty songs will reach 
From John of Groats to Solway strand. 
Then what are houses, goud, or land, 
To sic an heirship left In fee? 
An' I think mair o' auld Scotland 
Than to be fear'd for mine or me. 

l 

**' 

Lit us hope that posterity w11i continue to justify Hogg's 

faith. Certainly in his own time, from 1825 on, his critics and 

peers did him little good, his hopes for a Ibyal Society of Literature 

pension (a cause pushed hard by lockhart) being dashed when William 

Jordan told him in 1827 that their help was "for the encouragement 

of learning rather than of that kind of literature which may be sustained 

by making itself popular. "2 Hogg was getting more and more desperate 

now, since not only his literary but his farming efforts were falling 

and, although humorously put, he Is being nothing but truthful when 

he tells Blackwood that his wife Margaret 

was just saying she had forgot the time she had 
money in her pocket. And I replied I had the 
shilling In my possession which I kept alone since 
the border Qeees. 3 

I. Works, vol. 
2. Strout, vol. 
3. Strout, vol. 

110 p. 3991 Blackwood's Magazine, vol. xxx, 1831, p. 844. 

II, p. 6. 

! 1, P. 5. 
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What Abbotsford was to Walter Scott, Mount Benger was to Hogg. His 

life had become something of an Ironic and vicious circle. Mount 

Banger needed all the attention that Hogg could give It, and It 

needed money ploughed Into It too. The money could only came from 

writing, which required time which was needed on the farm. Besides, 

although Hogg was by now world famous, he could not get his novels 

published. To further complicate the tortuous situation, there were 

visitors, coming all the time, sometimes thirty In a days 

We had twelve yesterday, and there were five ladles 
and two gentlemen ... and their friends did us the 
pleasure of staying with us six weeks. Really this 
false and unwanted popularity that cones to? late 
Is for too much. it Is utter ruination ... 

All this came to a head In April 1830. Hogg lost both the 

favour of the Duke of Buccleuch from a misunderstanding over alleged 

poaching on Hogg's part, and two thousand pounds on Mount Banger. 

A Warrant of Sale was subscribed against him, and Hogg had to return 

to his rent-free Aitrive, feeling It "rather hard to have to begin 

the world anew at sixty years of age. " 

Understandably, he grew more and more anxious about his stories 

from 1825 on. They became In his eyes the only way of redeeming his 

desperate financial situation. In 1826 he wanted Blackwood to publish 

four volumes of Scottish Tales and The Shepherd's Calendar. By 1830 

the project needed twelve volumes, and shortly afterwards he tried 

frantically to persuade Blackwood that Scott and lockhart approved 

of and would help with a twenty-volume collection. By 1833 a 

twenty-four volume collection Is Hogg's dream. Strout would seem 

to be right when he claims that Hogg "became the victim of an obsession 

that he could recoup his losses ... by Inundating an eagerly expectant 

0 Strout, vol. li, pp. 86-87. 
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public with a mass of prose narrative, and that Blackwood and Lockhart 

would of necessity co-operate with him In his brilliant comeback. "' 

Of course this was just a "saving lie" with which Hogg kept 

up his self-esteem, sorely tried In these ten years, as Blackwood 

refused Eminent Men and all his ambitious schemes. it Is true that 

Blackwood published The Shepherd's Calendar and Hogg's later volumes 

of poetry, but increasingly he returned Hogg's tales. "An Egyptian 

Story, " "Wet the Prophet, " "David Dais, " "A Story of the Black Art, " 

"Strange Latter of a Lunatics" "Sandy Elshinder" and "Captain Lochy" 

were all offered first to Blackwood and then refused, 

But of. this emerges a point crucial to our understanding of 

Hogg's relations with the Blackwood Group. He could not rid himself 

of the conviction that the centre of his literary values and meaningful 

criticism lay there. The approval of Blas s, of Wilson and 

Lockhart, was as delightful to him as their criticisms were corrosive. 

It was a love-hate relationship every bit as real and strong as 

Wringhlm's with Gilmartin. First offers of new work, boasts of 

successes to come, bitterest complaints of hurt and betrayal, are 

all reserved for that magazine. In the last analysis, Bias's 

policy controlled Hogg's career. 

Piecing the picture together from the letters and other 

evidence available, It appears that Hogg had become something of 

a liability to the group. They talked about him In the terms reserved 

among close friends for someone outside the Inner sanctum who thinks 

I. Strout , vol. II� p. 36. 
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that he belongs there. "Don't let Hogg dream i would have anything 

to do with his edition of novels, " says Lockhart to Blackwood In 

1831; one can almost see the accompanying raising of shoulders and 

looking to heaven to express the exasperated boredom that Hogg 

should be at him again for help. l Hogg tries so hard to please - 

but we realise that it Is all to late to change the prejudiced 

opinions the group have of his abilities. 

I should be very-sorry to have "The Marvellous 
Doctor" rejected as 1 am sure it will offer great 
amusement to many of your readers and the 
professor [Wilson] not the least who knows the 
ground-work of the story. But as I never pretend 
to depend on my own taste in matters of modern 
delicacy If you have any suspicion on that head 
send the manuscript to Robert Its nephew 
amanuensis who deals with necessary "Improvements"]- 
hl; llghT alterations will completely obliterate any 
appearance of indelicacy. Mr Lockhart has given me 
the hint over and over again ... 

z 

Very occasionally his own Intuitive taste asserts Itself, as when 

he asks the Devil to take Blackwood for not getting his Shepherd's 

Calendar out quickly enough. "There is an absolute necessity exclusive 

of all other concerns for the collecting of these varied pictures 

and details of pastoral life. " But till 1831 Hogg was to accept 

the distortions of the "Noctes, " half admiring Wilson's diabolic 

cleverness, half-angry at the very real hurt the false Image gave 

to his wife, who till she died In 1870 never heard the "Noctes" 

mentioned without flushing with resentment. There seems Indeed to 

have been some clever exploitation of Hogg In these years. One 

suspects that Blackwood published just enough of Hogg's stuff to 

I. Std:, vol. II, p. 53. 

2. Strout, vol 11 0 p. 10. 
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keep him uneasily at heel, while his name and pseudo-presence 

continued to give the life-blood to the series. Wilson and Black- 

wood needed Hogg's good-will, If they did not want his writing. 

Wilson in particular (apart from the anonymous abuse of the "Noctes") 

went some way towards flattering Hogg In these years, as one of 

Britain's greatest poets, anglers, husbands, masters, - though he 

qualified this by adding that Hogg was "an Indifferent novelist" 

and "a worse practical farmer. " He oven admitted that "there Is 

no likeness in James Hogg to the Ettrick Shephard In the "Noctes 

Ambrosianae. " 

Blackwood's did not play fair with Hogg. It used his name 

but did not pay him for It; kept his stories for far too long, 

building up his hopes that something would come of his ambitious 

scheme for a collection of Scottish Tales. Blackwood knew of Hogg's 

desperate poverty, and Hogg's complaint of 1832 Is a typical one, 

with the ring of truth about It. 

It was not because you did not publish Col. Aston 
that I was offended but because you promised to do 
so and did not l and though you knew i was pending 
on you solely for a little monthly supply you kept I all my best things lying by you from month to month. 

In December 1831 Hogg blew up at Wilson's treatment of him 

In the "Noctes. " "Let the proud old aristocrat know that the 

shepherd despises him as much as the dirt among his feet. " He 

demanded his material back, forbade all use of his name In the 

series, and virtually disappeared from the magazine from then on. 

"Naga will be much more uniform without my motley productions which 

0 Strout, vol. 11, p. 66. 
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nobody reads and after this you will please mention THE SHEPHERD 

no more. al 

But he was so linked in the public mind with the magazine 

that he became "exceedingly awkwardly placed, " since apart from 

Frames and the Annuals nobody bothered to ask him to write. He 

had lost Lockhart's support completely In 1834 with his Domestic 

Manners of Sir Walter Scott and its questioning of Scott's wife's 

legitimacy of birth, and Its picture of Scott as something of a 

snob (a book now regarded as shedding fresh and Important light 

on Scott from an unusual angle, but not as offensive). His Altrive 

Tales project had fallen through with the collapse of his publisher. 

All that was keeping him going was the work for the Annuals and his 

poetry - which Blackwood was canny enough to continue to publish 

In the volume of Songs, by the Ettrick Shepherd of 1831 and A eer 

Book of 1832. Almost all his other works were out of print. 

Wilson was feeling the lack of Hogg's presence from his 

"Nortes, " however, which probably expalns his "Making-up" of the 

quarrel between Blackwood and Nogg In 1834. And In Wilson's"terms" 

for Hogg's return to the magazine In April 1834 the entire Black- 

wood view of Hogg becomes clear. Hogg was to get fifty pounds 

per annum for letting the series use his name and Image, and 

If you will, Instead of writing long tales, for which 
at present there Is no room, write a "Series of Letters 
to Christopher North, " or "Flowers and Weeds from the 
forest, " or "My Life at Altrlve, " embodying your thoughts 
and sentiments on all things, ANGLING, shooting, curling, 
etc., etc., In an easy and characteristic style It will be 
easy for you to add £50 per annum to the f30 you will 
receive for your "Noctes. "2 

I. St rout, vol. 11, p. 54 

2. Strout. vol. 11, p. 90. 
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Thus was Hogg "bought off" and brought back to the fold; 

thus the transformation of James Hogg, author of The Three Perils 

of Man, The Justified Sinner. The Queen's Wake and Thi Fbatic Mirro 

to Blackwood's tame Shepherd In Ettrick was completed. 

As a final Illustration of the view of Hogg's talents that 

now prevailed I find Archibald Fullerton's request to Hogg of May 

1834 one of the most pointed and amusing. He asks for something 

of "the moral and the humorous" to preface his edition of Burns: 

Do furnish us with something of this kind for the 
edition - and something pathetic and tender to the 
memory of his now departed Bonny Jean! STOP - 
A thought just strikes me -I think I see Robin 
LEANI NG OVER THE BREAST OF A CLOUD, watching the 
angels conveying his Jean to heaven! Think of his 
feelings, and his soliloquy as he eyes their approach! 
- the manner and circumstances of THEIR MEETING! 
- and what they would RESPECTIVELY SAY TO EACH OTHER 
when they had got TIME AND COMPOSURE TO SPEAK. - What 
an admirable subject for the feeling heart, and 
splendid imagination, of the Ettrick Shepherd! I 

Under Wilson's literary monarchy, such ksllyard attitudes to Hogg 

and indisd all Scottish Life and literature wir, to flourish. 

In practice Bl ackwood's ranted little from Hogg of his own, 

and he felt the humilletlan, as he tells Blackwood In abvember 1834. 

Though I cannot but admire the generosity and kindness 
of the bequest I would such rather it had been for 
contributions of my own. There Is no doubt that Pbrth's 
(Wilson's) Shepherd Is a much nobler animal than the 
Shepherd himself, but the plan Is rather too humiliating. 
I an exactly like an actor who Is engaged at a certain 
salary and yet performs by a substitute claiming a half 
of the real actor's profits. & 

I. Strout 11, p. 91. 

2. Strou:, vol. 11, p. 100. 
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Tales of the Wars of Montrose sold only three hundred copies, 

and was abused in The Atheneum and The Times. Hogg was 

reduced to writing Lay Sermons on Good Principles and Good 

Breeding and planning The Young Lady's Sabbath Companion. 

The Spirit of the Age had finally beaten him, and there is 

a tired resignation - and, for the first time, an expression 

of age and weariness - in his last letter to all those at 

Hlackwood's, August 1835" 

Dear CAllants 
Though I am now excluded from the pages 

of Maga perhaps I may get a corner by and 
by. 

*** 

All this paints too gloomy a picture of Hogg's last 

years. It must be remembered that the connection with 

Edinburgh was only a part of his life, and that since 1815 

he had a secure base in the Borders in Altrive, and from 

1820 the happiest of marriages. 

One may think, on reading over this memoir, 
that I must have worn out a life of misery 
and wretchedness; but the case has been 
quite the reverse. I never knew either man 
or woman who has been so uniformly happy;... 
Indeed, so uniformly smooth and happy has my 
married life been, that on a retrospect I 
cannot distinguish one part from another, 
save by some remarkably good days of fishing, 2 
shooting, and curling on the ice. 

1. Sty, vol. III p. 105 

2. Autobiography, p. 459 
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At fifty-eight he was still winning prizes in the 

field events at the St. Ronan's Games, in Innerleithen, 

much to the chagrin of younger competitors, and was 

Captain of the Bowmen of the border; and at sixty-two 

he won the Bowman's competition and sweepstake at the 

same games. Some of his work like the poems and sermons 

sold well, and he had good and loyal friends in London 

like Pringle and Alan Cunningham who gave him opportunities 

to write in the Annuals, and helped arrange his triumphant 

visit to London in 1832. He was a poor man, and the pur- 

pose of his visit, to try to arrange once more for the 

publication of the collection of his Scottish Tales, was 

doomed to fail. But he was famous, and a host of literary 

and social lights turned up to the Burns supper at the 

Free Masonts Hall at which he was the guest of honour. 

The festivity here and later is well recorded; but in 

many ways what we find more significant now are two 

comments. The first is from William Howlett. 

Such was my own opinion, derived from this 
source Lthe "Noctee J of Hogg... with open 
mouth and huge straggling teeth, in full 
roars of drunken laughter, that, on meeting 
him in London, I was quite amazed to find 
him so smooth, well-looking, and gentlemanly. 

The second is a swift assessment, but penetrating and 

important, by Thomas Carlyle. 

1. William Howlett, Homes and Haunts of the Most Eminent 
British Poets, 18 7, vol. II, p. 37. 
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I do not well understand the man; his 
significance is perhaps considerable. Ilia 
poetic talent is authentic, yet his intellect 
seems of the weakest; his morality limits 
itself to the precept "be not angry". Is the 
charm of this poor man chiefly to be found 
herein that he is a real product of nature� 
and able to speak naturally ? ... The man 
is a very curious 6YLCI1'L N. Alas, he is a 
MAN; yet how few will so much as treat him 
like a SPECIMEN, and not like a mere PUNCH 
or JUDY. 

Hogg died in November 1835. lie was buried in Ettrick 

Churchyard, beside his grandfather, Will of Phaup, who had 

been the last man to hold converse with the fairies, and 

close to where he was born. But even in his death the 

relationship with Wilson was to have a sting in its tail. 

Wilson had always actod the part of Hogg's closest 

friend, despite the lack of concrete evidence to support 

the claim. Now, at the graveside, conscious of the drama 

of the situation, he was impressive. 

Who that was present could forget the noble 
form of John Wilson -a model for a sculptor - 
as he stood at the top of the grave, his cloak 
wrapped round him, his head uncovered, his 
long auburn hair streaming in the wind, while 2 tears flowed down his manly countenance ? 

Hogg's widow and family now needed help. Wilson, as 

"closest friend"# got all the materials from her to write 

the biography of Hogg that was necessary to ensure his fame 

and the good sale of his works, shortly to appear in collected 

form. A subscription raised by a William Scott and Wilson 

quickly drew in £1400. 

I. Thomas Carlyle, "Extracts from Notebooks", in J. A. 
Froude, Thomas Carlyle: A History of the First Forty 
Years of his Life, 1795-1835,1882, vol. II quoted 
Strout, vol. II, p. 58 

2. James Russell, Reminiscences of Yarrow, 1895 " pp. 193- 
195. 
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But the promised biography was never written, and one 

discovers that the subscription was "aided by Professor 

Wilson's namo" -" no great effort I Alan Cunningham 

desperately wanted to write the biography of his friend 

and fellow poet, but had to defer to Wilson's claim. When 

nothing transpired of the biography, he wrote in March 1836 

to Hogg's wife, to find that "all the documents put at the 

disposal of Wilson were lost or mislaid. " lie then wrote 

directly to Wilson* he told Airs Hogg shortly after that 

To this it has not been the Professor's 
pleasure to return an answer.... But the 
will of John Wilson be done: he seems 
above the usual forms of courtesy. 

tiogg's wife put up an unpretentious stone; twenty-five 

years later "some sympathetic souls" raised the present 

memorial. 1: ighteen years after iiogg's death his widow, 

after her heaviest struggles were over and her family grown 

up, was given a Royal pension of £50. But John Wilson, the 

self-asserted closest friend of Iioggi neither wrote the 

biography, nor assisted through the pages of Blackwoods, 

throughout these difficult years - but prevented others 

from doing what he had promised to do. 

But time has its revenge. Who now reads Wilson, or 

Lockhart (apart from his Life of Scott) ? Dlackwood's 

Magazine might have elevated itself above the fantastic 

writings of James liogg, but in the long run its "improve- 

ment" in taste led to its lose of colour and vitality. 

1, Strout, vol. II, p. 108 
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Hogg was a naive man, as Carlyle saw* lie was a 

shallow political thinker, totally dedicated to his king 

and country, and prejudiced like Scott against all radical 

thought, whether in politics or agriculture, He rarely 

used his intellect with any profundity, although when he 

did, as in The Justified sinner, he reveals a keen brain, 

with an instinctive sense of irony and egalitarian charity. 

What shines out still is the quality of his fantastic 

imagination and his reductive humour. What his 1865 

editor, Thomas Thomson, said of The Mountain Bard may be 

taken as a final tribute to his fiction as well as his 

poetry. 

It is a collection of poetical tales 
written by an untaught man, who had 
neither a system to illustrate nor a 
theory to establish. They are the 
legends of his own district, handed 
down through generations of the 
peasantry through time immemorial, 
but kindled into life and clothed 
with beauty by the magic power of 
his genius, until they rise from mere 
village tales into something of epic 
importance and grandeur, as well as life- 

reality. like 

1, Worka, vol. III p. 61. 
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APPENDIX I 

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF HOG(; ' 5 WAITING 

In the list below, I have gone into greatest detail in 

respect of the fiction, since information on the poetry 

can be found in the bibliography of 3atho, All short 

stories, unless otherwise indicated, were published in 

Blackwood' e Maý, azine. "S. M. " refers to The Scots Magazine; 

"E, L. J. " to the Edinburgh Literary-Journal; "F. M. " to 

Fraser's Magazine; and "C. L. J. " to Chambers's Literary 

Journal. means non-fiction, * Shepherd's Calendar@ 

mayor works, like separate volumes and novels, are 

italicised; short stories, ekotches and poems are in 

quotation marks. The aim or the guide is not only to 

give dates of publication; where necessary it records 

discrepancies between time of composition and publication. 

18U1 Scottish Pastorals, Poems, Songs  Etc. 

1802/3 "A Journey Through the Highlands of Scotland" 
(SM) 

1805/6 "Journal of an Excursion into the Counties of 
Stirling, Perth and Kinross" (SM) 

1807 The Mountain Nardi The Shepherd's Guide 
(Treatise on Diseases of Sheep) 

1808/9 "A Journey Through the Highlands and Western 
Isles" (SM) 

1810-11 The Forest Minstrel; The Spy (Periodical which 
ran for a years cf* note 1. 

1812 "Rose S. lby" (SM) 
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APPENDIX I cont'd 

1813-14 The Queen's Wake; The Hunting of Dadlewe" 

1815 The Pilgrims of the Sun; 

1816 Mador of the Moot; The Poetic Mirror. 

1817 "The Long Pack" (published individually); "A 
Country Wedding"; "The Chaldee Manuscript" 
(NE) ; Dramatic Tales 

1818 The Brownie of Bodsbeck; The Hunt of Eildon 
and "The Woolgatherer", from. Thome Spy); *The 

Shepherd's Dog" (NF) 

1819 "Storms" (NF); The Jacobite Relics of Scotland 
(first series) 

1820 Winter Evenin Tales contained the stories 
marked S in The Spy list, plus The Bridal 
of Polmood "An Old Soldier's Tale", "Cousin 
Mattie", "Welldean Hall"# "Tabby Johnstone's 
Wraith", "John Gray o' Middleholme"; 
("Highland Adventures" (NF) is from "Malise's 
Tour in the Highlands" in The Spy); four 
Letters (NF) 

1821 The Jacobite Relics of Scotland (second series) 

1822 The Three Perils of Man; The Poetical Works of 
James Hogg; The Royal Jubilee 

1823 The Three Perils of Women (threo stories); *"Robb 
Dodds"; *"Mr Adamson of Laverhope" 

1824 The Justified Sinner; *"Lasses"; "Captain 
Napier" (NF) ("Lasses" was revised to "Window 
Watts Courtship"*) 

1825 "Colonel Cloud"; Queen Hynde; (it is also 
probable that The Edinburgh t3ailie, "Peter 
Aston", "Simon Brodie" and "The Baron St. Gio" 
which Hogg intended to make up two volumes 
called Lives of Eminent Men1 were written about 
this time, although not published until later - 
see Chapter VI), 
In addition to the above "Annals of Sporting No. 1; 

-John Paterson's Mare" (Newcastle Magazine)(NF); 
"The Border Chronicler", cbntintied, as "Town and 
Country Apparitions"; "Gillanbye's Ghost"; "The 
White Lady of Glen Tress". (all Newcastle Magazine) 
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"The True Art of Reviewing", (N. F. )(Newcastle Magazine) 
1827 *"Sheep", *"Prayers", *"Odd Characters" (all NF); 

*"George Dobson's Expedition to Hell"; *"The 
Souters of Selkirk"; *"Tibby 11yslop's Dream, "; 
1ý"The Laird of Winsholm"; *"The Laird of Cass- 

way"; *"The Marvellous Doctor"; (It is also 
probable that "Polar curiosities", mentioned 
by Itogg to Blackwood at this time, is in fact 
"The Surpassing Adventures of Allan Gordon. "; 
see Chapter VI). 

1828 *"Trials of Temper"; *"Aiary Burnet"; *"The 
Witches of Traquair"; *"A Strange Secret"; 
*"The brownie of the Black iiaggs"; "A Letter 
from Yarrow" (NY) (FLJ). "Noctes Hengerianae 
I" (EL J); ("The Adventures of Captain John 
Lochy" was certainly begun by this time, though 
it seems to have developed till 1832). 

1829 The Shepherd's Calendar included all the above 
marked * plus "Nancy Chisholm" and "The Prodigal 
Son". "The Wanderer's Tale" (ELJ); "Sound 
Morality"; "A Tale of the Martyrs"; "A Letter 
about Men and Women"; "Wat the Prophet" (ELJ); 
"Anecdotes of Highlanders" (ELJ); "The Pongos"; 
"A Story of the '46" (9w); "The Cameronian 
Preacher's Tale" (in The Anniversary) 

1830 "Dr David Dale's Account of a Grand Aerial 
Voyage" (ELJ) (mentioned Strout 1528); "A 
Letter from Yarrow" (ELJ) NF ; "The Baron 
St. Gio"; "Adam Scott"; "The Unearthly Witness" 
(FM);. "Julia Mackenzie"; "Sandy Elshinder" 
(ELJ): "The Mysterious Bride"; "The Fords of 
Callum"; "The Strange Letter of a Lunatic". (FM) 
(mentioned Strout 1828); "A Tale of Pentland" (Forgetme-Not. 

); "Seeking the Howdie" (Forget-me-Not). 

1831 "A Story of the Black Arts" (ELJ) (mentioned 
Strout 1828); "The Laidlaws and the Scotts" and 
"The Mogle of the Brae" (in Picken! s The Club 
Book); "The Barber of Duncow" (FM)s "The 
Minister's Annie" (ELJ); "A Tale of Good Queen 
Bess"; "Aunt Susan" (FM); "An Awful Leein'- 
Like Story"; "On the Separate Existence of the 
Soul" tFM); "Grizel Graham" (ELJ); "Epitaph 
on Two-Living Characters" (FM); Songs by the 
Ettrick Shepherd; "A Sea Story" (Forget-me-Not). 

1832 Altrive Tales contained "John Lochy" (mentioned 
Strout 1828; "Marion's Jock" reprinted from 
The Three Perils of Man, and "The Pongos"; 
"Statistics of Selkirkshire" (N. F. ) Prize Essays.... 

The Highland Society of Scotland. 
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1832 reprinted from Blackwood's 1829; "Ewan Mcßabhar"; 
"A Tale of an old Highlander" (Metropolitan); 
"Some Terrible Letters from Scotland" Metropolitan)i 
A Queer hook 

1833 "A Remarkable Egyptian Story"; "imigration" 4CLJ); 
"The Watchmaker" (CLJ): "An Old Minister's Tale" 

CLJ); "An Adventure of the Ettrick Shepherd" 
CLJ); "A Letter from Canada" (CLJ) 

1834 "The Extraordinary History of a Border Beauty" 
"The F'rasers in the Correi" (FH); ("A 

Story of the 146" and "Anecdotes of the High- 
landers" were reprinted from LLJ in CLJ); 
The Domestic Manners and Private Life of Sir 
Walter Scott; Lay Sermons 

1835 Tales of the Wars of Montrose contained An 
Edinburgh Bailie, "Peter Aston", "Simon Brodie" 

all mentioned Strout 1828). "Julia Mackenzie" 
reprinted from Blackwood's 1830). "Watt Pringle 

o' the Yair", "Mary Montgomery"; "Anecdotes 
of Ghosts" (FM) 

1836 "The Turners" (FM); "sielen Crocket" (FM) 

1837 Tales and Sketches by the Ettrick Shepherd con. 
tamed in six volumes the works of which Hogg 
himself approved, with revisions carried out 
shortly before his death and, not before printed. 
"Alan Gordon", "A Tale of Pentland", "Katie 
Cheyne", "Nattyre's Magic Lantern" and "Gordon 
the Gypsy". The versions of The Justified Sinner 
and The Three Perils of Han are drastically 
altered to The Confessions of a Fanatic and 
The Simse of Roxburgh respectively. 

1838/40 The Poetical Works of the Ettrick Shepherd - 

1865 The Works of the Ettrick Shepherd, ed. T. Thomson 

1886 The Tales of James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd 

This collection omitted The Three Perils of Women. Most 
of the non-fiction listed above was not reprinted; neither 
were most of the short stories which were not published 
by Dlackwood's. 
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HOGG'S FICTION AND SKETCHES APPEARING IN THE SPY 

MAGAZINE 1810 - 1811 

(All the material marked (S) was collected in Winter 
Evening Tales, 1820. (NF) means non-fiction.. ) 

The Spy Nos. III - IV (1810) 

On Instability in One's Calling" (revised, as Basil 

Lee) (S) 

The Spy No. VII (1810) 

"Fictitious Letter to the Spy from, Alice Brand" and 

"Fanny Lively". 

The Spy No. XII (1810) 

Introduces the persona of John Miller, the Nithadale 

Shepherd who gives the "Description of a Peasant's 

Funeral" (S) (NF) 

The Spy No. XIII (1810) 

John Miller's account of a visit to the Theatre (NP); 

"The Death of Major MacPherson" (reprinted as "The 

Dreadful Story of MacPherson. ") (S) 

The Spy No. XVI (1810 

Autobiography of the Spy (expanded into "The Love 

Adventures of Mr. George Cochrane") (S) 

The Spy No. XVII (1810) 

"The Story of Two Highlanders" (S) 

The Spy No. XVIII (1810) 

John Miller tells "The Story of the Ghost of Lochmaben" 

(revised as "The Wife of Lochmaben") (S) 
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The Spy Noe. XXIV, XXV, XXVI (1811) 

John Miller tells "The Country Laird" (revised as "The 

Woolgatherer") (S) 

, 
The Spy No. XXIX (1811) 

"Impatience under Misfortunes" (revised as "The School 

of Misfortune" in The Shepherd's Calendar). 

The Spy No. XXXV (1811) 

"The Love of Fame" (revised as "Adam Bell") (S); 

"Fictitious Letter from A. Solomon". 

The Spy No. XLVII (1811) 

"Evil Speaking Ridiculed by an Allegorical Dream" 

(revised as "A Singular Dream") (S) 

The Spy No$. XLIX, LI (1811) 

"Duncan Campbell" (S) 

OTHER FICTION AND SKETCHES IN WINTER EVENING. TALES (1820) 

Volume 1 

"The Old Soldier*s Tale" 

"The Long Pack" 

"John Gray o' Middleholm" (under heading "Country Dreams 

and Apparitions") 

Volume 2 

The Bridal of Polmood" (novel length story) 
"Storms" (under the heading The Shepherd's Calendar) 

"A Shepherd's Wedding" (first appeared in I3lackwood'e 

Magazine, vols. II and II of 1817 under the heading 

"Tales and Anecdotes of the Pastoral Life")* fiere it also 

appears under the heading The Shepherd's Calendar). 
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"Cousin Hattie� 
"Welldean Hall" 

"Tibby Johnstone Wraith" 

The Tales also contained poetry; and, revised very 

moderately, as "Highland Adventures", "Malice's Journey 

to the Trossachs" from The Spy Nos. XL and XLIV, 1811. 

It also contains a short story called "Maria's Tale" 

which is reprinted from The Spy story "The Country Girl"; 

according to the signed copies of The Spy this is by 

John Black, not Hogg. c. f. Edith C. Datho's Notes on 
Bibliography of James Hogg, in the Library, Vol. XVI, 

1935-6. p. 321. 
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APPLNDIX 3 

THE COMPOSITION OF THE THREE PERILS OF MAN 

A. Hogg's Use of ilistory in The Three Perils of Man 

iiogg's romance pretends to be based on Border history 

of the reigns of Robert II of Scotland (1371 - 1390) and 

Richard II of England (1377 - 1390). It introduces as 

one of its principal heroes Jamoe, Earl of Douglas and Mar, 

who is doubtless the same as the historical personage of 

that name and title who married a daughter of Icing Robert 

and was killed at Otterburn in 1388. Moreover, certain 

key figures, Sir Thomas Musgrave, Percy, Earl of Northumbör- 

land, Sir John Gordon, and many others, all played notable 

parts in history as well as in Hogg's romance. The work is 

packed with names, places and other circumstantial material, 

all of which have some connection with actual border events. 

liogg would appear, from his first scene-setting references 

to the days of the Stewarts, Randoiphs and Douglases, to be 

following the method of Scott in seeming to give: a sound 

historical background to his tale. It is, of course, only 

a matter of seeming. That the reign was not one of peace 

and happiness as llogg asserts, that Robert II has acquired 

his lameness from his successor, and his daughter Margaret 

and son Alexander are wholly imaginary, are matters for 

comment, hardly for criticism. 
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The major discrepancy between history and Iiogg's 

Version of it relates to the taking of Roxburgh castle. 

Contrary to Hogg's statement that it had been "five times 

taken by the English, and three times by the Scots, in, 

less than seventeen months", in the entire fourteenth 

century the Scots took the castle only twice: in 1313 

Sir James Douglas took it for Robert I, in 1342 Sir 

Alexander Ramsay recaptured it from the English, but it 

was lost after the battle of Durham in 1346, and thence- 

forth not retaken till the siege of 1460 that was fatal 

to James II. Roxburgh town and district was often the 

scene of violent and bloody action in the reign of Robert 

II, but even at the height of Douglas success in recovering 

TeXiotdalo and most of its castles in 1384 Roxburgh stood 

out as the exception. James, second Earl of Douglas, did 

try, with French help, to recapture it, but abandoned the 

siege after eight days. 

One important event in Hiogg's romance demonstrates 

exactly his treatment of real events. In the closing 

stages of the tale he has Douglas sore beset by diversion- 

ary English troops from Northumberland and the garrison of 

Berwick, under Sir Thomas Musgrave, who is described by 

Uiogg as governor of Berwick. In. the battle that ensues 

Douglas is aided by a Sir John Gordon, who captures Musgrave. 

Ilogg is in fact conflating two separate events. In 1372 

Sir John Gordon captured Musgrave when he was on his way to 

help Percy of Northumberland, one of the English wardens of 
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the Marches. In 1378, William, first Earl of Douglas, 

captured Musgrave on his way to Melrose with an advance 

party from Northumberland. Neither occasion falls within 

the period of James, second Earl ofoouglas; (1384 - 1388), 

nor was Musgrave governor of Berwick within that period, 

although he was governor from 1373 - 1378" 

It would appear that Hogg was'content to work from a 

very general awareness of the period. Possibly he drew 

this from sources like George Ridpath's Border History of 

England and Scotland (1776), and the other eighteenth and 

early nineteenth century Scottish histories. I have been 

unable to find any individual source for the facts of the 

romance, or any body of material that can be linked to it 

more closely than Ilidpath's. In'any case the wealth of 

folklore and legend that he obtained from his mother and 

his Border background, relating to the Douglases and the 

Scotts, would (as we know from his discussion with Walter 

Scott about their relative treatments of Covenanters in 

the Brownie of hodsbeck and OldMiortality) be of at least 

equal value in iiogg's estimation, with the accounts of the 

historians. 

Thus his siege of Roxburgh castle draws from many 

such sieges, of legend and fact, of the fourteenth century, 

Barbour's tale of how Douglas and his men took Roxburgh 

castle in 1314 doubtless suggested the final ruse of üogg's 

narrative; the advancing Scots were mistaken by the English 

for straying cattle. But the taking of castle in the period 
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of Robert I was frequently attended with romantic detail 

which tradition would preserve for Hogg. Often chivalric- 

conditions were agreed on by besiegers and besieged, as in 

Hogg'e romance. 

And just as Hogg conflates details from many historical 

and legendary sources to form the circumstances of his own 

siege of Roxburgh castle, the same procedure shows in his 

principal characters. ilia King Robert owes something to 

both Robert II and Robert III* His Earl of Douglas seems 

to be a blend in deed and character of many fourteenth- 

century Douglases. The surrounding dramatis personae are 

likenesses or distortions of real figures, or, as in the 

case of Sir Philip Musgrave, creations-suited to the time 

and Plogg's narrative. With a few ex0ept4 ers, his use of 

Border names is shrewd and imparts an air of probability 

to the tale. The technique is at least as old as Hary's 

Wallace. 

Three other points of historical inaccuracy on HHogg's 

part require brief notice here. The first two concern 

characters in the romance, namely, the gospel friar who 

turns out to be Roger Bacon, and the wizard Sir Michael 

Scott. Their appearance in a tale of the fourteenth century 

is, of course, anachronistic, since they flourished in the 

early thirteenth century (see notes). The third concerns 

the Border f8mily of Scott as presented by Hogg. 

His treatment of the clan is fascinating, reflecting 

as it does Hogg's relations with Walter Scott, and beyond 
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the latter the chief branch of the Scotts, headed by the 

Duke of Buccleugh. Iiogg's original intention was to pay a 

compliment to both, by creating his own version of the rise 

to power of the Scotts; and from letters (published and 

unpublished) to Walter Scott in 1821 it would appear that 

his original intention was to feature "the chief Sir Walter 

Scott the first baron of Rankleburn" as his main Scott. 

Scott (hearing of this from his Border friend Laidlaw) 

wrote a "more than fatherly" letter which struck Hogg as 

"containing matter of very serious consideration". Scott's 

letter we do not have; but we have iioggls answer of Nov. 

16th, 1821 in the Blackwood papers in. the National Library 

of Scotland. Hogg was obviously reproached by Scott for 

his delination of this first Sir Walter. He answerss 

I had my suspicions of tID thing before, which 
made me mention it to Laidlaw saying how anxious 
I was that you should glance over the proofs 
for I am grown to have no confidence whatever 
in my own taste or discernment in what is to 
be well or ill taken by the world or individuals 
..... Laidlaw has however mistaken the character 
of the chief Sir Walter Scott the first baron of 
Ranlcleburn. It is thus toward his own powerfull 
sept he is as generous as the sun perfectly 
adored by them all and has no ambitions save the 
honour and advancement of his house and name* 
beyond that he is jealous and selfish loyal to 
his sovereign but jealous of the Douglases and 
some other neightbours. In short Lord Douglas 
draws his whole character in one sentence "He is 
cunning as a fox stubborn as an oak and brave as 
a lion". I have drawn Sir' Walter as I suppose 
he existed. As a warrior and a chief I am sure 
of the justice done him and he still rises is 
estimation till the end. But then I have made 
him somewhat blunt and un-courtly uttering at 
times strange expressions of broad Scots and 
besides he is not a little superstitious. The 
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character in a noble character and in any 
hands but those of one situated as I am 
would have done well and you may be sure I 
meant it well. Still I do not know the 
slightest blot thrown upon the first of a 
long line of noble ancestors would be a 
kittle cast and that line too terminating 
in my own master and benefactor. Not term- 
inating. God forbid that it ever should 
terminate but existing and flourishing in 
him" 

Thus stands the case. The first three 
sheets of proof are in my hands. The altera- 
tion of the name and title throughout is a 
trifle; but then he is warden of the marches; 
has all to do in that line, and acts a 
principal part throughout. While all the sub- 
ordinate chieftains Gemelscleugh ilowpasley 
Yardbire (the champion and hero of the tale) 
Dickie of Dryhope etc* etcb are all characters 
likewise so that the name of the warden can 
never be concealed under any title. It is a 
puzzling concern for me. I do not know'this 
day what to do. But of this I am satisfied 
that I must either make the character -^f the 
Warden euch a one as will bear me through at 
all events with his illustrious house, or 
alter the whole of my romance$ and it is a 
hard pill to swallow to write three. -volumes 
over again... The surest way would be for you 
to look over the proofs however slightly and 
make the baron of Rankleburn what he should be 

... As for Charlie Scott of Yardbire... you 
have a son's right to have the portrait 
coloured as you please. All that I can do 
at present is to stop the press until we 
shall decide what is fit and proper to be 
done.. * for after your letter I neither will 
nor dare trust the work as it is. 

On Scott's advice Hogg had already drastically cut the part 

of the gospel friar. Now Scott was to give a new name to 

the "chief Sir Walter"f he became "Sir itingan Redhough" 

(one remembers the warrior "Ringan Red" in Scott's version 

of the ballad Lord Soulis in his Minstrelsy). We can never 

know if Scott altered more= but it seems as though he 
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'gave in' to liogg's heart-felt plea that he should not 

have to write the work again, since Charlie Scott and 

indeed the entire early family of Scotts as projected by 

Hogg survive. 

One can understand a part of Sir Walter's dismay, 

since Hogg's entire "history" of the Scotts is based on 

little more than his supposition of what they must have 

been like, together with a general awareness of places and 

names associated with them. Scotts of Rankloburn are in 

fact found as early as the period of Alexander M. For 

the period of Hogg's romance a Sir Robert Scott was chief; 

he died in 1389i and was succeeded by Sir Walter. Only as 

late as 1415 was Dellandean acquired by exchange. It was 

during the reign of James II that the Scotts rose high in 

favour with the king at the expense of the Douglases. And 

while Hogg rightly associates places like Iiowpasley, 

Gemelecleugh, Dryhope, with the family, their respective 

lairds would not then have been vassals of Sir Ringen. 
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APPENDIX 3 

B. The Text. For comparison of my textual notos I refer 
the reader to my edition of The Three Perils of Man, 1972. 

There are two forms of the romance: the edition of 

18221 and The Siege of Roxburgh, which appears in volume 

six of Tales and Sketches, by the Lttrick Shepherd, 

published by i3lackie and Son in 1837. Comparison of the 

two forms, hereafter referred to as 1822 and 1837, shows 

1837 to be mainly an awkwardly cut version of 1822, the 

sections roughly linked, with occasional attempts to 

bowdlerise and similarly modify the original. 1822 and 

1837 are virtually identical to the end of chapter nine 

of Vol. 1 1822. The remaining three chapters of Vol. 1, 

all of the eight chapters of Vol. II6 and the first five 

chapters of Vol. III0 are omitted from 1837. Chapter six 

of Vol. III corresponds to chapter six of 1837; at chapter 

ten considerable differences begin to appear and 1837 ends 

at a point in the middle of chapter eleven (ch. XXXI of 

this edition). 

The second version is carelessly printed in respect 

of spelling, punctuation, even word order. In"several 

places Hogg's spelling has been interfered with. Only 

rarely does 1837 supply a correction, and then of a simple 

kind. Not all changes have been noted; those of punctua- 

tion are recorded only where another meaning is conveyed. 

The more significant differences have been listed, so that 

the student may observe how Hogg 'improved' his work. 

1. Some copies of Vol. I lack pp 9- 16 (here father's 
vow' 4.5 to 'that can understand' 7.14). 
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In the textual notes printed here such a notation as 

'II 14.5' represents cb. II, p. 14,1.5. 

I 2.8 bread o'Dinnorie 1837.8.8 eomethink 1837. 

11 14.5 a Scot 1822,1837. 

IV- 22.20 cauldron 1837.32.29 choos© 1837- 

v 38.41 onterprize 1837. 

VI 46.18 style 1837. 

VII 53.7 foriye 1837.67.43 the everlasting 
resources of your cursed nation, om. 1837- 
68.38 Gnurdians 1837.68.42 assunder 1837. 

Viii 74.26 Saint iuthoe 1822; Saint lluthoc 18376 

1x 87,22 teazing 1$37.88.40 mein 1837. 

XI 113.35 eng froid 1822. 

XIl 133.21 Jock to hams 1822. 

XV 183.23 an ideot 1u22. 

XVIII 217.33 a good shareo' 1822. 

XIX 238.20 a-head 1822.247.33 liabby Elliot ! 
"I thought 1822. 

XX 273.39 Cars him scamper ? 1822. 

xxii 313.26 more spirits; - can sail 1822.316.41 
would do fy 1822. 

xxiv 337.42 dynasties 1822. 

XXVI 352.4-9 We have now performed ... siege of 
Roxburgh, om. 1832s 355.43 farthorod 1837. 
356.19 had ahown 1837.356.29-31 not the 
feigned ... Lawrence himself, om. 1837. 
357.46-358.12 Above all, the words ... a bad 
bargain, om. 1837.358.43 - 359.2_ It is 
perhaps... Dickie starting to hie, om. 1837- 
D61.1 who know nothing of the ... deatilise of 
men, om. 1837.361.2 now more convinced 1837. 
36295 Gilkereclouch 1837. 
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xxVii 363.11 eume 1822, gurre 1837.364.38 cracking, 
ye ken. I dinna 1822,1837.366.42 -5 Reh-heh 
Rob-in-Laid-law t... Dan, ecto etc., om. 1837. 
368.16 as he says, we'll 1822,1837.369.34 
bonus 1822, bones 1ö37.371.28 - 36 as he 
related ... all these things were in relation, 
ow. 1837.375.1 knew them although 1837. 
381.1 the chief, and six 18379 

XXVIII 383.7 - 18 so that, harassed ... mangled by 
indistinctness, one. 1837 for which they were 
obliged ... Michael Scott, om. 1837.838.38 
like all the benefits derived from that quarter, 
om. 1837.384.16 favour 1837.388.38 There 
1822, Then 1837" 389.19 hin logs 1837" 390.9 
Isaac saya, om. 1837.392.35 -6 like some .. e 
spirits of divination, orn. 1837.392.39 all 
hope of regaining entrance was lost 1837- 
393-24 havoc 1837.396.16 - 397.42 in the 
meantime ". o the shabby boy so near him, om. 
1837" 

xxix 401.32 - 402.6 Among other mattere ... comforter" 
om. 1837.402.7 But among 1822, Among 1837. 
7; 09.9 - 39 But, among ... at the ver least om. 
1837.410.15 the Glendonyngs, and the Pots 
1637.411.6 -9 and those others .. * the 
Warden, om. 1837.412.24 - 414.46 The stately 
.. * the sensation, om. 1837. 

xxx 423,2 -8 "Is she not so 7 ... queen of beauty, 
om. 1837.423.10 -" 11 Yes; you are ... You are 1"r 
om. 1837.425.18 shackles 1837.425.20 -5 
At this part ... Suffice it that 1822; The 
marriage of the princess Margaret of Scotland 
and the Earl of Douglas was not now long delayed 
1837.425.27 -º 8 wassail as what accompanied 
the wedding 1837.425.31 Sir Charles Scott of 
Raeburn and Yardbire 1837" 425.35 - 426.4 As 
for the queen ... convulsions of mirth, om. 1837. 
426.4 In short, Charlie Scott or the knight 1837. 
426.11 -" 430.44 But if Charles .. o shouts of 
applause, om. 1837. 

XXXI 431.7 saith Isaac, om. 1837.432.11 but to leave 
it ... the matter or all the rest 1d221 Meanwhile 
lady Douglas (lately the princess Margaret of 
Scotland) through the instrumentality of her 
tirewoman, Mary Carmichael, furthers, in the 
following manner, a match between Sir Charles 
Scott, and her former rival, lady Jane Howard 
1837.438.16 One day Sir Charles, alias 1897. 
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438.23 single-soled 1837.441.19 festal con. 
clude 1837.443.11 - 34 The first trial ... 
at Uelany's feet, om. 1837.443.34 three 1822, 
three prizes 1837" 443.39 And all ... Howard 
1822= and each laid them at the feet of their 
lady 1837.443.41 seven, o_. 1837.444.1 - 40 
It fell to the poet's lot ... the Trinity, am, 
1837.444.40 Then, om. 1837" 1 
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APPENDIX '3 

C. Two maps illustrating the geography of The Three Perils 

of Man. Composed by D. Gifford. 

Mal1 

The Borders of Scotland and England with major features 

of the geography. 

Map 2 

A more detailed, -smaller scale guide to the action. of 

The Three Perils of Man. 
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APPENDIX 

THE TENNIS MATCHES AND THE CRICKET MATCH IN 
THE JUSTIFIED SINNER 

As the details of these matches can confuse the reader, I 
place the different accounts of them alongside each other. 
"Part I" refers to "The Editor's Narrative"t "Part II" to 
"Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Sinner". "Written 
by Himself". 

I 

II 

Carey, Sinner* p. 20 Part I Tennis Matches Part IT 

George plays tennis heroic- 
ally. Robert. an onlooker. 
gets in the way of the 
players. George doesn't 
know him. The game would 
appear to finish without 
George being impossibly 
hindered. 

Sinner. pp. 21-27 

"The very next time that 
George was engaged at 
tennis, 'Robert again 
intrudes on George's right 
hand. The "fine blow" 
joke ruins the match, George 
knocks Robert down, Robert 
tries to kick him viciously, 
George learns from "someone" 
who he is, and insults 
Robert with calling him the 
"crazy minister's son from 
Glasgow". George apologises 
to bleeding Roberti Robert 
kicks his hand. The tennis 
players go to the Black Bu11, 
accompanied by jeering boys. 
The landlord has Robert 
"carried to the guardhouse" 

Sinner, p. 148 

I and II 
Robert appears to confuse games 
I and II, since it is in his 
account of the first game that 
he says he "went boldly up and 
struck him with my f i", 
causing George to run against 
him. Where in Part I George 
"inadvertently" knocked Robert 
down, and, in retaliation for 
Robert's cowardly kick, struck 
him "rather slightly" with his 
"mallet". Robert now claims a 
slight fall, and a much more 
serious blow from George, causing 
copious blood to flow. Robert 
omits the "crazy minister's 
son" insult, as well as 
o_mittý his brother's ad- 
mission of guilt and offer of 
friendship, and his own sec 2nd 
kicking of the George's hand. 
"Moved by the spirit" within 
him, Robert tries to gain 
entrance to the Black Bull. 
Robert omits any mention of 
Part I's mob incitement by 
himself, simply saying that the 
machinations of his brother 
caused him to be imprisoned. 

then follows the 
mysterious rot, and 
(Sinner. p. 32 the 
reverend Wringhim"s curse. 

then follows the rot, 
stirred up, says Robert, by 
his "illustrious companion". 
and (conflating the two 
curses of Part 1) (Sinner. 
pages 32 and 47, into one 
overall invocation of "divine" 
vengeance (Sinner, p. 151) 
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III Sinner, pp. 33-35 

"George and his companions.. 
., went to take a forenoon 
game... at tennis" (a 
practice game). A much 
darker Robert mildews their 
game, which breaks up and 
reassembles as a cricket 
match, which is again 
molested by Robert, though 
George leaves him alone. 
Thereafter (Sinner, p. 35) 
George is tormented so 
badly by "Robert" that he 
has to leave his friends' 
company. 

III Robert now goes'to the 
third tennis match 

practice), seeing the 
players as "confounded" 
by his threatening looksy 
he is then led by his 
"companion" to the south, 
where they see "the same 
group" getting ready for 
their game of cricket. 
Robert does not 
distinguish between games). 
Robert sees himself -as 
terrifying them? finally 
he "dismissed them in the 
name of the Lord" 
triumphantly. (Sinner, p. 151 
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APPENDIX 5 

HOGG"S REVISION OF HIS TALES AND THE 1837 TALLEESANAND SKETCHES 

The question of whether it was Hogg or his publishers (or even 

friends like Sir Walter Scott, John Gibson Lockhart or his 

newphew Robert) who made the alterations and cuts in Hogg's 

fiction between its earliest forms and the form in which it 

appeared in the 1837 Tales and Sketches of the Ettrick Shevherd 

(Blackie, Glasgow. 1837) is one which will now probably never 

be fully answered. All three agencies - Hogg, publishers, and 

friends/relations - seem from the evidence of letters and 

statements by Hogg to have had significant parts in the 

changing of his early texts. What can be concluded, I believe# 

is thist that whoever in the last analysis changed the text 

was acting in a manner that the Hogg of the late eighteen- 

twenties and early thirties had or would have had no objection 

to. Either Hogg made the changes himself or others made them 

with the knowledge that he agreed or would not have disagreed. 

As evidence for these assertions I cite some of the relevant 

correspondence in Strout, Vol. 11, which appropriately covers 

the years 1826 - Hogg's death, during which Hogg became 

increasingly obsessed with the project of republishing his 

"improved" works of fiction in several volumes (the number 

growing with the obsession). 

i 
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These later years, Strout remarks, saw Hogg"s authorship 

"chiefly confined to the reproduction of his old works in new 

improved editions". Louis Simpson states simply that Hogg 

himself revised all his fiction for the 1837 Tales and Sketches, 

bit the evidence in Strout suggests that while Hogg certainly 

approved of the idea of alteration and change, there may have 

been more hands than his own involved in the changing - Hogg 

agreeing cheerfully with the idea that his own taste was 

suspect, and that something must be done to better the vulgar 

early versions of his fiction. 

In 1827 he told Blackwood (e flroDos "The Marvellous Doctor") 

"But as I never pretend to depend on my own taste 
in matters of modern delicacy if you have any 
suspicions on that head send the m. s, to Robert 
ZFis nephey7 ... his slight alterations will 
completely obliterate any appearance of indelicacy. 
Mr. Lockhart has given me the hint over and over. " 

Robert was frequently employed over the next year or two in 

relieving Blackwood's worries "on the old score" of Hogg's 

stepping over the bounds of good taste. Lockhart commends 

him for his "industry and application", calling him "most 

useful, being a capital scholar, and Hogg, writing to Blackwood 

in Fetruary 1828 about his forthcoming The Shepherd's Calendar, 

tells him that Robert "is at full liberty to prune as he likes 

and arrange as he likes and by all means let him leave out the 

classes and give every tale an appropriate name". 

Hogg seems however to have distinguished between serious 

revision and checking for bad taste. Samuel Carter Hall in 

1829 remarked on Hogg"s "kind- but unauthorlike permission to 

look carefully over your m. ss. with a view to see if aught 
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be OUTRE"7 'this would seem to chime with Roberta role. But 

as early as September 1826,4 en Hogg had first solicited 

Blackwood about a four volume edition of his tales, Hogg had 

distinguished between checking and chanainat 

"I should like above all things that my nephew 
Robert take the charge of the edition but there 
are many large curtailments that only I can 
m anac e. " /y italics 

When in April 1830 Scott had to subscribe a warrant of sale 

against Hogg. following Hogg's disasters at Mount Benger. Hogg 

was to react to financial misfortune by putting scheme after 

scheme to Blackwood and others for an edition of his "Scottish 

Tales". In April he had told Blackwood "I have plenty prose 

tales by me but on looking at them they are all either too 

long or inferior". Already we have hints that the tales will 

be cut or "improved" - though admittedly no proof that Hogg 

was to do the cutting and improvement. And by May he argues 

(to Blackwood) for a twelve volume edition of the Tales. his 

"only plan" against misfortune being 

"to publish all my tales in numbers like Sir W. Scotts 
to rewrite and subdivide them and they being written 
all off-hand and published without either reading or 
correction I see I could improve them prodigiously ... 
I wd have the work published under the sanction 
of Lockhart Cas editors. " 

He refers particularly to the "Perils of Mani"which contains 

some of the best parts. of and the worst of all my prose works". 

jntaiding to divide it "into seven distinct tales". This did 

not happen - it becoming The Siege of Roxburaht but one can 

see clearly that Hogg certainly felt the need for the 1822 

romance to be altered greatly. 
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A note of desperation creeps into Hogg's letters on this score 

to Blackwood now, as Scott and Lockhart's names and backing are 

invoked as a kind of moral collateral for Blackwood's under. - 

taking the work -a sad sound, since Lockhart obviously hates 

the idea, writing to Blackwood September 1831 to say 

"Don"t let'Fiogg dream I would have anything to do 
with his edition of novels ... none but himself 
should be his editor". 

Thus, when Hogg argued to Blackwood about this time that Scott 

was especially keen on having the Brownie republished, with the 

rest of the tales, we take the case with a pinch of salt. But 

more important for this appendix is Hogg's statement of pro- 

cedure. Lockhart, he hopes, will preface and edit the tales, 

although Hogg undertakes to "purge thoroughly and improve 

greatly and submit everything to Robert Hogg Ebony and a 

third", with Lockhart as final arbiter. It would appear that 

Hogg still means to undertake the major revision of his work 

himself, while accepting that others will tell him when he goes 

wrong. 

Shortly after, in January-March 1832, Hogg was in London and 

dealing with Lockhart and Cochrane the publisher (a "hungry 

shark, on the edge of bankruptcy". vas how Carlyle described 

Cochrane at this time) for his tales to be published, illustrated 

by Cruikshank, to be printed "uniformly with the Waverley novels". 

Lockhart did apparently assist him with the introductory material 

which made up a third of the first and only published volume of 

Aitriye Tales. In February 1832 Hogg sends Lockhart back 

proofs "altered in a way which I'hope will pass ... though you 

have mace`me leave out the only parts I set a value on yet in 

the counsel of a true friend there is safety". We cannot 
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1 
know what Hogg left out, but once again we can see that Hogg, 

if not initiating changes, has become inured to the idea of his 

having to accept the final verdict of friends and publishers. 

Nevertheless, he was himself arranging and planning the shape 

of his collected editions and, as we can see from comparing 

the letter of March 1832 to Cochrane, in R. H. Adams's Works. 

Letters and Manuscripts of James Hogg, 1930, p. 15, with the 

1837 Tales and Sketches, in certain large details his plan is 

moving in the direction of the 1837 selection. Hogg's "list 

for Cochrane" of 1832 proposes seven volumes, the heart of 

which is to be The 
_Brownie of Bodsbeck, The Siecte of Roxbu rah, 

The Confessions of --a 
Sinner, with "any more wanted" to come 

from Winter Evening-Tales and The Shepherd's Calendar. Although 

the 1837 order is very different from that of the 1832 list, 

it is significant that The Siege of Roxburgh is already Hogg's 

new nahe for The T hre e Peri ls o f Man, and that the story which 

Wilson so mocked, The Three Per ils of Wom en, is not mentioned, 

And Hogg's repeated insistence to Cochrane and John Macdonald 

("keep this list where it cannot fall aside" and "I hope you 

have the list of what tales each volume is to consist") suggests 

that however much he %as influenced by others in his choice, 

and however much they may have tidied or "improved" his work, 

he nevertheless feels himself to be an agreeing and somehow 

controlling part of the enterprise, By October 1832 he feels 

"sure I have arranged and altered the tales now that they will 

do me credit and become a circulating library book ... I could 

make six, twelve, or twenty vole just as it continued to go 

off". In this letter (to Lockhart) he indicates that he would 

like Lockhart and Galt to help negotiate with booksellers, 

Two stories in Altrive Tales had been p'ablished before; "Marione Jock" and 
"The Pongos", in The Three Perils of Man and Rlarc1 woo '' ne 1829. There 
are na significant differences between the ear ier and later texts. 
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Coc)rane failed; by April 1833 Hogg had broken with Lockhart; 

and his health and wealth were in poor shape. Again we have 

evidence that Hogg had lost faith in much of his past work, 

with a letter of September 1833 in which Hogg talks of using 

"a few of these exploded works" (The Three Pe i is of Man, Women, 

and the Confessions 1) as "new" material in American Journals. 

With fewer options open to-him, ho clings even to Cochrane and 

the idea of the Altrive tales (only one volume of which had seen 

the light) continuing. Cochrane refers yet again to Hogg's 

1832 list "- "we have got the order of publication you left with 

me". This is the point at which Hogg's "list" and projected 

order of tales becomes redundant - for Cochrane was not to 

continue with AltriveTales, and Hogg was instead to push 

forward Tales of the Wars oof_Monntrose, with Allan Cl iinghame 

revising his proofs. Cochrane tells Hogg that Cunninghame has 

carefully revised three printed sheets; and Cunninghame was 

to say that "in giving his Tales a, kindly touch I feel I am 

but doing for him what he would willingly do for me". Once 

again (though "Lockhart was out of the question") Hogg shows 

the insecurity of judgement typical of his entire literary 

career - but once again we must be careful not to assume that 

the "touch" was significant revision. 

And just over six months before he died, Hogg thanks Cunninghame 

for being a "friend behind my hand for even a cursorily 5i 7 

glance may sometimes be for inestimable value". Typically too, 

he makes the over-sweeping, brash statement which pretends to 

casualness in writing methods. 
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"I never read a page over ... I should like to 
hear your opinion of the tales ... for my part 
I do not even remember what they are all about. " 

Thus the evidence of Strout's collection of the letters of the 

later period of Hogg's writing career (18,26 - 1835) leaves us 

unsure as to-just, how far Hogg'. s friends and colleagues 

"improved" his work. But what it does reveal is that Hogg was 

frequently very serious about his projected tales in collection, 

that he had a firm order of publication (which admittedly 1837 

did not adhere to)& and that, most importantly, he trusteed all 

those from Robert to Lockhart. (and Pringle) and Cunninghame 

who "touched up" his works so that the major decisions regard- 

ing cutting of novels like Sinner and Three Perils of Man were 

at the very least decisions of which Hogg entirely approved. 

This rather sad but understandable confused editorial position 

is fully expressed by Hogg to Cunninghame in a letter of 

Octoter 1829, concerning Hogg', s contribution to the Anntversary; 

"I never meant you to publish all I sent you but 
only to select knowing I could not depend on my 
own taste either for correction or selection ... 
you see what value a bold free editor like yourself 
was ýo me ... even my nephew who corrects all my 
Edin pieces just pops out the sentence and never 
takes it on him to alter it. Now I hate this I would 
have an editor to correct fearlessly and freely that 
the piece may correspond with the tenor of his work. 
He may spoil it in my estimation but I care not for 
that I can make it please myself afterwards ... ". 

Certainly all this evidence of the desire of Hogg to have 

others oversee changes to his work makes U. S take Simpson's 

remark (in James 
- 
Hoaa, p. 207) that "the edition of his prose 

published in 1837 ... contains in six volumes the works of 

which Hogg himself approved, with his own revisions of the 

text, carried out shortly before his death", with some 

scepticism about the extent to which the revision was in fact 
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his own, however much Hogg fell in with it. Similarly, we 

must. Ithink, have reservations about the advertisement to the 

1837`Talesand Sketchesr which argues that its present selection 

occupied the attention of the Ettrick Shepherd for several 

years before his death, and that though posthumous, the publi- 

cation may be considered as possessing almost all the value of 

having received the final corrections of his pen. In selecting 

the pieces, and preparing them for the press, the'-author' 

consulted the Judgement of several of his literary friends". 

%bile a large portion had been read by Scott, who had corrected 

and amended much. Now, argues the advertisement; the collection 

displays "all the characteristic beauties'of the author, with 

fewer of those blemishes-of thought or expression which were 

sometimes supposed to accompany the operations of his vigorous 

fancy",. The nett result is based, I would suggest, on a 

balance between Hogg es judgement and "the judgement of several of his 

literary friends"i 'but there can be little doubt that Hogg 

would' have approved of the result, however we may now regret 

much of this approval". 
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APPENDIX 6 

11060 PROSE AND STORIES IN PERIODICALS 
NOT LATER COLLECTED IN VOLUME FORM 

Blackwood's Magazine 

"Tales and Anecdotes of the 
Pastoral Life", No. 1, Vol. I, April 1817 

(Nos. II and III, which appeared in May. and June numbers 
of the same year, were reprinted as "A Shepherds Wedding" 
in Winter Evening Tales) 

"Translation from. an Ancient 
Chaldee Manuscript"(with John 
Wilson and John Gibson Lockhart), Vol. 11, October 1817 

"Letter"I 

"Letter" (contains the "Cow Wat" 
sketch), 

"Letter", 

"Letter", (to Christopher North) 

"The lion. Captain Napier and 
Ettrick Forest", 

"The Left-handed Fiddler", 

"Some Passages in the Life of 
Colonel Cloud"; "Letter", 

"Ane Pastoralle of the Rocke", 

"Mary Melrose", 

"A Letter about Men and Women", 

"A Real Vision", 

"The Miser's Grave"s 

"An Awfu' Leein'-Like Story", 

"The Magic Mirror", 

"A Screed on Politics", 

Vol, VI, January 1820 

Vo1. VI, January 1820 

Vol. VIII, October 1820 

Vol. VII19 October 1820 

Vol. XIII, February 1823 

Vol. XVI, November 1823 

Vol. XVIII, July 1825 

Vol. XXII, December 1827 

Vol. XXV, April 1829 

Vol. XXVI, August 1829 

Vol. XXVIII, July 1830 

Vol. XXIx, June 1831 

Vol. XXX, September 1831 

Vo1. XXX, October 1031 

Vol. XXXVII, April 1835 
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Fraser! s Magazine 

"The Unearthly Witness", Vol. 11, September 1830 

"Strange Letters of a Lunatic". Vol, II, December 1830 

"Geordie Scott", Vol. III, February 1831 

"The Harbor of Duncow , Vol. III, March 1831 

"Disagreeable&", Vo1. I21, June 1831 

"Aunt Susan", Vol. 111, July 1831 

"Crawford John", Vol. IV, November 1831 

"On the Separate Existence 
of the Soul", Vo1. IV, December 1831 

"The Elder in Love", Vo1. V, March 1832 

"The Mountain Dew Men", Vo1. VI, September 1832 

"Gallery of Literary Characters; 
No"XXX, Sir David 13rewster,, K. H. ", Vol. VI, November 1832 

"Letter to Oliver Yorke", Vol. VII, January 1833 

"An Auld Wife's Dream. ", Vol. VII, January 1833 

"A Remarkable Egyptian Story", Vol. VII, February 1833 
"The Shepherd's Noctes", V01-VIII, July 1833 

"Letter", Vol. VIII, November 1833 

tioraer iJeauzy", Vol. IX, January 1834 

"The Fraser in the Correa", Vol. IX, March 1834 

"David Hunter and Phemie". Vol. XI, January 1835 

"Robert Armstrong and Kennedy", Voi. XI, January 1835 

"A Very Ridiculous Sermon", Vo1. XI, February 1835 

"The Hunter of Comar", Vo1. XIi March 1835 

"A Dream", Vol. XI, May 1835 

"The Chickens in the Corn", Vol. XII, September 1835 

"The Turners", Vol. XII1, may 1836 

"Helen Crocket", Vol. XIV, October 1836 
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Edinburgh Literary Journal 

"A Letter from Yarrow", Vol. I, November 1828 

"Noctes Bengerianae", Vol. I, December 1828 

"The Wanderer's Tale", Vol. I, January 1829 

"Noctes Dengerianae II", Vol. I, March 1829 

"An Eskdale Anecdote", Vol. I, April 1829 

"Wat the Prophet", Vol. II, September 1829 

"Anecdotes of Highlanders", Vol. il, October 1829 

"Dr. Datid Dale's Account of a 
Grand Aerial Voyage", Vol. III, January 1830 

"Letter from Yarrow", Vol. III, March 1830 

"Some Remarks on the Life of 
Sandy Elehinder", Vol. ZV, October 1830 

"A Story of the Black Art" 
(parts I, II), Vol. V, January 1831 

"The Minister's Annie", Vo1. V, March 1831 

"The Dominie" Vol. V, March 1831 

"The Flower o' Glendale", Vol. V, June 1831 

"Grizel Graham" (parts 1,11), Vo1. VI, December 1831 

The Scots Magazine 

"A Journey through the Highlands Vol. LXIV, October 1802 
of Scotland" (I) Vol. LXIV, December 1802 

(in the months of July and August Vol. LXV, February 1803 
1802), (letters) Vol. LXV, April 1803 

Vol. LXV, May 1803 
Vol. LXV, June 1803 

"Letters on Poetry", Vo1. LXVIIX, May 1805 
Vol. LXVIII January 1806 

"Journal of an Excursion into Vol. LXVII, September 1805 
Stirling, Perth and Kinross" (II), Vol. LXVIIX, October 1805 

Vol. LXVII, November 1805 
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The Scots Magazine cont"d 

"A Journey through the Highlands 
and western Isles" (II) (in the 
Sumner of 1804) (letters) 

Vo1. LXX, June 1808 
Vol. LXX, August 1808 
Vol. LXX, September 1808 
Vo1. LXX. October 1808 
Vo1. LXX, November 1808 
Vol. LXX, December 1808 
Vol, LXXI, January 1809 
Vol. LXXI, February 1809 
Vol. LXXI, March 1809 

The History of Rose Se1by". 

Other Periodicals and annuals. tc. 

Vol. LXXIV, March 1812 

"Annals of Sporting No. 1; - John Paterson's Mare" 

in The Newcastle Magazine, vol. IV. 
January, 1825, pp. 1- 12. 

"The Border Chronicler°, in The Newcestla MagAzine, vol. IV, 
January, 1825, pp. 257 - 266= 
continued as "Town and Country 
Apparitions", pp. 266 - 2691 
"Gillanbye"s Ghost", pp. 270 - 276. 
and "The White Lady of Glen-Tress", 
pp. 277 - 279. 

"The Art of Reviewing"; in The Newcastle vol. VI. 
January, 1827, pp. 3 -7. 

"A Tale of Pentland", ulet, 1830, pp. 219 - 241. 

"Seeking the Howdie", Foraet-mom Not, 1830, pp. 399 - 413. 

"A Sea Story", Forget-me-Not. 18310 pp. 19 - 31. 

"The Laidlaws and the Scots". in They Cl ubBook. a collection 
"The Bogle o' the Brae", of original tales from authors 

including Hogg, Galt and Lauder, 
edited by Andrew Picken: 3 vols., 
London, 1831. 

The Tale of an Old Highland" in The elQ itan, vol. III. 
February 1832, 

"Some Terrible Letters from Scotland", in The Metropolitan, 
vol. 111, April 1832, 

"Statistics of Selkirkshire", in Prize Essays and Transactions 

, of theHigh1and Society of Scotland. 
2nd Series, vol. III. 18320 pp. 281 
306. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Edith Co Batho's The Ettrick Shepherd (Cambridge 

University Press, 1927) contains a detailed bibliography 

of Hogg's writings which gives full details of publication 

of individual sketches, articles, poems, songs and their 

first appearance in periodicals as well as giving details 

of their later collection in book form, tier bibliography 

should be used with W. D. Hogg's "The First Editions of 

the Writings of James Hogg" in Publications of the 

Edinburgh Bibliographical Society, xii (1924), pp. 53 - 

68; and E. C. Batho's "Notes on the Bibliography of James 

Hogg" in The Library, fourth series, xvi (1936), PP- 309 - 

326, which corrects and adds to her 1927 bibliography. 

For my purposes the major item here was the discovery of 

two copies of The Spy in which liogg added the names of 

contributors, thus enabling a list of Hogg's own contri- 

butions to be made. (It should be noted that Miss Datho 

was wrong when she stated that "Impatience under Mis- 

fortunes" (The Spy, XXIX) and "Evil Speaking Ridiculed 

by an Allegorical Dream" were never reprinted. They were 

revised and reprinted as "The School of Misfortune" and 

"A Singular Dream" respectively, in The Shepherd's 

Calendar (1829) and Winter Evening Tales (1820). 

My bibliography is in five parts. Part I lists the 

manuscripts and typescripts I have used. Part 1I lists 
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the first editions of iogg's writings together with editions 

made after 1835. Part III lists biographical and critical 

books dealing with Hogg. Part IV lists letters, articles, 

and introductions dealing with ! logg. PaarrtV lists other 

works consulted which include discussion of Hogg or back- 

ground to his work. 
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PART I 

MANUSCRIPTS AND TYPESCRIPTS 

(in the National Library of Scotland) 

In addition to consulting the Blackwood Papers 

(M. S. S. 4001 - 4940), the Oliver and Boyd Papers (Acc. 5000). 

and the Abbotsford the following specifica M. S. S. 

and typescripts were consulted : 

Blackwood, William. Letter to John Wilson about Iloggts 

The Three Perils of Women, 28th August, 

1823. N. L. S. M. S. 339J P8. 

Chambers, William. Letter to James Hogg about "The Watch. 

maker" dated "19 Waterloo Place* 

Edinburgh. May 17v 1833. " N. L. S. M. S. 

2245, p. 220 

Hogg, James. Letter to William Blackwood, N. D., about 

feelings for John Wilson. M. S. 4014. 

Letter to Oliver and Boyd about rejection 

of Tho Three Perils of Meng 27th June, 

1821, Acc. 5000, N. L. S. 

0 Letter to William Roacoe# 22 Jan. 1814. 

M. S. 9819. 

. Lotter to Scott, June 26,1821. 

M. S. 3892. 

Letter to Scott, Nov. 16,1821. 

M-6- 3893 
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J. A. Letter to Blackwood's Magazine, about 

"Julia McKenzie", dated "Edinburgh, 

25 Oct. 1830. " N. L. S. M. S. 2245, 

ft. 159' - 160x. 

H. S. Vol. I The yrownie of bodabeck. H. S. 4806. 

M. S. "The Idee Manuscript". M. S. 4807. 

M. S. S. Miscellaneous Prose ("Storms", "The 

Mysterious Bride", "A Tale of Good 

Queen Desa". H. S. 4808. 

Strout, Alan Lang The Life and Letters of James IIogg 

the Ettrick Shepherd. Vol. II (1826 

1835). Unpublished typescript M. S. 

N. L. S. M. S. 10495. 
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PARI 

FIRST EDITIONS OF ILUGG' S WRITINGS AND EDITIONS MADE 

AFTER 1835 

(See also Appendix I, "A Chronological List of Hogg le 

writing", for moro particular information on the 

chronology of liogg's fiction*) 

Scottish Pastorals, Poems, songs, etc, mostly written 

in the Dialect of the South. By James Hogg. Edinburgh s 

Printed by John Taylor, Grasemarket, 1801. 

The Shepherd's Guide : being a Practical Treatise on The 

Diseases of Shoep, their Causes, and the best Means of 

Preventing them; with observations on The Most Suitable 

Farm-Stocking for the Various Climates of this Country. 

By James Hogg, The; 'Ettrick Shepherd. Edinburgh : Printed 

by J. I3allantyne & Co. for Archibald Constable and Co. 

Edinburgh; and John Murrsy, 32 Fleet Street, London, 

1807. 

The Mountain Bards consisting of ballads and Songe, founded 

on Facts and Legendary Tales. BY James Hogg, The Ettrick 

Shepherd. Edinburgh s Printed by J. Dallantyne and Co. 

for Arch. Constable 4 Co., Edinburgh and John Murray 

London, 1807. 

The Forest Minstrel iA Selection of Songs. Adapted to 

the Most Favourite Scottish Airs, Few of them ever before 

published. By. James liogg, the Ettrick Shepherd, and others. 

Edinburgh s Published for the Editor and sold by Arch. 
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Constable & Co., Edinburgh= and Constable, Hunter, Park 

and Hunter, London, 1810. 

The Spy. A Periodical Paper, of Literary Amusement and 

Instruction. Published Weekly, in 1810 and 1811. Edinburgh: 

Printed for the Proprietors and Sold by Archibald Constable 

' Co., Edinburgh, and by all the principal booksellers, 1811. 

Thy een's Wakes A Legendary Poem, by James iiogg. Edinburgh: 

Printed by Andrew Ualfour, for George Goldie, 34 Prince's 

Street, Edinburgh; and Longman, Burst, Rees, Orme, and 

Drown, London, 1813. 

The blunting of iiadlewe. A Dramatic Tale. By J. H. Craig of 

Douglas# 4'sq. London $ Printed for Henry Colburn, 50 

Conduit Streets and George Goldie, 34 Princess Streets, 

Edinburgh, 1814. 

The Pilgrims of the Sun; a Poem. ß. 3y James liogg, Author of 

The Queen's Wake, etc. London s Printed for John Murray,, 

50 Albermarle Street; and William Blackwood, South Bridge 

Street, Edinburgh, 1815. Another form of imprinto of 

title-page is found s Edinburgh t Printed for William 

Blackwood, South bridge Street= and sold by J. Murray, 

London, 1815. 

The Ctt ricks Garland; Being Two Excellent New Songs on The 

Lifting of the Banner of the House of Duccleuch, At the 

Great Foot-ball Match on Carterhaugh, Dec. 4,1815" Edin- 

burgh s Printed by James Ballantyne and Co., 1815. 
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The Poetic Mirror, or The Living Bards of Britain. 

London, : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; 

and John fallantyno, Edinburgh, 1816. 

Mador of the Moor; A Poem. BY James liogG, Author of 

The Qu©en1a Wake, etc. Edinburgh t Printed for William 

Blackwood: and John Murray, Albermarle Street, London, 1816. 

Dramatic Tales; by the Author of The Poetic Mirror In Two 

Volumes. Vol. I /II]. kdinburgh s Printed by James 13allan- 

tyne a Co. For Longman, Hurst, Rees. Orme, and brown, 

London; and JohnýBallantyne, Hanover Street, L'dinburgh, 1817. 

The Long Pack. A Northumbrian Tale, An Hundred Years old. 

Printed for John Hell on. The Quay, Newcastle MDCUCXVII. 

The Brownie of Bodsbeck; and other Tales by James Hogg, 

Author of The Queen's Wake, etc. Edinburgh t Printed for 

William Blackwood, Prince's Street: and John Murray, 

Albemarle Street, London, 1818. 

The Jacobite Relics of Scotland; being The Songs, Airs, 

and Legende, of the Adhorents to the tiouae of Stuart. 

Collected and Illustrated by James liogg, Author df The 

Queen's Wakes etc* fand Second Serie). Sdinburgti s. 

Printed for William Blackwood, Prince's Street; and T. 

Cadell and W. Davies, Strand, London, MDCCCXIX LMUCCCXXI/. 

Winter Evening Tales, collectod among The Cottagers in 

the South of Scotland. By James Hogg, Author of The 

Queen's Wake, etc. In Two Volumes, Vol. 1 /l j. Ldinburgh : 
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Printed for Oliver & Boyd, High-Streut= and G. &. W. B. 

Whittaker, Ave-Maria-Lane, London, 1820. 

The Three Perils of Man; or, War, Women, and Witchcraft. 

A Border Romance. By James Hogg, Auther of Winter Evening 

Tales, The Brownie of flodsbeck, The Queen's Wake, etc. 

In Three Volumes. Vol. I LIZ, 1I17. London : Longman, 

Hurst, Rees, Ormo, and Brown$ Paternoster Row, 1822. 

The Royal Jubilee. A Scottish Mask. By the Ettrick 

Shepherd* but I will sing a rantin sang, etc. William 

Blackwood, Edinburgh; and T. Cadeli, Strand, London, 

MUCCCXXTI. 

The Poetical Works of James Hogg in Four Volumes, Vol. I9 

LI, III9 IV/. Edinburgh : Printed for Arch. Constable & 

Co., Edinburgh; and liuret, Robinson 4 Co., London, 1822. 

The Three Perils of Women; or, Love, Leasing, and Jealousy, 

a series of Domestic Scottish Tales, By James Hogg, Author 

of The Three Perils of Man, The Queen's Wake, etc. In Three 

Volumes, Vol. I /II, III7. London s Longman, Hurst, Rees, 

Orme, Brown, and Green, Paternoster-itowg 1823. 

The Private Memoirs and Confessions Of a Justified Sinner s 

Written by Himself s With a Detail of Curbus Traditionary 

Facts, and other evidence, by the Editor, London $ 

Printed for Longman, hurst, flees, Orme, Drown, and Green, 

Paternoster Row, ASUCCCXXIV. 
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queen tim nde. A Poem, in, Six Books. By James Hogg, Author 

of The C2ueen's Wake; Poetic Mirror; Pilgrims of the Sun, 

etc. London i Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, 

Drown, and Green, Paternoster-Rowe London; and William 

Blackwood# Edinburgh, MDCCCÄXV. 

A Border Garland. Containing Nine New Songs By James tiogg. 

The Music Partly Old Partly composed by himself and friends 

and arranged with Symphonies and Accompaniments For the 

Piano Forte. Edin. Engraved for the Editor, by Walker & 

Anderson, and sold by Natlurniel Gow and Son, at Their 

Music Instrument Warehouse, No. 60 Princes St*# , [N. u, c. 

1817 - 1821. 

The Border Garland, containing Twelve New Songs, The Poetry 

by James Hogg, The Celebrated Ettrick Shepherd. Several of 

the Airs Composed by Himself 4 Friends! Arranged with 

Symphonies and Accompaniments by Jumea Dewar. Edinburgh: 

Printed 4 Sold by Robert Purdie at his Music and Musical 

Instrument Warehouse, 83 Princes Street. Walker & Co. 

The Engraver's imprin7. 

The Shepherd's Caldndar" 13y James Iiog # Author of The 

Queen's wake, etc* in two volumes. Vol. I LII, 7. William 

L)lackwood, Edinburgh= and T. Cadell. London, MDCCCXXIX. 

Critical Remarks on The Psalms of David, and their various 

English and Latin Versions; particularly on. the version 

now used in our Scottish Church, with a view to its emenda- 

tion* by William Tennant, James tiogg, etc. Edinburgh s 

Constable and Co., 19 Waterloo iPlace, 1830. 
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Sony, By the Ettrick Shepherd. Now First Collected. 

William Blackwood, Edinburgh; and T. Cadell, London, 

rillCCCXXXI 0 

Altrive Talass Collected amonC the Peasantry of Scotland, 

and from Foreign Adventures. By The ittrick Shepherd, 

with illustrations by Georg© Cruikshank, Vol. I. London i 

James Cochrane and Co., 11 Waterloo Place, Pall ziall, 1832. 

Aqueer hook by The ittrick Shepherd. William ülackwoodW 

Edinburgh; and T. Cordell, strand, London, MUCCCXXXII. 

The Domestic Manners and Private Life of Sir Walter Scott, 

by James Iiogg. With a Memoir of the Author, Notes, etc. 

MDCCCXXXIV. Glasgow s John Heid & Co., Edinburgh = Oliver 

and Lloyd; London $ Blacks Young, and Young, 

A Series of Lay Sermons on Good Principles and Good 

Breeding by the Ettrick Shepherd. London t James Fraser 

Regent Street, MDCCCXXXIV. 

Tales of the Ware of Montrone, by James tioggg Esq., 

Author of The Queenis Wake. In Three Volumes. Vol. 1 LII, 

x2 7. London s James Cochrane and Co., 11 Waterloo Place, 

1885. 

A Tour jii the Highlands in 1803 :A Series of Letters 13y 

James (logg, the Ettrick Shepherd, addr d to Sir Walter 

Scott, Dart. Reprinted from The Scottish Review. 

Alexander Gardner, Paisley; and Paternoster Row, London, 

1888. 
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I also append here a list of Hogg1a three other tours in 

Scotland. Details can be found in Batho. 

Hogg's Highland Tours (in chronological order of appearance) 

A Journey through the Highlands of Scotland (I) 

(in the months of July and August 1802) : (letters) 

The ScotsMagazine 

Vol. LXIV, 

Vol. LXIV, 

Vol, LXV, 

Vol. LXV, 

Vol. LXV, 

Vol. LXV, 

October 1802 

December 1802 

February 1803 

April 1803 

May 1803 

June 1803 

Journal of an Excursion into Stirling. Perth and Kinross (II) 

The Scots Magazine 

Vol. LXVII, September 1805 

Vol. LXVII, October 1805 

Vol. LXVII, November 1805 

A Journey through the Highlands and Western Isles (III) 

(in the summer of 1804) i (letters) 

The Soots Magazine 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXX, 

Vol. LXXI, 

Vol. LXXI, 

Vol. LXXI, 

June 1808 

August 1808 

September 1808 

October 1808 

November 1808 

December 1808 

January 1809 

February 1809 

March 1809 

All these can be found together is a popular recent 
volume, James Hoaal Highland Tours, ed. W. M. Laughlan, 
Hawick, 1981. 
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A list of Ho 'e various autobiographical essays 

In Thome Scots Magazine of August 4,1804, "J. Welch" 

asked for personal information. This led to a "Letter or 

A. 11.13. " giving "a few facts more" in The Scots Magazine 

of Oct. 1804= and three autobiographical letters by ! logg, 

all in The Scote�Magazine. 

i) uec. 7,1804, "Danke of Lttrick", unsigned; 

ii) June 8,1805, "Banks of Ettrick", signed 'Z'; 

iii) Sept. 15,1805, "banks of Zttrick", signed 'h'. 

These were revised into connected narrative and prefixed 

to The Mountain bard in 18U7, written in the first person; 

brought up to date with emendations for the third edition 

of The Mountain Bard; and again for Volume I of Altem rive 

Tales, 1832, the final version of Hcogg'e autobiography. 
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List of important later editions and publications of 

How work (poet 1637) (in chronological order of 

appearance) 

Thomson, 1tev. Thomas, (ed. ). The Works of the Ettrick 

Shepherd. London, 1865. 

The Ettrick Shepherd's Tales. 

2 vols., Edinburgh, 1886. 

Letters from llogg to A Tour in theitighlands in 1803. 

Walter Scott Paisley, 1888, 

Wallace, Wiliiam, (ed. ). The Poems of James tiogg. the 

Ettrick Shepherd. London 1903. 

Hogg, James The Domestic Manners of Sir Walter 

Scott. (with Memoir of the Ettrick 

Shepherd by Rev. J. Thomson) 

Stirling, 1909. 

Carey, John. (ed. ). James tioggs The Private Memoirs 

and Confessions of a Justified Sinner. 

Oxford, 1969. 

Mack, Douglas (ed. ). James ilogg s selected Poems. 

Oxford, 1970. 

The Ettricke (sarland. Two excellent new songs (by iiogg and 

Scott). Introduction by D. S. Mack. Greenock# 1970. 

Mack, Douglas (ed. ). James lloggs Memoir of the Author's 

Life and Familiar Anecdotes of 
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Sir Walter Scott. Edinburgh, 1972. 

Gifford, Douglas (ed. ). James Hopp : The Three Perils of 

Man. Edinburgh and London, 1972. 

Mack, Douglas (ed. ). James Hogg i The Brownie of I3odsbeck. 

Edinburgh and London, 1976. 

Gifford, Douglas (ed. ). James 1-logg : The Private Memoirs 

and Confessions of a Justified Sinner. 

London, 1978. 

Laughlan, W. K. (ed. ) James Hoag; Highland Tours, Hawick, 

1981. 

Mack, Douglas (ed. ) The King's Anthem and Mary Gray; 

Two Poems by James Hoaa, Stirling, 1981. 
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PAR'r III 

BIOGRAPHICAL AND CRITICAL f00Kb DEALING WITH HOGG 

Adam, R. b3. Works-g. Letters, and of James IlopP. 

London, 1930. 

Datho, Edith Co The Ettrick Shepherd, Cambridge, 1927. 

Carawell, uonald. Sir Walter tA Four-aart Stuff in 

Biography, London, 1990. 

Chambers, Robert. Life of Sir Walter 5cott... with 

Abbotsford Notandre-by Robert Carruthers. 
r, w. r. rrrýý ý. ý 

ed. W. Chambers. London and Edinburgh, 

1871. 

Chambers, William. Memoir of Robert Chambers. Edinburgh 

and London, 1872. 

Constable, Thomas. Archibald Constable and his Literary 

Correspondent!. 3 vols., Edinburgh, 

1873. (Correspondence of James iiogg in 

vol. II, pp. 353 - 363") 

Douglas, George. James 11ow. Edinburgh and London, 1899. 

Garden, Mrs. LTary Gray 1iogg7. Memorials of James ilogg, 

the Ettrick Shepherd, ed. Mra. Garden. 

London, 1885. 

oliphant, Mra. M. O. w., and Potter# Mrs. Gerald. Annals of a 

Publishing House; William Blackwood and 

his Song. 3 vole. Edinburgh and London, 

1897. 
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Parr, Norah. James Hogg at Home, Dollar, Douglas Mack, 1980. 

Simpson, Louis. James Hogg ;A Critical Study. Edinburgh 

and London, 1962. 

Smiles, Samuel. A Publisher and his friends. Memoirs and 

Correspondence of the late John Murray. 

2 vols. London, 1891. 

Smith, Nelson. James Hoag, Twayne English Authors, 1980. 

Stephenson, H. T. The Ettrick Shepherd tA Biography. 

Indiana University Studies, IX, No. 54 

(September, 1922). 

Strout, Alan Lang. The Life and Letters of James Hogg, 

the Ettrick Shepherd. Vol. I (1770 - 1825), 

Lubbock, Texas, 1946. 
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PART IV 

L01"FEL , ART1CLES AND INIHODUCTIONS CONGLUNING IHOGG 

Adams, R. M. Introduction to his edition of 

The Justified Sinner. New York, 

1970, pp. i- xiv. 

Anon. "The Ettrick Shepherd iA Centenary 

Exhibition". Times Literary Supple- 

m ent, 30 Nov. 1935" 

Baker, E. A. On The Justified sinner in his The 

History of the English Novel. Vol. VIA 

London 1929, PP* 252 - 257. 

Datho, Edith C. "Notes on. the bibliography of James 

nogg, the Ettrick Shepherd". The 

Library, fourth series, XVI (1936), 

pp. 309 - 326. 

Bewley, Di, "The Society of the Juat", New Statesman, 

26 Oct. 1962, pp. 580 - 582, 

Dloede, Uarbara "James Iiogg'a The Private 1temoirs 

and Confessions of a Justified Sinner"s 

the genesis of the double". Etudes 

Anglaises, vol. 26, no. 2,1973, pp, 174-186, 

Browne, James "The 'Life' of the Ettrick Shepherd 

anatomized". Edinburgh, 1832. 
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Campbell, Ian "iioggle Confessions of a Justified 

Sinner", Liturgical Reviews vol. 2t 

1972, pp. 28 - 33" 

"Author and Audience in liogg's 

Confessions". Scottish Literary News# 

vol. 2, no. 4,19729 pp. 66 - 76. 

Carlyle, Thomas "Extracts from Note book". in James 

Anthony Froude, Thomas Carlyle iA 

Ilistory of the First Forty Years of 

his Life, 1795 - 1835. London,, 1882, 

vol. II, (h. 10, pp. 233 - 245. 

Carey, John Introduction to his edition of 

The Private Memoirs and Confessions 

of a Justified Sinner. Oxford, 1969, 

pp. xi - xxiii. 

Chamber's Cyclopedia of English Literature, S. Y. "Hogg, 

James, " Vol. III, pp. 8,292. London 

and Edinburgh, 1903. 

Cook, D* "The Ettrick Shepherd". Times 

Literary Supplement. 8 May, 1937. 

Dictionary of National Biography, S. Y. "Hogg, James" Vol, 

IX" pp. 992 - S. 

Eadie, D. "James Hogg and the Ettrick Shepherd", 

ScottishFie1d. Jan, 1971, pp. 22 - 23. 
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iggenschwiler, David "James liogg's Confessions and the 

fall into Division". Studies in 

Scottish Literature. Vol. 9,1971 

19729 pp. 26 - 39. 

Garden, Mrs. LHary Gray Hog? "The Suicide's Grave". letter 

to the Athenaeum, no. 3551 (16 Nov. 

1895), P. 681. 

Gide, Andre Introduction to James nogg s The 

Private Memoirs and Confessions of 

a Justified Sinner. Londoug 1947. 

Gifford, Douglas Introduction to James Hogg i The 

Private Memoirs and ConfeeRions of 

a Justified Sinner. London, 1978. 

Introduction to The Three Perils of 

Man. Edinburgh and London, 1972. 

Gilfillan, George "Allan Cunningham and the Rural 

Poets"v im A Gallery of-Literary 

Portraits. pp. 348 - 55. Edinburgh, 

London, and Dublin, 1845. 

Gillies, I1. P. "Some Recollections of James IIogg". 

in Fraser's Magazine. XX (Oct. 1839), 

pp. 414 - 430. 

llordman, J. "James tiogg and his reputation". 

Scotia, 16, April, 1970, pp. 1-3. 
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tiiil, D. "A Lamb and a pair of shoes". A bi- 
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Shephord". IIaýk Archaeological 

Society, Transaction* , 1970, pp. 3- 12" 
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PART V 
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